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Executive
Summary
This report shows how universities can
support local economic development
through their contributions to local
industrial innovation processes.
The vigor and dynamism of local
economies depends on the ability of local
firms to adapt to changing markets and
technologies by continually introducing
commercially viable products, services, and
production processes – that is, by
innovating successfully. Not all local
economies adapt with equal success. The
outcome depends on the capabilities of
local firms to take up new technological and
market knowledge and to apply it
effectively. This report focuses on the
contributions made by local universities to
those capabilities.
The findings draw on studies of innovationenabled industrial change in twenty-three
locations in six countries. These studies
were carried out in the Local Innovation
Systems Project between 2002 and 2005.
The locations include both high-tech and
economically less favored regions. The
sectors include both mature and new
industries. Some of the locations are home
to first-tier universities, some to second-tier
universities, and some to no universities at
all.
The evidence shows that universities
contribute to local innovation processes in a
variety of ways. At present a major focus is

Kiireisten
Tiivistelmä
Paikallistalouksien elinvoimaisuus kulminoituu 2000-luvun alussa varsin pitkälle
yritysten ja muiden organisaatioiden kykyyn
sopeutua jatkuvasti muuttuvaan toimintaympäristöön ja pysyä mukana teknologisessa kehityksessä. Samaa tahtia innovaatiotoiminnan tahdin tiivistymisen kanssa
myös yliopistoihin kohdistuvat odotukset
ovat kasvaneet.
Tähän raporttiin on tiivistetty ”Local
Innovation Systems” –projektin ensimmäisen vaiheen päätulokset. LIS-projektissa
tutkittiin yliopistojen rooleja innovaatiovetoisessa taloudellisessa kehityksessä 23
alueella kuudessa maassa. Tutkimuksen
kohdealueisiin kuului sekä korkean
teknologian alueita että sellaisia alueita,
joilla on vaara jäädä innovaatio- ja
osaamisvetoisen talouden ulkopuolelle.
Tutkitut talouden sektorit kattoivat laajan
kirjon toimialoja kypsistä teollisuudenaloista uusiin toimialoihin.
Tutkimuksen keskeisin tulos on, että
yliopistoilla ei ole yhtä oikeaa tapaa ja
mallia vaikuttaa alueiden, teknologian ja
yritysten kehitykseen. Yliopistoilla on useita
erilaisia rooleja taloudellisessa kehityksessä,
vaikka julkisessa keskustelussa ja monien
maiden kehittämisponnisteluissa päähuomio kohdistuukin yhä edelleen lineaariseen
teknologian ja osaamisen siirron malliin.
Tämän ajattelun mukaisesti monet
yliopistot pyrkivät vahvistamaan keksintöjensä patentointia ja lisensointia.

1

on technology transfer. Many universities
are seeking to exploit their laboratory
discoveries by patenting and licensing
intellectual property to local firms. But
often this is not the most important
contribution. In addition to their own
discoveries, universities can help to attract
new human, knowledge, and financial
resources from elsewhere. They can help to
adapt knowledge originating elsewhere to
local conditions. They can help to integrate
previously separate areas of technological
activity. They can help to unlock and
redirect knowledge that is already present in
the region but not being put to productive
use.
Typically the university’s most impor-tant
contribution
is
education.
Another
important indirect role is to serve as a
public
space
for
ongoing
local
conversations about the future direction of
technologies and markets. The importance
of the public space role of the university
and its contribution to local innovation
performance is often underestimated.
A key finding is that the university role in
local innovation processes depends on what
kind of industrial transformation is
occurring in the local economy. New
industry formation, industry transplantation,
industry diversification, and industry
upgrading are each associated with a
different pattern of technology take-up and
with a different set of university contributions.
These findings strongly suggest that the
‘one-size-fits-all’ approach to economic
development pursued by so many
universities, with its focus on patenting,
licensing, and new business formation,

2

Teknologian
ja
osaamiseen
siirto
yliopistoista yrityksille ei kuitenkaan
läheskään aina ole yliopistojen tärkein
mekanismi
taloudelliseen
kehitykseen
vaikuttamisessa.
Erittäin
monissa
tapauksissa yliopiston tärkein tapa vaikuttaa
yhteiskunnalliseen kehitykseen on yhä
edelleen koulutus. Toinen keskeinen tapa
on toimia ’tulkitsevien tilojen’ alustana.
Tulkitsevissa tiloissa alueen toimijat
arvioivat alueen ja sen monien toimintojen
tilaa ja etsivät uusia tulevaisuuden
kehityskulkuja.
Yliopistojen
rooli
taloudellisessa kehityksessä tulisi nähdä
kokonaisvaltaisesta näkökulmasta suoraviivaisen teknologian ja osaamisen siirron
sijaan.
Toinen LIS-projektin päätuloksista on, että
yliopistojen rooli alueellisissa ja paikallisissa
innovaatioprosesseissa
riippuu
siitä,
millaisia taloudellisia kehityskulkuja alueella
on käynnissä. Yliopistojen rooli on hyvin
erilainen uuden teollisuuden synnyssä
verrattuna esimerkiksi olemassa olevan
teollisuuden muuntumiseen toiseksi teollisuudenalaksi tai vanhan teollisuudenalan
uusiutuessa sisäisesti. Jos taas alueen
kehitys perustuu yritysten houkutteluun
muualta alueelle, on yliopiston rooli jälleen
hyvin erilainen verrattuna kolmeen
muuhun kehityskaareen.
Yliopistojen
itsensä
tulisi
nykyistä
paremmin ymmärtää omat roolinsa taloudellisessa kehityksessä. Tämä edellyttää
yliopistoilta
nykyistä
kehittyneempää
strategista ajattelua ja omien toimintojen
suhteuttamista niihin yhteiskunnallisiin ja
taloudellisiin kehityskulkuihin, joissa ne
haluavat ottaa nykyistä vahvemman roolin.
LIS-projektissa tutkitut caset osoittavat,
että tiiviimpi kytkös yhteiskuntaan ja

should be replaced with a more
comprehensive, more differentiated view of
the university role. Universities need a
stronger awareness of the pathways along
which local industries are developing and
the innovation processes that are associated
with those pathways. They should seek to
align their own contributions with what is
actually happening in the local economy.
This strategic approach to local economic
development is fully compatible with the
pursuit of excellence in the university’s
traditional primary missions of education
and research.

talouteen ei ole ristiriidassa yliopistojen
tutkimuksen ja koulutuksen laadun
kehittämisen kanssa.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Richard K. Lester
This report summarizes the results of the
research carried out during the first phase of
the Local Innovation Systems (LIS) Project.
This international collaboration, based at the
Industrial Performance Center at MIT, has
brought together researchers in engineering,
management, and the social sciences from
Finland, the United States, the United
Kingdom, Norway, and Japan. The core
question of the LIS project (which
continues) concerns the economic viability
of local and regional communities in a
globalizing economy. More specifically, as
communities throughout the world worry
about their economic survival in the rapidly
changing and increasingly open world
economy, their attention has been turning to
local universities, sources of the two most
valuable assets in this economy: educated,
skilled people, and new ideas. The
contribution of universities to innovation
and economic growth has increasingly been
attracting the attention of both policymakers
and industrial practitioners. How should
universities respond to these new
challenges? What should we expect of them?
What should they expect of themselves?
These questions have been the focus of the
first phase of the LIS Project. The Project is
thus about (and itself exemplifies) a
fundamental
phenomenon
neatly
summarized recently by an MIT colleague:

knowledge is global, but learning is local.1
Universities, whose very existence as
institutions of learning and knowledge
creation rests on this apparent contradiction,
now find themselves on the front lines of a
larger struggle to square the circle, as
economic activity becomes both increasingly
globalized and increasingly knowledgebased.
We have been able to explore these
questions in the stimulating environment of
the cross-disciplinary, cross-national LIS
Project thanks to the generosity of several
sponsors. Especially important was the early
sponsorship of Tekes, the National
Technology Agency of Finland, whose
support made possible both an analytical
focus on several important Finnish locales
and the participation in the LIS research
team of our colleagues from the University
of Tampere and the Helsinki University of
Technology. In this report to Tekes, we
particularly emphasize the findings that
emerged from our research in Finland, along
with its implications for Finnish institutions.
It is important to recognize, however, that
these findings form part of a larger

Rosalind Williams, Retooling: A Historian
Confronts Technological Change, MIT Press,
Cambridge, MA, 2002.
1

5

international study, and the report also seeks
to set the Finnish findings in a larger
context.
The report is organized as follows. In
Chapter 2 we present an overview of the
findings of the LIS Project to this point. The
chapter describes the research approach we
have taken, and introduces the basic analytical framework that emerged from the field
research. In Chapter 3 we elaborate on the
general findings of the Project in the Finnish
context, and consider the implications for
Finnish policy, specifically as it pertains to
higher education, research, and technology.
The next four chapters summarize the
results of our studies of local innovation
systems in Finland. We discuss the mechanical engineering-based industries in
Tampere (Chapter 3); biopharmaceuticals in
Turku (Chapter 4); medical devices in Oulu
(Chapter 5); and diversified industrial
activities in Seinajoki and Pori (Chapter 6).
In the following chapters, we present a small
sample of the non-Finnish case studies
carried out as part of the LIS Project.
Chapter 7 reports on a matched-pair study
of Akron (polymer engineering) and
Rochester (opto-electronics), two cityregions in the American industrial heartland.
Chapter 8 presents a study of the
optoelectronics sector in Hamamatsu, Japan.
Most of the case study research was carried
out by doctoral students from the partner
universities as part of their dissertation
research. These students were drawn from a
range of disciplines, including urban and
regional studies, management science,
engineering systems, political science, and

entrepreneurship studies. An important
aspect of the project research design was to
create the intellectual space to enable
atudents from these different disciplines to
pursue their specialized doctoral studies
while simultaneously contributing to the
overall project. For this reason, the current
report, although it includes several case
studies, is not an edited volume in the
conventional sense. In particular, the case
study chapters are each working papers, of
various lengths and written in various styles.
We have included them here because of
their intrinsic interest and because they each
highlight different aspects of the study. The
full list of LIS case studies is shown in Table
1.1, and working papers on other LIS case
studies can be found on the LIS Project
website.2 Appendix I lists the doctoral
dissertations either in preparation or
completed under the auspices of the Project.
A related point should also be noted. The
field research for many of the case studies
was carried out jointly by pairs of student
researchers, each originating from a
different partner institution and often also
from a different disciplinary background.
Thus our students gained direct experience
conducting multi-disciplinary, multi-national
research collaborations, and this experience
has added a valuable dimension to their
educational development. The annual
research workshops involving the entire LIS
team, at which the students presented their
research, were also a valuable educational
experience. Finally, the student-level
collaborations have helped cement close
working relationships between the partner
institutions – another valuable outcome of
the LIS project.
2

6

See http://web.mit.edu/lis

Table 1.1 The Local Innovation Systems Project case study portfolio

Country

Location

Industry/technology

USA

Rochester, NY

Opto-electronics

USA

Akron, OH

Advanced polymers

USA

Allentown, PA

Opto-electronics/steel

USA

Boston, MA

Bioinformatics

USA

New Haven, CT

Biotechnology

USA

Charlotte, NC

Motor sports (NASCAR)

USA

Greenville-Spartanburg, SC

Autos

USA

Alfred-Corning, NY

Ceramics

USA

Youngstown, OH

Steel/autos

USA

Morgantown, WV

Biometrics

Finland

Tampere

Industrial machinery

Finland

Turku

Biotechnology

Finland

Seinajoki

Industrial automation

Finland

Pori

Industrial automation

Finland

Helsinki

Wireless

Finland

Oulu

Medical Instruments

UK

Central Scotland

Opto-electronics

UK

Aberdeen

Oil and gas

UK

Cambridge

Bioinformatics

Taiwan

Taipei-Hsinchu

Electronics

Taiwan

Taipei-Hsinchu

Software

Japan

Hamamatsu

Opto-electronics

Japan

Kyoto

Electronics

Norway

Stavanger

Oil and gas
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Chapter 2
Universities, Innovation, and the
Competitiveness of Local Economies:
An Overview*
Richard K. Lester
1. Introduction
The Local Innovation Systems (LIS) Project
addresses
a
fundamental
question
confronting the citizens of all advanced
societies: How can local communities, with
few economic resources on which to draw,
prosper in the rapidly changing and
increasingly open global economy? What
can these communities do to improve their
economic prospects in the short and long
run?

firing line as anxious constituents seek
protection against what they see as the
depredations of global corporations, global
capital flows, and the integration into the
global economy of huge pools of low-wage
labor in the developing world.

For more than a decade, a roiling debate
about the consequences of globalization has
swept across the industrialized world. The
great globalization debate has focused on
the role of national governments as
instruments for promoting the benefits of
globalization
or,
more often, for
ameliorating its negative impacts. National
governments have found themselves in the

In retrospect, the predictions of some early
analysts of globalization that national
governments would become essentially
irrelevant, powerless to set or enforce the
rules and at the mercy of rootless
corporations moving productive assets
across national borders at will, have turned
out to be exaggerated. It is much too soon
to write the obituary of national
governments as players in the global
economy. Despite some encroachments on
governmental authority, national borders
still do matter in economic affairs.

* An earlier version of this chapter appeared as
Richard K. Lester, Universities, Innovation, and the
Competitiveness of Local Economies: Summary Report
from the Local Innovation Systems Project – Phase I,
Industrial Performance Center Working Paper
MIT-IPC-05-010, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, December 2005.

But from the perspective of local
communities, the sense of vulnerability to
the forces of globalization is acute, and
probably also more warranted. From the
local perspective the rules of the game are
9

indeed mostly set elsewhere. Local
communities have fewer resources available
to cope with the impacts of globalization.
Indeed, local leadership has itself often been
eroded as the traditional pillars of the local
economy – banks, manufacturing firms, law
firms, accountants, retailers, and others –
have been acquired or displaced by large
national or multinational organizations with
no particular interest in or commitment to
the
community.
For
many
local
communities, the notion of a ‘borderless
world’ is uncomfortably close to the truth;
certainly these communities have only
limited ability to shield themselves from the
turbulence of global economic forces.

increasingly well recognized around the
world.

But local communities are not totally
without recourse. Much of the hard work
needed to cope with the challenges of
globalization – building infrastructure,
improving
educational
performance,
strengthening cooperation between public
and private institutions – is often better
undertaken at the local level than by
centralized directive. In this project we
focus on one such response: strengthening local
capabilities for innovation. By ‘capabilities for
innovation’, we mean the ability to conceive,
develop, and/or produce new products and
services, to deploy new production
processes, and to improve on those that
already exist. The ability of the firms
comprising a local economy to adapt to new
market and technological opportunities
through innovation is the key to sustainable
growth and prosperity at the local level. The
processes and outcomes of innovation are
essential for productivity growth and for
sustaining and improving wage rates, and are
themselves associated with attractive, wellpaying jobs. The links between innovation,
productivity growth and prosperity are

Local innovative capabilities are themselves
subject to the pressures of globalization,
however. Even regions with significant
concentrations of innovative activity today
cannot assume that they will be able to hold
onto them indefinitely. The range of
possibilities is bracketed by two limiting
scenarios. At one end of the spectrum, local
companies, recognizing the importance to
their own innovation processes of tapping
into the global network of knowledge and
ideas, reach progressively farther afield to do
so, and eventually relocate these activities,
and perhaps ultimately all of their
operations, out of the region altogether. At
the other end of the spectrum, local
companies seek to boost their innovation

10

To date, most policy initiatives directed
toward improving innovation performance
have been taken by national governments.
But there is increasing attention to this issue
at the regional and local levels too. 1 Local
community leaders throughout the advanced
industrialized world would surely agree with
the view recently expressed by one official
about the U.S. economy as a whole:
“America must never compete in the battle
to pay their workers least, and it will take
sustained innovation to ensure that we don’t
have to.”2

See Roger Geiger and Creso Sa, “Beyond
Technology Transfer: U.S. State Policies to
Harness University Research for Economic
Development,” Minerva (2005) 43, 1-21.
2 Bruce Mehlman, Assistant Secretary of
Technology Policy, U.S. Department of
Commerce, in testimony before the House of
Representatives Committee on Small Business,
June 18, 2003, at
http://www.technology.gov/Testimony/BPM_0
30618.htm.
1

performance by strengthening their ties with
other local firms and with local public
research and educational institutions. In this
scenario, the local economy emerges as a
center of new knowledge creation and
application, attracting firms from elsewhere,
and stimulating the formation of new local
businesses.
The broad goal of the Local Innovation
Systems project is to study the range of
possible outcomes delimited by these two
scenarios. We seek to examine the
consequences of the different outcomes for
local economic development, and to gain
insight into the actions, strategies and
policies at the local level that are associated
with each type of outcome. Ultimately we
seek to develop actionable recommendations to local communities directed toward
the strengthening of local capabilities for
innovation.

2. Universities as ‘engines of
innovation’
As local communities focus on the
importance of innovation and an educated
local workforce to their long-term
prosperity, their attention has naturally
turned to the contributions of local
universities. These institutions are a primary
source of the most valuable assets in the
knowledge economy: highly educated
people, and new ideas. The presence of
universities may also attract other key
economic resources to the region, including
firms and educated individuals who may
want to locate close by, as well as financiers,
entrepreneurs, and others seeking to exploit
new business opportunities emanating from
the campus. And one of the most appealing

features of universities from a local
perspective is, of course, that – unlike so
many other participants in the local
economy – they are immobile. A university
is necessarily committed to its region for the
long term.
Throughout the world, governments –
national, regional, and local – are seeking
ways to strengthen the role of universities as
agents of local and regional economic
development. In the United States, a
significant milestone was the passage of the
federal Bayh-Dole Act of 1980, intended to
promote the transfer of universitydeveloped technology to industry. Later
federal initiatives included the National
Science
Foundation’s
Science
and
Technology Centers and Engineering
Research Centers, both of which made
important tranches of government research
funding for universities contingent on
industry participation. More recently, state
governments have become increasingly
active in pressing the public universities
within their jurisdictions to contribute to
local economic development.
At the same time, companies have been
looking more closely at university
laboratories as contributors to their research
and product development activities.
Corporate interest has been stimulated by
the growing commercial relevance of
university research in important fields like
biopharmaceuticals, nanotechnology, and
bioengineering. Many businesses, too, have
been cutting back on in-house R&D and
increasing their reliance on external sources
of knowledge and technology as a way of
reducing the costs and risks of research. In
the U.S., industry funding for academic
research has grown faster than any other
11

funding source in recent decades, although it
still accounts for less than 7% of total
academic research funding (compared with
58% from the federal government), and less
than 2% of total industry expenditures on
R&D.3

subsumed by the imperatives of the
marketplace? Such questions are debated
more or less vigorously, depending on the
campus. But the underlying trend toward
greater economic engagement is clear.

For university administrators, if not for all
campus residents, the new focus on what is
sometimes referred to as the ‘third stream’
mission
of
economic
growth
(to
differentiate it from the traditional missions
of education and research) has generally
been a welcome development, in part
because of its promise of new revenues at a
time when traditional revenue sources are
under increasing pressure. And as the gap
between academic laboratories and the
marketplace has shrunk, universities,
teaching hospitals, and other academic units
have become more adept at the commercial
exploitation of academic research.

3. The ‘standard model’

But working ties to the operating sectors of
the economy are not central to the internal
design of the university as an institution, and
as universities open themselves up to the
marketplace for knowledge and ideas to a
greater degree than in the past, confusion
over mission has been common. On some
campuses, the new emphasis on industry
partnerships has sparked controversy. How
can universities, already financially stressed,
accommodate the new mission of economic
development without undermining their
traditional commitment to education and
basic research? How to manage the conflicts
of commitment and conflicts of interest that
confront faculty, administrators, and others
in the economically engaged university? Will
the principle of academic freedom be
National Science Board, Science and Technology
Indicators – 2004, Appendix Table 4-4.
3
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The rising interest in the university’s
economic development role has been fueled
by high-profile examples of successful
regional economies in which the university
contribution is easily identified, such as
Silicon Valley, the Boston area, and the
region around Cambridge in the UK. Less
widely publicized, though certainly well
known to most university administrators, are
cases of ‘blockbuster’ licenses on university
developed and patented technology. 4 Both
kinds of success have helped to promote
what has now become a standard view of
the university’s economic role, centering on
technology transfer. The technology transfer
model starts with discoveries by university
researchers in their laboratories, and
proceeds to disclosure by the inventors,
patenting by the university or the inventor,
and ultimately licensing of the technology,
frequently to startup or early stage
technology-based enterprises founded by
the inventors themselves.
The overall economic significance of this
model, as well as its promise in particular
situations, has often been exaggerated. Part
of the problem is the failure to recognize
that the best-known success stories are

These include the Cohen and Boyer gene
splicing patent (Stanford University), the
chemotherapy drug Taxol (Florida State
University), and the anti-clotting medication
Warfarin (University of Wisconsin).
4

atypical. The university origins of
enormously successful companies like Cisco,
Google, and Yahoo (all three of which grew
out of Stanford University research and two
of which took Stanford licenses) are well
known. Less often noted is the fact that new
business formation around university
science and technology is a very small
fraction – probably no more than 2 to 3% –
of the total rate of new business starts in the
U.S.5
The same is true of patenting. Even in the
U.S., where patenting by universities is most
Reliable data on university-related new business
starts is hard to come by. The Association of
University Technology Managers (AUTM) keeps
track of U.S. startups that have directly licensed
intellectual property from universities. In FY
2003 the number of such startups was 374, down
from a peak of 424 two years earlier (AUTM
Licensing Survey, reported in Aaron Bouchie,
“Survey reveals U.S. university licensing up,
startup formation down,” news@nature.com,
published online, 13 January 2005). The total
number of companies started by university
faculty, staff, students, and alumna/e is certainly
much larger, but comprehensive statistics for this
are not available. A study conducted in the mid1990s found that MIT faculty and graduates had
founded about 4,000 companies. At that time,
MIT had only licensed intellectual property to
about 200 startups. If we assume that the same
20:1 ratio applies today for the entire population
of U.S. universities, the total rate of universityrelated business starts should be roughly 8,000
per year. By comparison, the rate of new
business formation of all kinds exceeds 550,000
firms per year. (See U.S. Small Business
Administration website,
http://www.sba.gov/advo/research/.) Of
course, this simple numerical comparison does
not reflect what is likely to be the considerably
higher probability that university startups take up
new technology than the average new business.
Nor does it account for the possibility that
university-linked startups may have a higher rate
of survival than average. Even so, it is important
to keep in perspective the contribution of
university-related startup activity to the overall
economic and employment growth effect of new
business formation.
5

common, it is only a minor contributor to
the overall stock of patented knowledge.
About 3,700 patents were granted to U.S.
universities in 2001, out of a total of about
150,000 U.S. patents issued in that year.
Moreover, even the most prolific patenting
universities are not particularly active by
corporate standards.6
The probability that universities themselves
will derive significant financial benefits from
their technology transfer activities is also
low. The total licensing income received by
universities has been growing in recent
years, but even today only amounts to about
4% of their total research and development
volume ($1.3 billion in FY 20037, compared
with total research revenues of about $32
billion in 2002 – the most recent year for
which data are available 8). Moreover, most
of the royalty income is generated by a
handful of highly remunerative licenses. The
vast majority of university patents yield no
royalty income at all. The distribution of
income is thus highly skewed, and, although
most technology licensing offices do not
report their net financial performance, it is
probable that many of them do not break

For example, the 10 leading corporate patenters
in the U.S. in 2004 each received more than
1,300 patents in that year, compared with 135
and 132 for, respectively, Caltech and MIT, the
two most prolific university campuses.
7 See Bouchie, op.cit.
8 National Science Board, Science and Engineering
Indicators – 2004, Appendix Table 4-4. Since
several years typically pass between research
activity and the resulting flow of product
royalties, a more appropriate ratio might be
between current royalty income and total R&D
expenditures of, say, a decade earlier. That ratio
is somewhat greater – 6% – but the basic
conclusion, that royalty payments in the
aggregate will never be more than a small
fraction of research revenues, is unchanged.
6
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even.9 Technology licensing officers at some
leading U.S. universities often say that
university technology transfer should be
seen more as a public service than as a
mechanism for income maximization, and
the numbers bear them out. But that view is
not universally shared by university
administrators.
Finally, patenting and licensing is only one
of a number of pathways for the transfer of
knowledge from universities to industry.
Firms may alternatively exploit recent
university research results published in the
open literature; or they may use university
scientists as consultants to apply wellestablished engineering or
scientific
knowledge to the development of a
particular product; or they may collaborate
with university scientists and engineers to
apply new scientific knowledge developed
by researchers at other universities; or they
may recruit the students of the leading
university researcher in the field.10 Several
According to the Association of University
Technology Managers, 21,000 active technology
licenses were held by U.S. universities in 2001,
generating about $1.2 billion in gross revenues in
that year. Of these, only 125, or 0.6%, yielded $1
million or more (AUTM, 2002). An unpublished
study by Ashley Stevens of Boston University’s
technology transfer office estimated that about
half of the TLOs in his national sample made a
net positive financial contribution to their
institution after accounting for operating
expenses. (See Ashley J. Stephens, “Do Most
Academic Institutions Lose Money on
Technology Transfer?,” presented at the 2005
Annual Meeting of the Technology Transfer
Society, Kansas City, MO (available at
http://www.kauffman.org/pdf/tt/Stevens_Ashl
ey.pdf).
10 For a useful discussion of these possibilities,
see Lee Branstetter and Kwon Hyeog Ug, “The
Restructuring of Japanese Research and
Development: The Increasing Impact of Science
on Japanese R&D,” RIETI Discussion Paper,
04-E-021, April 30, 2004.
9
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recent studies have suggested that patenting
and licensing is not the most important of
the available pathways.11 This is also the
view of academic researchers themselves.
According to a recent survey of nearly 70
faculty members in the MIT Departments of
Mechanical Engineering and Electrical
Engineering and Computer Science, all of
them patent holders and thus presumably
having an above-average inclination to use
this channel, patenting and licensing activity
was perceived to be responsible for less than
7% of the knowledge transferred out of the
university. Faculty consulting, publication,
and the recruiting of students were all
ranked significantly higher (see Figure 2.1). 12
It is often said that the best form of
technology transfer is the moving van that
transports the Ph.D. from his or her
university laboratory to a new job in
industry.
Of course, these comparisons do not
capture all of the benefits of university
patenting and licensing – for example, the
stimulus to entrepreneurial thinking among
faculty and students that these activities
often provide. But this only underscores the
need for a broader view of the university’s
role in local economies – as creators,
receptors, and interpreters of innovation
and ideas; as sources of human capital; and
as key components of social infrastructure
and social capital.

11See,

for example, Wesley Cohen, Richard
Nelson, and John Walsh, “Links and impacts:
The influence of public research on industrial
R&D,” Management Science, vol. 48, no. 1, January
2002, p. 1.
12A. Agarwal and R. Henderson, “Putting patents
in context: Exploring knowledge transfer from
MIT,” Management Science, vol. 48, no. 1., January
2002, p. 44.

4. The Local Innovation
Systems Project
In 2002, in an effort to develop this broader
perspective, an international team of
researchers based at the MIT Industrial
Performance Center began studying specific
cases of industrial transformation in
different locations. The overall goal of the
Local Innovation Systems Project is to
examine the role of innovation in the
emergence and transformation of local
industries. In the first phase of research, we
have focused on the contribution of
universities to local industrial development
through their participation in local
innovation processes.
We adopted an ‘outside-in’ perspective on
the university role. Our starting point was
that the local economy in which a university
is situated can be described as a set of
industries, each of which produces a mix of
products and/or services that changes over
time. The economic health of the economy
depends ultimately on the outcome of these
evolutions. A successful local economy is
one in which significant numbers of local
firms adapt to new market and technological
opportunities by introducing commercially
successful new products or production
processes repeatedly over time. Not all local
economies adapt with equal success, and
within the same locale different industries
perform differently. The outcome depends
at least partly on the abilities of local firms
to take up new technologies, and new
knowledge more generally, and to apply this
knowledge productively. Our focus is on the
contributions made by local universities to
those capabilities.

This perspective differs from the
conventional view of the university’s role in
its local economy in a number of ways:
 By focusing on the capacity of local firms
to take up and apply new knowledge, we
allow for the possibility that universities,
in addition to serving as sources of such
knowledge, may contribute in other ways,
too.
 By describing the local economy in terms
of an existing set of industries, we allow
for the possibility that university
contributions may not be limited to the
formation of new firms or the creation of
new industries.
 By taking as our initial unit of observation
the local industrial economy, rather than
the university itself or the flows of people,
technology, and ideas that emerge from it,
we can deal more straightforwardly with
situations in which the university is only a
minor supporting player in a larger
industrial development process.
 By defining economic success in terms of
the ability to adapt to new market and
technological opportunities – many of
which originate elsewhere – we
acknowledge the importance of external
influences on local industries, rather than
treating them as a more or less selfcontained
clusters
and
focusing
exclusively on their internal structure and
processes.
 By focusing on the process of industrial
transformation, and specifically the
change in the mix of products and
services produced by an industry over
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time, our perspective is dynamic rather
than static, and extends over periods of
years or even decades, rather than
focusing on immediate outcomes.
We conducted our research in 23 locations.
In each case we focused on a particular
industry or line of business (in one location
we studied two industries.) The portfolio of
case studies is listed in Table 2.1. Industrial
transformation is not a one-time event but
rather a continuing process. In each case we
selected a time period for study which
generally ranged between two and three
decades. We traced the development of the
industry over this period, focusing on the
contribution of local innovation processes
to the evolution of products, services, and
production processes.
The industries in our sample include both
mature sectors (industrial machinery, automobile manufacturing) and new fields
(bioinformatics, opto-electronics). The
locations include relatively prosperous,
‘high-tech’ regions (Boston, MA; Cambridge
in the UK) as well as economically lessfavored regions (Youngstown, OH;
Allentown, PA). About half of the locations
are outside the United States. Some of the
locations are home to first-tier research
universities, others to universities that are
not in the front rank, and still others have
no universities at all. Thus, though
constructed opportunistically rather than
scientifically, our case portfolio incorporates
a broad range of technological, industrial,
and institutional environments.
We used a comparative and primarily
historical and qualitative approach to the
research. Where possible, we selected at
least two locations that were matched in the
16

sense that each was home to the same
industry. In principle, the use of rigorously
matched pairs should make it possible to
move from single idiosyncratic and isolated
cases to a more generalizable causal model.
In practice, even the matched cases have
many dimensions of difference that cannot
be controlled. As such, the main benefit of
comparison is not so much to enhance the
generalizability of findings as to inject
greater
rigor
into
the
qualitative
understanding of the cases, particularly by
drawing contrasts between them.
The principal mode of data collection in
each location was to carry out in-depth
interviews with business practitioners,
university researchers, and administrators,
and national and local economic
development officials and policymakers,
using semi-structured questionnaires. We
augmented these interviews by using local
and regional business and economic
databases, as well as patent and publication
data as appropriate, reports, archival
materials, and published sources concerning
the local economy, local universities, and
other local institutions.
Between 2002 and 2005, we conducted 764
interviews in the U.S., UK, Norway,
Finland, and Japan.13 Half of these
interviews were carried out at firms, and
An additional 117 interviews were conducted
between 1999 and 2003 on the electronics and
software industries in the Taipei-Hsinchu corridor in Taiwan. These interviews were carried out
as part of a separate project at the Industrial
Performance Center, the IPC Globalization
Study (see Suzanne Berger and Richard K.
Lester, Global Taiwan, M.E. Sharpe, 2005, and
Suzanne Berger, How We Compete, Doubleday,
2006). We drew on this research for the LIS
Project, but have not included it in the LIS
interview statistics.
13

another 30% at universities. The remainder
were conducted with public officials,
financiers, and representatives of industry
associations. The breakdown by country is
shown in Table 2.2. Additional breakdowns
are included in the Appendix to this chapter.

5. General findings
Each of the cases is unique. The wide
variety of industrial transformations
occurring in the different regions, as well the
varied roles played by local universities in
these events is suggested by the four case
summaries presented in the accompanying
sidebars. To bring some order to the mass
of evidence we accumulated in our research,
we found it useful to introduce a simple
typology of industrial transformation
processes.
I.

Indigenous creation: The first type of
process is the emergence of an industry
that has no technological antecedent in
the regional economy – that is, it entails
the local creation of an entirely new
industry. This, of course, is the kind of
process that tends to be associated with
universities. A well-known example is
the development of the personal
computer industry in Silicon Valley. It is
not a perfect example, however, since
the PC industry had clear industrial
antecedents in the region, including the
semiconductor sector.14 Examples from
our cases are the development of the

For an account of the development of Silicon
Valley dating back to the early years of the last
century, see Timothy J. Sturgeon, “How Silicon
Valley Came to Be,” in Martin Kenney (ed.),
Understanding Silicon Valley, Understanding an
Entrepreneurial Region, Stanford University Press,
2000.
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biotechnology sector in the region
around New Haven, CT, and the
development of the wireless industry in
the Helsinki region. Here too it is
possible
to
identify
industrial
precursors, and the examples make the
point that the emergence of an industry
that is entirely without antecedent in the
region is actually a very rare event.
II. Transplantation from elsewhere: This
type of process also entails the
development of an industry that is new
to the region. But in this case, the
primary mechanism is the importation
of the industry from elsewhere.
Examples from our cases include the
establishment of a major automotive
industry cluster along the I-85 corridor
in Upstate South Carolina after a major
BMW manufacturing facility was
brought to the region. Another example
is the arrival of major oil exploration,
production, and service companies in
Stavanger, Norway and Aberdeen,
Scotland following the initial discoveries
of oil resources in the North Sea, which
in turn provided the basis for the
development of significant oil and gas
industry agglomerations in the two
locations.
III. Diversification into technologicallyrelated industries: This category refers
to transitions in which an existing
industry in a region goes into decline,
but its core technologies are redeployed
and provide the basis for the emergence
of a related new industry. Examples
from our cases include the development
of a polymer engineering and
manufacturing industry in Akron, Ohio
on the heels of the tire industry’s
17

disappearance from that city, once
known as the tire capital of the world.
IV. Upgrading of existing industries:
This type of transition entails the
upgrading of an industry in a region
through the infusion of new production
technologies or the introduction of
product or service enhancements.
Examples from our cases include the
revitalization of the industrial machinery
sector in Tampere, Finland, where the
integration of electronics, control, and
communication
technologies
into
traditional
mechanical
engineering
product systems helped a group of local
manufacturers
achieve
global
competitiveness in the highly specialized
industrial machinery markets serving the
forestry, paper, and transportation
industries. In another Finnish example,
biotechnology played a role in
upgrading the traditional pharmaceutical
and food industries in Turku, in
southwestern Finland.
These four types of transformation are
idealized. In practice the distinctions
between them are not always clear. For
example, when the firms in a local industry
move along the value chain from
components to systems (the Kyoto
electronics manufacturers) or from systems
to associated services (the Tampere
machinery producers), do these represent
cases of upgrading (Type IV) or
diversification (Type III)? Furthermore, the
development of an industry in a particular
location may involve more than one kind of
transition at the same time. For example, the
initial development of the oil and gas
industry in Stavanger was made possible by
the decisions of multinational oil firms to
18

locate there, but local engineering,
construction, and shipbuilding firms
diversified into the new industry and later
achieved international successes in this field.
(In Aberdeen, only one local firm, a fishing
and ship repairing concern, made that
transition.)
Despite these complications, the taxonomy
is useful. For most of the cases, one type of
transition clearly dominated (see Table 2.3).
And taken together, the cases strongly
suggest that the skills, resources, and
institutional capabilities associated with each
type of transition are different, and that each
is associated with a distinct pattern of
technology take-up and application. The
roles of local universities also appeared to
vary considerably depending on which kind
of transition was occurring. 15
In every case, the outcome of the transition
hinged on the ability of the firms in the
region to identify new technological and
market opportunities, and to develop or
absorb and then apply new technological
and market knowledge. In every case it was
the actions of individual firms, motivated by
profit, responding to market signals, and

In addition to the taxonomy described here,
we considered other typologies of industry
clusters, industrial districts, and regional
economies discussed in the literature. We
discarded most of them because they are static,
whereas our focus on innovation processes
brings economic transitions to the fore and calls
for a dynamic scheme. Markusen has identified
several types of industrial districts: Marshallian,
hub and spoke, satellite, and state centered (see
Ann Markusen, “Sticky Places in Slippery
Space,” Economic Geography 72(3): 293-313
(1996)). Although this too is a static typology, we
experimented with it in order to generate
dynamic categories. This is a promising
approach that deserves further work.
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applying their knowledge of the marketplace
that ultimately determined the outcome. But
in every case, too, the innovation
performance of these firms depended on
more than their own internal capabilities and
strategies. It was also affected by the
behavior and performance of local supplier
and customer firms, producers of
complementary goods and services, and
financial intermediaries, as well as local and
regional education and training institutions,
universities, other public research institutes
and foundations, and government agencies
and programs concerned with innovation,
both promotional and regulatory. Less
tangible attributes of the locale were often
also important, such as attitudes toward
innovation and entrepreneurship, and the
quality of local leadership. All these
elements comprise the local innovation
system, and our cases make clear that the
demands placed on such systems – and thus
their required attributes – vary depending on
what kind of transition is involved.
A comparison of the indigenous creation
(Type I) and upgrading (Type IV) pathways
helps to make the point. Consider financing,
for example. In cases of new industry
formation, at least for the science-based
industries we studied in this project,
financing originated mainly from some
combination of the founders themselves,
their friends and family members, angel
investors, and professional venture capital
firms. In contrast, for the upgrading of
existing industries, new product or process
development was financed mainly with
internal company funds, or in some cases by
customers or suppliers. Government-funded
demonstration projects also played a role in

some cases. In cases of new industry
formation, the dominant innovation culture
was science-driven and entrepreneurial,
whereas in cases of upgrading, the
innovation processes were more likely to be
customer-driven and influenced by total
quality principles and practices. In cases of
new industry creation, a local university or
public research laboratory typically played
the role of anchor institution, whereas in the
case of industry upgrading, the anchor
institution was more likely to be a lead firm
or a lead customer. In science-based
industry formation, the highest-impact
educational outputs of local universities
were Ph.D.-level scientists and engineers
with an interest in entrepreneurial careers
and some exposure to entrepreneurial
business practices. For cases of upgrading,
bachelors and masters-level engineering
graduates equipped with knowledge of the
industry’s practices and problems obtained
from classes, practical theses, and
internships were of greatest value. For
science-based industry creation, university
technology transfer was pro-active and
oriented towards start-ups and small firms.
For industry upgrading, these arrangements
were more likely to center on long-term
relationships between the university and
established firms. In some of the cases of
new industry creation (though not all), a
local university played a leading role. But
none of the upgrading processes were
university-led, although in some cases local
universities played important supporting
roles.
In the next section, the university
contribution to these transition processes is
described in more detail.
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University participation in local
industrial transformations

the technical literature, patents, and
software and hardware prototypes.

Our cases make clear that universities
engage with their local communities in many
different ways. We focused in these cases on
the university role in local innovation
processes, but there are many other
dimensions of engagement that we did not
consider.
Universities
may
provide
important cultural, intellectual, architectural,
aesthetic, artistic, athletic, recreational, and
medical resources to their communities.
University students and staff may participate
in important local social projects. University
graduates, if they remain in the area, will
contribute to the lives of their communities
in countless ways.

 Increasing the local capacity for
scientific and technological problemsolving. This includes various forms of
support for the creation and development
of new technology-based enterprises, such
as venture mentoring programs, startup
clinics, and incubators. It also includes
contract research carried out by university
researchers for industry, cooperative
research projects carried out jointly by
university and industry researchers, faculty
consulting, and technology licensing.
Universities may also contribute by giving
local firms access to specialized
instrumentation and equipment.

Even within the purely economic domain
there are important aspects of the university
role that we did not consider. In many
communities the university is one of the
largest employers, and it is often a major
consumer of products and services
produced by the local economy. Universities
may also be important owners of local real
estate. A university’s contribution to local
innovation processes is thus only part –
often just a small part – of its local presence.
But even within this relatively narrow frame
our cases revealed multiple channels of
engagement, which can be grouped into
four broad categories:

 Providing space for open-ended
conversations about industry development pathways and new technological
and market opportunities. These ‘public
spaces’ – some of them focused on
particular industries, others not – include
university-hosted
meetings
and
conferences, standard-setting forums,
forums for potential investors (pre-seed,
seed, angel, and venture capital investors),
business plan contests, industrial liaison
programs, alumni networking activities,
and visiting committees and curriculum
development committees involving local
industry practitioners.

 Education and training. Universities
make important contributions to local
human capital development at the
undergraduate, masters, doctoral, midcareer, and executive education levels.

The impacts of these activities may extend
far
beyond
the
university’s
own
neighborhood. This is most obviously true
of the great research universities. These are
genuinely
international
institutions,
educating students from around the world,
contributing to the international research
literature, interacting with firms and

 Adding to the stock of codified
knowledge. This includes publications in
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governments from many countries, and
employing on their faculties internationally
recognized intellectual leaders from around
the world. But even for these ‘global’
universities, the economic impact of their
activities is skewed toward their local
communities. For other universities the
economic impacts are even more heavily
skewed to the local.16
The distinction between the problemsolving and public-space roles of universities
has been discussed previously,17 and appears
to be well recognized by many firms. A
related study, which sought to determine
what firms look for in their university
relationships, examined 21 university
research
centers
and
nearly
200
collaborating firms. It found that for some
firms the main goal was to enlist university
researchers in problem-solving activities
directly related to their primary business. In
these interactions, the impact on the
company’s bottom line was the dominant
measure of performance. But for other firms
the most important goals of their
interactions with the university were to
participate in activities and exchanges that
would enable them to become privy to the
latest thinking in fields relevant to their
business, and to have an influence on the
The Association of University Technology
Managers reported that 84% of the nearly 500
companies formed in 2001 based on university
technology were located within the same state as
the university source. See also James D.
Abrams, “Comparative localization of academic
and industrial spillovers”, NBER Working Paper
8292, National Bureau of Economic Research,
Cambridge, MA, May 2001, and A. B. Jaffe, M.
Trajtenberg, and R. Henderson, “Patent
Citations.” The Quarterly Journal of Economics.
Volume CVIII.3:577-598 (1993).
17 See Richard K. Lester and Michael J. Piore,
Innovation – The Missing Dimension, Harvard
University Press, Cambridge, MA, 2004.
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future direction of related curricula at the
university.18 Firms in the second category
tended to be larger, and the universities with
whom they collaborated tended to be those
in the elite group. The more problemsolving-oriented collaborations were more
likely to involve small and medium-sized
firms and lower-ranked universities.
The most important finding from our cases
is that the university role in local innovation
processes depends on which industrial
transition pathway is being followed.
Although it is common to find many if not
most of the activities listed above at any
given university, we observed a tendency for
certain activities to be most closely
associated with particular development
pathways.
For Type I transitions involving the creation
of a new science-based industry, important
activities include providing various kinds of
support for new business formation, proactive technology licensing programs and
policies, and efforts to broker ties between
academic
researchers
and
local
entrepreneurs. Key individuals at the
university may also play important roles in
establishing an identity for the new industry,
convening conferences and workshops,
initiating standard-setting activities, and
generally acting as industry ‘evangelists’ by
drawing attention to the existence of local
concentrations of related activities and by
painting a picture of future impact and
growth potential.

Michael Santoro and Alok Chakrabarti,
“Corporate strategic objectives for establishing
relationships with university research centers,”
IEEE Transactions on Engineering Management, 48,
no. 2., May 2001.
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For Type II transitions involving the
relocation of industries into the region,
important university activities include
responding to the local manpower needs of
the relocating firms, especially by developing
new, customized curricula and continuing
education programs. Another important role
is to provide technical assistance to local
suppliers and sub-contractors.
For Type III transitions involving diversification out of existing local industries into
technologically related new ones, a key role
for the university is to cultivate
technological links between disconnected
actors, for example, by establishing oncampus forums for discussion of new
applications of local industrial technologies.
Another important role is to help build the
identity of the new industry locally.
Finally, for Type IV transitions involving the
upgrading of the technological base of
existing industries, local universities
contribute to technical problem-solving
through contract research and faculty
consulting, develop industry-relevant degree
and continuing education programs, create
student internship and faculty leave
opportunities in the local industry, convene
foresight exercises and user-supplier forums
on campus to discuss the future
development of the industry, and participate
in global best-practice scanning activities
with local industrial practitioners.
The patterns of university activity associated
with each type of industrial transformation
process are summarized in Figure 2.2.
These findings cast doubt on the utility of a
one-size-fits-all approach to economic
development that so many universities have
been pursuing, with its focus on patenting,
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licensing, and startups. They instead suggest
the need for a broader, more differentiated
view of the university role. Not all local
economies are like Silicon Valley; not all
industries are like biotechnology or
software; and not all universities are like
Stanford. University leaders responsible for
the economic development mission need to
understand the particular circumstances and
needs of local industries, as well as the
strengths and weaknesses of their own
institutions. These leaders need to
understand the pathways along which local
industries are developing and the innovation
processes that are associated with those
pathways. And they should seek to align the
university’s contributions to local economic
development with what is actually
happening in the local economy. The
outcome will not be the same for every
university. Indeed, it will likely be different
in different parts of the same university to
the degree that different industries are
present in the region.
This discussion points to the need for a
strategic awareness of local industrial
developments going well beyond the norm,
even at universities with a strong tradition of
working with industry. It further suggests
the need for a strategic approach to the
economic development role within the
university itself. But how realistic is this idea
of strategy for universities – notoriously
fragmented and fractious organizations –
whose famous portrayal decades ago by
University of Chicago President Robert
Hutchins as a collection of separate
departments held together by a heating
system seems equally apt today? A
university,
with
its
decentralized
management structure and its multiple
stakeholders, each with different and often

conflicting goals, lacks the organizational
coherence of a business enterprise. Precisely
because of this, however, it is important for
university administrators to be clear about
the goals they are seeking in the economic
domain and how they intend to achieve
them. It is equally important for these
administrators to be clear about what they
do not seek to achieve. In this domain, as in
others, universities cannot be all things to all
people, and a failure to formulate and clearly
articulate an institutional strategy for
economic development risks underperformance in this domain, interference
with other institutional goals, increased
conflict within the university, and
disappointed external constituencies. Finally,
an economic development strategy is
important because – at least within the
decentralized, competitive American higher
education system – universities compete
with each other for faculty, students, and
research funds. Competing successfully
depends partly on being able to do the same
thing that rivals do only better, and partly on
being able to differentiate oneself from
one’s rivals. A well-designed, effectively
implemented strategy for engaging with the
local economy can contribute to both goals.

6. Conclusions
Local economies thrive to the degree that
local firms succeed in adapting to new
market and technological opportunities
through innovation in products, services,
and production processes. This innovation
performance hinges in turn on the ability of
local firms either to develop new
technological and market knowledge
themselves or to acquire it from elsewhere
and then apply it productively. Our study

has shed light on how universities can
strengthen
these
local
innovative
capabilities:
 Universities have multiple ways to
contribute
to
local
innovation
processes directly. The possibilities are
not limited to patenting and licensing
discoveries
made
in
university
laboratories. In addition to their own
discoveries, universities can help to attract
new knowledge resources from elsewhere.
They can help to adapt knowledge
originating elsewhere to local conditions.
They can help to integrate previously
separate areas of technological activity in
the region. And they can help to unlock
and redirect knowledge that is already
present in the region but is not being put
to productive use. Most of these
university contributions presuppose the
presence of local industry.
 In most cases, the indirect support
provided by universities for local
innovation processes is likely to be
more important than their direct
contributions to local industry problem
solving. The most important of these
indirect contributions is education. But a
university can also play an important role
as a public space for ongoing
conversations, involving local industry
practitioners, about the future direction of
technologies, markets and local industrial
development. This public space can take
many
forms,
including
meetings,
conferences, industrial liaison programs,
standards forums, entrepreneur/investor
forums, visiting committee discussions of
departmental curricula, and so on. The
conversations between university and
industry people that occur in these spaces
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are rarely about solving specific technical
or commercial problems. But they often
generate ideas that later become the focus
of problem-solving both in industry and
in universities. The importance of the
public space role of the university and its
contribution
to
local
innovation
performance is frequently underestimated.
 The
conditions,
practices,
and
attitudes that lead to successful
technology take-up and application in
local industries depend on the specific
characteristics of the Industry and its
development pathway. Our studies
make clear that industry upgrading,
industry
diversification,
industry
importation, and industry creation are
each associated with different local
patterns of technology take-up and
application. More specifically, for each
type of transition we observed a distinct
pattern of university participation in the
local innovation system.
 Universities should approach their role
in
local
innovation
processes
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strategically. This means developing an
understanding
of
the
particular
circumstances and needs of local
industries and the strengths and
weaknesses of their own institutions, and
it means seeking a fit between local
industry needs and internal university
capabilities. Universities should discard
the
one-size-fits-all
approach
to
technology transfer in favor of a more
comprehensive, more differentiated view
of the university’s role in local economic
development.
 A strategic approach to the local

economic
development
role
is
compatible with the pursuit of
excellence
in
the
university’s
traditional primary missions in
education and research. Indeed, success
in these primary missions is a necessary
condition for contributing effectively to
innovation and growth in the local
economy. The fear that these missions will
somehow be harmed is not a good reason
for universities not to embrace their role
in local innovation processes.

Figure 2.1. Perceptions by MIT faculty patentholders of relative importance of
alternative channels of knowledge transfer from university to industry
Source: A. Agarwal and R. Henderson,“Putting patents in context: Exploring
knowledge transfer from MIT,” Management Science, vol. 48, no. 1, January 2002, p. 44.

Figure 2.2 University roles in alternative innovation led local/regional growth pathways
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Table 2.1 The Local Innovation Systems Project case study portfolio
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Country

Location

Industry/technology

USA

Rochester, NY

Opto-electronics

USA

Akron, OH

Advanced polymers

USA

Allentown, PA

Opto-electronics/steel

USA

Boston, MA

Bioinformatics

USA

New Haven, CT

Biotechnology

USA

Charlotte, NC

Motor sports (NASCAR)

USA

Greenville-Spartanburg, SC

Autos

USA

Alfred-Corning, NY

Ceramics

USA

Youngstown, OH

Steel/autos

USA

Morgantown, WV

Biometrics

Finland

Tampere

Industrial machinery

Finland

Turku

Biotechnology

Finland

Seinajoki

Industrial automation

Finland

Pori

Industrial automation

Finland

Helsinki

Wireless

Finland

Oulu

Medical Instruments

UK

Central Scotland

Opto-electronics

UK

Aberdeen

Oil and gas

UK

Cambridge

Bioinformatics

Taiwan

Taipei-Hsinchu

Electronics

Taiwan

Taipei-Hsinchu

Software

Japan

Hamamatsu

Opto-electronics

Japan

Kyoto

Electronics

Norway

Stavanger

Oil and gas

*
Table 2.2 LIS Project interviews, by country (2002-2005)
Number of
interviews
United States

308

Finland

238

United Kingdom

103

Japan

84

Norway

31

TOTAL

764

*
An additional 117 interviews were carried out in Taiwan under the auspices
of a separate IPC research project.

Table 2.3 The LIS case studies, by dominant transition pathway
Country

Location

Industry/technology

Dominant transition*

pathway
USA

Rochester, NY

Opto-electronics

III

USA

Akron, OH

Advanced polymers

III

USA

Allentown, PA

Opto-electronics/steel

II

USA

Boston, MA

Bioinformatics

I

USA

New Haven, CT

Biotechnology

I

USA

Charlotte, NC

Motor sports (NASCAR)

I/IV

USA

Greenville-Spartanburg,SC

Autos

II

USA

Alfred- Corning, NY

Ceramics

IV

USA

Youngstown, OH

Steel/autos

III/IV

USA

Morgantown, WV

Biometrics

II

Finland

Tampere

Industrial machinery

IV

Finland

Turku

Biotechnology

IV

Finland

Seinajoki

Industrial automation

IV

Finland

Pori

Industrial automation

IV

Finland

Helsinki

Wireless

I

Finland

Oulu

Medical Instruments

I

UK

Central Scotland

Opto-electronics

I

UK

Aberdeen

Oil and gas

II

UK

Cambridge

Bioinformatics

I

Taiwan

Taipei -Hsinchu

Electronics

II

Taiwan

Taipei -Hsinchu

Software

I

Japan

Hamamatsu

Opto-electronics

I

Japan

Kyoto

Electronics

III/IV

Norway

Stavanger

Oil and gas

II

* I = indigenous creation; II = transplantation; III = diversification; IV =upgrading
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APPENDIX TO CHAPTER TWO
Interview Data

Table 2.A.1 LIS Project interviews, by industry
Number of
interviews
Materials (steel, synthetic rubber, polymers,
ceramics)
Machinery/automation

98

Motorsports

57

Automotive

19

Biotech

66

Bioinformatics

32

Biometrics

50

Imaging/optoelectronics/electronics

183

Medical/wellness

40

Wireless

51

Oil and gas

71

Miscellaneous

22

TOTAL

28

75

764

Table 2.A.2 LIS Project interviews, by location
Number of
interviews
Tampere, Finland

39

Seinajoki, Finland

33

Helsinki, Finland

61

Oulu, Finland

40

Pori, Finland

29

Turku, Finland

36

Youngstown, OH

24

Allentown, PA

21

Akron, OH

18

Rochester, NY

33

Alfred-Corning, NY

6

Boston, MA

33

New Haven, CT

30

Charlotte, NC

47

Greenville, SC

26

Morgantown, WV

50

Aberdeen, Scotland

40

Cambridge, England

18

Central Scotland

45

Hamamatsu, Japan

40

Kyoto, Japan

44

Stavanger, Norway

31

Miscellaneous

20

TOTAL

764
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Table 2.A.3 LIS Project interviews, by type of organization
Number of
interviews

30

Firms

380

Universities/public research institutions

227

Other (govt., finance, industry associations, etc.)

157

TOTAL

764

Chapter 3
Yliopistot, innovaatio ja alueiden kilpailukyky: Huomioita ja johtopäätöksiä ”Local Innovation Systems –projektista”
Richard K. Lester and Markku Sotarauta
1. Johdanto
Paikallistalouksien elinvoimaisuus kulminoituu 2000-luvun alussa varsin pitkälle yritysten ja muiden organisaatioiden kykyyn sopeutua jatkuvasti muuttuvaan toimintaympäristöön ja pysyä mukana teknologisessa kehityksessä. Samaa tahtia innovaatiotoiminnan
tahdin tiivistymisen kanssa myös yliopistoihin kohdistuvat odotukset ovat kasvaneet.
Tähän raporttiin tiivistetty näkemys yliopistojen rooleista taloudellisessa kehityksessä
perustuu 23 case-tutkimukseen kuudessa
maassa vuosina 2002-2005. Tutkimuksen
kohdealueisiin kuului sekä korkean teknologian alueita että sellaisia alueita, joilla on
vaara jäädä innovaatio- ja osaamisvetoisen
talouden ulkopuolelle. Tutkitut talouden
sektorit kattoivat laajan kirjon toimialoja
kypsistä teollisuudenaloista uusiin toimialoihin.
Tutkimuksen keskeisin tulos on, että yliopistoilla ei ole yhtä oikeaa tapaa ja mallia vaikuttaa alueiden, teknologian ja yritysten
kehitykseen. Yliopistoilla on useita erilaisia
rooleja taloudellisessa kehityksessä, vaikka

julkisessa keskustelussa ja monien maiden
kehittämisponnisteluissa päähuomio kohdistuukin yhä edelleen lineaariseen teknologian
ja osaamisen siirron malliin. Tämän ajattelun
mukaisesti monet yliopistot pyrkivät vahvistamaan keksintöjensä patentointia ja lisensointia. Teknologian ja osaamiseen siirto
yliopistoista yrityksille ei kuitenkaan ole
läheskään aina yliopistojen tärkein mekanismi taloudelliseen kehitykseen vaikuttamisessa. Erittäin monissa tapauksissa yliopiston
tärkein tapa vaikuttaa yhteiskunnalliseen
kehitykseen on yhä edelleen koulutus. Toinen keskeinen tapa on toimia ’tulkitsevien
tilojen’ alustana. Tulkitsevissa tiloissa alueen
toimijat arvioivat alueen ja sen monien
toimintojen
tilaa
ja
etsivät
uusia
tulevaisuuden kehityskulkuja. Yliopistojen
lisäksi alueilla ei juuri ole sellaisia toimijoita,
jotka
voisivat
toimia
aktiivisten,
moniäänisten, analyyttisten ja kriittisten
keskustelujen foorumeina. Varsin usein
yliopistojen merkitystä tulkitsevina tiloina ei
tunnisteta ja tällaisen toiminnan merkitystä
aliarvioidaan suhteessa teknologian siirtoon.
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Toinen LIS-projektin keskeisistä tuloksista
on, että yliopistojen rooli alueellisissa ja paikallisissa innovaatioprosesseissa riippuu siitä,
millaisia taloudellisia kehityskulkuja alueella
on käynnissä. Yliopistojen rooli on hyvin
erilainen uuden teollisuuden synnyssä verrattuna esimerkiksi olemassa olevan teollisuuden muuntumiseen toiseksi teollisuudenalaksi tai vanhan teollisuudenalan uusiutuessa sisäisesti. Jos taas alueen kehitys perustuu yritysten houkutteluun muualta alueelle, on yliopiston rooli jälleen hyvin erilainen verrattuna kolmeen muuhun kehityskaareen. Yliopistojen rooli taloudellisessa
kehityksessä tulisi nähdä kokonaisvaltaisesta
näkökulmasta suoraviivaisen teknologian ja
osaamisen siirron sijaan. Yliopistojen itsensä
tulisi kehittää omaa strategisen ajattelun
kykyään ja suhteuttaa omaa toimintaansa
niihin yhteiskunnallisiin ja taloudellisiin kehityskulkuihin, joissa ne haluavat ottaa nykyistä vahvemman roolin. LIS-projektissa tutkitut caset osoittavat myös, että tiiviimpi kytkös yhteiskuntaan ja talouteen ei ole ristiriidassa yliopistojen tutkimuksen ja koulutuksen laadun kehittämisen kanssa.

2. Yliopistojen roolit taloudellisessa kehityksessä1
2.1. Neljä kokonaisuutta
LIS-projektin caset osoittavat miten yliopistot ovat monin eri tavoin kiinnittyneet paikallisiin ja alueellisiin kehityskulkuihin. Keskityimme LIS-projektissa yliopistojen rooleihin taloudellisessa kehityksessä ja erityisesti paikallisissa innovaatioprosesseissa, mutta
on selvää, että yliopistoilla on myös monia
1

Tämä luku on julkaistu aiemmin osana artikkelia Sotarauta & Lester (2005)
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sellaisia rooleja, joita emme kyenneet tämän
projektin puitteissa käsittelemään. Riippuen
kyseisen maan perinteistä yliopistoilla voi
olla merkittävä rooli vaikkapa kulttuurissa,
taiteessa, urheilussa, kestävässä kehityksessä,
sosiaalisessa kehityksessä ja niin edelleen.
Lisäksi yliopistojen opiskelijat vaikuttavat
monin tavoin alueen ilmeeseen käyttämällä
erilaisia palveluja, järjestämällä tapahtumia
tai vaikkapa vain tuomalla kaupunkikuvaan
nuorekkaan ilmeen.
Emme myöskään tarkastelleet yliopistojen
suoraa taloudellista roolia. Yliopistot ovat
monilla alueilla suurimpien työnantajien
joukossa. Lisäksi ne ovat merkittäviä paikallisten palvelujen ja tuotteiden kuluttajia.
Joissakin maissa yliopistot ovat myös merkittäviä maan ja kiinteistöjen omistajia. Yliopistojen rooli osana kansallisia ja alueellisia
innovaatiojärjestelmiä on siis vain yksi osa
(usein pieni mutta tärkeä osa) yliopistojen
taloudellisen kehityksen roolikarttaa. Näkökulmamme suhteellisesta kapeudesta huolimatta yliopistojen roolit alueiden ja yritysten
kehityksessä on mahdollista ryhmitellä neljäksi yleiseksi kokonaisuudeksi:
• Koulutus (tutkintoon johtava koulutus,
täydennyskoulutus yms.) - koulutus on
yksi tärkeimmistä yliopistojen kontribuutioista alueelliseen ja paikalliseen kehitykseen. Ne osallistuvat inhimillisen
pääoman kehittämisen tarjoamalla tutkintoon johtavaa koulutusta, erilaisia
täydennyskoulutusohjelmia ja lyhyitä
konsultoivia koulutuspaketteja.
• Uuden tiedon tuottaminen osaksi
eksplisiittistä tietovarantoa – tähän
kategoriaan kuuluvat esimerkiksi artikkelit, kirjat ja muut julkaisut, patentit sekä erilaiset prototyypit.

• Paikallisen tieteellisen ja teknologisen
ongelmanratkaisukapasiteetin
vahvistaminen – tähän kategoriaan sisältyvät erilaiset mentorointiohjelmat,
yrityshautomot, uusien teknologiayritysten kehitykseen osallistuminen, tilaustutkimus, yritysten ja yliopistojen yhteisprojektit, yliopiston henkilökunnan konsultointi ja niin edelleen. Yliopistot saattavat myös antaa laitteitaan teollisuuden
käyttöön.
• Tulkitsevien tilojen tarjoaminen tulevaisuuksien etsintään – tulkitsevat
tilat viittaavat työseminaareihin, konferensseihin, ’business plan’ kilpailuihin,
’industrial liason’ ohjelmiin, alumniverkostoihin ja niin edelleen. Tulkitseva tila
viittaa kaikkiin niihin tapahtumiin, joissa
pohditaan tavalla tai toisella mennyttä,
nykyisyyttä ja tulevaa ja siten tarjotaan
erilaisille toimijoille mahdollisuuksia
avata omaa ajatteluaan, oppia uutta ja
etsiä oman toiminnan tulevaisuuden
suuntia.

2.2. Neljä kehityskulkua, neljä erilaista roolikarttaa yliopistoille
Yliopistojen roolista taloudellisessa kehityksessä on vaikea sanoa mitään yleispätevää
sortumatta yksinkertaistuksiin. Kaikki LISprojektissa tutkitut 24 tapausta ovat omalla
tavallaan ainutlaatuisia. Jotta case-tapausten
kirjoon ja yliopistojen rooliin olisi mahdollista saada jonkinlainen jäsennys, laadittiin LISaineiston perusteella typologia, jonka avulla
on mahdollista tarkastella yliopistojen roolia
suhteessa neljään erilaiseen teollisuuden
innovaatiovetoiseen kehityskulkuun. Typologian tarkoituksena on tavoittaa sekä aluekehityksen että yliopistojen roolin dynaamisuus. Alla esitetyt neljä kehitystyyppiä ovat

vahvasti yksinkertaistettuja. Käytännössä
kyseisten tyyppien väliltä on usein vaikea
löytää selviä eroja. Yhden teollisuudenalan
kehitys jollain tietyllä alueella voi lisäksi sisältää useamman kategorian mukaisia kehityskulkuja.
I - Endogeeninen kehitys viittaa sellaiseen
kehityskulkuun, jossa alueelle syntyy sisäsyntyisten tekijöiden varassa uusi teollisuudenala. Tässä kehityskulussa yliopistoilla on
usein merkittävä rooli. Kuuluisia esimerkkejä
ovat vaikkapa PC-teollisuuden kehitys Silicon Valleyssa ja bioteknologian kehitys New
Havenissa. Listaan voidaan liittää myös langattoman viestintäteknologian kehitys Suomen pääkaupunkiseudulla (Lester 2005;
Sturgeon 2000; Lahenius 2005).
Tyypin yksi kehityskuluissa yliopistojen rooli
määrittyy pääosin ”standardimallin” mukaisesti eli keskeisessä asemassa on usein eturivin tieteellinen tutkimus ja koulutus. Lisäksi
aggressiivinen lisensointi- ja patentointipolitiikka korostuvat. Tyypin I kehityskulkujen
edistämisessä yrityshautomot ja muut tiedeperustaisten yritysten syntyä ja kehitystä
tukevat palvelut ovat keskeisellä sijalla. Koska endogeenisessä kehityksessä alueelle syntyvät teollisuudenalat ovat uusia ko. alueella,
myös alan identiteetin luominen ja vahvistaminen nousee tärkeään asemaan. Usein
uudella teollisuudenalalla on myös omat
”lähestyssaarnaajansa”, joiden tehtävänä on
levittää tietoa ja ymmärrystä uuden alan
luonteesta ja tarpeista.
II – Teollisuuden ”transplantaatio” viittaa tilanteisiin, joissa muualta siirtyy alueelle
uutta teollisuutta. LIS-projektin caseista
tähän kategoriaan kuuluu muun muassa
autoteollisuuden
sijoittuminen
EteläCarolinaan BMW:n sijoitettua sinne merkit
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tävän tuotantolaitoksen. Toinen esimerkki
on öljyteollisuuden tutkimus-, tuotanto- ja
palvelutoimintojen sijoittuminen Stavangeriin (Norja) ja Aberdeeniin (Skotlanti). (Hatakenaka yms. 2006). Teollisuuden sijoittuessa alueelle yliopiston (ja ammattikorkeakoulujen tai vastaavien) tärkeimmäksi rooliksi
nousee teollisuuden tarvitseman työvoiman
kouluttaminen. Aika usein kyseessä on jonkinlainen muuntokoulutus ja olemassa olevan koulutuksen suuntaaminen tukemaan
uuden teollisuudenalan tarpeita. Lisäksi korkeakoulut saattavat tukea uuden teollisuuden
tulon myötä alueen pk-yrityksissä syntynyttä
tarvetta kehittää omia teknisiä valmiuksiaan,
jotta ne voisivat toimia uuden alan veturiyritysten alihankkijoina.
III – ”Vanhan teollisuuden” diversifikaatio kohti teknologiateollisuutta. Tämän kategorian esimerkit viittaavat sellaisiin
kehityskulkuihin, joissa alueella oleva teollisuus ajautuu taantumaan mutta kykenee
uudistamaan ydinteknologioitaan siten, että
koko teollisuudenala kehittyy uudenlaiseksi
teknologiavetoiseksi teollisuudeksi. Esimerkiksi Akron tunnettiin aikanaan maailman
rengaspääkaupunkina, mutta globaalin kilpailun myötä rengasteollisuus ajautui suuriin
vaikeuksiin. Rengasteollisuuden osaaminen
kyettiin kuitenkin muuntamaan polymeeriteollisuuseksi. (ks. Safford 2004.)
Tyypin kolme teollisuuden kehityskuluissa
yliopistojen rooli kulminoituu tyypillisimmillään toisistaan erillään olevien toimijoiden
yhteentuomiseen ja rakenteellisten aukkojen
paikkaamiseen. Teollisuuden muuntuessa
joksikin aiemmasta poikkeavaksi myös sen
tiedon ja osaamisen tarpeet muuttuvat. Varsin usein tilanne on, että yrityksillä ei juurikaan ole ollut suoria yhteyksiä tutkimukseen
vanhan toiminnan luonteesta johtuen, mutta
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uuden teknologian noustessa aiempaa keskeisempään rooliin yritystoiminnassa myös
tutkimuksen tarve kasvaa. Myös tässä kategoriassa uuden muotoutumassa olevan teollisuudenalan identiteetin luominen korostuu.
IV – Olemassa olevan teollisuuden sisäinen uudistuminen viittaa sellaisiin tapauksiin, joissa alueella jo oleva teollisuus säilyttää aiemman identiteettinsä ja toimialansa,
mutta kykenee uudistumaan sisäisesti siten,
että perinteisiin tuotteisiin ja prosesseihin
kyetään liittämään uutta osaamista ja teknologiaa. LIS-projektin caseista tämän kategorian kehityskuluista ehkä paras esimerkki on
Tampereen raskaiden liikkuvien työkoneiden
valmistukseen erikoistunut teollisuuden
sektori, jonka avainyritykset ovat integroineet elektroniikkaa, hydrauliikkaa ja kontrolliteknologiaa perinteiseen mekaaniseen koneenrakennukseen. Tampereella toimivat
teollisen koneenrakennuksen yritykset ovat
nousseet kapeissa markkinasegmenteissä
maailman markkinajohtajiksi (Martinez-Vela
& Viljamaa 2004). Turussa taas perinteinen
lääketeollisuus ja elintarviketeollisuus ovat
bioteknologian avulla kyenneet kehittymään
seuraavalla askelmalle (Srinivas & Viljamaa
2003).
Olemassa olevan teollisuuden sisäisessä
muutosprosessissa avaintoimijoita ovat usein
yritykset itse, mutta myös yliopistolla voi olla
keskeinen rooli muutosprosessissa. Useimmiten yliopistojen rooli kulminoituu yritysten muutosprosessissa esille nousevien ongelmien ratkaisemiseen yhdessä yritysten
kanssa. Lisäksi tiedon välittäminen maailmalta oman alueen yrityksille eli eräänlainen
globaalin tiedon skannaus ja muuntaminen
paikallisiin tarpeisiin saattaa kuulua yliopistojen tehtäväkenttään.

2.3. Standardimallin rajat
Vaikka innovaatiotoiminnan vuorovaikutteisuutta on korostettu jo jonkin aikaa, varsin
usein erilaisissa kehittämisasiakirjoissa ja
asiaan liittyvissä keskusteluissa painotetaan
yliopistojen suoraa roolia alueiden ja yritysten kehityksessä. Keskustelua ovat vauhdittaneet maailmanlaajuisesti tunnetut korkean
profiilin esimerkit. Kukapa ei olisi kuullut,
miten Silicon Valleyssä, Bostonin alueella ja
Cambridgessa (Iso-Britannia) on syntynyt
uusia innovaatiota ja miten kyseisille alueille
on muodostunut todella vaikuttavia osaamiskeskittymiä. Näiden esimerkkitapausten
innoittamina yliopiston roolin vahvistamisessa tavoitellaan usein kehitystyypin I mukaisia toimenpiteitä.
Joissain tapauksissa standardimalli on toiminut hienosti ja yliopistoissa syntyneet keksinnöt ovat vaikuttaneet yrityselämään ja
olleet yliopistoille erittäin tuottoisia. Tällaisia
ovat esimerkiksi Stanfordin yliopiston geeniteknologiaan liittyvät keksinnöt (gene splicing), Floridan valtion yliopiston kemoterapialääke ja Wisconsinin yliopiston veren
hyytymistä estävä lääkitys. Edellisten esimerkkien lisäksi kun muistetaan vielä mainita, että sellaiset yritykset kuin Cisco, Google
ja Yahoo ovat kaikki kasvaneet Stanfordin
yliopistosta, ja että Massachusetts Institute
of Technologyn (MIT) opiskelijat ja/tai
henkilökunta ovat yliopiston olemassaolon
aikana perustaneet yli 4000 yritystä, jotka
työllistävät yhteensä yli miljoona ihmistä eri
puolilla USA:ta ja maailmaa (MIT – impact
on innovation, 1997), niin meillä on käsissä
vakuuttava sarja esimerkkejä siitä, miten
yliopistot vaikuttavat taloudelliseen kehitykseen hyvin suoraan. Edellä mainittujen esimerkkien takana olevan mallin taloudellinen
merkitys on kuitenkin rajallinen ja lisäksi

niiden merkitystä usein liioitellaan. Yliopistoilla on kiistatta ollut merkitystä taloudellisessa kehityksessä, mutta loppujen lopuksi
USA:nkin yliopistojen suora vaikutus taloudelliseen kehitykseen on suhteellisen pieni.
• Vuonna 2003 USA:ssa kaikista uusista
yrityksistä vain noin 2-3 % perustui yliopistojen tieteellisen ja teknologisen
osaamisen varaan.
• Vuonna 2001 USA:ssa myönnettiin yhteensä noin 150 000 patenttia, joista
3700 myönnettiin yliopistoille. Vuonna
2004 kymmenen eniten patentoinutta
yritystä ylittivät jokainen 1300 patentin
rajan, kun parhaana yliopistona California Institute of Technology (Caltech) sai
135 patenttia ja MIT 132.
• Vuonna 2003 yliopistojen tutkimus- ja
kehittämisresursseista vain noin 4 % tuli
teknologian lisensoinnista. Käytännössä
tästäkin suurin osa tulee joidenkin yliopistojen muutamille yksittäisille keksinnöille. Joulukuussa 2005 järjestetyssä
LIS-konferenssissa puhunut MIT:n
Technology Licensing Officen johtaja
Lita Nielsen korosti oman yksikkönsä
toiminnan olevan julkista palvelua eikä
yliopiston rahantekokone.
Patentoinnin ja lisensoinnin lisäksi konsultointi ja erityisesti opiskelijoiden yritysten
kanssa tekemät projektit ovat usein keskeisessä asemassa tiedon siirtymisessä yliopistoista yrityksiin. Lisäksi on syytä korostaa,
että standardimallissakaan kyse ei ole lineaarisesta tiedon, osaamisen ja teknologian
siirrosta vaan vuorovaikutteisesta prosessista, jossa yhteistyö yritysten kanssa vaikuttaa
stimuloivasti yliopistojen henkilökuntaan ja
opiskelijoihin.
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Vaikka edellä nostettiinkin esille standardimallin rajat taloudellisessa kehityksessä, sitä
ei kuitenkaan sovi millään muotoa vähätellä.
Se on yksi keskeisistä yliopiston rooleista,
mutta ei kaikkien yliopistojen eikä kaikkien
tieteenalojen eikä kaikissa paikoissa. LISprojektin yksi keskeisimmistä viesteistä on,
että parasta mitä yliopistot voivat yrityksille
tarjota ovat sellaiset tulkitsevat tilat, joissa
yhteistyökumppanit altistuvat mahdollisimman laajalle uusien ideoiden kirjolle. Parhaimmillaan yliopistot vievät kumppaninsa
tutkimusmatkalle tuntemattomaan, haastavat
niiden ajattelun ja siten istuttavat tulevaisuuden siemeniä ja vahvistavat sattuman tarttumapintoja.
”Jos MIT:n tutkijat alkavat ajatella samalla tavalla kuin Microsoftin tutkijat,
yliopistolla ei enää ole mitään lisättävää
Microsoftin tulkintaan maailmasta. Se ei
enää erotu yritysten omasta T&K –
toiminnasta millään tavalla.” (Lester &
Piore 2004.)

3. Yliopiston ja yhteiskunnan
vuorovaikutus – heikot ja
vahvat sidokset
Yliopistojen ja muun yhteiskunnan välisessä
vuorovaikutuksessa on todellakin kyse kahdensuuntaisesta vuorovaikutuksesta. Parhaimmillaan yliopisto avautuu monin eri
tavoin muulle yhteiskunnalle ja muut osapuolet ovat valmiita panostamaan aikaa ja
resursseja vuorovaikutukseen.
Usein korostetaan, että yliopistojen tulisi
palvella mahdollisimman hyvin yritysten
tarpeita. Ensinnäkin on syytä huomata, että
kaikki yritykset eivät edes kaipaa yliopistoilta
konkreettisia lyhyen aikavälin hyötyjä tuotta-
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via kehittämispalveluja. Osa yrityksistä kaipaa pidemmälle tulevaisuuteen tähtäävää
tukea omalle kehittämistyölleen osan kaivatessa lyhyen aikavälin konkreettisia hyötyjä.
Seuraavassa tarkastellaan yritysten ja yliopistojen yhteistyötä Santoron ja Chakrabartin
(2001) LIS-projektin rinnalla toteutetun
tutkimuksen avulla. Se perustuu yhdysvaltalaiseen aineistoon mutta antaa hyvän yleiskuvan yritysten erilaisista motivaatioista
tehdä yhteistyötä yliopistojen kanssa.
Kollegiaaliset yritykset tekevät yhteistyötä yliopistojen kanssa, koska ne haluavat olla osa
merkittävää ja vaikutusvaltaista tulevaisuutta
etsivää ja rakentavaa konsortiota. Kollegiaaliset toimijat etsivät laajaa uusien ideoiden ja
informaation vaihdon foorumia. Yhteistyön
intensiteetti yliopistojen ja kollegiaalisten
yritysten välillä on suhteellisen alhainen ja
vapausasteet molemmin puolin suuria. Yhteistyöhön suunnattujen resurssien määrä on
alhainen ja lyhyen aikavälin aineelliset hyödyt
vähäisiä. (Santoro & Chakrabarti 2001.)
Kollegiaaliset toimijat arvostavat sitä, että
yliopistot altistavat ne uusien ideoiden laajalle kirjolle. Lisäksi ne arvostavat yliopistojen
mukanaan tuomaa statusta ja pyrkivät yhteistyöhön erityisesti arvostettujen huippuyliopistojen kanssa. Kollegiaaliset yritykset
eivät siis niinkään etsi apua sen hetkiseen
kilpailutilanteeseen, vaan ne haluavat olla
mukana
eräänlaisessa
”esi-kilpailutilanteessa”, jossa laajassa verkostossa luodaan uusia kilpailutilanteita ja etsitään tulevaisuutta. Kollegiaaliset yritykset uskovat
selviävänsä kilpailussa paremmin, jos ne ovat
olleet mahdollisimman aikaisessa vaiheessa
mukana luomassa uutta teknologiaa ja tietoa
eli samalla uusia kilpailuasetelmia. Kollegiaaliset yritykset ovat myös kiinnostuneita
mahdollisuudesta vaikuttaa yliopiston opetusohjelmiin ja siten vaikuttaa tulevan koulu-

tetun työvoiman tieto- ja taitotasoon. Lisäksi
ne osallistuvat laajoihin verkostoihin saadakseen mahdollisuuden vaihtaa tietoa muiden
yritysten kanssa tulevaisuuden teknologioista. Kollegiaaliset yritykset ovat pääosin suuria yrityksiä, joiden aikahorisontti yhteistyössä yliopistojen kanssa on pitkä. (Santoro &
Chakrabarti, 2001)
Aggressiiviset yritykset hakeutuvat yhteistyöhön
yliopistojen kanssa, koska ne haluavat hyödyntää yliopistojen resursseja edistääkseen
omia lyhyen aikavälin intressejään. Tällöin
vuorovaikutus yliopiston kanssa on tiivistä,
lyhyen aikavälin aineelliset hyödyt ovat suuria ja yhteistyöhön suunnataan puolin ja
toisin paljon resursseja. Aggressiivisten yritysten tavoitteena on kehittää sekä ydinteknologiaansa että ydinkompetenssien ulkopuolelle jäävää teknologiaa. Niiden tavoitteena on kasvattaa tuottavuuttaan kehittämällä useita erilaisia teknologioita ja yrityksen yleistä tietämystä monista teknologioista.
Yhteistyön avulla aggressiiviset yritykset
pyrkivät linkittymään ydinteknologiansa
kannalta olennaisiin kehityskulkuihin. (Santoro & Chakrabarti 2001)
Tavoitehakuiset yritykset hakeutuvat yhteistyöhön ratkoakseen hyvin spesifejä teknisiä
ongelmia tai muita ongelmia. Ne etsivät
yhteistyöstä tukea oman ydinteknologiansa
kehittämiseen ja yhteisprojektit perustuvat
yleensä varsin suoraan yrityksen tarpeisiin ja
lähtökohtiin. Yritykset myös odottavat yhteistyöltä välittömiä ja mitattavia hyötyjä.
Näin ollen tavoitehakuisten yritysten aikajänne, jolla ne tarkastelevat yhteistyöstä saatuja hyötyjä, on yleensä lyhyt. (Santoro &
Chakrabarti 2001)
Santoron ja Chakrabartin jaottelu nostaa
esille sen tosiasian, että yritykset kaipaavat

innovaatioympäristöltä eli käytännössä innovaatiotoiminnan kumppaneiltaan erilaisia
asioita. LIS-projektin case-tutkimukset vahvistavat tämän huomion. Isot yritykset eivät
useinkaan ole ulkoistaneet ydinliiketoimintaansa ja/tai –teknologiaansa liittyviä asioita,
kun taas pienet yritykset etsivät apua juuri
niihin, koska niiden omat resurssit eivät riitä
käsillä olevien ongelmien ratkomiseen. Osa
yrityksistä katsoo kauemmas tulevaisuuteen
osan kaivatessa hyötyjä tässä ja nyt. Yleistäen
on siis mahdollista todeta, että osa yrityksistä
tarvitsee apua tunnistettujen ongelmien ratkaisussa, kun taas osa hakee yhteistyökumppaneita itseuudistumisen perustan vahvistamisessa ja/tai tulevien kilpailutilanteiden
ennakoinnissa ja kilpailuasetelmien määrittelyssä.
Käytännössä yliopistot ja yritykset soveltavat
yhteistyössään monenlaisia yhteistyötapoja.
Tässä yhteydessä niitä ei ole mahdollista eikä
syytäkään tarkastella kattavasti. Tiivistämme
seuraavassa vuorovaikutustilanteet kolmeksi
”perusmalliksi”, jotka ovat klassinen malli,
tiiviiseen yhteistyöhön perustuva malli ja
yhdistelmämalli. Klassisen vuorovaikutuksen
mallissa yliopisto tuottaa “yleiselle tarjottimelle” osaavaa työvoimaa ja tutkimustuloksia, jotka esitellään kirjojen, artikkelien, seminaarien yms. muodossa. Yritykset ja muut
organisaatiot voivat poimia tarjonnasta tarvitsemansa. Vuorovaikutus perustuu lähinnä
heikkoihin sidoksiin toimijoiden välillä.
Samalla kun on ryhdytty korostamaan entistä
enemmän yliopistojen yhteiskunnallista
merkitystä ja etsimään uusia vuorovaikutuksen malleja, on myös alettu korostaa aiempaa
enemmän vahvoja sidoksia heikkojen sijaan.
Monet toimijat haluaisivat nähdä yliopistot
sellaisessa vuorovaikutuksessa yritysten ja
muiden toimijoiden kanssa, joka perustuu
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aiempaa vahvemmin yhdessä tekemiseen eli
muun muassa yhdessä toteutettuihin projekteihin, yhteisiin tutkimuslaitoksiin ja ”asiakkaan” tarpeisiin räätälöityihin koulutusohjelmiin.
Yliopistojen ja muiden organisaatioiden
välinen vuorovaikutus ei voi perustua sen
paremmin klassiseen kuin tiiviiseen yhdessä
tekemisenkään malliin. Klassinen malli ei tue
yliopistojen ja muun yhteiskunnan yhteisevoluutiota ja tiiviin yhteistyön malli taas
rajaa ison osaa yhteiskuntaa vuorovaikutuksen ulkopuolelle. Jos vuorovaikutus perustuu yhdessä tekemiseen ja pääosin vahvoihin
sidoksiin, ei yliopiston eri yksiköillä ole
mahdollista tehdä yhteistyötä kovinkaan
monen toimijan kanssa yhtä aikaa. Käytännössä edellä esitetyt mallit ovat yksinkertaistuksia ja käytännössä yliopistojen yhteiskunnallinen vuorovaikutus organisoituu sekä
klassisena että tiiviinä. Lisäksi on selvää, että
niin yliopistojen sisällä kuin väleilläkin on
eroja siinä, miten yhteistyö organisoidaan ja
mihin sillä pyritään.
Voidaan väittää, että yliopistot ovat kautta
historiansa soveltaneet kaikkia kolmea mallia. 2000-luvun alussa oleva siirtymä kohti
tiiviimpää vuorovaikutusta ja kohti monenlaisia yhdistelmämalleja on syytä nähdä suhteellisena ja tilannesidonnaisena. Osa tutkijoista, laitoksista, tutkimuskeskuksista yms.
soveltanee jatkossakin klassista mallia. Jopa
kokonaiset yliopistot saattavat painottaa
omassa toiminnassaan klassista mallia. Toiset yksiköt saattavat puolestaan panostaa
entistä enemmän tiiviin yhteistyön muotoihin. Mallien pohtiminen ja niiden käytännön
muotojen etsintä ovat joka tapauksessa osa
yliopistojen strategista kehittämistyötä.
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4. Yhteenveto
Varsin usein yliopistoilta odotetaan tukea
yritysten ja muiden organisaatioiden ongelmanratkaisuun; odotukset kohdistuvat usein
konkreettisiin kehittämispalveluihin. Yliopistot voivat olla hyvä tuki tunnistettujen ongelmien ratkaisemisessa, mutta LIS-projektin
caset osoittavat, että ne ovat ennen kaikkea
pitkän aikavälin kehitysalustoja. Yliopistojen
rooli ei siis rajoitu vain uuden tiedon ja
osaamisen tuottamiseen, lisensointiin ja
patentointiin tai uuden yrittäjyyden synnyttämiseen. Yliopistojen roolit ovat moninaisempia. Ne on mahdollista tiivistää seuraaviksi väittämiksi.
• Yliopistot eivät toimi vain kehittämisen
tukena vaan myös monien kehittämistoimintojen analyyttisinä sparraajina,
kriittisinä vastavoimina, mediakeskustelun laajentajina ja syventäjinä. Yliopistot
estävät alueiden umpioitumista ja synnyttävät ajattelua stimuloivaa luovaa
jännitettä. Yliopistot luovat parhaimmillaan alueille monipuolista vapaan ja luovan ajattelun ja toiminnan kulttuuria.
Näin ne ovat keskeinen osa alueellisen
toimintakulttuurin muodostumista.
• Yliopistot ovat paikallisia solmukohtia
globaaleissa verkostoissa; ne ovat globaalin tiedon ja osaamisen kanavia paikallistasolla.
• Sekä avoimen ilmapiirin luojina että kanavina globaaleihin verkostoihin yliopistot vetävät puoleensa osaavia ihmisiä ja
osaltaan juurruttavat heitä alueille. Yliopistot ovat lahjakkaiden ihmisten, tiedon ja osaamisen magneetteja parhaasta
päästä.

• Yliopistot kouluttavat ja houkuttelevat
tietoa ja osaamista muualta. Ne auttavat
soveltamaan muualla tuotettua tietoa
oman alueen tarpeisiin ja paikallisiin
olosuhteisiin sopivaksi.
• Yliopistolla voi myös olla suuri rooli
olemassa olevan mutta tiedostamattoman paikallisen tiedon tekemisessä näkyväksi, uudelleen suuntaamisessa ja
tuottavaksi toiminnaksi kääntämisessä.
Edellisten pohjalta on mahdollista väittää,
että parhaimmillaan yliopistot ovat pitkän
aikavälin kehitysalustoja ja sattuman tarttumapintoja. Niiden roolia avoimen ilmapiirin
luojina ja monipuolisen yhteiskunnallisen
keskustelun generaattoreina ei voi yliarvioida. Toivottavaa on, että Suomen innovaatiotoiminnan vahvistamisessa nähtäisiin yliopistojen yhteiskunnallisten roolien moninaisuus
eikä sorruttaisi ylikorostamaan lineaarista
teknologian ja osaamisen siirtoa tai juututtaisi ylikorostuneeseen alueellisuuteen ja samalla jonkinlaiseen ”maakunnallisen omavaraisuuden” malliin. Suomen yliopistojen yhteiskunnallisen roolin vahvistumisen kannalta olennaista on, että yliopistojen kohdalla
osattaisiin kunnioittaa moninaisuutta ja erilaisuutta ja tuettaisiin yliopistojen erikoistumista ja aiempaa vahvempien kansallisten ja
kansainvälisten profiilien löytymistä.
Edellä tiivistetty näkymä yliopistojen rooleihin taloudellisessa kehityksessä nostaa esille
seuraavat peruskysymykset tarkasteltaessa
yksittäisen yliopiston alueellisia rooleja: a)
vahvistaako yliopisto alueen institutionaalista

kapasiteettia eli vaikuttaako se jollain olennaisella tavalla alueen muiden toimijoiden
toimintojen ja valintojen puitteisiin, b) vahvistaako se alueen sisäisiä verkostoja, linkittyykö se osaksi niitä ja tuoko se niihin uusia
resursseja ja/tai kompetensseja ja c) lisääkö
se alueen moninaisuutta, vahvistaako yliopisto joiltain osin alueelle omaleimaista ja kehityksen kannalta tärkeää tietoperustaa ja linkittääkö se alueen kansallisiin ja kansainvälisiin tietämysverkostoihin. Jos yliopisto ei
vahvista merkittävällä tavalla alueen endogeenistä kehityspotentiaalia, resurssipohjaa,
kilpailu- ja innovaatiokykyä tai yleistä osaamisen tasoa, vaarana on, että yliopisto jää
katedraalisiksi erämaassa eli muusta alueesta
irralliseksi koulutus- ja tutkimusinstituutioksi, jonka vaikutukset eivät lähde kumuloitumaan ja vaikutukset aluekehitykseen jäävät
vähäisiksi.
Yliopistojen erikoistumista tulisi tarkastella
samanaikaisesti kolmesta näkökulmasta: a)
yliopiston vahvat tieteenalat, b) kansalliset
kehitystarpeet ja kansallinen rooli ja c) alueen kehityskulut ja painopistealat ja niiden
suhde yliopiston vahvuusaloihin. Tässä on
syytä huomata, että kaikissa tapauksissa yliopiston ensisijainen tehtävä ei välttämättä
ole tukea alueen erikoistumista vaan sen
monipuolistumista. Joissain tapauksissa taas
erikoistuminen saattaa olla tärkein huomion
kohde. Jotta Suomen yliopistot eivät jäisi
ulkoisten voimien ohjattaviksi, niiden itsensä
tulisi ottaa aiempaa strategisempi ote omaan
kehitykseensä ja omiin rooleihinsa yhteiskunnassa.
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KUVA 3.1 Yliopiston ja muiden organisaatioiden vuorovaikutus – klassinen malli
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KUVA 3.2 Yliopiston ja muiden organisaatioiden vuorovaikutus
– tiiviiseen yhteistyöhön perustuva malli
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KUVA 3.3 Yliopiston ja muiden organisaatioiden vuorovaikutus – yhdistelmämalli
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TAULUKKO 3.1 LIS-projektin caset muutostyypeittäin
Maa

Kaupunki

Teollisuus/teknologia

Hallitseva
muutostyyppi

USA

Rochester, NY

Opto-elektroniikka

III

USA

Akron, OH

Polymeerit

III

USA

Allentown, PA

Optoelektroniikka/terästeollisuus

II

USA

Boston, MA

Bioinformatiikka

I

USA

New Haven, CT

Bioteknologia

I

USA

Charlotte, NC

Moottoriurheilu (NASCAR)

I/IV

USA

Greenville-Spartanburg

Autoteollisuus

II

USA

Alfred-Corning, NY

Keramiikkateollisuus

IV

USA

Youngstown, OH

Teräs/autoteollisuus

III/IV

USA

Morgantown, WV

Biometrics

II

Suomi

Tampere

Koneenrakennus

IV

Suomi

Turku

Bioteknologia

IV

Suomi

Seinäjoki

Älyteknologia

III/IV

Suomi

Pori

Teollinen automaatio

III/IV

Suomi

Helsinki
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Chapter 4
Becoming High-Tech: The Reinvention
of the Mechanical Engineering Industry
in Tampere, Finland
Carlos A. Martinez-Vela and Kimmo Viljamaa
1. Introduction
The university’s role in economic
development is usually framed in terms of
its contributions to industrial innovation.
These contributions emphasize how
universities participate in the creation and
growth of high-tech industries such as
biotechnology, information technology,
nanotechnology, and so on. Universities are
supposed to be the sources of knowledge
and technology for the creation of new
enterprises and the development of hightech industry clusters.
Amid the emphasis on high-tech, in all
OECD countries, only a small fraction of
total industrial output comes from so-called
high-tech sectors. In the European Union
alone, between 90 and 97% of economic
output comes from low- and medium-tech
(LMT) sectors, and all EU countries are
trade-specialized in them (Hirsch-Kreinsen,
Jacobson et al. 2003). Within national
borders, most regions have an existing
industrial base, which in many cases is not
“high-tech” (at least in theory) and whose

survival depends on the continuous
upgrading of processes, products, and
services. Moreover, a number of studies
show that many industries in LMT sectors
have not only survived, but have reinvented
themselves and prospered to become
globally competitive (see, for example, von
Tunzelmann and Acha 2005, and
references). In all cases, reinvention has
been
possible
through
continuous
incremental
innovation
in
product,
processes, services, and business models.
Using the example of the wooden furniture
industry in Europe and Denmark in
particular, Maskell (1998) argues that nonhigh-tech sectors are as viable a route as
high-tech sectors to sustain and augment
economic prosperity and competitiveness in
developed countries. Some critique the stark
distinction between high-tech and low-tech
industries, on the grounds that it leads
scholars and policymakers to not recognize
the innovative potential and knowledge
intensity of LMT industries (Asheim 2001,
von Tunzelmann and Acha 2005).
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Taken together, these insights suggest two
things. First, that it is possible for non-hightech sectors to survive and remain
competitive. Second, that upgrading existing
industries, given their impact on the
economic well-being and prosperity of
regional and national economies, ought to
be as important – and perhaps more
important – in the minds of policymakers
and academic leaders as the creation of hightech enterprises. The “policy obsession with
high-tech” (Hirsch-Kreinsen, Jacobson et al.
2003) thus leaves out an important factor in
the equation of innovation-based economic
prosperity and competitiveness, and a gap in
our understanding of how innovation policy
in general and universities in particular can
enhance the innovative capacity of these
sectors.
This chapter addresses this gap. We present
a case study of industrial upgrading in the
machinery industry located in the city-region
of Tampere, Finland. With roots in large
industrial conglomerates that flourished in
Tampere both before and after WWII, today
the region is home to about a dozen
companies that are the world-market leaders
in their respective niches. A prominent
group of companies specializes in mobile
machinery for industries such as forestry,
mining, and container handling. Other
market leaders focus on production
machinery for the paper and glass industries.
Through the lens of these machinery
companies we investigate how the
mechanical engineering industry in the
region reinvented itself over the past 30
years. In this study we examine in particular
the role of the Tampere University of
Technology, a major higher education
institution in the region, in the process of
innovation-based industrial upgrading.
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The chapter is structured as follows. In
Section 2 we provide an overview of the
innovation systems framework and its
relationship to innovation in LMT
industries. We also discuss our research
approach. Section 3 introduces Tampere and
elaborates on the history and current
structure and competitiveness of the
mechanical
engineering
industry,
emphasizing the machinery subsector. In
Section 4 we introduce Tampere’s
institutional setup for innovation. In Section
5 we describe the innovation path of local
machinery companies, using the case of one
company operating in the forest machinery
niche as a representative example. In Section
6 we discuss how the Tampere University of
Technology has contributed to the
reinvention of local machinery companies.
In Section 7 we discuss key findings about
the role of the university. We offer some
brief concluding remarks in Section 8.

2. Innovation systems and lowand medium-tech industries
We selected Tampere as a case study of
innovation in Finland because the region is a
widely recognized archetype of a local
innovation system or industry cluster. We
also knew a priori the prominent role that the
Tampere University of Technology had
played in the upgrading of the local
mechanical engineering industry.
With this in mind, the motivation and
analytical starting point of this research was
to understand the effects of universityindustry interactions on the ability of
Tampere’s mechanical engineering industry
to become high-tech. This starting point was
framed in the context of two well-

established research traditions: first, the
innovation systems approach, which since
the mid 90s, after the seminal contributions
of Lundvall (1992) and Nelson and
Rosenberg (1993), has become a commonly
accepted way of apprehending the
relationship
between
institutional
frameworks and the innovative capabilities
of countries and regions, in both research
circles (Freeman 1995; Edquist 1997;
Carlsson, Jacobsson et al. 2002; Freeman
2002; Lundvall, Johnson et al. 2002) and
policy practice (OECD, 1997, 1998, 1999,
2002; Teubal 2002).

that enhance innovation – in mechanical
engineering industries, for example – are
sectorally
specific.
Institutional
and
organizational effects on the innovation
process in these sectors have also been
associated with geographical agglomeration
in a variety of industries (Maskell 1998,
Mytelka and Farinelli 2000, Asheim 2001).
Agglomeration-related factors have been
central to the innovative capacity of
mechanical engineering companies in the
United Kingdom (Alderman 1996) and the
machinery industry in Italy (Breschi Materba
1997, Lissoni 2001).

Second, we built on the rich body of
scholarship that investigates and explains
various aspects and processes related to local
innovation
systems
and
industrial
performance within regions (Marshall 1890;
Piore and Sabel 1984; Porter 1990, 1998,
2000; Saxenian 1994; Cooke Uranga et al.
1997; Morgan 1997; Maskell and Malmberg
1999; Acs 2000; Cooke 2001; Moulaert and
Sekia
2003;
Morgan
2004).
The
technological specificity, agglomeration, and
industrial-institutional interplay in the ICT
and mechanical engineering sectors make
Tampere an example of a region with a welldefined sectoral innovation system (Breschi
and Malerba 1997, Malerba 2002) and
technological system (Carlsson 1995,
Carlsson 1997).

The mechanism through which universities
are supposed to make their contribution to
industrial innovation in industry clusters or
local innovation systems is technology
transfer, narrowly understood as the
translation of research into deliverables,
such as patents, for commercialization
(Mowery and Sampat 2005). In the Local
Innovation Systems Project, we have learned
that patenting and technology licensing from
universities are especially important in hightech and emerging industry sectors, while
other forms of support are most important
for the upgrading of existing industries or
the transformation of old industries into
novel yet related sectors (see Lester 2005).
Our research in Tampere was a cornerstone
of this insight. In the machinery companies
we studied, we discovered that the nature of
the innovation process (which we discuss in
Section 5), hinges on what happens during
the “fuzzy front-end” or the concept
development phase. The technology transfer
mechanism did not appear as an important
contribution of the Tampere University of
Technology to the specific aspect of the
innovation process that we examined. If
technology transfer did not emerge as the

In the case of LMT industries, previous
research shows that the institutions and
organizations of an innovation system can
catalyze the ability of companies to
innovate. Scholarship in varieties of
capitalism (Hall and Soskice 2001) and
innovation systems (Nelson and Rosenberg
1993, Breschi and Malerba 1997) suggests
that the types of policies and institutions
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most important contribution of the
Tampere University of Technology, what,
then, is the university doing? There is
evidence of variation in the types of support
that universities give to sectors with
different innovation trajectories (Lester
2005; Mowery and Sampat 2005). MeyerKrahmer and Schmoch (1998) find that the
German mechanical engineering industries
have
developed
university-industry
relationships specific to the knowledge base
in that sector. In Germany, universities have
been found to play important roles in
support of that country’s highly competitive
mechanical engineering industries, such as
production machinery and machine tools
(Keck 1993). In LMT industries, recent
research suggests that the origin of sectoral
variations is not just the knowledge base of
LMT industries, but also the nature of the
innovation process. In LMT industries,
innovation hinges on the recombination of
available knowledge and technology
elements, as well as the integration of
technological and customer knowledge
external to the firm (Hirsch-Kreinsen 2006).

3. Research approach
In this study we build on these insights and
investigate the role of the Tampere
University of Technology from the ground
up. We suggest that the origin of the
conceptual and analytical gap in our
understanding of the role of universities in
LMT industries is an incomplete
understanding of the innovation process.
Innovation systems researchers, by focusing
on institutions and organizations, and
innovation policymakers, by focusing on the
inputs, outputs, and components of an
innovation system, often overlook the
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innovation process itself or fail to make an
explicit connection between institutional
frameworks and the innovation process on
the ground. Without a clear conception of
the innovation process, one cannot really say
how the institutions actually operate on that
process, and hence account for how
mechanisms like technology transfer actually
affect the ability of companies to innovate in
sectors with different types of innovation
process.
In our study we examine the process of
technological change in the industry and the
nature of the innovation process behind it.
Then, building on that grounded and
situated understanding of the innovation
process, we examine the role of the
university in the process. Our goal is to take
a step toward advancing our understanding
of the role of universities in the upgrading
of LMT industries. According to Malmberg
and Maskell (2001), there are two main
perspectives on studying spatial clustering.
One is a historical development perspective,
which focuses on the origin and historical
development of clusters. The other
approach tries to identify the mechanisms
that give economic and other advantages to
firms located in the cluster. For Edquist
(2001) and Freeman (1995), there is a great
need for detailed historical and qualitative
studies of innovation systems to advance the
nuanced understanding of innovation in
these contexts, especially because innovation
is a process gradually unfolding over time
(Lundvall 1992).
Our investigation centers
on the
technological sources of competitive
advantage of local firms. We take the
innovation process in a subset of Tampere’s
machinery companies as the unit of analysis.

While this research started with an emphasis
on local innovation systems, in the case of
Tampere and Finland, “region” is not the
most suitable level of analysis. Finland is a
small country with a significant role for
national-level innovation policies combined
with a strong local government. Therefore,
the innovation system in our case can be
seen as a combination of national and local
(sub-regional) components (Kautonen &
Scienstock 1998). It is in this broader
context that we investigate the role of the
Tampere University of Technology.
The core empirical data consists of 39 semistructured interviews with interviewees who
included technology managers and engineers
from leading mechanical engineering firms;
professors, researchers, and administrators
of relevant academic and research
organizations; and science and technology
policymakers. Interviews adhered to
thematic and interview guides prepared in
advance, but were always open to new
insights from practitioners to capture what
was important to them. For reasons of
confidentiality agreed to in the Local
Innovation Systems (LIS) Project, we use
anonymous quotes. The interviews were
supplemented by secondary sources, such as
product brochures, company reports and
previous research done about Tampere’s
innovation system. An important focus of
the interviews was the technological change
process, which involved gathering historical
accounts and data about how specific
products had evolved over time. This meant
delving deeper into specific companies. As
part of the chapter we present a case of a
company that has traditionally been at the

forefront of technological innovation in
forest harvesting machinery.

4. Mobile machinery and
automation industry in
Tampere
The city-region of Tampere
The city-region of Tampere is located in the
southern part of central Finland, some 170
km northwest of Helsinki. The city of
Tampere has about 200,000 inhabitants, and
the population of the whole urban region is
around 300,000. It is the second-biggest
urban concentration in Finland after
Helsinki, and the biggest inland city in the
Nordic countries. Tampere is traditionally
known as the “industrial heart” of Finland.
More recently, Tampere has also become
known as a student city, with more than
23,000 university students enrolled in several
major educational institutions.
In terms of the machinery industry, two
features make it relevant for our research.
First, it is an old-economy industry that has
reinvented itself and remained competitive.
There has been continuity in the knowledge
base. Machine-related expertise can be
traced back to the industrial origins of the
city and later to World War II and the
industries that emerged in the post-war
period, while automation can be traced to
the arrival of aircraft manufacturing in the
1930s. Second, the innovation process is
characterized by the successful integration
of new technologies and has relied upon a
synergy between the fields of mechanical
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engineering
and
information
and
communications
technology.
Tampere
offers a suitable setting to explore some
factors that support the survival of a
traditional
industry
like
mechanical
engineering.

The structure and the evolution of
the machinery industry
Tampere’s roots as an industrial center date
to the early 19th century. The growth of the
city as an industrial center was based on its
favorable location at the Tammerkoski
rapids, which provided easily accessible
power for textile mills. The rise of
mechanical engineering in the region can be
traced to the pre-WWII period, when the
metal industry started to grow. The arrival
of the state airplane factory in 1931 was one
of the factors that increased the need for
engineering industry. During wartime,
employment in the metal industry was
already approaching that of the textile and
leather industry and Tampere was the site of
manufacturing of munitions and weapons.
The textile, clothing, footwear and leather
industries were still the strongest branch
after WWII, and in 1956, those industries
still employed 18,000 people. Since then,
employment has fallen dramatically, and in
2000 that number was only 2,900 (Rasila
1992, Kostiainen and Sotarauta 2002).
After the war, a substantial share of
Finland’s industrial infrastructure was
devoted to paying war reparations to the
Soviet Union. Tampere was the production
center of metal products and machines,
boosting the development of machinery
manufacturing and related fields of expertise
in the city-region. Many machines and
vehicles had to be put into production that
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had not been built in Tampere before. There
was also a shortage of all kinds of products
in the country and new machinery had to be
built to start new production of both
industrial and consumer products. Later, in
the 1950s, many of the companies continued
to sell the same machines to the Soviet
Union that had previously been provided as
war reparations, and in that sense new
markets were opened (Rasila 1992).
After the 1950s, there was a major
restructuring process in the industry. At the
beginning of the 1960s, industry still
provided over one-half of all employment in
Tampere. The absolute number of industrial
jobs was at its zenith in 1962, and the rapid
decline only started in the mid-1970s.
Employment continued to decrease until
1993, when the number of industrial
workers in Tampere was 16,776. It
subsequently began to increase for the first
time in decades, and by 2000, the number of
industrial jobs had risen to 21,770.1
The rise in employment costs and the focus
on export markets called for a more
technology-oriented
approach
to
manufacturing. In the machinery industry,
for example, production increased by more
than 25% between 1975 and 1995, even as
almost half of the jobs were being lost (City
of Tampere 1999). This means that
productivity increased over two-fold in 20
years. Since 1995 production of machinery
manufacturing in the region has increased
further from €955 million in to €1,173
million in 2000.2
Although nowadays it is a region with a
diverse range of industries, Tampere still has

1
2

Source: Statistics Finland.
Source: Statistics Finland.

a strong focus on mechanical engineering.
The mechanical engineering and automation
industry employs almost 17,000 people
today. The annual turnover of this sector
was over €2.8 billion in 2005 (Tampere
Region Centre of Expertise 2006). When the
active implementers and developers of
process control automation (the rubber and
plastics industries) are included, the gross
value of production from this sector rises to
€3 billion, or half of all the industrial output
in the region. Correspondingly, the number
of personnel in all related fields is estimated
to be 25,500 (ibid.). Growth and
development are evident in the process and
manufacturing industries, the tools and
automation industries, and in private
engineering, planning and consulting
agencies. The industry is heavily exportoriented, with several companies selling
more than 90% of their products abroad.
The 20th century industrial history of
Tampere is intertwined with the growth,
diversification, and decline of three
industrial conglomerates: Valmet and
Tampella and Lokomo. From their early
specialization in aircraft manufacturing,
paper machinery and working machinery,
these companies grew into diversified
industrial groups, often spinning off new
ventures. Along with this diversification into
new products and markets came a
diversification of skills and knowledge base,
while the common foundations of
mechanical engineering and automation
were preserved. As a result, many of the
current leading companies are related in
some ways to these groups even as many of
the original branches of these companies
have ceased to exist. Our interviews also
showed that many senior engineers and

company executives share an employment
background in one or other of these
companies.
Figure 4.1 illustrates the fields of mechanical
engineering and automation industry present
in the Tampere region. Process automation
and machinery and various types of mobile
working machines are the strongest subfields of mechanical engineering and
automation in the Tampere region. The
industry consists of several world market
leaders in what are typically highly
specialized niche products supported by a
concentration of sub-contractors and parts
providers, which together form a regionally
functional cluster. Most of the customers are
other industries, most notably forestry and
paper, electronics, mining, transport, and a
wide range of other manufacturing
industries. Strong areas of expertise in the
regional cluster include machine automation,
mobile hydraulics, the control of dynamic
systems, thermal and laser coating, flexible
manufacturing, and production automation
and process control systems in the pulp and
paper industry. This expertise is supported
by educational and research institutions in
the region.

Competitive advantage based on
innovation and R&D
The market leadership of the leading
machinery companies in Tampere is based
on incremental innovations, combining
technologies in existing and new products
aimed at very specialized niche markets.
With the help of top-level production knowhow and short development lead-times,
high-end products can be manufactured at
competitive costs in Finland despite high
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labor costs as well as higher freight costs
and delivery times associated with distant
markets.
The drivers of innovation and shifts in
business logic have changed during the
development of the industry. In the 1970s
and 80s, external shocks in the marketplace
forced local companies to invest in R&D in
order to survive. After they had successfully
established a strong market position, a new
way to compete was by building closer cooperation with the customer in order to
ensure an ongoing relationship. This meant
a shift to deeper partnerships and cooperation. In the 2000s, many mature
industries are facing small or zero growth,
and the question is no longer about
competition but rather about the future of
the markets and where to generate profit. A
growing trend is the move toward services.
This means, for example, building whole
logistics systems with the customer instead
of just selling machines. It can also mean
selling production capacity, annual service
contracts or other means to move the
source of revenues away from traditional
product sales.
Many of the companies in our study base
their competitiveness on new, innovative
products, which give greater value-added to
the customer, even though the cost of the
machinery may be higher than competing
products. The companies in the region have
been able to maintain their market position
with this strategy, which is heavily
dependent on the infusion of new
technology and after-sales service. In some
cases the need for rapid technological
innovation is not as crucial, as customers
might not be ready to put such innovations
to use. Instead, in some branches the
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challenge is to move from technological
innovation to organizational innovation e.g.,
improvements in the business logic. The
other challenge is to continue introducing
new technologies to established products,
which requires new skills and interaction
with other companies and research
institutes.
The reinvention of Tampere’s mechanical
engineering industry has occurred against a
background of broader changes in the
regional economy. One such change is the
emergence of a set of local institutions
whose purpose is to improve the innovative
capacity of the regional economy. As
important as the Tampere University of
Technology has been for the machinery
industry’s upgrading, the university is only
one factor among many local and national
initiatives and organizations that support the
innovative efforts of companies in the
industry. VTT Technical Research Center of
Finland, for example, plays a prominent role
supporting interdisciplinary research and
problem-solving for several companies.
National support organizations have also
had an impact, particularly Tekes through its
Technology Programs and other funding
mechanisms. To better understand the role
of the Tampere University of Technology,
which we examine in detail in Section 6, it is
necessary to understand how the university
fits into the broader institutional set-up for
innovation in the region.

5. Tampere’s institutional setup for innovation
The creation of a regional environment that
is supportive of innovation and industrial
activities has been a very strong mission of

local actors in the region throughout the
20th century, but especially since the 1960s,
when city officials and industrialists became
more clearly aware of the inevitable decline
of the traditional manufacturing sector and
the associated structural problems in
industrial activities. Local activism to
develop the city, and especially the
educational system, started at that time and
was very influential in building the
competence base that has since been so
important for the development of local
industry.
In Tampere, there was a fierce desire for the
city get its own university. This was finally
realized in 1960 as a result of local
mobilization and lobbying. Helsinki had had
a private School of Social Sciences (YKK),
which was established 1925. The basic idea
of the school was to offer educational
possibilities for people with limited means
who had not graduated from high school.
Its transfer to Tampere was influenced both
by thrusting forces in Helsinki and appealing
factors in Tampere. In 1966, the name of
the institute was changed to the University
of Tampere (UTA), and in 1974 it became a
state university like all the other universities
in the country.
The City of Tampere also began to aspire to
establish a technical university to fulfill the
needs of local industry and there was a local
mobilization to achieve this. A side branch
of the Helsinki University of Technology
was opened in 1965.
The branch finally achieved the status of an
independent unit, the Tampere University of
Technology (TUT), in 1972. The influence
of the local environment was very clearly
visible in the work of the university as co-

operation with industry was emphasized
from the beginning. This positive attitude
toward industrial co-operation was in sharp
contrast with the general opinion in the
country at the time, which discouraged
universities from cooperating with industry
during part of the 1970s. TUT, however,
continued its cooperation and is today a
central actor in the local innovation system
(Kautonen & Schienstock 1998). During the
1990s, the share of external R&D funding
for the universities in Tampere was the
highest in Finland and TUT played an
important role in this (Kostiainen 2000).
The city of Tampere began to pursue a
dedicated business development policy in
1970, when the first industry ombudsman
was hired to take care of co-operation with
industry. In 1993, a Business Development
Center was formed. The main task of the
Business Development Center is to plan and
implement the city's business strategy, which
creates a general vision for the city's
business and industrial structure. The most
recent development projects include the
eTampere3 and BioneXt4 projects, as well as
initiatives focusing on the general
promotion of expertise and know-how. The
city of Tampere is also actively involved in
several development companies and the
local science park Hermia, and was one of
the founders of Tamlink, a buffer entity
where university researchers can carry out
proprietary research for local companies.
It seems that the active mission to develop
the local conditions for industry has been
3

eTampere (2001-2005) was a broad-ranging
collaborative program to develop the topics
related to Knowledge Society.
4
BioneXt Tampere (2003-) is a development and
investment
program
that
focuses
on
biotechnology.
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more about coalitions of key people than a
broad consensus among actors in industry,
universities and public sector. Good
examples of these small-scale coalitions were
the cases of lobbying for universities and
infrastructure in the 1960s and 70s, the
formation of the Technology Center in the
80s, and the development of the local
innovation environment in the 90s. In all
these instances, a small group of people
from different organizations (universities,
the city, industry, the chamber of commerce,
etc.) discussed new possibilities and were
active in launching new initiatives.
The key people and their groups have been
very active in Tampere over a longer time
than in many other Finnish cities. This has
partly been explained by the fact that
Tampere has not been at the center of
national politics (it is not an administrative
center, has a small public sector, and lacks
regional policy support) and therefore, there
has been a need for local initiative. Local
business leaders, often highly engaged in
policy or in policy-corporate partnerships,
have also been instrumental in shaping the
local innovation system and the resources
that currently exist.
Today, the core of the institutional setup for
innovation in Tampere consists mainly of
several internationally oriented companies,
local research and education organizations,
several local development organizations, and
local financial organizations. The regional
system of innovation is tightly linked to
national policy and to many national level
institutions like the Finnish Funding Agency
for Technology and Innovation (Tekes) and
the Finnish National Fund for Research and
Development (Sitra).
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The local innovation policy in the Tampere
region reflects the objectives and key areas
defined in the local Center of Expertise
(CEP) program. As part of the national
Center of Expertise Program, this aims at
promoting the development and transfer of
knowledge and technology by developing
cooperation among companies and between
companies and educational and research
organizations. There are four main fields in
the Tampere CEP: mechanical engineering
and
automation,
information
and
communication technology, health care
technolog,y, and media services. Basically,
the CEP is a forum for building new
networks and sharing information. In
practice, this is done by different kinds of
working groups and development projects.
In the field of mechanical engineering, CEP
has been an important actor in organizing
development
activities
around
the
machinery industry.
One of the key players in the region is the
local science park, Hermia. The concept of a
science park started to emerge in the late
1970s, and a group of local leaders from the
TUT and the City of Tampere started to
make plans in the early 80s. Hermia was
founded in 1986. Today it has about 150
companies (mostly ICT) and accounts for
3,000 jobs. Hermia is located next to TUT
and VTT. It is an expert organization. Most
of its work is carried out in various projects,
and it plays an important role, especially for
innovative SMEs. The same company also
manages some other related activities, like
the Center of Expertise program, in the
fields of mechanical engineering and ICT
(Tampere Technology Center 2002).

Higher education and public
research organizations in Tampere
The local educational system is an important
part of the whole innovation system. The
mobility of people in Finland is typically
lower than, for example, in the United
States. This emphasizes the need for local
supply of highly educated people. In the
Tampere region, education is well-connected
with local industry, especially in the relevant
technical fields.
In 2005, Tampere University of Technology
had 10,324 students, of whom 1,693 were
postgraduate students. It has 10 departments
and 33 institutes. The departments are:
Architecture,
Automation,
Mechanical
Engineering, Materials Engineering, Civil
Engineering,
Electrical
Engineering,
Information
Technology,
Industrial
Engineering
and
Management,
Environmental Technology, and Science
and Engineering. The impact of TUT on the
local labor market is considerable. In 2005,
more than 800 students with degrees
graduated from TUT, of whom 65 were
Ph.D.s (Ministry of Education 2006).
Tampere University has more than 14,403
degree students, of whom 1,753 are
postgraduate students. The university has six
faculties: the Faculty of Social Sciences, the
Faculty of Humanities, the Faculty of
Economics and Administration, the Faculty
of Medicine Faculty of Education, and the
Faculty of Information Sciences (ibid.).
There are also many other educational
organizations in the region. Tampere
Polytechnic has about 5,000 students, of
whom around one-fifth are in adult
education. The main fields are technology,
business and administration, culture, and

natural resources. Pirkanmaa Polytechnic
has more than 3,000 students in the fields of
business administration, tourism, nutrition,
tech and transportation, social welfare, and
health and culture. Tampere College
(Vocational Institute) has about 3,600
certificate students in various fields. The
Vocational Adult Education Center of
Tampere is one the biggest providers of
adult education in Finland.
Another important player in the region is
VTT Industrial Systems, part of Finland’s
national
infrastructure
of
Technical
Research Centers (VTT). VTT Industrial
Systems is the product of the recent merger
between the Automation and Manufacturing
Technology units. In Tampere VTT has
about 300 employees working on six
technology themes: life cycle management,
intelligent systems and services, enterprise
networks, human-technology interaction,
machines and vehicles of the future, and
safety and reliability. The largest research
group in VTT Industrial Systems is
intelligent systems and services, with about
80 people altogether. Within this group,
research is focused on three areas: vibrations
and noise in all kinds of machines,
embedded electronics and control systems,
and services. In contrast to the universities,
VTT is more focused on applied research,
on project work with industry, and on
building up a portfolio of technologies that
can be applied across industries.
We argued above that the origin the gap in
our understanding of the role that
universities play in support of innovation in
LMT industries is the absence of a grounded
understanding of the innovation process. In
the following section we examine
technological change and the innovation
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process in local machinery companies, using
a representative example. Building on this
understanding, we will then discuss the role
of the university in Section 6.

6. Innovation path in Tampere’s
machinery companies
In this section we present a typical
innovation path in the Tampere machinery
industry by narrating the evolution of forest
machinery in one company that we will call
“Teknotree.” Although focused on one
company, this account is a good example of
a common innovation process in Tampere’s
machinery companies. Our intent is to
illustrate the technological transitions and
the nature of the innovation process behind
product evolution. The narrative is based on
Teknotree’s publications and our interviews
at the company.
Teknotree is the world’s leading forest
machine manufacturer, with a market share
of approximately 30%. Products include
feller bunchers, skidders, log loaders,
harvesters, and forwarders. In addition, the
company supplies information systems for
optimization management and logistics. The
company has most of its production in
Canada, the United States, and Finland, with
most engineering activities concentrated in
Tampere. Teknotree has a separate R&D
organization,
which
we
will
call
TeknotreeRD; it is in charge of concept and
long-term development projects. According
to a senior manager in the company, an
important reason to have it as a separate
organization is to put critical technologies
together. TeknotreeRD often reaches out to
universities and suppliers to connect the
technologies. The main areas of expertise
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that come together are mobile machine
hydraulics, and automation and control of
mobile machines, which are closely related
to each other. There is also mechanical
engineering,
structural
analysis,
manufacturing technology, and materials.
Although initially rudimentary, forest
machinery has been continuously upgraded
by numerous innovations. First, there have
been advances in design, materials, power
systems and other elements that are inherent
to a machine’s basic architecture. At the
same time, there has been a continuous
upgrading of some skills associated with
making a machine and its components, like
design, welding, prototyping, machining, etc.
Design capabilities have been enhanced
toward CAD and CAM, and simulation and
testing through methods like virtual
prototyping and finite element analysis are
now
standard
during
the
design,
development and manufacturing of every
machine. On top of this “machine platform”
which has itself been upgraded, the most
significant
upgrades
in
machine
performance have come through the
successive addition of new layers of
technology during the last 30 years.
The first major technological transition, a
change from mechanical power systems to
hydraulic power systems, occurred in the late
1970s and early 80s. Although the moment
of transition may not have been the same
for all companies, hydraulic power systems
have been central to the success of all local
mobile machinery companies.5 Hydraulic
5

Such systems have several advantages over
their predecessors and are well suited for mobile
machines. Hydraulic power systems are compact,
lightweight, and deliver more power more
efficiently than mechanical or electrical systems
of equal size. Hydraulic power transmission is a

power systems laid the foundation for a
parallel technological transition that had an
impact in machine performance: the
integration of control systems and information and
communications technology into the machines.
Early control systems were based upon
pneumatic devices, and the arrival of
electronic control systems and the
application of microcontrollers improved
the performance of these devices. Later on,
in the 80s, computer-based control systems
appeared, and the last major innovation was
the application of distributed control
systems in the early 90s, such as the CAN
bus used in the forest-harvesting machine.
Now there is a move toward artificial
intelligence and embedded automation. A
third transition currently under way is the
integration of wireless technology into control,
measurement, and automation systems.
Wireless technology is now widely available
in Finland through GSM networks and,
more recently, BlueTooth technology has
enabled new applications. Teknotree has
used wireless technology for years, but now
has increased the capabilities for remote
diagnostics and monitoring of forest
harvesting machinery.
These layers of technology – information
technology, wireless technology and
embedded automation – are enabling a
change in the business model, from selling
only machines towards selling services or
“solutions.” Local companies, faced with a
mature industry and some client industries
that are very cyclical, are becoming
managers of their customer’s process. To do
this, companies now rely on expertise that
transcends mechanical engineering and
key to move many parts of mobile machines,
depending on the application: cylinders, stirring,
belts, arms, attachments, and others.

information technology, like process analysis
and logistics, supply chain management,
maintenance, optimization, human factors
engineering, management, and marketing.

Innovation through integration
Through the successive integration of new
layers of technology, machines have evolved
from purely mechanical systems into
mechatronic systems. The machines
designed today by Tampere’s leading
machinery companies are at the intersection
of three spheres of knowledge: mechanical
engineering,
information
and
communications technology, and industryspecific expertise. Practitioners in Tampere’s
companies,
research
centers,
and
policymaking circles are aware of the
relevance of combining technologies for
innovation. “It is about translating and
combining, and in the future there will be a
need to combine things even more than
today,” said one policymaker. A research
manager in VTT shared this view. Similarly,
a senior technology manager from a local
company said: “Most innovation happens
between technologies, and what matters is
to have projects that will combine them.”
We refer to this process as interdisciplinary
integration.
The innovation path observed in Tampere’s
machinery industry is consistent with
previous research that has shown that
mechanical
innovations
are
largely
incremental, design driven and demand
driven (Jacobsson 2002). In machinery,
innovation consists of integrating new or
improved components into an existing or a
new layout of the system, often requiring
recombination in creative ways (Lissoni
2001). It also confirms previous research
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findings showing that product-systems have
been transformed by embedded information
and communications technologies, including
control systems and embedded software
(Hobday 1997), making these products both
multi-component and multi-technology
(Prencipe 2003).
This process of knowledge integration
across disciplinary boundaries is one of the
most important capabilities that previous
studies identify as central to the ability of
firms in a variety of industries to innovate
and compete.6 The ability of firms to
integrate knowledge across disciplinary and
organizational boundaries has previously
been
called
integrative
capabilities
(Henderson 1994), defined as “the ability to
integrate knowledge and technology from
sources within and outside the boundaries
of the firm.” In machinery, where products
are
product-systems,
interdisciplinary
integration is one aspect of systems
integration capabilities, which constitute
“the competence to integrate changes and
improvements in internally and externally
designed and produced inputs into effective
products
and
production
systems”
(Granstrand, Patel et al. 1997, p. 19).
Integrating knowledge from different fields

6

This process has been researched in the jetengine (Prencipe 1997, Prencipe 2000),
computer (Brusoni and Prencipe et al. 2001), and
chemical (Brusoni and Prencipe 2001), industries
among others. Other relevant studies include
Iansiti’s research on technology integration in the
computer and mainframe industry (Iansiti 1995,
Iansiti 1995, Iansiti 1997, Iansiti and West 1997);
Kodama’s work on technology fusion in
machine tools (Kodama 1986, Kodama 1992,
Kodama
1995);
integrative
capabilities
(Henderson, 1994) in pharmaceuticals; and
integration in mobile telephony, medical devices,
and blue jeans (Lester and Piore, 2004).
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is a keystone of systems
capabilities (Prencipe 2003).

integration

In Tampere’s leading machinery companies,
we find that the integration of different
disciplines and technologies is a social
process. We also find that the underlying
mechanism that enables interdisciplinary
integration involves conversations and
conversation-like
interactions
across
organizational and disciplinary boundaries
(Carlile 2002, Bechky 2003). Like Iansiti and
Clark (1994), we find in addition that these
conversations include, as interlocutors,
practitioners from different areas within the
companies, as well as customers and experts
from universities and, in some cases, other
companies. Through these conversations
practitioners gradually create new meaning
by merging previously separate knowledge
and understandings. In this way, they arrive
at a new, blended understanding in the form
of a new idea, a vision or a product concept
(Malek 2000, Lester and Piore 2004).
These conversations at the heart of
interdisciplinary integration unfold in the
very early stages of the innovation process
during the “fuzzy front-end” or concept
development phase (see Iansiti and Clark
1994) of product development, when the
goal is to come up with new ideas and
product concepts, not with a finished
product. These conversations are organized
in temporary or permanent “spaces,” in
which interlocutors come together to
discuss new ideas. Temporary spaces include
seminars or meetings that bring together
industry practitioners, academics and other
interlocutors from diverse organizational
and professional backgrounds. Permanent
spaces are organized entities, such as R&D
units of companies or research groups in the

university or VTT, the local public research
institution. Three variables enable these
conversations to fulfill their creative and
integrative
function.
First,
these
conversations have a long-term time
horizon. The topics are not dictated by tight
deadlines or immediate goals. The purpose
is precisely to come up with new goals or
product visions to pursue. Second, these
conversations unfold in an atmosphere of
ambiguity, guided by the desire of exploring
new ideas rather than the need to solve a
known problem or to meet a clearly known
market need. And third, these conversations
are open and inclusive. Their creative
potential is unleashed when interlocutors
openly disclose and discuss their ideas.
Having characterized the integrative nature
of the innovation process and the way
Tampere’s machinery companies organize
for it, examining the role of the university
becomes a more specific task. The question
is how the university contributes to the
integrative capabilities of local machinery
companies.
If
the
process
of
interdisciplinary integration is a social
process, and if this process occurs through
conversation
and
conversation-like
interactions, how does the university
contribute or participate in these
conversations?

7. The role of the Tampere
University of Technology
(TUT)
The education system, and especially the
education of highly-skilled and specialized
engineers, is viewed by the companies in the
region as the most important contribution
made by local educational institutions. The

role of TUT has especially been highlighted
by our interviews. Our findings on TUT’s
prominent role are consistent with
Kautonen and Schienstock (1998), who
found that “from the perspective of the
innovation system, the most central
organization in Tampere Region is the
Tampere University of Technology. Nearly
all other key support organizations have
joint projects with the University.”
Kostiainen and Sotarauta (2002) even argue
that without the interaction with TUT, the
metal and mechanical engineering industries
in Tampere would not have been able to rise
to the international top of their fields in the
1990s. This view is also supported by the
research conducted in 1999 among the
management of the core machinery
companies in the region (Sjöholm 1999).7
Tampere’s
mechanical
engineering
companies value TUT as an important
partner in research, problem-solving, and as
the source of engineers with the specific
qualifications crucial to the competitiveness
of the mechanical engineering industry.
Departments and research groups in
mechanical engineering and related fields are
among the most prominent academic units
of TUT and they have a tradition of close
interaction with companies in the field.
Examples include the Institute for
Production Engineering, the Institute for
7

Even though there has been co-operation
between TUT and industry since the 1970s, the
volume increased considerably in the 90s.
Between 1990 and 2000, external funding for the
university increased from €11 Million to €41
Million (Ministry of Education, 2006). In 2005,
the amount of external funding was €44 Million,
which is 40% of the total budget of TUT. The
experience of university-industry cooperation
from the 70s and 80s seems to have enhanced
the ability to cooperate and manage interactions
effectively.
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Machine Design, and the Institute for
Hydraulics and Automation (IHA).
The IHA is the academic unit that
interviewees most often referred to as a key
player. The IHA dates to 1972, when a
leading local supplier of mining machinery
reached out to a TUT professor, then a
young researcher and today director of the
IHA, to figure out how to integrate
hydraulic power systems into mining
machinery. The IHA has since then become
a valued resource for many machinery
companies in the region, and has acquired
an international reputation in its field. The
relationships between the IHA and local
companies are representative of three critical
functions that TUT performs in support of
the industry’s integrative capabilities:
interdisciplinary research, interdisciplinary
education, and creative interlocutor.
One of the most valued capabilities that
machinery companies see in the university is
its ability to perform interdisciplinary
research. More specifically, industry leaders
referred to the integration of hydraulics and
automation systems. One way to think about
the IHA and other interdisciplinary
academic units within TUT is as a “space”
where researchers from different fields
converge in the context of projects,
temporarily stepping over the boundaries of
their academic units and disciplines to
engage in conversation that is at the heart of
their ability to integrate knowledge from
different disciplines.
Another integrative aspect of the
engineering research agenda that stands out
in the IHA is the bridging of theory and
practice. At the time of this study, this
agenda ranged from water hydraulics on the
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basic research side of the spectrum, to free
piston engine technology, to hydraulic
power systems for mobile machines (the
latter is mostly applied). This portfolio,
according to the IHA’s director, allows the
IHA to contribute to the industry along the
spectrum
from
long-term
concept
development to short-term problem solving.
In the latter type of engagement, the role of
the IHA changes from a space for
conversation across disciplinary boundaries
to a problem-solving resource for
companies. The relationships, in this case,
are very different from the interpretive
conversations that support interdisciplinary
integration. An engineer from a local for
example, said that in this type of activity
“engineers interact with the university
usually with a goal in mind. Usually it is
about improving or testing a machine.”
The second key contribution of TUT to the
innovation process of the industry is the
education of highly-qualified engineers.
Tampere’s engineers were a major factor
that all companies repeatedly cited as the
main reason why the region was a good
place to be in. However, it has not been just
a question of the availability of engineers but
also of their capabilities. In addition to
knowledge specific to company needs,
practitioners in industry pointed out that
one of the most important capabilities of
TUT’s engineers was the ability to integrate
specific technologies, such as hydraulics and
automation, in their practice.
Previous research suggests that engineers
acquire these integrative capabilities by
engaging in practical activities and
participating in interdisciplinary projects,
where they work together with students and
practitioners from different fields (Martinez-

Vela 1998). These two features, practice and
projects, are pervasive in the educational
experience of engineers at TUT. This
combination is central to the development
of integrative capabilities in two ways. On
the one hand, participation in projects
exposes
engineering
students
to
interdisciplinary collaboration, inducing
them to enact the same kind of interpretive
conversations that are also characteristic of
interdisciplinary research. On the other
hand, participation in projects with a
practical goal builds a bridge between
classroom experience and hands-on
experience (ibid.).
In Tampere, the bridge between theory and
practice in engineering education is built
through
an
apprenticeship
system.
Engineering students from TUT are
constantly exposed to industry problems in
academic units like the IHA. In addition,
they complete their academic requirements
by carrying out a project either closely
related to or directly within the industry.
One way to see this back-and-forth flow of
students
between
the
mechanical
engineering industry and TUT is as an
ongoing conversation that, over the years,
continuously bridges the academic and
industrial spheres and is part of the coevolution of each side of the relationship.
Further research in Tampere and other sites
is needed to investigate whether this is a
plausible interpretation and a possible
unexplored role of apprenticeship systems.
A third important role of TUT, or rather, of
its faculty members and researchers to
support interdisciplinary integration, is to
participate as interlocutors in conversations
that yield new product ideas at the
intersection
of different technology

domains. This role of the university takes
two forms. First, through the participation
of members of TUT in interpretive
conversations organized by firms and policy
agencies. These conversations take the form
of meetings, joint development projects, and
seminars. Several firms cited, as examples,
meetings they had had with TUT
researchers to explore new ideas, or
participated in joint projects with TUT
academics (and from other Finnish
universities as well). The second way in
which TUT’s members act as interlocutors is
by initiating and sustaining interpretive
conversations
or
conversation-like
interactions between specific academics and
practitioners in companies.

Enabling open engagement
The university-industry interactions that
enhance the integrative abilities of
companies
are
conversations
or
conversation-like interactions. The ease with
which industry practitioners, university
researchers, and students reach out to each
other and participate in joint projects stood
out during this investigation. Such ease
reflects a high level of “permeability” in the
organizational
boundaries
among
companies, trust among individuals, and
between the industry and the university. “In
Tampere,” a practitioner said, “it is rather
easy to discuss, and there is an open
attitude.”
A tradition of engagement and a shared
history facilitates a close university-industry
relationship between Tampere’s machinery
companies and TUT. This tradition is
rooted in the history of the university, which
was founded by local business and civic
leaders to assist local industrial development
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and educate engineers. Even during the
1970s, when general views in Finland were
negative
toward
university-industry
relationships, TUT and local industry
remained engaged. It was in that period, for
instance, when the Institute of Hydraulics
and Automation emerged and started to
become a key player in the industry’s
innovation process. University-industry
engagement has been sustained through
joint research projects, problem-solving for
industry, and through the back-and-forth
flow of students between TUT and local
companies. There is mutual recognition of
the value of being engaged with each other.
While mutual recognition is a precondition
for the university-industry engagement, we
also identified three enabling conditions that
may be considered as “informal institutions
that facilitate open engagement and ongoing
interactions,” and which also come from a
shared historical trajectory of organizations
and individuals in the region.
The first enabling condition is a shared
professional identity. Most of the industry,
policy and academic interviewees in
Tampere were educated at the Tampere
University of Technology, and many of
them are mechanical engineers. For
example, a senior R&D manager said, “if
you have not graduated from the university
they do not relate to you, and you do not
understand each other.” For the most senior
interviewees, knowing each other from
previous posts in other companies was also
important. This shared academic and
professional
identity,
which
blurs
organizational boundaries, has enabled them
to easily interact and communicate when
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they need to find out about something. As
an interviewee put it: “It has been easier to
understand that we had to go somewhere to
get knowledge when necessary.” When my
boss asked something, I could not say I
didn't know. He encouraged me to call
anybody who knows more than you and in 3
to 4 calls, you find who knows everything.”
In addition, this shared identity facilitates a
frank, open conversation.
The second enabling condition is a shared
knowledge base in the absence of market
competition. According to one policymaker:
“In Tampere, competition is not very strong
between companies. All are aimed at
different markets, yet they face similar
challenges. One thing they have in common
is that many of them are about ‘heavy
mobile machinery.’ Cooperation has a long
tradition, and this is possible because
competition between companies is not
bloody. They all draw from the same pool of
knowledge and have similar targets.” This
account summarizes the effects of this
background
condition.
Mechanical
engineering companies in Tampere, and
machinery companies in particular, although
operating in different markets, work within
the field of mechanical engineering and
subfields related to machine building. They
share a core set of technological platforms
that take different forms depending on the
domain of application. Hydraulic power
systems are applied, for example in
machines destined for the forestry, mining,
or container handling niches. In addition,
these companies do not compete in the
market, because they sell to radically
different industries and niches. Interviews
suggest that this combination helps

collaboration during the innovation process.
The third enabling condition is the
awareness
among
practitioners
and
academics of the integrative nature of the
innovation process. Several interviewees
commented on the significance of
combining mechanical engineering with
information technology to the region’s
competitive advantage. According to one
senior policymaker, “[T]he reason why the
mechanical engineering industry is strong in
Tampere is the use of high-level information
technology in mechanical engineering
products. Information technology is
embedded in them.” This awareness is in
itself an incentive to collaborate across
disciplinary boundaries, both in academic
collaborations and also to collaboration
between mechanical engineering and
information
technology
companies.
Interviews with academics, practitioners in
industry, and policymakers frequently
referred to instances of conversations that
included mechanical engineers, information
technology specialists, as well as software
companies and machinery companies, which
then led to the start of new projects.

University-industry compatibility
In addition to a tradition of engagement and
the three enabling conditions we identified
above, accounts from both academics and
practitioners suggest that the innovation
process and the educational and research
process in the university are compatible. This
compatibility also facilitates the ongoing
conversations
and
conversation-like
interactions that constitute TUT’s crucial
contribution to the industry’s integrative
capabilities. Two aspects of universityindustry compatibility emerge from this
study.

First, there is an evident match between the
knowledge base of leading companies in the
industry and the research and educational
areas of TUT. The match exists on a
disciplinary basis, such as the specific
capability of TUT to do research and
educate engineers in mobile hydraulics and
automation. There is also a match along the
engineering continuum. Local companies are
engaged in the full spectrum of activities
from
concept
development
to
implementation,
hence
enabling
a
relationship with the university across the
full spectrum. It they were doing only
problem-solving or optimization of existing
products, it is unlikely that the relationship
would be of interest to the university or
satisfy the requirements of a comprehensive
engineering education. This issue will be
discussed in the next chapter.
The second aspect of university-industry
compatibility is the collaborative culture of
local industry and the public nature of the
university. The university is an inherently
public space. What this means is that a
research unit inside the university can have
relationships with multiple companies at the
same time. The conversations and problemsolving interactions taking place inside a
research unit (and the university as a whole)
are public. Their creative and problemsolving potential is enriched through the
ability of academics and students to talk to
each other in an environment of openness
and collaboration. Because companies in the
industry share a common knowledge base
but operate in different market niches,
appropriability concerns during the very
early stages of innovation are reduced. If
companies were too worried about
preserving their ideas, they would be
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unlikely to engage the university as intensely
as they do, whether it is to explore new ideas
or to solve specific problems, because they
would be worried that their secrets would
leak via the university.

University-industry interactions and
public policy
TUT’s role in support of the local
machinery industry is supported by public
policies. Tekes Technology Programs,8 as
well as the national Center of Expertise
Program.9 support university researchers to
act as active interlocutors in conversations
with practitioners, both in informal and
temporary settings, and through formalized
joint development projects and policy
initiatives. These policies are very different
from the usual approach to promote the
university’s role in economic development
through intellectual property, technology
transfer, and business incubation. While
policies for this purpose are also in place,
the innovation-enhancing role of public
policies like the Technology Programs,
which
also
promote
an
ongoing
conversation across organizational and
disciplinary boundaries, stood out during
this research and offer important lessons for

the design of a more comprehensive
university-industry partnership policy.
This research suggests that the policies to
promote university-industry interactions are
compatible with the innovation process in
the industry and catalyze change. By
compatible we mean that these policies take
into account the background conditions and
the nature of the innovation process in the
industry. For instance, the regional Center
of Expertise promotes collaboration in an
environment
where
competition
is
practically absent. Engineers, managers, and
policymakers in Tampere are aware of the
nature of the innovation process. Our
research also suggests that institutional and
policy interventions that enhance innovation
in Tampere’s machinery industry are
coherent among themselves. There is
awareness of the innovation process in the
industry and a shared understanding of what
needs to be done to support it. This
awareness and knowledge of the industry
serves as a framework to enact a coherent
set of interventions that do not contradict
each other and are compatible with the
innovation process. Cooperation and
coordination, including the members of the
industry and the institutions and public
agencies involved, is central to achieve
coherence.

8

Tekes technology programs are launched in
technology areas that are important for business
and society. Technology programmes cover
R&D financing, networking, and expert services.
Tekes allocates about half the financing granted
to companies, universities and research institutes
through technology programs.
9
The national Center of Expertise Program
supports regional strengths, specialization
between regions and co-operation between
various Centers of Expertise. In Tampere there
have been four Centers of Expertise between
2000 and 2006, one of which was in the field of
Mechanical Engineering and Automation.
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8. Discussion
Together with previous studies, our data
shows that from the perspective of the
innovation system the most central
organization in the Tampere region is the
Tampere University of Technology. A close
examination of the role of the Tampere

University of Technology reveals three
important findings.
The first finding is that a local university can
play an important role in the innovationbased upgrading of the existing industrial
base of a region, including of sectors not
considered high-tech. In this specific case,
the university’s contributions to industrial
upgrading consist of enhancing the
absorptive
capacity
and
integrative
capabilities of local firms.
Second, TUT’s contributions escape
traditional characterizations of problemsolving, consulting, or technology transfer,
which are the usual focus of discussions on
the university’s contribution to industrial
innovation.
Rather,
it
emphasizes
interactions that are conducive to open
communication
and
future-oriented
explorations among local actors. An
important dimension of the innovationenhancing role of TUT hinges upon its
ability to provide and enhance conversations
across the boundaries of academic
disciplines and technology domains, which
enhances the integrative capabilities of local
companies and the ability of practitioners to
imagine alternative products, product
features, and markets. These contributions
stem from the university’s ability to carry
out interdisciplinary engineering research in
close contact with industry, to educate
engineers capable of interdisciplinary
collaboration and the integration of theory
and practice, and the participation of
academic interlocutors in exploratory
conversations with industry. The relevance
of this contribution in this case both
complements and questions the almost
exclusive emphasis on neo-classical,
transactional views that dominate both

academic strategy and innovation policy
practice aimed at fostering a university’s
contributions to industrial innovation.
Our findings suggest that the one-size-fitsall
technology
transfer
mechanisms
pervasive in innovation policy and higher
education strategy does not account for
central contributions that universities make
to innovation in LMT industries. The nature
of the innovation process is one way to
explain why the technology transfer
mechanism is not so central.
A third important finding of this study is
that, at least in the case of universityindustry interactions discussed in this study,
a history of engagement and mutual trust is
essential
to
facilitate
an
ongoing
conversation between industry practitioners
and academic interlocutors. In Tampere, the
common background of many senior
managers, coupled with the role of TUT in
educating the majority of engineers in the
industry for several decades, both creates
and renews social networks, and fertilizes
the ground for collaboration across
boundaries.
Without
this
common
background, it is more unlikely that
practitioners in industry would be willing to
talk to each other openly and interact in the
spirit of trust and openness and disclosure
that characterize a fruitful interpretive
conversation.
Taken together, these findings give an
important message. Before enacting
initiatives to support innovation in industry
and involve local universities in the process,
it is important to go into the industry,
understand the technology, and learn in
some detail what those involved in the
innovation process actually do, how they
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come up with new ideas, and where they
reach out for assistance, knowledge, and
technology. It is also fundamental to
understand the history and background
conditions, such as culture, competitive
dynamics and personal networks that exist
in the industry.
Awareness of this contextual and historical
specificity of technological change and
regional institutions serves as a framework
to enact a coherent set of interventions that
do not contradict each other, are compatible
with the innovation process, and are
mindful of the contextual and historical
specificity of local organizations and
institutions in the business, policy, and
academic arenas. An ongoing dialogue
among members of the industry and the
institutions and public agencies involved is
central to achieve coherence.

A close but distinct partner
Industry executives, policymakers and
engineers associated with Tampere’s
machinery industry saw TUT as a partner in
the innovation process that is accessible and
compatible with what they do. They
appreciated the closeness between the
research agenda and the content of
engineering education at TUT and the needs
of local companies. However, some industry
executives pointed out that the university
had distinct capabilities – by virtue of being
a university – that made it a valuable partner
in their innovation process.
It is important that there are differences
between the culture of the university and the
company. Universities need to focus on
doing R&D, not product development for
the companies. Companies are paying for
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applied R&D, but they need to invest more
in
basic
R&D,
too.
Technology
development cannot happen without it: you
have to go all the way from basic R&D to
applied R&D to product development. All
the levels are needed.
Engineers and managers in companies
emphasized the ability of the university to
focus on the long term, and how this time
horizon contributes to their own ability to
maintain a long-term perspective:
“If you focus only on short-term product
development most likely you cannot go on for
very long. You totally miss new ideas. So this
difference between companies and universities is
good.”
Similarly, they were aware that most
engagements with the university whose
purpose is to come up with new ideas are
open-ended and often take them to
unexpected places:
“In the cases when you do not get to where you
thought you would get, you might get something
else. In the long-run, failed projects may lead to
something else. Many great innovations have
appeared when the target has been something
else, and that should be the role of
universities.”
The reflections offered by industry
practitioners in regard to the differences
between the industry and TUT point to an
important challenge faced by the university
in its relationships with the industry. They
suggest that it is important for TUT to
manage the conflicting demands of a strong
commitment and close proximity to local
industry with the ambiguity, openendedness, and long-term perspective that
makes it a creative agent not just for the

mechanical engineering industry, but for the
local economy as a whole. The question is
whether too much focus on market needs of
local companies would enable the creation
of completely new product architectures
that might not yet be imagined because
there are no markets for them yet. The
challenge is thus to balance proximity to
industry needs with being far enough from
the market to enable the university to make
its contributions, namely, as an agent that
enhances the ability of companies to
envision alternative products, product
architectures and even new markets. This is
a usual focus of science-based fields such as
biotechnology. How to do it for a mature
engineering industry like machinery is an
open question. The important point,
however, is not to do one or the other
exclusively. TUT’s continued contributions
to the machinery industry come from its
ability to operate across the spectrum.

9. Conclusion
Most policy interest in industry clusters and
the role of universities in economic
development is focused on high-tech sectors
such as biotechnology and information
technology. In a similar way, research
interest tends to gravitate toward these
sectors. Most regions, however, have an
existing industrial base whose technological
competitiveness hinges upon the upgrading
of products, processes, and services. In this
study we have investigated how the
machinery industry in the city-region of
Tampere, Finland, which would be
considered a low-tech, geographically
concentrated industry, has reinvented itself
through innovation.

The machinery industry in Tampere has
successfully reinvented itself by taking up
new knowledge and new technology, and
adapting to an evolving business
environment. It is an example of how an
incremental innovation process, over an
extended period of time, has led to radical
performance and capability improvements
of machines, which today are remarkably
high-tech. Behind the innovation-based
industrial upgrading in this industry has
been the ability of local companies to absorb
and integrate new knowledge and
technology into products whose architecture
is in some cases decades old. The integration
of sophisticated control systems and
information technology into the machines
has transformed product capabilities, and
the transition toward technology-enabled
services is now strategic for the long-term
viability of local companies.
Tampere can be seen as a case of creative
destruction, in which the old industrial
culture has given way to the new
organizational forms and production models
of the knowledge economy. Behind this
transformation, there is a long history of
activism among local business and civic
leaders. Tampere is a good example of how
a combination of corporate vision and
leadership, strong and responsive knowledge
infrastructure, active local development
policy, and compatible national initiatives
can succeed in avoiding the fate of so many
old industries and their home regions. Even
though most of the recent growth of the
region occurred after the recession of the
early 1990s, the building of regional
capabilities began much earlier. Local actors
understood the need for change already in
the 60s and 70s, which led to stronger
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interactions among the education, research,
policy and production sectors, strengthening
the local innovation system and the ability of
the machinery industry to sustain
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performance. Industrialists, policymakers
and the university did not abandon this oldeconomy industry for the sake of the new
economy.
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Figure 4.1 The machinery and automation cluster in the Tampere region (adapted from the
Tampere Center of Expertise program (1999-2006)

Figure 4.2 Graphic conceptualization of the innovation process in Tampere’s leading machinery
companies. On the left, the addition of different layers of technology has transformed machines
from purely mechanical into mechatronic systems, enabling a movement toward services and
integrated solutions. To the right, an illustration of the fact that today’s machines are at the
intersection of three spheres of knowledge: mechanical engineering, information and
communications technology, and industry-specific expertise.
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Chapter 5
Economic Institutionalization in Practice:
Development and the “Third Role” of
Universities in Turku, Finland
Smita Srinivas and Kimmo Viljamaa1
1. Introduction
Universities are certainly social, cultural and
political institutions, but are they also
economic development institutions? The
Third Role being discussed in Europe,
indeed worldwide, refers to pressures on
universities to take on (regional) economic
development mandates in addition to their
existing roles in education and research.
This has also been the case in Finland,
where the Third Role of universities has
been given increasing attention in both
higher education and science and technology
policies. From a regional perspective,
universities appear to be increasingly viewed
as an economic asset, especially because,
unlike firms, they are relatively permanent
institutions and therefore safer for
development policy measures.
In general, university-industry interactions
seem to have been subsumed into broader
__________________________
1 A subsequent version of this paper, S.
Srinivas and K. Viljamaa, “Emergence of
Economic Institutions: Analysing the Third
Role of universities in Turku, Finland,” was
published in Regional Studies.

analytical as well as normative policy debates
for both technological innovation as well as
the local and regional development (for
example, Gibbons et al. 1994; Etzkowitz
and Leyders-Dorff 2000; Harloe and Perry
2004; Chatterton and Goddard 2001).
History shows that the role of the university
has been contested by state and citizens
alike. It faces numerous tensions: education,
research, training, technology transfer or
assisting in broader economic development.
While there has been an external pressure
for universities to take a more active role in
terms of the society and economy, most
studies do not enquire into how and why
universities begin the process of engagement
or respond to these measures.
Most studies have focused on technology
transfer dynamics from university to firm
without asking why universities choose to
interact in the first place, which could affect
the dynamics of transfer significantly. In this
study, we attempt to answer (a) what
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persuades universities and industry to work
together, and (b) what persuades universities
to become involved with a regional
development mandate (the “task”). We use
the answers to these questions to flesh out
the idea of ‘task-oriented’ institutionalization.
Normatively, universities perhaps ‘should’
interact with firms, but why, when, and how
do they? Who begins the interaction? Or is
this the proverbial chicken-and-egg problem
in institutionally ‘underdeveloped’ regions,
with reluctance on both sides? These
questions are important for many reasons.
Even if relatively successful interactions take
place between university and industry, it is
often unclear whether the university might
have strategic intent in shaping the
interaction, whether universities could do
more to fulfill a Third Role of regional
development, and whether and how public
policy has influenced it. It is also unclear
how in the tradition of communicative
planning a dialogue can systematically
emerge to share individual visions to
collectively decide the role of the
universities in the city-region (e.g., Healey
1997). The issues of intent and autonomy
take on particular significance when state
influence still holds sway in science and
technology
policy,
especially
when
attempting to make publicly available all
outputs of publicly funded research. Asking
these questions allows an investigation of
the normative elements of institutional
development contrasted with real-world
processes. It allows us to see how studying
urban and regional processes in action and
being sensitive to history might lead us to a
different understanding of the participation
and expected leadership of universities in
economic development. An important
feature of this paper is that we dovetail the
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empirical picture with conceptual gaps in
understanding institutional change by an
explicit attention to evolutionary changes in
the region.

2. Institutional Change and the
university
We take as a starting point that engagement
of universities in the economy is the
archetype of a process of institutional
change and that these emergent institutions
arise from complex processes. As such, their
compatibility with local economic needs (the
Third Role) is a negotiated process, not
necessarily having (or even being able to
have) foresight and predictability (Sotarauta
and Srinivas 2006). The evolutionary urban
and regional characteristics and challenges
for planning then become more visible
(Moulaert and Lambooy 1996). While some
economic institutional frameworks view
institutions as rules of the game structuring
incentives for human exchange and
economic performance (North 1990), we
question the very origins of strategy and goal
orientation as responses to these ‘rules..
While institutions reflect continuity and
change in society, they are affected by
individual actors (Scott 2001). Yet the timescale on which institutional change occurs is
much longer relative to individuals as units
of analysis and these processes of
habituation and the norms of involvement
have an inertia of their own (e.g., Hodgson
1988).
A particular challenge is that goalorientation at the institutional level is
difficult to understand without some insight
into individual goals and actions, i.e., a
discussion of holism and individualism (see,

for example, Rutherford 1994). While both
“old” and “new” economic institutionalists
vary in their respective schools of thought
on the extent to which individual action
plays a role in social change, Agassi (1960,
1975) may come closest to describing a
middle path in how individual action, while
shaping institutions, is itself circumscribed
by institutional factors. Agassi’s contribution
is “that it highlights the impossibility of
endogenizing all institutions within a theory
that takes as given only the physical
environment and the psychological states of
individuals. In any theory that attempts to
explain the development or change of some
institution(s), some other institution(s) will
have to be taken as exogenous… .”
(Rutherford 1994). Thus, a normative or
rational actor, goal-oriented explanation of
university engagement, however desirable as
an outcome, appears to be insufficient an
explanation of processes on the ground, but
the two types of analysis can nevertheless be
linked in an analytical discourse, as we show
below.
To develop insights into institutional change
such as university engagement in regional
development and collaboration with firms,
and individuals’ influence and the timescales of change, we suggest that theorizing
about such institutions cannot be complete
unless it can draw upon systematic inductive
studies of economic institutionalization as
occurs in practice. Turku’s story of how the
universities became (to the degree they are
now)
institutions
for
economic
development, thus can be seen as a way to
disentangle the institutional and individual
strands to the story as firms and the
universities interacted over time.

3. Methodology
We use the case study method, studying the
development
of
a
biotechnology
concentration in Turku, Finland. The
research focused in particular on the role of
two specific universities and their
involvement in the creation of “BioTurku,”
the city’s high-tech concentration. The
primary data consisted of detailed interviews
and analysis of industry statistics and policy
documents, in addition to previous studies
about the development of industrial
activities in Turku. A total of 36 detailed
structured, open-ended interviews were
conducted over an intermittent six-month
period in 2002, with academics (scientists),
policy makers at various levels, CEOs or
R&D heads of companies and actors
working in intermediary organizations. For
reasons of confidentiality agreed to in the
Local Innovation Systems (LIS) project, we
use anonymous quotes here.

4. Case study on the biotechnology concentration in Turku
Turku is the third city-region in Finland. It is
the country’s oldest city, dating back to the
13th century, and was the capital until the
18th century. It is a major port, with an
illustrious history in academia, culture, and
government. Today, Turku has the second
biggest concentration of biotechnology
activities in Finland, after Helsinki.
According to ISPE (2003), Turku is one of
the three centers in the Nordic countries to
have above-average levels of biotechnology
research and commercialization in Europe.
While some recent studies of Turku have
mentioned the role of the university (e.g.,
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Höyssä et al. 2003, Bruun 2002, ORAVA et
al. 2001, Schienstock and Tulkki 2001) we
hope to provide a theoretical framework for
Turku’s development (and dilemmas), by
explaining the precise circumstances of
economic institutionalization of the Third
Role. The endpoints appear to receive more
attention than those critical processes in
between. The paper is divided in four parts.
In the next section, we describe regional
biotechnology concentration in Turku and
its dominant actors. The third section
examines the history of collaboration
between private firms and the university in
Turku, detailing the specific chronology of
institutionalization. Finally, we return to the
concept of ‘task-oriented’ institutionalization
and the Third Role approach to policy and
planning, and raise both theoretical and
practical issues. In 2005, there were
approximately 80 companies related to
biotechnology activities in Turku and more
than 3,000 jobs in biotechnology-related
companies. The most important branches
were diagnostics (13% of the companies),
biopharmaceuticals (17%), biomaterials
(6%), and functional foods (3%). The rest
(61%) consisted of various services
(BioTurku 2006). In 2003, Turku region
accounted for 18% of public biotechnology
R&D expenditure and 31% of industry
R&D in Finland (Statistics Finland, ETLA).
About 480 people were working in
biotechnology SMEs in Turku in 2004,
which amounted to 19% of the
biotechnology SMEs in Finland (Hermans et
al. 2004). A notable portion of the
innovations in the smaller biotechnology
companies are based on university
discoveries, and even the bigger companies
are actively collaborating with local
university research groups.
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Finland’s first university was established in
Turku in 1640. It was moved to Helsinki in
1827 and became Helsinki University, the
only one in Finland at the time. Almost a
century later, in 1920, Turku got a new
university. Today there are two major
universities in the city, the University of
Turku (UTU), with 14,899 students, and
Åbo Akademi (ÅA), with 6,087 students
(Ministry of Education, 2006). Turku
University today graduates 1,085 master’s
degree students a year. It also grants 137
doctorates a year (2005) and offers a vast
spectrum of departmental subjects. UTU
has several areas of excellence with worldclass research in biochemistry and molecular
biology, including immunology and receptor
biology (Biotechnology in Finland, 2002).
Åbo Akademi (ÅA) predates UTU by two
years and is a major university for the
Swedish-speaking minority in Finland. ÅA
has a unique position in hosting the only
engineering department in the Turku region,
in the fields of chemical engineering and
computer engineering. Together, these two
universities form a substantial research
community, with around 100 different
research programs related to biotechnology
activities, about 1,000 researchers, eight
graduate schools, and more than 80 Ph.D.s
graduating every year (BioTurku 2004;
2006).
Overall, the level of scientific research in
Turku’s universities has been high, with
many research groups among the leaders in
their fields. The combination of strengths in
engineering and chemistry within ÅA and in
biological fields at UTU have created
expertise across fields of basic investigations
relevant to medical therapeutics, diagnostics,
and biomedical devices. In addition, ÅA’s
specialties in chemistry and biochemistry

and UTU’s in food chemistry have obvious
implications for the food industry. In
addition, for research in biotechnology and
informatics, close collaboration and
university support goes toward individual
institutions, such as the Turku Center for
Biotechnology, the Computing Centre, the
national PET-Center and the Turku Center
for Computer Science. Importantly for the
pharmaceutical industry, the University
hospital continues to build up its strength in
basic research as well as clinical study and
testing services. It also provides an
important source, along with the medical
faculty of the university, of validation of
early drug target research in the private
sector.
With this long academic and historical
tradition, it is perhaps unsurprisingthat in
contrast to those in other Finnish cities,
Turku’s universities emerged as national as
opposed to purely regional institutions. For
example, the Tampere University of
Technology was designed to be “a university
for industry” from its inception in the
1960s, and had a strong regional focus. The
same was true of many smaller universities
in Finland that were established on regional
policy grounds.

5. The chicken-and-egg
problem: who began the
process of interaction?
Understanding how and when the university
moved closer to industry requires a closer
look at the organizational and institutional
landscape of the city in earlier times. We
argue that there is no neat, normative
answer to the question of which agents built
this concentration. It has arisen through a

complex
process
of
economic
institutionalization, with no clear strategy or
goal orientation at the outset on the part of
policymakers or academics, universities, or
firms. Instead, we highlight the intertwined
nature of six separate strands of institutional
growth, selection and linkages, most of
which were accompanied by resource
constraints and pressures to collaborate:
(a) older companies and
university-oriented push

their

(b) recession and crisis
(c) the state-driven model
(d) the rise of regional development
initiatives
(e) individual mobilization
(f) the reappearance of universities
with a muffled regional mandate
While these six strands capture the process
of institutional change, there also has been
an ongoing process of economic selection.
We argue that in Turku, selection on
university response and firm capabilities has
acted in three major ways: (a) through
national economic recession affecting all
Finnish cities, it has limited Turku’s choices,
further complicated by Finland’s EU
accession in 1994 and its impact on the
pharmaceutical sector; (b) through global
mergers and acquisitions specific to the
pharmaceutical industry, which has created a
significant concentration in Turku; and (c)
through international changes in the science
of biotechnology which has shaped local
paths of firms and university departments.
Thus, for Turku, dominant pressures to
form new coalitions and new collaborations
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were spurred more by external economic
forces than internal political ones. Thus, the
process of institutionalization of a new
university role (the Third Role) has emerged
for a different set of reasons from that
which is normatively discussed. The
transition to such institutionalization can be
seen in terms of shifts in selection
environments, each further pushing the
universities to seek local alliances and
resources. Turku is thus less “new” in terms
of its emergence and more intentional
through the creation of a “new” identity (see
also Srinivas and Viljamaa 2003, Sotarauta
and Srinivas 2006, Srinivas and Viljamaa,
forthcoming).

Older companies and their
university-oriented push
Aside from the universities, there is an
established pharmaceutical industry base in
the region. There are two large
pharmaceutical companies, Schering and
Orion, both of which do R&D in Turku.
There are also a few smaller drug discovery
companies today, such as BioTie Therapies,
Hormos Medical, and Juvantia Pharma.
Most of the smaller companies have
appeared during the last 10 years, and the
number of companies has increased rapidly.
There are also several companies working in
the field of diagnostics. The most notable is
PerkinElmer Wallac, which produces
measuring devices, software, and reagents
for the research and development of drugs
and diagnostic systems. Many of the smaller
diagnostic companies are either spin-offs
from Wallac or related to it in some ways,
e.g., Arctic Diagnostics, whose founder was a
long-time R&D manager in Wallac. There
are also some small companies that are spinoffs from the university.
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Turku’s mid-sized companies, such as
Leiras, Farmos, and Wallac, established the
tradition of co-operation with university
groups and departments during a time when
it was not that common in Finland. They
also had a need for a steady supply of
professional employees. It would be
misleading to say that these companies were
the sole drivers of the creation of a biotech
base in Turku, but it is evident that they
were far more directly involved than the
universities. For them, the link to
universities functioned well and served
company purposes. PerkinsElmer Wallac, in
particular, seems to have institutionalized
many of its interactions with university
researchers, and this culture seems to have
been copied, or at least supported by
researchers at other companies. While the
larger, older companies had some obvious
gains by coming to the universities, they
have themselves contributed to the
development of research in universities and
in smaller firms, and have thus been a
valuable asset for the regional concentration
to build on. The bigger companies (a)
created specialized expertise in business and
development activities now accumulated in
the region, (b) contributed skilled labor
(many key people in the smaller companies
in Turku and even in the universities have
previously worked in the larger companies),
(c) acted as a source of new start-ups (many
ideas have been exported even by individual
workers leaving the company but in some
cases also by a dedicated spin-out strategy of
the bigger company), and (d) acted as a
minor source of special services.
In Turku, there also seems to have been less
university resistance to applied research and
co-operation with companies, though the
initative was mainly taken by industry. It is a

widely shared view that co-operation with
industry was already quite routine in Turku
at a time when, in universities elsewhere,
and in the Ministry of Education (especially
in the 1970s), such co-operation was viewed
as not acceptable or actively harmful to the
cause of the university. Stressing this
dynamic linking of old pharmaceutical firms
with the local universities, one respondent
said,
“…key founders and key people in these
pharmaceuticals, whether on Board of
Directors or in advisory capacities, have been
professors. In the 1970s, there was a university
backlash to make research "pure," but in
Turku it never seemed to cut off the very
significant ties to the three main companies. So
in Turku, there were hundreds of people in
R&D, mainly in bio-sciences, linking
University with industry.”
Not all departments reacted in the same way
and some were more open than others. For
example, in food more than in medicine
there seems to have been less resistance
overall to working with industry, perhaps
because Ph.D. students in food chemistry
are exposed to industry early on in
apprenticing through their educational years.
The oldest of the local expertise is in the
food industry, where food processing
(manufacturing) and food chemistry have
worked closely together since early 1970s.
If we had to pinpoint what the larger
companies have contributed toward the
local constellation of innovation, it has been
as a source of people with ideas and earlier
interactions with the university. While the
interactions with academia may have been
institutionalized to different degrees within
the different companies, every company

effectively passed on a tradition to the
region for hiring university researchers, or
for having in-house corporate researchers
with an open attitude toward working with
universities.
But these companies are unlikely to have
forged such strong local identities over time
without the impact of economic adversity.
As described next, Turku developed
somewhat luckily, as a base for Leiras (of the
Schering-Plough group), and Farmos (later
fused with Finnish pharmaceutical company
Orion), both in drug development, while
Wallac was acquired by PerkinElmer to
become PerkinsElmer Wallac, in the
diagnostics industry. Thus, Turku went from
a city with an early concentration of
therapeutics and diagnostics to one explicitly
driven by the dynamics of two
multinationals and one large domestic
company.

Recession and crisis: the national
and regional development process
The background of the biotechnology
industry in Turku and in Finland can be
traced to the development of the domestic
pharmaceutical industry, born in the late
19th century. The exercise of autonomy, the
acts of strategy, and the coalition-building of
many local actors (but not the university)
needs to be understood against this
backdrop of older capabilities and the
impact of the late 20th century economic
recession. What the data show is that there
was nothing “natural” about today’s
relationship between university and industry.
As a city under considerable economic
pressure, Turku was forced to face up to an
uncertain future. The first important turning
point for the city occurred in the 1940s,
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when the first pharmaceutical companies
Farmos and Leiras, started research and
development bases in Turku. One of the
companies had a founder from the region
who was familiar with the advances in
university research; another situated itself
there primarily to exploit a relationship with
the universities. In both cases, it appears
that companies sought out the university
and tapped local capabilities.
Table 5.1 shows the chronology of the
development pressures that Turku faced.
The local landscape remained relatively
uneventful until the 1970s heralded the
advent of more global relations and
increased trade with other countries.
However, the same global relations also
created instability. With the fall of the Soviet
Union and the lucrative Soviet markets,
Finland, and Turku in particular, faced
significant hardship and economic recession.
The period from 1990 to 1999 proved to be
decisive for Turku. Unemployment in the
city rose from 4.2% in 1990 to 22.1% in
1994. The food processing industry alone
lost 21% of its labor force. Despite its best
efforts through combined public and private
strategies, Turku unemployment in 1999 was
still 17.4%, compared with the Finnish
average of 10.2% in the same year.
Reinforcing these negative trends, the
realignment of the Finnish welfare state was
also occurring with visible new realities of
an employment guarantee gone awry. The
scale-back in public employment associated
with belt-tightening meant that universities
also saw a loss in their traditional fiscal base
(Esping-Andersen 1999, Antikainen and
Jolkonen 1994). Caught in between, Turku’s
universities saw cuts in funding and also
faced dramatic local shifts in their relevance.
However, Turku stood to gain by some
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unexpected
changes.

outcomes of

other

global

Significant global mergers and acquisitions
in the pharmaceutical industry created a
series of conditions wherein Turku was left
with Finland’s highest concentration of
therapeutic and diagnostic firms and two
new multinational companies, along with a
sizeable, but vulnerable, residual food
industry.2 The pharmaceutical sector in
particular lost large markets after the fall of
the Soviet Union, and then global mergers
and acquisitions wrought major changes.
Further global integration and the 1995
Finnish accession to the European Union
created both gains and setbacks for the
rapidly shifting intellectual property regime
facing homogenisation and the need to
move into newer areas of R&D.
The role of cities in re-engineering their
futures took on greater urgency as the state
battled recession on multiple fronts.
However, compared with other cities in
Finland like Oulu and Tampere, Turku
became active in proactive local economic
development policy quite late. This was
partly a consequence of the local industrial
structure; Turku had not previously faced
industrial crises as severe as those
confronted by Tampere, for example. But in
2

In therapeutics during the 1980s, Orion
Corporation and Huhtamäki Ltd. aggressively
bought out most other companies, including
Leiras, which was subsumed into the Huhtamäki
Pharmaceuticals Company in 1986. A further
consolidation took place when Farmos and
Orion merged in 1990. In 1992, Leiras emerged
as a separate legal entity once again, but was
subsequently acquired by the global company
Schering. In diagnostics, the Finnish firm Wallac,
with a long history of research and university
involvement in Turku, was acquired by U.S.based Perkin Elmer, Inc.

the 1990s, the national recession and fiercer
global competition resulted in a slow decline
in its economic base. Traditional industry
sectors such as ship building, machinery and
the food industry were slow or even
stagnant in their growth compared with
sectors directly built on information and
communication technologies. In the absence
of large ICT sector, attention in Turku
turned to the emerging biotechnology
cluster. Indeed, the lack of an ICT base
allowed Turku to find a new identity in a
“high-technology” arena by merging various
sub-fields of R&D using biotechnology such
as food, materials, and pharmaceuticals.

6. The state-driven model: alive
and well
The development of the biotechnology
industry in Turku has, in many ways, been
connected to changes in the national policy
environment. Compared with some major
biotechnology concentrations in the United
States and the UK, the Finnish national
policy push is highly integrated but
remarkably state-visible (e.g., Cooke 2002).
There has even been a discussion of making
biotechnology the ‘fourth pillar’ of the
Finnish industry in the future (see
Schienstock and Tulkki 2001). As an
indication of this strategy, biotechnology has
been one of the key areas of public funding
and institutional support. Most of the
financing for the universities and the
companies come from public sources and
there are several dedicated programs at the
national level to support biotechnology. In
2003, the government funding for
biotechnology research was €183 million
excluding public venture capital and in 2003
the biosciences accounted for roughly 7% of

the national R&D budget (Tekes, 2006;
OECD 2006). The biggest sources of
funding were the Ministry of Education
(36%), the Finnish Funding Agency for
Technology and Innovation Tekes (28%)
and the Academy of Finland (28%). The
Ministry of Social Affairs and Health and
the Ministry of Trade and Industry also
participated in funding (Hermans and
Tahvanainen 2002). Although interest in
biotechnology has faded somewhat in
national policy pronouncements, public
R&D investments have not declined. Tekes
has invested some 40 to 60 million euros
annually during the past several years in
biotechnology, which accounts for 10 to
15% of its total investments. The share of
medicine-related biotechnology is around
60% of the funding, and in 2005 almost half
of the funding went to companies. The
Academy of Finland funding was some €26
million in 2006. University budgets related
to biotechnology totaled €84 million in
2004. The Ministry of Education, for its
part, has set new Centres of Excellence
(university units with extra competitive
funding) to universities. In 2000, nine of the
26 top units were in the field of
biotechnology, and the same strong trend
has continued in the 2002 and 2006 rounds.
Three national-level public organisations,
the Academy of Finland, Tekes and Sitra,
stand out. The Academy of Finland and
Tekes are influential supporters of research
and education. Sitra has been crucial in
providing financing for the new start-ups in
the absence of private venture capital
companies and is still the most important
source of venture capital for smaller biotech
companies in Turku. There are also national
programs like Centers of Expertise coordinating and focusing resources in key
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industries in many cities, one of which is in
Turku. One of the key areas in the Turku
Center of Expertise program 2000-2006 is
related to biotechnology.

Turku (in BioCity). In biotechnology, there
are 18 different labs or departments that
were granted a Centre of Excellence (CoE)
status. Two of them are in BioCity.

The strong role of the state is visible locally
as well in the two main research universities,
even if its influence on Åbo Akademi
emerged later. Universities obtain funding
from three primary sources: general budget
funding,
earmarked
funding,
and
competitive funding. The budget funding by
the Ministry of Education for biotechnology
research in 2001 was 3.94 M€ million for the
University of Turku and 1.22 M€ for Åbo
Akademi. In addition, the Ministry of
Education and Academy of Finland
provided 39 M€ of biotech funding to
research, researcher posts, researcher
training, Centers of Excellence, and
international activities in Finland in 2001.
This money went to a great extent to various
biotech centers like BioCity Turku.
Moreover, Tekes provided 22.6 M€ of
competitive funding to universities and
biocenters nationwide.(Biotechnology in
Finland, 2002).

(Biotechnology in Finland, 2002). Despite
this support for biotech, the role of the state
has come into some question in the Nordic
countries. Finland has also seen new
pressures on universities to be innovative
and reach out to industry. These coincide
with cuts in university budgets and a
questioning of the welfare state’s
orientation, within which state funding of
universities and universal and free education
were important elements (Srinivas and
Viljamaa, forthcoming; Antikainen 1981).
Universities have been pressured to build
alliances with industry and to seek
augmented sources of funding for technical
R&D projects.

Table 5.2 below represents the division of
the Academy of Finland and Tekes funding
for biotechnology in 2001.
Important tools for biotechnologies are the
nationally-supported
graduate
schools,
Center of Excellence funding, and the
Academy professor posts. In 2001 there
were, for example, 20 graduate schools
nationwide with 280 student positions in
areas connected to cell and molecular
biology and biotechnology in Finland. Seven
of these schools were coordinated by the
UTU or ÅA. Of 12 biotechnology-related
academy professors, two are working in
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7. Reacting to the Center: the
rise of regional development
initiatives
The impact of the changes in national
science and technology policy has been very
remarkable in Turku. The amount of public
funding both for the universities and for the
companies has increased significantly
especially during the 1990s. However, this
change cannot be seen only as a result of
changes in the national innovation policy,
but also partly as a consequence of local
initiatives, which have arisen gradually with
involvement from the city council.
An external factor of considerable
importance in the inspiration and evolution
of Turku biotech seems to have been
comparisons made by locals, and by national

policy makers, of the differences between
Turku and Helsinki. The delayed local
introduction of the State Research Center
(VTT) is a case in point. Turku remained
quite invisible (compared with Helsinki for
example) until the late 1980s. During that
time (1987), the Ministry of Education
launched a new research program on
biotechnology. The first drafts were very
Helsinki-centred, despite the fact that Turku
was not much smaller in terms of
biotechnology-related
activities.
This
‘injustice’ stimulated local activity among the
research community (Bruun et al. 2001).
Some local researchers in both corporate
and university circles seem to think it was a
deliberate attempt by Helsinki and Oulu to
keep the VTT centre away from Turku. This
situation led to local informal initiatives to
increase the visibility of Turku in terms of
biotech activities, and can be seen as one of
the turning points in recognizing the
opportunities
to
develop
a
local
concentration of biotechnology.

key people could be brought into the
development process.

The first deliberate steps in recognizing the
new opportunities can be traced to the mid1980s, when the first dedicated project for
improving biotechnology research (the
South-West Finland Biotechnology project)
started. In addition to scientific results, this
can be seen as the first time that
biotechnology was identified as potential
growth area. At approximately the same
time (1986), a Foundation of New
Technology (FNT) was established. This
was an informal organization consisting of
around 30 key people, mainly from industry
and academia. The original intention was to
discuss plans to establish the first
technology park, the Data-City (Bruun et al.
2001). This was the first large forum where

BioCity was not only a building; it was also
a concept. The idea was to provide links
between industry and academia by gathering
a critical mass of researchers in different
fields along with technical resources and
possible company partners (Bruun et al.
2001). This was accomplished by
establishing new facilities, particularly
laboratories that were jointly administered
by the University of Turku and Åbo
Akademi. From the universities’ point of
view, however, our data shows that this new
kind of organisational innovation came not
so much from a shared vision but from lack
of resources, which made the administration
look for new ways to cooperate. As a result
of the cutbacks in public expenditures
during the recession, the universities faced a

The technology center that started to take
shape in the late 1980s was the physical
forum for building a cluster. Technology
centre BioCity from 1989 onwards was the
second stage of the local technology park
concept. Earlier positive experiences in
starting an ICT-related activity in the form
of DataCity gave the actors more confidence
for pursuing the same kind of activities
related to biotechnology. The universities
saw that cooperation between them could
work, and the local decision-makers were
more aware of the new opportunities. The
recession in Finland and in Turku in the
early 1990s activated more local actors and
also the city government to look for new
industries to concentrate on. One interesting
factor was the role played by the real estate
sector, which was actively involved in
developing the BioCity concept from the
very beginning.
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16% decrease in budget funding in 19931994. Funding has increased subsequently,
but at best modestly, while more
responsibilities have been assigned to the
universities and the number of students has
increased rapidly (Nieminen and Kaukonen
2001). At the same time (during 1991-2001),
external financing for the universities tripled
from €200 million to €600 million. As
interviewees noted:
“Some of these departments are very expensive,
so they have linked up with the University of
Turku for the Center for Biotechnology by
necessity.”
and
“Universities are part of the broad
privatization push and, in general keeping
with changes in Europe, therefore must get
outside funds.”
Local authorities, alongside other actors,
have also been active in supporting the
national Center of Expertise program. Local
actors have been active in using the
opportunities provided by national science
and technology and regional policies. One
other
element
that
shouldn’t
be
underestimated has been the use of
biotechnology as a spearhead of “city
marketing.”

Individuals versus institutions, or
institutions driven by individuals?
While the initiative to link up with industry
may not have existed formally within the
university, it has existed strongly on the part
of individual researchers, who have been
important players in galvanizing academia,
industry, and policymakers alike, into
recognizing
the
importance
of
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biotechnology for Turku. This is recognized
even within the university system. As one
university interviewee put it: “The university
was not the prime driver, but scientists were.”
However, even with individuals in the
university making a push to support
biotechnology research and collaboration,
the specter of resource constraints did not
disappear:
“A few people at the university were interested,
but more in their own self-interest, to get
research funding.”
A fairly small but active network of
individuals appears to have had a big effect
not only on improving the competitiveness
of new pharmaceutical companies but also
on mobilizing new policy activities to
support the local cluster’s development. For
example, the diagnostics business, and
especially PE-Wallac, were certainly
important factors in this internal culture,
driving later industry-university links in
Turku. Also, they were often driven by the
initiative of motivated individuals within
PE-Wallac. Individuals with histories in big
pharmaceuticals as well as other leading
firms have pushed the boundaries of
university links. These people have been as
likely to be institutional drivers in the early
years, as have organizations.1

For instance, researchers like Professor Erkki
Soini, formerly a long-time senior researcher at
PE-Wallac, always kept links to university
research, having come from academia himself.
During his 20 to 30-year tenure at PE-Wallac, he
actively coordinated with university departments;
he had a vision of what joint research could
accomplish, and believed this at a time when few
others had such a vision. He then returned to the
university as a full professor, having decided that
he could pursue some types of research more
effectively at the university, and began his own
1

In the best instances of individual linkages,
researchers and company executives know
each other personally and there is “no need
to reinvent the wheel,” as one company
interviewee said. For a long time, the
mobilizing of local resources and the
attempts to influence national S&T policy
have mainly been a result of an interaction
between individuals working in both the
industry and in the universities rather than a
general strategy of the universities or the
local government. For example, the whole
BioCity concept originated from this kind of
a voluntary interaction. At the same
time,universities as organizations were
lacking a conscious strategy concerning the
development of biotechnology. A local
policy maker summarized the views of many
others in the profession: “The university doesn't
have any clear idea of what to do with biotech.”
From a spatial standpoint as well, the
universities seem to have been followers,
not leaders. University-based individuals
galvanised
the
initiative,
but
the
institutionalization of this initiative has been
slow to occur. The city government of
Turku was not the initiator in starting a
technology park, as was the case in many
other Finnish cities. Instead, the main
initiators for new initiatives were individual
actors from academia and various business.

Nevertheless,
while
informality
of
interactions initiated by some individuals has
some obvious advantages, there has been
concern expressed by a variety of
interviewees that the local network of active
individuals is too small and that too much of
the burden is laid on few key individuals. As
one company CEO said:

“It always starts with individuals, then
somebody develops infrastructure, etc. On the
organizational agenda as well, biotechnology
has been less visible. For example, the
universities have not been very active in pushing
a dedicated strategy about how to develop
biotechnology.”

In Turku, “older” biotech has merged with
newer forms, and the strengths of the last 50
years still define current competencies and
reputation. For instance, Åbo Akademi, with
its organic and inorganic chemistry
expertise, has allowed past expertise to bear
fruit in a “newer” high-tech mode. These
departments, which early on had established
a reputation with industry by working on
relatively mid-tech problems (by today’s
standards) with industry (such as in wood

company. (From communication with Prof.
Soini and with other interviewees.)

“At the early stage, it is useful to network,
and later on it becomes cumbersome and begins
to be inefficient for many. There are too many
competing interests on time for organizations.
It may still be useful for the university, but for
firms, there is competition to prove results, so
they are overworked and frustrated.”
In this way, the recently strengthened
position of the City of Turku and new
organizations like Bio Valley may help to
further institutionalize the activities, which
previously were more likely to have been
sustained by individuals. Some interviewees
did suggest however, that too much
formality saps the inherent strengths of the
interactions and places too much time
pressure on individuals with designated
positions in the formal institutions.

The university (re)appears with a
muffled regional mandate
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processing and pulp and fiber chemistry),
now find themselves with new opportunities
in a convergence of fields, many of which
have since gone high-tech in biomaterials,
functional
foods,
diagnostics,
and
therapeutics. Furthermore, a State-driven
push through Tekes to initiate stronger
university-industry dialogue has resulted in
more funds for resource-needy researchers
to engage with industry. The result,
however, has been a mixed picture in terms
of outputs and institutionalization of
publicly-funded knowledge for regional
development (Srinivas and Viljamaa 2003;,
Srinivas et al., forthcoming).
A further recent boost to industry has
occurred in modern biotechnology with
strong academic linkages to the United
States. When the molecular biology
revolution occurred in the 1970s, many
Ph.D.s and medical doctors from Turku did
their postdoctoral research work in some of
the best laboratories in the United States.
During their stay they witnessed firsthand
the birth of commercialized biotechnology
and the many pathways through which
academics became involved in the business
of medicinal biotech. A few lead researchers
subsequently returned to Turku and became
intricately involved in the setting up of both
the Centr for Biotechnology as well as a few
promising start-ups, and paved the way for a
new approach to interacting with industry.
Today the landscape is considerably
changed, with the universities linked to each
other and to firms in a more explicit
mandate for regional development. The
Center for Biotechnology (CBT) is a good
example of this cooperation. It is a
dedicated university research unit that was
established in cooperation between both
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universities. The Center has three major
functions: research, training, and education,
and it provides technical expertise and
coordinating services and equipment for
academic and industrial projects. The Centre
has also provided a forum for active
interactions between academia and industry.
In addition, a great deal of university
research is conducted by organizations
outside the universities, such as those under
“BioCity Turku,” an umbrella organization
for a research community that consists of
more than 50 research groups with more
than 500 people working mainly on cell and
molecular biology and biotechnology. (CBT
sits in BioCity.) The task given to BioCity
Turku is to structure collaboration, resource
sharing, and infrastructure development in
research and education in the area of life
sciences.
Acknowledging the importance of spatial
configurations, Turku Science Park is the
hub of biotechnology innovation and is laid
out in a small area abutting the city
downtown area next to the campus areas of
the two universities. The rabbit-warren
architectural frame encompasses a dense
setting
of
corporations,
university
laboratories, public sector S&T, and venture
capital agencies, as well as common
restaurant and café facilities with low
barriers between the industry and academia.
The goal of the TSP, through organizations
like Turku Bio Valley, is to provide support
for the entire innovation chain, from
invention to production through the
“branded” concept, or shared vision of a
“BioTurku” – a new conceptualization of a
high-tech Turku region.

8. Discussion: “task-oriented”
institutionalization
We began the paper by asking (a) what
persuades universities and industry to work
together, and (b) what persuades universities
to become involved with a regional
development
mandate.
Normative
prescriptions for task orientation in
economic development assume specific
strategy and goal orientation.
Overall, Turku is a prescient case for
broader changes sweeping Europe, those
that advocate a Third Role for universities.
It shares many characteristics of other smallto-mid-size technology-intensive urban
centers. Yet its capabilities have developed
over a long period, and have been nurtured
by a variety of actors. State-induced
interactions between companies and
universities have also had mixed success
(Srinivas and Vilmamaa 2003; Srinivas et al.,
forthcoming) We find that universities’
intent to collaborate in Turku has been
driven mainly by resource constraints rather
than a consistent strategy of local
engagement. Fundamentally, Turku’s history
shows that there were few obvious examples
of university-initiated projects to work with
industry that have not had as their basis a
financial or technical resource constraint. It
is true that the initiative to link up with
industry has existed strongly on the parts of
individual researchers, and in a small city like
Turku, key individuals (despite the lack of
strategic support from their own
institutions) have become important drivers
for change in their own right. Nevertheless,
the reality is that the universities were
unlikely to be pioneers in venturing offcampus unless resources (financial or
infrastructure) forced them to. The

interaction was primarily driven by large
pharmaceutical and diagnostic companies in
the past and by individuals within them.
More recently, this function has been taken
over by startups and spin-offs generated by
the consolidation of R&D within these
companies. Moreover, the new active role as
an economic actor slowly taken up by
Turku’s universities appears mainly a result
of external influence by firms, national
welfare state, and economic policy and local
informal coalitions. It is difficult to claim
that the universities’ involvement with
industry or with explicit regional
development is a result of conscious strategy
by the university administration. This is an
important finding that fundamentally
challenges the way we normatively think of
the universities’ role, and when and how we
anticipate ‘task-oriented’ institutionalization
to appear.
In the conception of institutional change of
newer economic institutionalists, the
individual has an important role to play; this
is downplayed, although certainly not
absent, in “old institutionalist” perspectives.
Here, while institutional change to new
economic roles has certainly been influenced
by individual response and intention, the
closer reality is that the university’s overall
response has been a process of collective
sense-making of changed circumstances of
successive selection within the city. From an
emergence standpoint of complexity, as
discussed in Sotarauta and Srinivas 2006,
Boschma 2004, and Curzio and Fortis 2002,
economic systems and organizations coevolve with each other and with their
environment. Certain identifiable points
(times) exist at which a transition occurs.
Emergence underscores the idea that global
economic structure has significant elements
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of local interactions and thus actors both
create their environment and adapt to it. The
shared practice of communicative planning
has come quite late to the city-region.
Universities thus cannot be seen to be
central agents driving change, but as
institutions that have benefited and evolved
from broader changes emerging in Turku
and constrained by wider economic shifts,
i.e., they have co-evolved with development,
but have been structured by specific
selection transitions (Sotarauta and Srinivas
2006). The influence of individuals may be
less important and their time-scales of action
short. Thus emergence provides an insight
for economic development compatible with
old institutional economic viewpoints which
takes this into account. This is a far cry from
an entirely rationalist, strategic frame, since
individual actors cannot fully analyze their
own environment and thus design optimal
strategy. In keeping with Axelrod’s
framework, actors in Turku reconcile their
strategies to successful ones of the past, and
by observing what others are doing.
However, this is no endless repetition of
strategies, as actors are forced to reconcile
their actions with a changed selection
environment of the three types that Turku
has witnessed, and thus gives rise to new
forms of institutionalization. Indeed, the
process of economic institutionalisation as a
phenomenon, we argue, must arise through
inductive studies of the sort we have
conducted where the normative debates of
the Third Role are linked to the positivist
tradition (Toole 1979).
Thus, Turku’s evolution may be less a case
of posing individual action against holism,
but to suggest that more collective sensemaking and economic action (e.g.,
commercialization
of
R&D,
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acknowledgement
of
university
contributions to the region) has emerged
over time. In effect, holism, rather than
absent, may have become more visible as
the
processes
of
economic
institutionalization of the university has
taken hold and captured the imaginations of
citizens. This has occurred because of
dramatic exogenous shifts in the economic
environment
and
changes
in
the
technological make-up of local biotechrelated capabilities, which have shaped
individuals’
(particularly
those
in
universities)
interpretations
of
local
resources, institutions and their own
engagement in creating a different future.
A newer role for the university may be
emerging, with smaller firms having been
cut off from large internal corporate R&D,
opening up new channels of communication
with the universities. Biotechnology SMEs
are also often specialized in R&D rather
than production and distribution, and face
serious financial and product deadlines, with
less space for leisure. These infuse their
collaborations with universities with some
urgency. If local universities cannot provide
this vision and some strategy that is useful
to local firms, then the latter are likely to
look elsewhere for such alliances.
Turku’s universities have come to this
economic development process later than
other institutions such as city government,
and as such have moved from an identity of
a diffuse economic institution to a broader
set of “task-oriented” institutional processes
including regional economic development.
This in turn has changed how national
policymakers and other actors view
economic development in Turku and its
universities. Universities, as with Turku’s

local institutions, have structured a new, and
still negotiated, set of rules for economic
interaction. The institutionalization is not
new in terms of capabilities, nor is it
exclusively high-tech. Cognitively and
operationally, this has meant a new language
by many university actors to describe the
emergence of a “new” high-tech cluster
arising from the ruins of the recession
signifying a transition to new forms of
economic engagement. Turku’s identity as
”newly innovative” has thus been the result
of collective re-interpretation and taking
stock of existing resources (Srinivas and
Viljamaa 2003; Srinivas and Viljamaa,
forthcoming). This alone is a significant
developmental change and an emerging local
strength.
The study shows that at the very least,
generic Third Role prescriptions for
university-industry
collaboration
are
unhelpful; the specific dynamics of
institutionalization and the origins of
strategy and goal-orientation need to be
understood. There is much more to regional
development than technology transfer
between universities and firms, and regional

development policies need to be further
clarified to distinguish them from those for
these general R&D interactions. Universities
cannot be expected to participate in
technological innovation on the one hand
and yet automatically or painlessly deliver on
a broader regional mandate. The time-scale
for such institutionalization is slow, and its
origins need further study.
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Table 5.1 Turning points for the Turku pharmaceutical industry (Source: Srinivas and Viljamaa
2003)
1889-1925

Start of Finnish pharma industry, generics manufacturing, mass production.

1940s

Farmos and Leiras start bases in Turku.

1925-1980s

Companies mostly acquiring foreign licenses to sell domestically.

1970s

Move to greater trade. More R&D investments but greater generics sales to
USSR.

Late 1980s

Product patents adopted in many other countries. Anticipation of EU
membership.

1989-1994

Recession, loss of USSR generics markets, M&A in pharma in global
pharmaceutical industry, joining EU, shift to EU product patent regime. Turku
starts BioCity

1994-2002

EU entry, further focus on R&D, consolidation of drug development R&D
projects in Turku firms, layoffs, biotech startups and spin-offs. arise, Turku
pushes to develop a nationally recognises biotech base.

2002 to present

Financial pressures and mergers in smaller companies, institutionalization of
Bio Turku.

Table 5.2

2001 Academy of Finland and Tekes financing to biotechnology (Source:
Biotechnology in Finland, 2002)
Academy of Finland

%

TEKES

%

Turku

7804

20.1

9626

42.6

-BioCity Turku

5879

15.1

5188

22.9

-University of Turku

1176

3.0

4094

18.1

-Åbo Akademi

749

1.9

344

1.5

Helsinki

19642

50.6

8133

36.0

Other regions

11368

29.3

4852

21.5

Total (Universities and Biocentres)

38814

1000

22611

100.0
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Chapter 6
University–Industry Collaboration in
Medical Devices Development: Case
Study of the Oulu Region in Finland
Juha Nummi
1. Introduction
This study focuses on university-industry
collaboration
in
medical
devices
development in the Oulu region in Finland.
It describes collaboration both at the
organizational and the individual level.
Active university-industry collaboration
increases local innovativeness (Cooke 1998,
Powell 1990) and characterizes an
innovative milieu (Camagni 1991). Here the
Oulu region is defined as an innovative
milieu according to Camagni’s definition
(1991 p. 8):
“An innovative ‘milieu’ may be defined as the
set, or the complex of networks of mainly
informal social relationships on a limited
geographical area, often determining a specific
external ‘image’ and a specific internal
‘representation’ and a sense of belonging, which
enhance the local innovative capability through
synergetic and collective learning processes.”
Earlier studies have also shown the
significance of university-industry collaboration, especially in medical research (Gelijns,

Zivin and Nelson 2001, Gelijns and Their
2002). Medical innovations require extensive
interaction between universities and industry
and fluent knowledge and technology
transfer in both directions. According to
Koivukangas (1996), the Oulu region has
been especially successful in promoting
medicine, natural and engineering sciencerelated knowledge exchange in the region.
One of the key actors here has of course
been the University of Oulu, with its
faculties of medicine and technology. The
most important channels for information
flow between public research institutions
and industrial R&D units seem to be
relatively decentralized, meaning that
information flows do not typically follow
formal institutional links (Cohen, Nelson,
and Walsh 2002). Informal interactions, in
addition to formal institutional links, play an
important role in university-industry
collaboration (Gelijns, Zivin, and Nelson
2001; Gelijns and Their 2002; Cohen,
Nelson and Walsh 2002). Informal
collaboration is usually based on trust and
95

voluntary, open communication among the
network members and has no formal,
designated roles or power relationships
within the network (e.g., Freeman 1991,
Owen-Smith and Powell 2004).

development of the region has been a
success story and is often described as the
Oulu Phenomenon (Kulju 2002, Otala 2001,
Männistö 2002, Tervo 2004, Tunkelo 1988,
Sotarauta and Linnamaa 1997).

Medical devices are complex products that
utilize several technologies, e.g., wireless and
electromagnetic technology. During the
development process of these products, one
of the key challenges is to sustain fruitful
cross-disciplinary and cross-institutional
exchange of knowledge. Cross-disciplinary
knowledge acquisition and transfer requires
effective collaboration practices in the
research and development process. This
study aims to describe these forms of
university-industry collaboration in medical
devices development in the Oulu region.

The Oulu Phenomenon has been based on
several factors, including serendipity
(Tunkelo 1988). Without strategic investments by the city of Oulu, the Finnish
government and local companies, as well as
the efforts of key individuals, the “Oulu
Phenomenon” would not have happened
(Kulju 2002). One important investment
was the foundation of the first science park
in Europe in Oulu in 1982. The seed
funding for the science park came from the
city of Oulu, the University of Oulu, and
about 20 local companies.

The Oulu region as an innovative enivronment

Nowadays the Oulu region is well-known
for its information and communication
technology (ICT) companies. The growth of
the ICT sector has improved the image of
Oulu as a high-tech city. Besides the
information and mobile technology sectors,
medical device technology has been one of
the focus areas in the Oulu region (the
strategy of Oulu 2002, Koivukangas and
Valtonen 1997). Extensive knowledge flows
within industrial sectors and also between
industry and the university are considered to
be strengths of the region (Kulju 2002,
Otala 2001, Männistö 2002, Tervo 2004).
Moreover, geographical proximity eases the
arrangement of informal and formal face-toface meetings. In Oulu, the medical
department of the University of Oulu, the
University Hospital, the Oulu Polytechnic,
the science park and companies are side-byside in the same small geographical area.

The Oulu region, with more than 200,000
people, is one of the growing regions in
Finland. Oulu is the sixth-largest Finnish
city and the commercial and industrial
center of northern Finland. The population
of the city is over 130,000, and about 10%
of its inhabitants are employed in the hightech sector.
In the late 1970s, the city of Oulu was
struggling against economic decline. This
struggle promoted a sense of solidarity and
trust among the local people. According to
Kulju (2002), the sense of solidarity and
trust at the individual level has increased
formal collaboration between organizations,
and informal collaboration between
individuals. The economic and technological
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Medical devices industry and
technology
In this study, medical device technology
refers to hospital technology, telemedicine,
health care technology and wellness devices.
Hospital technology covers treatment
devices used by trained personnel (Kivisaari
et al. 2001). Telemedicine is medical
treatment
through
telecommunication
(Alasaarela 2003), such as a radiograph sent
from a health center for consultation to the
Oulu University Hospital. Digital patient
archives are also a part of telemedicine.
According to the National Research and
Development Centre for Welfare and
Health (Stakes), the category of health care
technology covers pharmaceuticals, devices
and procedures in public and private health
care.

system has quickly adopted new medical
technologies,
both
devices
and
pharmaceuticals, and in the coming decade
there will be a significant increase in the
number of new technologies available, such
as new imaging technologies, computerbased drug design and miniaturized devices
(Amara et al. 2003). In the 1990s, the R&D
intensity of Finnish medical devices
companies was over 8.5% and export rates
were high -- for some companies over 95%
of production (Viik and Malmivuo 1998).
The export of Finnish health care
technology increased by about 40% to 640
million euro between 1999 and 2002
(Alasaarela 2003).

The term ’wellness’ came into use in the
USA in the late 1980s. Traditionally the
focus of health care has been on medical
treatment, while wellness is more focused
on comprehensive well-being. The wellness
industry is based on the advancement of
medical devices technology and on products
and services built on this technology. The
Finnish wellness industry has developed and
supplied products and services for medical
treatment and for rehabilitation (Kivisaari et
al. 2001). Wellness devices include all
devices from basic health monitoring to
athletics condition measurement.

The medical devices industry is populated by
many small companies. According to
Savage, Blair, and Fottler (2002), most
European and U.S. medical technology
companies have fewer than 50 employees.
Fewer than 10% of companies around the
world in this sector have more than 500
employees (Savage, Blair and Fottler 2002,
Goodman and Gelijns 1996). Two of the
three biggest international companies in
2004, GE Healthcare and Philips Medical
Systems, have considered Finland to be an
appropriate environment for medical device
R&D and manufacturing functions (Lilius
2004). In Finland, there are over 300
medical technology producers (Yritystele
2005) employing more than 10,000 people
(Ihme 2004).

Medical device technology has been one of
the growing technologies in the Oulu region.
According to Alasaarela (2003), medical
device technology is a fast-growing industry
sector globally, and the global medical
device market is growing on average by 10
percent each year. The western health care

Some of the devices developed in the Oulu
region have become global market leaders.
The best-known device is the heart rate
monitor of Polar Electro. According to
earlier studies, the development of
successful products is usually based on
university-industry
and
inter-company
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collaboration in general (Kulju 2002,
Tunkelo 1988, Salo 2003, Alatossava 1997)
and especially in the ICT sector (Männistö
2002, Tervo 2004). Local university-industry
collaboration
in
medical
devices
development has also included the
University Hospital and Oulu Polytechnic
(Tunkelo 1988, Salo 2003). Accordingly, in
this study university-industry collaboration
refers to collaboration between universities,
university hospitals, polytechnics, and the
medical devices related industry.
In Biemans’ (1992) study of medical devices
development, three-quarters of the medical
devices were developed within networks
that consisted of manufacturers and
potential user organizations like hospitals,
but also various kinds of third parties such
as distributors, universities, research
institutes, government agencies, scientific
foundations, competitors and consultants
(Biemans 1992). Efficient networking
provides companies with competitive
advantage (Shaw 1993). The speed,
flexibility and success of a medical device
innovation process depend on knowledge
sharing in these organizational networks
(Shaw 1993).

Organizational and social networks
of an innovative milieu
The institutional setup in a region and the
structure of organizational networks are
important
for
technology
transfer
(Kautonen, Kolehmainen, and Koski 2001).
Companies aim to reduce technical and
economical uncertainty and to create and
share new knowledge efficiently by
interacting with other organizations
(Kautonen, Kolehmainen, and Koski 2001).
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Collaboration between companies and
universities, including knowledge sharing,
increases the companies’ innovativeness and
characterizes an innovative milieu. So if the
company does not have collaboration with
other companies and organizations, the
innovativeness of the company and the
innovativeness of the milieu can decrease.
According to Camagni (1991) an innovative
milieu consists of different kinds of
organizational and social networks called
innovation networks. These innovation
networks aim to increase the innovative
capacity of the milieu. The organizational
and social networks vary by origin, size,
structure and purpose of the network.
Innovation networks are defined as
networks where different types of actors are
connected with each other in terms of
innovation and mutual learning (Camagni
1991). According to Powell, Koput and
Smith-Doerr (1996), innovation networks
provide
entry
to
the
relevant
knowledge,which is widely distributed and
not easily produced inside one firm or
gained through market transactions.
In organizational networks, organizations
are linked together through formal ties,
whereas a social network is operationalized
in terms of informal ties among individuals
(Granovetter 1985, Uzzi 1990). An
organizational network can be defined as a
cluster of organizations in one industry
sector or in one region, as a cluster of
organizations around a university or
research center (Paija 1998), and as a cluster
of companies driven by market mechanisms
and as a source of knowledge (Owen-Smith
and Powell 2004, Powell 1990). The location
of an actor in a network is important.

Centrally located companies usually have
richer protocols for collaboration (Powell,
Koput, and Smith-Doerr 1996).
In innovation networks, formal ties between
organizations are important, because they
provide access to social networks of
academic and industrial scientists. OwenSmith and Powell (2004) found that
companies of a local organization network
of technology developers have contacts with
academic and industrial scientists through
company representatives’ social networks.
According to Nahapiet and Ghoshal (1998),
social relations, or ties, are channels for
information and resource flows. Tie strength
describes how much time individuals spend
together and what the level of emotional
intensity and intimacy is, as well as what the
amount of reciprocal services exchanged
between the individuals is (Granovetter
1973). Through social interactions, an
individual may gain access to the resources
of other individuals. Such an access enables
innovators to cross organization borders in
order to find the knowledge they need.
Trust can act as a governance mechanism in
relationships (Uzzi 1996). When two parties
begin to trust each other, they become more
willing to share knowledge related to their
core competence without worrying that they
will be taken advantage of by the other party
(Tsai and Ghoshal 1998, Powell 1990). A
common language, a shared educational
background, regional loyalties and shared
experiences play an important role in
networking (Freeman 1991, Lundvall and
Borras 1999).

University–industry collaboration
Researchers in the United States and Finland
have stated that one of the main tasks of a
university is to be a source of new
knowledge based on scientific research
(Gelijns, Zivin, and Nelson 2001; Gelijns
and Their 2002; Cohen, Nelson, and Walsh
2002; Lester and Piore 2004; Salo 2003).
The industry gets access to this useful
information and knowledge through patent
data, informal information exchange,
publications and reports, public meetings
and conferences, recently-hired graduates,
licenses, joint or cooperative ventures,
contract research, consulting, and temporary
personnel exchanges (Cohen, Nelson, and
Walsh 2002). Naturally, geographical
proximity of companies and universities,
other research institutions and science parks
is
beneficial
for
university-industry
collaboration (Lindelof and Löfsten 2004).
University-industry collaboration is also
important for sustaining high quality
education that responds to the needs of
industry (Koivukangas 1996). Finnish
universities are more flexible than North
American universities in introducing
education programmes designed to respond
to the needs of industry (Chakrabarti and
Lester 2002).
Chakrabarti and Santoro (2004) explored
how networking, trust, and problem-solving
patterns affected technology development
and commercialization in university-industry
collaboration. They found that when a
company is developing its core technologies
in university-company collaboration, a high
level of trust between the university and the
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company is needed. When a company is
searching for possibilities to solve more
generic problems in a university-industry
network, trust is not emphasized as much.
Companies developing medical devices have
emphasized the importance of interaction
both at the organizational and the individual
level in university-industry collaboration
(Lampelo 2000). Scientists from many
disciplines interacting and working together
promote technology transfer between Oulu
University and local industries (Koivukangas
1996). According to Gelijns and Their
(2002), the scientific and practical problem
solving in medical devices development is
usually based on cross-disciplinary research.
Medical
device
innovation
requires
integration of innovations from healthcare,
engineering and materials science, and may
combine pharmaceutical or biotechnology
knowledge (Hanna et al. 2001). Universityindustry collaboration in medical devices
development usually leads to patenting
(Gelijns and Their 2002, Koivukangas 1996).
When this is the case, intellectual property
rights (IPR) of all the collaboration parties,
including the university, need to be agreed
upon. Intellectual property rights (IPR) such
as patents, copyrights, designs, and utility
models are rights to protect innovations.

Research questions: The aim of this
study was to explore the role of universityindustry collaboration in medical device
development in the Oulu region, and how
this collaboration is perceived. The research
questions of this study are as follows:
I. Is there university-industry collaboration in medical device development in
the Oulu region?
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 Which are the active companies and
organizations in medical device development collaboration?
 Which people are active in medical
device development collaboration and
what are their roles in the collaboration?
II. What are the forms of collaboration in
medical devices development?
 What is the role of the university in
medical devices development?

2. Methodology
A qualitative case study approach was
selected for this study. The case study
method is suitable when describing
organizational and social phenomena
without having control over the events (Yin
1994). The aim of this study is to gain more
understanding about networking in medical
device development in the Oulu region.
According to Yin (1994), a research design
of one case with more than one unit of
analysis is called an embedded single-case
design. In this case study, university-industry
collaboration roles and forms were studied
both at the organizational and the individual
level.
According to Eisenhardt (1989), case study
research is especially appropriate for a type
of exploratory research, with a focus on
documenting a phenomenon within its
context and integrating information from
multiple sources. In this study, data were
collected from different sources such as
public documents, presentation materials,
web pages and through thematic interviews.

Due to the small amount of published
material concerning the development of
medical devices in the Oulu region, the main
focus of the data collection was on
interviews.
A snowball sampling method was selected
to identify the focal people in medical
devices development in the Oulu region,
because standard sampling methods are
inefficient when locating people involved in
informal activities (Frank and Snijders 1994).
The snowball sampling begins with an
interview of a focal actor or actors (Scott
1998, Wasserman and Faust 1994). We used
five people as a starting point for identifying
other relevant people in medical devices
development in the Oulu region. The
selection of the first five people was based
on documented information, mainly from
the web pages of Tekes, the Finnish
Funding Agency for Technology and
Innovation, and the University of Oulu,
concerning medical devices technology
development in the Oulu region.
The five focal actors were two professors
and one researcher from the University of
Oulu, one manager from the science park
Technopolis Ltd, and one manager from the
Oulu Polytechnic. The snowball sampling
was started by asking “who are the active
people in the medical devices development
network,” and the outcome was that 68
people were identified. Professors and
innovation managers of the University of
Oulu, the president,
administrators,
physicians and doctors of the University
Hospital and managers and researchers of
the Oulu Polytechnic were mentioned.
Moreover, vice presidents and/or R&D
managers of small and medium-size

enterprises (SMEs1) were also mentioned.
The people from the big companies were
typically R&D and strategy managers.
Interviews were done in two phases. The
first phase was conducted in 2002 and the
second phase in 2003. In the first phase, 28
people were interviewed using a semistructured interview. In the second phase,
the interviews were completed with 16
interviewees. Four of the interviewees were
interviewed twice, so the total number of
interviewees was 40. In the first phase, the
interviews focused on collaboration partners
and forms of collaboration. In the secondphase interviews had the same themes as in
the first phase, but they were more focused
on the content of collaboration. The four
interviewees who were interviewed twice
were seen to help provide information about
collaboration partners but also about the
content of the collaboration.
Interviews were conducted during four time
periods. Each of these periods lasted about
two weeks. Because of time constraints on
interviewees and interviewers, it was not
possible to settle interview times with all of
the named people. Five people were
interviewed in Helsinki instead of Oulu.
Most of the 28 people who were not
interviewed
were from
the
Oulu
Polytechnic, the University of Oulu, and the
University Hospital. However, interviews
were conducted at all these organizations. In
the end, the only organizations at which no

1

According to the European Commission’s
“Definition of micro, small and medium-sized

enterprises,”
(http://europa.eu/scadplus/leg/en/lvb/n26026.ht
m), small companies have fewer than 50
employees, and medium-size companies have
fewer than 250 employees.
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interviews were conducted were two small
companies.
Most of the interviews were conducted by
two interviewers. The interviews lasted from
one hour to two and a half hours. In the
first-phase interviews, interviewers made
notes during the interviews and afterwards
the notes were combined. The second-phase
interviews were recorded and then
transcribed word by word.
A total of 40 people out of the 68 focal
people were interviewed. The interviewees
from the University of Oulu were four
professors, two managers, and one
researcher. From the University Hospital,
two doctors, one physicist, and one manager
were interviewed. From the Oulu
Polytechnic, the interviewees were two
managers and one researcher. The company
interviewees were seven managers from big
companies and 15 managers from SMEs. In
addition, two managers of the city of Oulu,
one manager in the Technical Research
Center of Finland (VTT) and one manager
in Oulu TE-Center were interviewed. The
four who were interviewed twice were
managers of small companies, including two
managers of the Wellness Forum project.
Table 6.1 shows the sample and interviewed
people and their organizations in different
phases of the research process.
The sample had a fair balance between
university (36%) and industry (47%) people.
However, in the interviews company
representatives
were
slightly
overrepresented. After 44 interviews, the
collected data was considered sufficient for a
final analysis.
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Data analysis
The interview data was analyzed using
deductive content analysis. In the first phase
of analysis, collaboration partners and forms
of collaboration were analyzed. These were
also the themes of the first-phase interviews.
The aim of the analysis was to illustrate the
collaboration networks and the forms of
collaboration between the university and the
industry. The data analysis in the second
phase was based on an inductive content
analysis, and the aim was to define the
content of collaboration within the
organizational and interpersonal networks.
When possible, other documented data was
used to validate the interviews. The
preliminary results were also validated
before the final analysis by presenting the
results to the local medical devices
developers in their Wellness Forum meeting.
Content analysis of the interviews illustrates
and describes the nature of the collaboration
networks, and how the University of Oulu is
linked to them. The organizations and active
individuals were named. Based on the
descriptions of the collaboration within the
organization and social networks, the forms
of collaboration within the organizational
and social networks were described. The
role of the University of Oulu was described
according to interviewees’ perceptions.

3. Collaboration in medical
devices development in the
Oulu region
The "technology-positive atmosphere" in
the Oulu region has facilitated local

technology development. An interviewee
from the science park Technopolis
described Oulu as a high-tech testing ground
and often the first market for the developed
products. According to the manager, local
companies easily get feedback from
technology users, because people in Oulu
are technologically enthusiastic.
Almost all interviewees emphasized that
networked collaboration was a typical
characteristic of the Oulu region. They
pointed out that social networks among
individuals
are
as
important
as
organizational networks. One company
manager reported that the efficient
collaboration in the Oulu region was based
on shared vision and trust between
collaboration
partners.
However,
collaboration must be profitable and
beneficial for the collaboration partners. In
1995 the “Welfare Cluster” project that
aimed at developing a network of health
care authorities, social and health research,
and the medical technology industry in the
Oulu region was launched. One of the
professors said that after the local
organizations in the “Welfare Cluster” were
mapped out, it was easier to increase and
coordinate the activities between these
organizations.
The most important aim of the “Welfare
Cluster” project was to get all the local
medical device developers involved in a
collaboration network. Some company
managers and university professors said that
there was also an aim to establish an
institute for the medical device sector. This
institute gathers together local researchers

and offers a testing environment for the new
medical devices developed in the companies.
According to company managers, the first
project focused on establishing the Wellness
Institute was the Center of Wellness
Technology project, in 1996-1997. The aim
of the project was to integrate regional
academic research, clinical excellence and
local business in medical device technology.
The technological basis of the project was in
telemedicine and digital patient records. One
of the professors was convinced that this
particular project had nationwide impact on
how healthcare is organized today.
According to company managers, the next
step was the launch of the project named
Wellness Forum, coordinated by the
incubator Technopolis. The manager of the
Wellness Forum emphasized that the
strategy of Oulu, named the Oulu Growth
Agreement 2006, showed the strong
commitment of the city to the development
of medical device technology.
The interviewees reported that in medical
device development, companies collaborate
mainly locally, although they have national
and international collaboration partners as
well. The clearest exception to this was a
company called Polar Electro, which has
global collaboration with research institutes
in several countries around the world.
Most of the interviewees mentioned that
public funding is vital for collaboration
projects. Tekes and the Academy of Finland,
the national-level policymakers, have funded
projects and promoted information sharing
between projects through national level
research and technology programs.
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Main actors in medical devices development
The organizations in medical device
technology development in the Oulu region
were categorized as scientific knowledge and
information providers, medical device
developers, medical device development
supporters, and local users of developed
medical
devices.
The
organizations
providing
scientific
knowledge
and
information are the University of Oulu, the
Oulu University Hospital, and the Oulu
Polytechnic; the main medical device
developers are the local companies, but also
the University of Oulu with the Oulu
University Hospital and the private hospital
Oulu Deaconess Institute. Medical device
development supporters are companies such
as venture capital firms and the incubators
Oulutech, Technopolis and Medipolis, the
Oulu University Hospital, Oulu Deaconess
Institute, the city of Oulu, TE-center, and
other regional policymakers. The local users
of developed medical devices are the Oulu
University Hospital, Oulu Deaconess
Institute, local private rehabilitation centers,
and the city of Oulu.
At the University of Oulu, the Faculty of
Medicine is integrated into the University
Hospital as a part of the medical entity. The
University of Oulu is the only university in
Finland, which includes Medicine, Science,
and Engineering in the same university. The
interviewed professors and managers of the
companies saw information technology and
biotechnology as important for medical
device development. At the province level,
the Oulu University Hospital is responsible
for organizing specialized medical care for
the whole of northern Finland. At the
province level collaboration is focused
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mainly on collaboration between the Oulu
University Hospital and the local healthcare
centers. Also, different activities in
telemedicine are becoming more common,
for example, remote consulting regarding Xray images, digital patient archives etc.
The Oulu Polytechnic collaborates with the
University of Oulu in education and
research. The Oulu Polytechnic provides
education in healthcare, together, in part,
with the University of Oulu. The
interviewed company managers perceived
the Oulu Polytechnic to be in some cases
more important for medical device
development than the University of Oulu.
Flexibility in the planning of research
projects and a greater focus on applied
rather than basic research were said to make
the Oulu Polytechnic more cost-effective
for companies.
The perceived importance of the
organizations varied according to whom was
interviewed. The university professors
defined the small and medium-size research
and development-oriented companies as key
organizations. The managers of the
companies saw the global companies like
Nokia and Polar Electro to be important
channels to international markets for local
small and medium-size development
companies.
Although the big ICT companies, like CCC
and TietoEnator, also operate abroad, the
managers described these companies’
business in the Oulu region as more local
rather than global. They said that local
collaboration has been important when they
have tailored their products to respond to
the requirements of local customers. The
managers of the software companies said

that hospitals have different kinds of
information systems, so a lot of
customization is needed. Also needed was
knowledge about the local regulations and
how the doctors work.
Some of the small companies such as
Innokas Medical, Newtest, Onesys, and
Tracker are selling their innovative products
to global markets. The managers of these
companies said that the efficiency in
networking and resource sharing can be
seen in the launches of new, innovative
products. Organizational networking has
made it possible to share resources between
the companies and research institutes, and
that has helped the companies to develop
ideas for products.
Technopolis Plc, and Medipolis Ltd. were
both engaged in the Oulu Region Center of
Expertise program for promoting business.
The program, which started in 1993, has
been regularly evaluated to be the best of its
kind in Finland. The aim of the program
coordinated by Technopolis is to promote
the success of information technology,
medical technology, and biotechnology
companies. Also, to combine top-level
expertise in different fields to create new,
globally competitive products and services.
The program was implemented in close
cooperation with training and research
organizations. Its recent phase (2003-2006)
has had two main focus areas: information
technology and well-being.
Company managers saw the growth of the
wellness industry to be important for their
own companies and offering better
possibilities for collaboration. They also
found it necessary to have organizations that
support spin-offs and company growth.

According to the interviewed company
managers, the local key companies in the
wellness sector were technology companies,
venture capitalists, incubators, and private
hospitals. Some of the big technology
companies were also acting as venture
capitalists,
funding
medical
device
technology spin-offs. However, technology
companies in the wellness sector were
mostly SMEs.

Organizational
collaboration
medical devices development

in

The interviewees recognized three important
networks in the Oulu region: the Wellness
Forum, the Oulu Wellness Business Board
and Revontuliryhmä (Northern Light
Association). Company managers saw the
Northern Light Association as an important
strategic-level institution that expresses the
companies’ interests to regional and
national-level policy makers. The Wellness
Forum has been the most important public
arena for medical device developers. Oulu
Wellness Business Board is smaller, more
company-oriented, and is a more closed
community than the Wellness Forum.


Collaboration within the Northern Light
Association

Revontuliryhmä (the Northern Light
Association) was founded in 1986. It links
different industry sectors together and
shares information between organizations in
the Oulu region but also in northern Finland
more generally. The impact of the
association is based on its members’
individual activity. Its members are
managers of high-tech companies and
organizations, like the University of Oulu,
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VTT, the Oulu Polytechnic, the Oulu
Chamber office, and the city of Oulu.
The mission of the Revontuliryhmä group is
to develop a favorable enterprise climate
and to consult companies on managerial
questions.
Company
managers
in
Revontuliryhmä stated that a favorable
enterprise climate can be built on the
efficient collaboration between the industry,
research centers and the University of Oulu.
One of the concerns of Revontuliryhmä was
to ensure competent recruits for the future.
Interviewed company managers stated that
Revontuliryhmä
facilitates
interaction
between company managers across different
industry sectors. Because electronic and
software technologies play an important role
in the medical devices sector, managers of
the ICT companies were important knowhow providers for managers of the local
medical device companies. One of the aims
of Revontuliryhmä from the beginning was
to increase national-level collaboration
between companies.


Collaboration
Forum

within

the

Wellness

The Wellness Forum was set up in 2000. It
started as a publicly-funded project, with a
focus on gathering the local medical device
developers together. One of the aims of the
Wellness Forum from the beginning has
been to increase the number of projects that
combine different high-technology fields
and create successful products or product
concepts for the wellness technology
market. According to the managers of local
companies, the Wellness Forum has been
important in the creation of networks within
the wellness industry. According to the
interviewed company managers, other
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important communities besides the Wellness
Forum are Software Forum, Mobile Forum,
and Bio Forum. The manager of
Technopolis mentioned that the Wellness
Forum was linked with the Software Forum
to increase the synergy between the
companies in both forums and provide the
possibility to link different technologies.
Information sharing within the Wellness
Forum is organized in different ways, e.g.,
through web pages, company presentations
and visits and monthly meetings. All the
research
institutes,
medical
device
companies and customers were brought
together to assess needs and to give
feedback to each other concerning medical
device
development.
Although
the
collaboration has been mostly local, the
Wellness Forum has a joint construction
project with the city of Sendai in Japan at
the Wellbeing Center in Sendai.
Managers of the companies said that the
university was loosely linked to the Wellness
Forum. According to company managers,
the companies in the Wellness Forum tried
to get the university more tightly linked to
the research by financing a biomedical
engineering professorship for the University
of Oulu. Although they pointed out the lack
of university involvement in the Wellness
Forum, they mentioned that some
innovative projects by the University of
Oulu and the industry together, such as the
Wireless Hospital and the prevention of
osteoporosis projects, have taken place.
The professors of the University of Oulu
said that the Wellness Forum makes
collaboration with companies and research
institutes easier. The university professors
described the Wellness Forum as an

industry-driven collaboration network, and
they saw it more as a forum where industry
dictates what will be done. The professors
saw some of the activities in the Wellness
Forum as being so focused on applied
research that the university’s involvement
would not benefit either of them. The
professors mentioned that their research
funding depended on the type of their
research. They noted that if the research was
too applied, they would find it difficult to
get funding from the Academy of Finland.


Collaboration within the Oulu Wellness
Business Board

The Oulu Wellness Business Board
(OWBB) is a consortium of companies
inside the Wellness Forum. The consortium
is an open discussion forum where
companies act independently. One reason
the active companies founded OWBB was
the growth of the Wellness Forum into a
community too big and too open for
discussion focused on the companies’ core
business. One company manager said that
“the problem in a big loose consortium is
that there will be participants who take
without giving.” So the need for a tight,
trustful small consortium where the
companies can share information and ideas
concerning their core business was the main
reason for the founding of OWBB. Another
reason the managers mentioned was the aim
of creating a broader selection of locally
manufactured wellness products.
OWBB is expected to increase companies’
productivity by helping them with their
business plans and benchmarking their
processes. The company managers said that
the vision of the OWBB is to collaboratively
develop new, innovative products and

service concepts for global markets. One of
the tasks of the OWBB is to steer the
activities of the Oulu Center of Expertise in
a
more
business-oriented
direction.
Sometimes OWBB can play the role of
executor for the issues raised in the Wellness
Forum.
The managers of the companies described
OWBB as an open, informal community of
local company managers who participate in
the development of the local wellness
industry. Collaboration in OWBB covers
strategic planning, technology development,
and the resourcing of product development,
company growth and spin-offs. The hightech boom made some of the local company
managers millionaires and these managers
are now acting as business angels and
venture capitalists. Nowadays, these venture
capitalists and business angels finance
companies that strengthen the local wellness
industry.


Collaboration networks
devices development

in

medical

Figure 6.1 illustrates the companies and
organizations of medical devices development and how they were networked. Most
of the interviewees were involved in the two
main networks, the Wellness Forum and
Oulu Wellness Business Board. The
participants in these two networks described
the information sharing and formal organizational collaboration as extensive and open.
The Northern Light Association is not
shown in Figure 1. However, it affects local
medical devices development through its
members’ participation in the Wellness
Forum and the Oulu Wellness Business
Board, but not directly as an association or
formal network. The University of Oulu, the
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University Hospital, and the Oulu
Polytechnic collaborate with companies in
the Wellness Forum. Most of the companies
in the Wellness Forum are also participants
of Oulu Wellness Business Board, where the
collaboration is most active. VTT is an
important research institute in Oulu and
people from VTT were included in the
snowball
sampling.
However,
the
interviewee from VTT and other
interviewees stated that VTT is focusing
more on bioscience and is not actively
linked to the medical devices development.

Key individuals and their roles in
medical devices development
The university professors said that from the
perspective of knowledge and information
sharing, the key individuals for local
development of medical devices are their
colleagues, especially professors in the
Biomedical Engineering Program at the
University of Oulu, and company managers.
Also, from a funding and administration
perspective, the deans of the faculties.
Interviewees from the Oulu University
Hospital named as key individuals the
manager of the Oulu University Hospital
and the heads of the departments of the
Oulu University Hospital. They were
important because of their strategic position
as resource allocators.
From the company managers’ perspective,
the key individuals were other company
managers, a few professors in the University
of Oulu, and the University Hospital
doctors and physicists who offered the test
environment for products or were involved
in collaboration projects.
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Interviewees identified different roles
among the people developing medical
devices, such as that of network builder,
inventor, and executor.
The most
frequently mentioned role was that of
network builder, referring to the person’s
activity in building formal and informal
networks between organizations and
individuals.
“The managers of the Wellness Forum have
been have been crucial for linking
organizations and people together.” (an SME
manager)
The second role that came out in the
interviews was that of an inventor. Some
people were mentioned to be innovative
idea providers linking different technologies
together. These individuals, who brought
some of their new ideas to the public arena,
were said to have a good sense of when the
technology and markets are mature for these
inventions.
Some of the ideas came up years ago, but the
time was not right. So the idea generators, like
NN, have developed these ideas during the
years and pushed these for products when the
time was right. (a university professor)
The third mentioned role was that of
executor. This person pushes the ideas for
products in collaboration with other
individuals or organizations. An executor
finds, evaluates, and contacts qualified
partners. They know actors within a
network and their competence and
resources. They have the ability to motivate
these people to be involved in the projects.
“The company managers have a different timescale compared to university professors. When

they have an idea, they search the needed
resources and suitable collaboration partners in
a very short time and start the co-project.” (a
university professor)
The company managers stated that at the
organizational level, collaboration with the
University of Oulu was inflexible. However,
there was no difference between university
professors and company managers in the
collaboration activity at the individual level.
Although company managers stated that it
has sometimes been hard to get the
University of Oulu involved in collaboration
projects, some of the professors were
defined as active collaborators and network
builders.
In some cases, individuals’ roles differ from
the role of their organization. For example, a
university professor may act like a company
manager developing new products and a
company manager may start scientific basic
research in collaboration with the University
of Oulu and the University Hospital. These
kinds of boundary crossings from traditional
roles were seen as strengths of the Oulu
region in the field of medical devices. The
key individuals named “the well-being of
people living in the Oulu region” and “being
at the forefront of medical devices
technology development” as the most
frequent objectives of collaboration.

4. Forms of collaboration
Three different forms of collaboration in
medical devices technology development
were found. These were: collaboration in
research, information and knowledge
sharing, and training of researchers and
product developers.

Research collaboration
Research collaboration was mainly based on
personal relations between company
managers and university professors. Even if
company managers thought that research
collaboration between companies and the
University of Oulu could still be more
active, they perceived that collaboration has
increased during the last 20 years. According
to them, the reasons for this have been the
growing amount of public funding and the
increased amount of cross-disciplinary
research.
In many cases, collaboration between the
University of Oulu and industry was focused
on research or testing new devices in a
hospital context. Companies collaborated
with the University of Oulu when they
needed theoretical knowledge or when they
needed testing opportunities for a newly
developed medical device. The duration of
company-university research collaboration
projects was longer than companypolytechnic
collaboration.
When
collaboration outcomes were expected to be
practical and easily applied, companies
preferred Oulu Polytechnic over the
University of Oulu.
According to company managers, the lack of
university-industry collaboration restrains
medical devices development. This was
especially the case if the companies needed
scientific validation of the new device or
method. According to company managers,
small companies usually need help in solving
their immediate problems. The university
can help them if the problem is near the
university’s own research interest. For big
companies, universities can be a good
source of new ideas. According to company
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managers, it is important for them to be on
the leading edge of new technologies and to
be able to be differentiated from their
competitors.
Some of the university professors also do
consulting, which was mentioned as a
significant form of collaboration. Consulting
contracts are made between the company
and the professor, not with the University of
Oulu. University personnel are allowed to
have a secondary occupation with the
permission
of
the
university’s
administration.
Working
hours
for
consulting are capped at 50 hours per
month. Some of the professors have their
own companies, through which they can do
consulting, other professors do consulting
only informally, without compensation, and
some do not engage in consulting at all.


Managing intellectual property rights in
collaboration projects

Some companies divide collaboration
projects into research projects in which the
University of Oulu is involved and product
development projects where only companies
are involved. Some company managers said
that patents and licensing agreements were
easier to arrange between companies than
with the University of Oulu. However,
company managers said that it is easy to
make publishing agreements with the
university personnel. When required,
university research personnel do not publish
research results until the new product is
ready for the market.
The intellectual property (IP) agreements
made in university-industry collaboration
projects vary between companies. Some
company managers said that when there is
something to protect, the project
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participants negotiate an IP agreement.
Another company manager said that they
make agreements in every project and that
because of the complexity of the IP issues,
the agreements are usually negotiated by
lawyers. Another company manager said
that in collaboration projects, the university
researchers are rewarded the same way as
employees of companies when there is
something to patent. However, all company
interviewees said that confidence has not
been a problem in the projects, because of
the personal contacts and trust between the
professors and the managers of the
companies.
The Research and Services unit of the
University of Oulu and Oulutech offer the
services of IPR protection and commercial
exploitation of research results for
University of Oulu personnel. The Research
and Services unit and Oulutech managers
stated that their work is becoming more and
more important from the university’s
perspective, because the companies’ interest
in owning IP has recently increased. The
Research and Services unit manager assists
in patent financing while the Oulutech
manager assists in commercialization.
According to managers, it usually takes 10
years to get basic research results to market
and five years to get applied research to
market.


Information and knowledge sharing

The University of Oulu, together with local
companies and the city of Oulu, has
arranged symposiums and conferences on
medical devices technology development as
public knowledge exchange forums. These
forums have provided a place for discussion

between university researchers and company
R&D personnel.
The Biomedical Engineering Program at the
University of Oulu arranged a symposium
on “Technology Transfer between Research
Institutes and Industry” in 1996. The
presentations
in
this
international
symposium
varied
from
innovation
management in the medical engineering
industry to how to promote the welfare
cluster in the Oulu region. The Biomedical
Engineering Program has also arranged the
“To Be or Well Be” seminars. The seminars
were arranged together with local industry
and Oulu Polytechnic. In addition to the
seminars, the Biomedical Engineering
Program
has
arranged
“Biomedical
Engineering Meetings.” Also, the Faculty of
Medicine has arranged congresses and
seminars and the annual “Faculty of
Medicine Science Day” for researchers and
practitioners interested in research work and
students of the faculty.
The interviewees described these meetings
as important for knowledge sharing and for
seeking
new
collaboration
partners.
Company managers stated that in these
meetings, it is possible to present ideas
concerning new devices to other developers
as well as possible users and to get feedback
for their ideas. According to the professors,
these meetings provide opportunities to
present their current research and to find
possible industry collaboration partners.


Education and training of researchers
and product developers

According to the professors, education in
medical devices technology at the University
of Oulu is cross-disciplinary. The
interviewed
professors
described

collaboration in medical devices education
between the different faculties of the
University of Oulu as extensive and wellfunctioning. The professors divided
education into undergraduate teaching,
postgraduate supervising, supplementary
education, and technology developers’
training.
Master’s theses by students participating in
university-industry collaboration projects are
important for the University of Oulu and
also for companies. These projects are
funded by companies,and Tekes or the
Academy of Finland. The projects offer
companies access to university research and
new knowledge and the possibility of
employing R&D personnel. For the
university professors, master’s theses
resulting from these projects increase
external funding for university research and
link that research to the companies’ product
development processes.
According to the professors, postgraduates
working for companies have more
independent positions and more challenging
research tasks than do other research
personnel in companies. Postgraduates can
exchange knowledge with other researchers
quite freely. Professors stated that the
postgraduates’ research is based on formal
and informal collaboration between the
University of Oulu and companies. Usually,
the collaboration between professors and
postgraduates continues after graduation.
Some of the former postgraduates working
in companies have very active collaboration
with the professors.
The increasing need for cross-disciplinary
collaboration in education has generated
new education programs at the University of
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Oulu, the Oulu University Hospital, and the
Oulu Polytechnic. The Oulu Polytechnic
and the University of Oulu have tailored
courses and a supplementary education
program for the employees of Oulu region
companies and local unemployed people.
According to the professors, one form of
collaboration was training companies’
technology developers. Professors and
University Hospital physicists showed the
developers how a device could be used in a
clinical environment while they did clinical
testing and gave feedback concerning the
usability of the device. They showed the
companies’ technology developers how
other devices that were used simultaneously
affected the tested device and how they
acted on the patient. According to
professors and physicists, with this
feedback, companies can improve the
developed device, and the knowledge
transfer in the training also helps them
develop new devices.

5. Role of the university in medical devices development
The interviewees considered the role of the
University of Oulu important for local
medical devices development. However,
some interviewees stated that the University
of Oulu could have an even more active role
in local university-industry collaboration.
Collaboration activity and the role of the
University of Oulu vary depending on the
form of collaboration.
The interviewees mentioned three roles
played by the University of Oulu. The first is
that of promoter of academic research in
university-industry research projects. The
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second is as knowledge sharer, and the
Third Role is as a trainer of specialists.

The university’s role in promoting
research
In university-industry research collaboration,
the content of the collaboration affects the
university’s activity. According to company
managers, collaboration in medical devices
development was mainly industry driven.
Most of the interviewees said that the
company managers were usually the
initiators
of
university-industry
collaboration. However, the University of
Oulu had an important role in transferring
new knowledge to the companies.
From the company managers’ perspective,
getting new ideas and knowledge, as well as
help with problem-solving, have been
important reasons for the collaboration with
the University of Oulu. The interviewed
professors described university research as
mostly basic research. Company managers
said that university-industry collaboration
makes it possible to commercialize the
results of basic research. Company managers
wanted to shorten the development time
from an idea to a product in universityindustry projects. Therefore, they would
have liked to accelerate the progress of the
collaboration projects.
While local company managers were mainly
the initiators for university-industry research
projects, the University of Oulu has a more
active role in the development and clinical
testing of new medical devices. Medical
devices have to go through strict clinical
testing, and the University Hospital and the
Deaconess Institute have offered a testing
site. The doctors and physicists in the

hospital have tested, e.g., ear implants, a laser
scalpel, and wireless monitoring systems
developed in Oulu-region companies.

The university’s role in providing
knowledge
The University of Oulu actively organizes
public conferences and seminars together
with companies. The University of Oulu and
the Wellness Forum organize international
and local conferences and annual meetings.
In them, medical device developers and the
professors and researchers from the
University of Oulu have presented
innovative medical devices.
These conferences and annual meetings are
information and knowledge sources for
practitioners and researchers concerning the
latest university research and development
in medical devices. According to company
managers, these forums stimulate social
interaction between the University of Oulu
and the industry.
The professors stated that the university’s
role in the first symposiums was to present
new technologies and ideas concerning local
healthcare and medical devices technology
development. According to company
managers, the role of the university in these
symposiums and meetings is to be an
academic
contributor
by
sharing
international scientific knowledge for local
technology developers.

The university’s role as a trainer of
development specialists
According to the professors, the role of the
University of Oulu in education is to
increase the number of people who are

educated in medical devices technology and
to provide a workforce for the growing
industry. Master’s theses carried out for
companies have been a common way to
transfer knowledge between the industry
and the university.
Some postgraduate students have also
worked for companies. One doctor at the
Oulu University Hospital stated that one of
the main mechanisms of university research
is through doctoral dissertations. The
professors said that university-industry
collaboration benefits both collaboration
partners, and the collaboration has extended
university research to new technology and
research areas.
The University of Oulu and Oulu
Polytechnic offer supplementary education
that is designed to meet company
requirements. (The education program is
managed by the university, however.) The
practical training component is done at the
companies, in the Oulu Deaconess Institute,
or in the University Hospital. Professors
stated that the education is tailored based on
feedback from companies.

6. Discussion
The aim of this study was to increase the
understanding
of
university-industry
collaboration in medical device technology
development. Collaboration was studied at
the organizational and the individual level.
The data was collected in interviews, and the
interviewees were selected using snowball
sampling.
To increase the understanding of universityindustry
collaboration,
collaboration
participants and the different forms of
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collaboration were defined and the role of
the university in medical devices
development was described. In addition, the
roles of individuals and other organizations
were explored.

Collaboration in medical devices
development
Networking characterizes medical devices
development in the Oulu region. Although
most of the organizations in the network
had both national and international
collaboration partners, the interviewees
stated that in medical devices development,
they collaborated mainly with local partners.
For example, lack of resources was
mentioned as one reason for collaborating
only at the local level. Company managers
said that local networking is easier and
requires fewer resources than networking at
the national or international level.
In the Oulu region, one important aim of
the companies has been to increase
collaboration between the university and
industry. Another is to get all the local
medical device developers involved in the
collaboration network. Research and
development funding organizations, like
Tekes and the Academy of Finland, have
also promoted this collaboration. According
to company managers, technology and
research programs have linked new
collaboration partners in information and
communication technology as well as in
mobile technology with medical device
developers.
In this study we found that collaboration
networks operated at different levels. Key
organizations collaborated within the
Wellness Forum, the Oulu Wellness
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Business Board, and Revontuliryhmä. In the
medical devices industry, key organizations
within these networks were the companies,
the Oulu Deaconess Institution, the Oulu
Polytechnic, the University Hospital, and the
University of Oulu.
The Northern Light Association operates at
the strategic level and represents companies’
interests to policymakers at the regional and
national levels. Oulu Wellness Business
Board is a small, company-oriented network,
a closed community for medical device
developers. It focuses more on the
operational level. The Wellness Forum is the
most open network. It forms a platform for
formal networking and informal discussions
for all medical device developers in the Oulu
region. All interviewees mentioned the
importance of social interactions within the
medical devices development network.
Effective collaboration within the Wellness
Forum, with a strong sense of solidarity
among local people and companies,
supporting instead of competing with each
other, were the reasons given for efficient
knowledge-sharing among medical device
developers.
From the company managers’ perspective,
local organizational networks have been
important especially for small companies,
helping them to develop innovative
products for the global market. From the
perspective of the University of Oulu, the
local
networks
offer
professors
collaboration partners and the researchers
and students employment possibilities.
The company managers stated that informal
collaboration in social networks was as
important as formal collaboration in
organizational networks. This finding

supports previous findings (Gelijns, Zivin
and Nelson 2001, Gelijns and Their 2002,
and Cohen, Nelson and Walsh 2002) that
informal interaction, in addition to formal
institutional links, plays an important role in
university-industry collaboration. According
to local company managers, efficient
collaboration in the Oulu region was based
on shared vision and trust between
collaboration partners.
Descriptions by the interviewees concerning
the most active people within the network
were more extensive than was expected. The
interviewees mentioned individuals who
were important for the collaboration, but
also described their roles within the network
and in the innovation processes. The roles
cited – network builder, inventor, and
executor – were similar to the role categories
identified by Chakrabarti and O’Keefe
(1977), Rogers (1995), and Chakrabarti and
Hauschildt (1989).

Forms of collaboration in medical
devices development
The
forms
of
university-industry
collaboration
in
medical
devices
development varied. Big companies seem to
develop their core technologies mainly inhouse. When collaborating, they focus on
acquiring knowledge for more generic
technology development. SMEs, on the
other hand, develop their core technologies
more often in direct collaboration with the
university. Also, social networks seemed to
be more important for small companies in
terms of sharing innovative ideas.
The University of Oulu and local companies
organized seminars, conferences, and annual
meetings together to promote information

and knowledge sharing in medical devices
development. In education, the University
of Oulu and the Oulu Polytechnic have
collaboration
with local companies.
Professors supervised students carrying out
their master’s and doctorate theses in local
companies. Also, students from the
Polytechnic carried out their theses in
companies. Based on the requirements of
local companies, the University of Oulu and
the Oulu Polytechnic tailored updated
training both for employees in local
companies and for local unemployed people.
According to Gelijns and Their (2002),
problem solving in medical devices
development is usually based on crossdisciplinary
research.
The
company
managers also mentioned that crossdisciplinary research was a strength of the
University of Oulu; also, that collaboration
with professors, researchers and hospital
physicists makes it possible to implement
applications from basic research. Because
medical
devices
combine
different
technologies, cross-disciplinary collaboration
in the university-industry interaction has also
increased the innovativeness of the
companies.
According
to
company
managers, companies have successfully
combined different technologies in new
products in university-industry collaboration
projects.
The interviewees appreciated the scientific
knowledge accumulated in the research and
they especially valued it when there was a
possibility for patenting. This was in line
with the findings of Koivukangas (1996) and
Gelijns and Their (2002) regarding the
potential for commercialization of research
outputs in medical devices. Also, the
representatives of Oulutech and the
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Research and Services unit of the University
of Oulu commented that companies’
interests in intellectual property have
increased in recent years and that in some
cases, intellectual property rights agreements
are made by lawyers. According to the
interviewees, publications such as masters’
theses and doctoral dissertations were more
important than university-owned patents
and licenses as a source of new knowledge
for medical device developers.
Collaborative relationships in medical device
development between universities and
companies are usually lengthy ones, even
lengthier as a result of the time required for
clinical testing. The University Hospital and
the Deaconess Institute have provided test
environments for the new devices and
methods.
The interviewed company managers
emphasized that the formal and informal
collaborations were built on professional
skills and a spirit of solidarity. That spirit
does not break, even if professors and
company managers move away. The people
who have moved have “opened the doors in
their new home district” for Oulu people,
according to one manager. Also, Freeman
(1991) and Lundvall and Borras (1999) have
stated that common language, educational
background, regional loyalties, and shared
ideologies and experiences play an important
role in formal and informal collaboration.

University’s role in medical device
development
The University of Oulu was the most
important academic partner for most of the
company managers interviewed. Only a few
companies also collaborated with other
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universities. According to the company
managers, collaboration with the university
has shortened new products’ time to market.
Also communication, knowledge sharing,
and co-operation with the university have
increased companies’ competitiveness and
promoted innovations.
Although the importance of universityindustry collaboration was mentioned many
times, company managers also stated that
the university could still do more to
collaborate with the industry. However, the
managers added that collaboration with the
university has increased recently. In addition
to the University of Oulu, the Oulu
Polytechnic had an important role in the
medical devices development network.
According to Lester and Piore (2004),
universities provide a forum for discussion
and public spaces for knowledge exchange.
The University of Oulu and the local
organizations organize international and
local seminars, conferences, and annual
meetings for discussion between university
researchers and R&D personnel from
companies. These meetings, focusing on
medical device technology development,
have been an information source for
companies and researchers and have
stimulated social interaction between the
university and industry people.
Even if university-industry collaboration in
medical devices development was mainly
industry driven, the University of Oulu
played an important role in transferring new
knowledge to the companies. Both the
professors and the managers of the
companies mentioned that the most
important task of the university is training
skilled undergraduates and graduates. Also,

the finding by Chakrabarti and Lester (2002)
that in Finland, the universities generally
show flexibility in introducing curricular
reforms designed to respond to the needs of
the industry, is supported in Oulu as well. In
Oulu, the increasing need for crossdisciplinary collaboration in medical devices
development has generated new education
programs between the University of Oulu,
the Oulu University Hospital, and the Oulu
Polytechnic.

Limitations of the study
The case study method used in this research
was appropriate for this study. However, the
case study approach and the qualitative
research
methodology
limit
the
generalizability of the results. The results
provide only a sketch of the kind of
collaboration that exists between companies
and universities and the role of the
University of Oulu in medical device
technology development in the Oulu region.
Because of the small size of the Oulu region,
different methods of finding interviewees
could be used. However, the snowball
method, using a set of focal people instead
of a single individual seemed to be the best
and fastest way to have all the key
participants involved in this study. The
interviewees confirmed that the key
individuals who were developing medical
devices were the people who had been
identified in the snowball sampling.
However, if a different method for finding
the key people had been used, the sample
might have been different. This could affect
the results of the study. Also, with a
different set of focal actors, the sampling of
key people could be slightly different.

In the set of focal actors, many people at the
University of Oulu, the University Hospital,
and the Polytechnic were mentioned as
supporting and managing technology
development. However, the interviewees in
these organizations were more involved in
technology development than in supporting
and offering resources for development.
Therefore, the managerial side of the
development process is not as strongly
represented as it could be, based on sample
selection by snowball sampling. With more
data from the managerial side included,
different
issues might
have been
emphasized.
In the first phase, the interviewers made
notes during the interviews, while in the
second phase, the interviews were recorded;
this increased the amount of collected data.
However, the recording affected some
interviewees. Although the interviewing
sessions seemed to be open and
confidential, some of the interviewees
stressed important issues only when the
recording had ended. Interviewees stated
that these issues were too confidential to
record, although interviewees were asked
their permission to allow recording..
The interviews were conducted between
2001 and 2004, when public funding growth
was strong and the companies’ economic
situation was generally good. If the amount
of public funding had been smaller and the
economic climate different, universityindustry collaboration might have been less
active than it was during these years.

Scientific contribution
The results of the study emphasized the
informal social networks sharing knowledge
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between individuals. The study shows that
informal interaction in medical devices
development has increased idea-sharing
among companies. Also, that some of these
ideas were developed to products as
collaborations between companies, the
university, and other local organizations.
Informal interaction between individuals
seems to be at least as important as formal
interaction between organizations. Since
medical devices are complex systems, one of
the key issues has been how to have crossdisciplinary
and
cross-institutional
knowledge exchange between universities
and companies (Powell 1990; Gelijns, Zivin,
and Nelson 2001; Gelijns and Their 2002;
Cohen, Nelson, and Walsh 2002; Lester and
Piore 2004; Siegel, Waldman, Atwater and
Link 2004) and how different roles in
collaboration
promote
innovativeness
(Chakrabarti and O’Keefe 1977, Rogers
1995, Chakrabarti and Hauschildt 1989).
However, the roles of the individuals
promoting
innovativeness
in
the
development of medical devices were
different from those of the organizations for
which they work. The roles of the University
of Oulu, the University Hospital, companies
and other organizations at the organizational
level in medical devices development were
clear. The roles of the individuals were more
interesting. Some of the focal individuals
have the same roles as their organizations in
formal collaboration but different roles in
informal
collaboration.
This
role
discrepancy promotes collaboration between
organizations and brings new, innovative
ideas to the discussion.
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Suggestions for further research
The interviewees described collaborations in
medical devices as more local than national
or international. Even in those cases where
the new products were launched directly
onto global markets, the interviewees
described the collaboration during the
innovation process as local. Analyzing how
the sense of solidarity in the Oulu region on
the one hand increases local collaboration,
knowledge
transfer
and
promotes
innovativeness, but on the other hand
decreases external collaboration and blocks
external knowledge transfer, could give a
different view. The small geographical size
of the region and the small size of the
population have made it possible to build
tight collaboration networks and technology
forums covering the different technology
areas. The tight collaboration within the
networks has been the basis for open
collaboration, but it could also block the
participation of innovative new individuals
and idea generators.
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Table 6.1: The amount of focal people in the phases of the research process
Interviewees
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Chapter 7
Strengthening the Research and
Educational Basis for Regional
Development in the Less-Favored
Regions of Finland
Kati-Jasmin Kosonen
1. Introduction
In the era of the knowledge-based economy,
the regional or local knowledge environment and
innovation environments for specific business
areas have become more important, and the
institutional base of knowledge constantly
evolves.
The
institutional
evolution
actualizes itself by linking different kinds of
knowledge-creation
institutions
to
knowledge-exploitation organizations and
sub-systems through new kinds of
knowledge-enhancing mechanisms, mainly
from R&D conducted in relation to regional
capabilities (Cooke and Leydesdorff 2004).
Furthermore, new institutions are taking
part in local innovation networks, shaping
technological change and transformation in the
region for the benefit of all parties, local
businesses, universities or other higher
education institutions and local/national
develop-ment authorities. If a region has
little formal or informal research, few
development
institutions,
and
little
interaction between them, actors find it
more difficult to transform information

(resources) into
innovations.

new

knowledge

and

In this study, the town regions of Seinäjoki
and Pori are examples of less-favored
regions in Finland (either peripheral areas or
areas
without clear university-based
education or research) that are building a
strong institutional base for higher
education (and research), and universitybased knowledge transfer systems, to
promote
innovation
and
business
development. The purpose of this chapter is
to examine how development actions taken
in these town regions fit into the idea of
strengthening institutional capacity to
support emerging industries and the local
innovation
environment. Therefore, the
following research questions have been
included in the case studies:
 What kind of challenges do Pori and
Seinäjoki town regions face when
strengthening the innovation environ-
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ment for automation and embedded
systems industries?
 How useful is the concept of “institutional
capacity” in aiming to make less-favored
town regions more capable of absorbing
new knowledge and technologies?
 What efforts have actually been taken in
these regions to strengthen institutional
capacity, and more precisely, what efforts
have been taken to bring new knowledge
into the region?
The categories of industrial development in
these case studies of Pori and Seinäjoki are
a) diversification of traditional industries to
technologically-related industries (Seinäjoki),
and b) upgrading the competitiveness of
mature industries for global markets (Pori).
The technology development processes
under study are certain developments of
automation technology in the region,
particularly the infusion of intelligent
products and systems (smart systems),
mechatronics, and applied software.1
The study is qualitative and based on written
materials, statistics, and reports gathered
from these regions, and it relies heavily on
55 thematic interviews. The interviews can
be divided into four different groups, by
parent organization of the interviewee: a)
representatives of technology-intensive
(automation, smart systems, and software)
firms (16); b) representatives of the Science
Park and Technology centers in Seinäjoki
1

Automation, intelligence technology and
embedded systems can be defined as
“combinations of hardware and software
whose purpose is to control an external
process, device or system in order to provide
intelligence to a larger system of which they
are part.” (Tekes Technology Strategy 2002
and “Building ArtEmIs 2004.”)
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and Pori, the Center of Expertise Program
(Satakunta, Seinäjoki and Tampere), and
Technology Development Fund (Tekes)
(13); c) representatives of university filials
and polytechnics (16); and d) policymakers
in development agencies responsible for
promoting economic development in the
Pori and Seinäjoki town regions and the
regions
of
Satakunta
and
South
Ostrobothnia (9). The specifics are
presented in greater detail in the sections to
follow, and are examined against the actions
taken in Pori and Seinäjoki town regions.

2. Institutional capacity as a
building block for regional
competitiveness in less-favored
regions (LFRs)
Changes in the world economy have had
major
implications
for
economic
development strategies and territorial
governance in securing or boosting regional
economic success in the twin processes of
globalization and localization (Goddard and
Chatterton 1999). The technological
infrastructure and the institutional and
organizational structure of the locality have
been of importance when a specific region
has been capable of learning new ways in
which to collect, produce, and use
knowledge. According to Maskell and
Malmberg (1999), and Lundvall (1992, 1996,
and 2002), a learning economy2 describes an

2

The learning economy: An economy in which
change is rapid; where the rate at which old
skills get obsolete and new ones become in
demand is high; where learning includes the
building of competencies, not just increased
access to information; where learning is going
on in all parts of society, not just in high-tech
sectors; and where net job creation is in

economy in which the success of
individuals, firms, regions and national
economies reflect their capability to learn
(and to forget old practices). Thus it is
believed that ‘learning regions’ would be in a
much better position than ‘traditional’
industrial districts to avoid a lock-in of
development caused by localized path
dependence (Asheim 1995, Cooke and
Morgan 1998, Goddard and Chatterton
1999, Virkkala 2003).
Innovation is an interactive process between
firms and research institutions, between the
different functions in the firm, between
producers and users at the inter-firm level
and between firms and the wider
institutional milieu. In the institutional
approach,3 the argument goes even further.
It states that public organizations and
institutions can have a significant role in
promoting
innovations.
Institutional
capacity is built on an institutional base in
which the participants have certain abilities
to also use these institutional settings. In
general, researchers working on questions
dealing with research and technology policy,
regional economic development, and
competence-building
have
stressed
institutional elements that are meaningful
for economic development, especially in
less-favored regions (Cooke 1998; Cooke
and Morgan 1998; Morgan 1997; Lundvall
1992, 1996, 2002; Landabaso et al. 1999;
Oinas and Malecki 1999; Kautonen and
knowledge-intensive sectors (Lundvall 1996, p.
2).
3 The study strongly relies on the empirical
findings from Pori and Seinäjoki, but also
slightly follows the themes highlighted in the
“innovation systems” and “institutional
thickness” approaches in the (European)
regional science and economic geographic
literature.

Sotarauta 1999; Kosonen 2001, 2004,
Sotarauta and Kosonen 2003, 2004;
Sotarauta et al. 2002, 2003; Virkkala 2003).
The new thinking about institutional capacity
focuses on the webs of relations involved in
regional development policies, which
interlink public development agencies, firms,
and educational and research institutes in
collective action (Healey et al. 1999). Once
networks or coalitions are created and
formed, actors in networks are able to create
new spaces and common arenas to interact
and manage the resources of institutional
capacity (Healey et al. 1999). This is stressed
partly in the work of Storper and Venables
(2002; see also Bathelt et al. 2002 and 2004;
Sotarauta, Linnamaa and Suvinen 2003)
about the importance of a set of activities
called ‘local buzz.’4 Therefore, the existence
or creation of “public spaces as shared arenas”
(arenas in the form of ‘local buzz’) are the
crucial
element
of
the
economic
development of LFRs (see Healey et al.
1999; Bathelt et al., 2002; Sotarauta,
Linnamaa and Suvinen 2003; Amin and
Thrift 1995; Henry and Pinch 2001), as
presented in Table 7.1.
Therefore,
institutional
capacity
is
understood in this article as a combination
of the local needs of knowledge resources and
the partnerships (coalitions and networks)
made
by
individual
actors
(e.g.,
entrepreneurs,
development
agencies,
university units, municipalities, technology
centers) in certain institutional settings and
4

‘Buzz’ is used to refer to the information and
communication ecology created by face-toface contacts, and the co-presence and colocation of people and firms within the same
industry and place of region. (Storper and
Venables 2002; see also Bathelt et al. 2002 and
2004.)
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certain spaces, in which development
processes take place simultaneously. If the
institutional base is ‘thin,’ firms in the
emerging sector do not get the appropriate
assistance
in
their
growth
and
internationalization processes and actors
find it more difficult to transform
information (resources) into new knowledge
and innovations. These kinds of regions are
called here “less-favored regions.”

3. Challenges for LFRs as
innovation environments for
automation and embedded
systems industries
In this study, the Seinäjoki and Pori town
regions are examples of less-favored regions
(LFRs) in Finland. Often, these are regions
that build their institutional base by forming
collaborative knowledge institutions and
models
through
networking.
The
educational level of the populations is
among the lowest in Finland. In 2004,
59.4% of the Satakunta population had
some kind of educational qualification,
compared with 66.7% in the Helsinki region
(Uusimaa), the highest in Finland. 9.4% of
the Satakunta population have higher
education
degrees
(university
and
polytechnic diplomas), compared with
20.1% in Uusimaa, and 8.1% and 8.3% in
South Ostrobotnia and Kainuu respectively.
(Statistics Finland and Ministry of Interior,
2006). The absence of strong universities are
clearly seen in these figures, however in
Satakunta, the amount of highly educated
workers employed in R&D activities is not
as low as these educational level figures may
suggest.
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In its report on the regional roles of the
universities by the Working Group of the
Ministry of Education (2001), Finland’s
administrative regions were divided into
three categories according to the effects of
the national higher education institutions
(HEIs) system: 1) growing and innovative,
2) neutral, and 3) lagging behind. Satakunta
(whose main city is Pori) and South
Ostrobothnia (Seinäjoki) were among the
neutral regions in which the knowledge
infrastructure is supposed to be strong
enough to get some positive outcomes for
the local and national economy, but not as
strong and effective as those defined as the
most innovative growth regions in the
country.5 In the latter two types of regions,
polytechnics play an essential role,
particularly in those regions that do not have
independent universities (Ahmaniemi &
Setälä 2003; Lievonen and Lemola 2004;
Ministry of Education 2001, 2004; Rantanen
2004). As an outcome of this, many regions
induced universities to launch university
filial consortia in 2001-2004 in Kajaani,
Kokkola, Lahti, Mikkeli, Pori, and Seinäjoki
(see locations in figure 7.1). These
concentrations of small filials were called
“university filial centers.”
The term ‘university filial center’ itself refers to
a local structure (a building or other
concentration of academic institutions)
where several campus universities have
established branch units in the same town or
the same town area, in close proximity to
science parks, technology centers, and
5

Uusimaa/ Helsinki, Varsinais-Suomi/Turku,
Pirkanmaa/Tampere, PohjoisPohjanmaa/Oulu, Pohjanmaa/Vaasa and
Keski-Suomi/Jyväskylä. These university cities
are also cities or towns with at least decadesor even centuries-long (e.g., Turku) histories of
academies.

polytechnic facilities, for example. These
filial centers consist of several academic
institutions, ranging from three (Kokkola) to
six (Seinäjoki). Another common feature of
these small and medium-sized cities is that a)
they are the central cities or towns for their
larger regions, and b) they are still not
comparable to the ‘growth centers or
regions’ in Finland. The first university filial
center was officially announced in the town
of Lahti in 2001. The most recent nominees
are the towns of Mikkeli and Seinäjoki. By
the end of the year 2004, the university filial
center network was ‘frozen’ to the level of
these six towns and their filial centers, at
least for a while, in order to assess the
impact of these centers on the respective
regions, universities and the national higher
education system. In the peripheral regions,
the universities offer local students several
master’s programs sponsored by local
authorities (e.g., regional councils, district
governments, the municipalities, and health
care districts). The recent evaluation of
Master’s Programs (Puukka 2004, Raivola et
al. 2002) still encouraged universities.

4. Challenges for automation
industry and embedded systems
providers located in LFRs
The automation industry relies heavily on
the Finnish information and communication (ICT)
cluster. By the end of the 1990s, the
economic importance of the ICT cluster had
grown rapidly. However, in the less-favored
regions, the development process was much
slower and the ICT cluster did not play a
remarkable role in local industrial or
business life. (See, e.g., Ministry of Education
2001 and 2004). In recognition of this, local
development agencies in the Seinäjoki and

Pori town regions encouraged the use of
high-tech applications in all industrial
production and created new possibilities for
local companies as a breakthrough for new
emerging industries.6 For the LFRs, the
starting point may not be encouraging, as
Pori and Seinäjoki town regions and their
surrounding regions – Satakunta and South
Ostrobothnia – suffer from a low level of
higher education and research, brain-drain,
and cutbacks in educational and research
resources (see figure 2). (Regional
Development
Program
for
South
Ostrobothnia 1994 and 2002, Ministry of
Education 2004, Ministry of the Interior
2004).
The main challenge for industries located in
LFRs like Pori and Seinäjoki is how to use
local, national, and international innovation
support tools actively to meet the increased
requirements for designing, producing, and
marketing
complex
and
interactive
(embedded) systems in global markets.
Globalization highlights the resurgence of
certain localities and regions through the
integration of production at the regional
level and the decentralization of large
corporations into clusters of smaller units
(through
outsourcing)
and
smaller
businesses: e.g., sub-contractors, suppliers,
and franchises (Goddard 1999, Goddard
and Chatterton 1999, Goddard et al. 2003).
In both case regions, the concentration of
automation and electronic production firms
6

These are, for example, whole system providers
and controlling system providers, industrial
robots and process machines developers,
automation component manufactures,
entertainment technology providers, and
medical information systems providers, as well
as automation designers and software
companies.
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are linked to each other in many ways, either
through sub-conducting or by ownership.
The firms in the field have specialized
expertise in certain very narrow areas of
mechanical engineering, automation, and
intelligent engineering solutions,7 whose
main market areas are global. Therefore, the
flexibility and set of innovation capabilities
(capacity) of local as well as national
knowledge based ‘systems’ are crucial for
such companies, which are classified merely
as industrial SMEs. Figure 3 presents the
development path from the by-production
of metal and machinery sectors with simple
techniques to closely collaborating whole
system providers with highly complex
applications and technology.
Most automation and intelligent technology
enterprises in the case regions were already
internationalized by the 1990s, or their main
market areas or alliances were international
from the very beginning of the company’s
lifetime. The leading companies, and
especially the main contractors (customer
companies), produce most of their products
for export. The main market areas for the
leading companies are the EU countries,
China and other rising Asian economies, as
well as Finland, other Nordic countries, the
United States, and some of the so-called
transition countries in Europe.
7

“The development of intelligent products,
processes and systems involves the crosstechnological application and development of
various technologies and application targets,
including learning and anticipating systems,
systems that adapt to the operating
environment, well functioning and biocompatible materials, personal and natural
interfaces, systems and services based on
positioning and identification as well as
solutions based on remote diagnostics, remote
operations and virtual reality” (Tekes
Technology Strategy 2002, p. 10).
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Pori: automation and embedded
systems
The Pori town region is one of the biggest
city regions in Finland and one of the three
administrative sub-regions (town regions) in
the larger region of Satakunta.8 The Pori
town region consists of 11 municipalities
(Pori and Ulvila included) and forms the
7th- biggest economic district in Finland.
The population has declined gradually. from
142, 781 (1995) and 139,762 (2000) to
138,136 at the end of 2005. Most of the
automation technology firms are located in
the towns of Ulvila (founded in 1365) and
Pori. The Pori town region’s share of
domestic patent applications is about
average for its size: 2.0% (36 applications in
2005), in the same category as some
university city regions (Kuopio, Joensuu and
Vaasa). There were 1,835 patent applications
announced in 2005, the majority of which
were in the Helsinki region (36.6%).9
Satakunta is located on the southwest coast
of Finland (by the Gulf of Bothnia) and has
a centuries-long history of trading, exporting
and industrialism. Currently, the Satakunta
region accounts for 4.4% of the total
population of Finland (229,966 inhabitants
in 2005). The region’s GDP per capita is
87.1% of the national average. However, the
variation is high, ranging from 137 in
Uusimaa (Helsinki) to 69 in Kainuu
(Kajaani) in 2003 (Statistics Finland, Finland
in Figures, 2006). The number of companies
equals 4.5% of the national total, but the
share of jobs is only 4.1% of the total

Defined as a NUTS 3 type of region in the
European Union.
9 Source: Statistics Finland, Science, technology
and information society; patenting (accessed
November 29, 2006).
8

(2004). The strongest branch of the
economy in the two regions is industry,
amounting to 5.5% of the national total,
while public sector and private services
account for 3.6% to 3.7% of the national
total. The unemployment rate in the Pori
town region is one of the highest in Finland,
but it is coming down substantially: 18.0 %
in the year 2000; 15.0% in the year 2004,
and 13.9% in the year 2005. At Satakunta,
the unemployment rate was 15.9% in the
year 2000, and 13.0 % in the year 2005,
while the respective figures from the whole
country are 12.6 % (2000) and 10.6 %
(2005.)10
The leading firms in the automation field are
classified as whole systems and machinery
providers (conductors), as they sell their
products directly to other industrial
companies. In the Pori–Ulvila area, if the
local agglomeration is defined strictly as
consisting only of technology-intensive
automation and electronic companies
(electronics and automation), it includes
only 55 to 60 firms (with approximately 450
employees in 1999 and 650 employees in
2003). With this strict definition, the
agglomeration has an annual turnover of
approximately €50.7 million (in 2000). When
more broadly defined (including automation
technologies, ICT with welfare technologies,
and electronic production technologies), the
field had, at the beginning of the decade,
10

Source: Satamittari.fi [kuntatiedot]. The figures
are based on calculations of the Ministry of
Labor. These figures are higher than normally
used Statistics Finland’s figures, as those in the
other positions as employed (as job training
and relief work) are included. Statistics Finland
calculates the unemployment rate for the
Satakunta region as 17.0% (1995); 10.9 %
(2000), and 9.0 % (2005), while the respective
figures from the whole country are: 15.4%
(1995), 9.8% (2000), and 8.4% (2005).

approximately 1,400 employees with
approximately 150 plants and an annual
turnover of €380 million.11
The history of the local agglomeration of
automation firms dates back to 1853, to the
then newly established Rosenlew family
business in Pori. The Rosenlew company
started producing agricultural machinery in
1900 and combined harvesters in 1957, but
the actual starting point for the automation
field was the opening of Rosenlew Tool
Factory (“Rosenlew Työkalutehdas”) in the
1970s. The boom of small automation,
software,
robotics,
and
electronics
companies occurred in the late 1990s and
the beginning of the current decade.12
Generally, the biggest companies with
offices or plants in the region also belong to
the biggest R&D investors in Finnish
industry, and they very often operate
globally. They also have private R&D
departments with relatively high-scored
R&D outcomes. For example, companies in
the Pori town region covered the majority of
patent applications announced from the
town region in 2005; 29 from a total of 36
were applied by companies.13 There are also
reports that show the region to be
performing better in patenting (domestic
patent applications) than many other
Finnish town regions (Oksanen, Lehvo, and
Nuutinen 2003).

11 Sources:

The Vision of Satakunta Region 2010
(2003), and The Regional Technology Strategy
Satakunta 2001.
12 Sources: LIS interviews, and in the case of
Sampo-Rosenlew, http://www.samporosenlew.fi/english.htm (accessed October 26,
2006).
13 Source: Statistics Finland, Science, technology
and information society; patenting (accessed
November 29, 2006).
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Seinäjoki: embedded systems and
intelligent technology
The Seinäjoki town region (with 84,597
inhabitants at the end of 2005) is a central
service center for a large, traditionally
agricultural area called South Ostrobothnia.
The Seinäjoki town region consists of 7
municipalities (Seinäjoki included). South
Ostrobothnia accounts for 3.7% of the total
population of Finland, with a population of
193,812 persons in the year 2005 but only
3.5% of total employment. About 70% of
the population of the region lives in densely
populated areas. The South Ostrobothnia
region is a neutral region regarding
unemployment. It suffered from relatively
high unemployment through the year 2000,
when Statistics Finland calculated the
unemployment rate for the region as 10.4%
(9.1% in 2001). The rate has declined
rapidly, to 6.5% in 2005, which is one of the
lowest in the country. The respective figures
for the whole country are 9.8 % in 2000 and
8.4% in 2005.14 There were nearly 78,000
jobs in the region in 2004 – about 3.4% of
total employment. Agriculture is especially
strong in the region, and accounts for 9.1%
of national employment in this sector. The
share of people employed by industry was
3.9%, similar to the population share.
South Ostrobothnia’s share of the total
number of companies reached 4.3% in 2004.
However, the region’s GDP was only 2.6%
of the country’s GDP in 2004. GDP per
capita was only 69.9% of the national
average, among the lowest in the country. In
addition, the share of domestic patent
applications is certainly among the lowest in
14

Source: Statistics Finland, statfin-service,
labour market statistics (accessed November
28, 2006).
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the country, at only 0.3% (five applications
in 2005).15 These figures suggest the
weaknesses of the innovation supporting
structures and innovation culture in the
region. Although most of the firms in the
region operate on short time horizons, the
best firms are technologically at a high level,
but their number is estimated to be very low
(The Technology Strategy of South
Ostrobothnia 2003). Most of the region’s
firms are micro-firms employing fewer than
three people, and most of the micro-firms,
and even the larger ones, are not particularly
well-suited to meeting the challenges of the
knowledge economy (see Kautonen and
Sotarauta 1999, Regional Development
Program 1994 and 2002, Sotarauta and
Kosonen 2003 and 2004).
The leading companies in the field of
embedded
systems
are
technology
developers (innovators), supporters and
service providers (technology transfer and
consultancy), or appliers and utilizers.16 The
agglomeration of metal manufacturers and
software service providers is the secondlargest industrial sector in the region after
the foodstuffs sector. The cluster includes
800 companies or plants, with 6,800
employees and turnover of about one billion
euros (Statistics Finland, standard industrial
classification; 2004, where the intelligent
systems branch includes machinery and
metal industry). The embedded systems and
intelligent solutions (largely defined) sector
is also the largest exporter among the

15

Source: Statistics Finland, Science, technology
and information society; patenting (accessed
November 29, 2006).

16 Source:

LIS case interviews, SeiTek 2002
report: Mechatronics and embedded systems.
Seinäjoki Polytechnic.

industrial branches and enterprises located
in the region.

5. Strengthening the elements
of institutional capacity in Pori
and Seinäjoki
What actions were taken in the Pori and
Seinäjoki town regions to create and
strengthen the innovation environment in
emerging industries? 17 The turning point
occurred in the late 1990s, when the local
leaders and managers (e.g., the company, the
polytechnics, the university entities, the
regional development agencies, and the
chamber of commerce managers) realized
the challenging situation they faced, and
started to strengthen the local innovation
environment. (“Something has to be done…
.”) The resulting actions (with EU funding)
included a) building and strengthening the
knowledge-intensive
institutional
base
(institutions), b) strengthening the local
resource pools (competence), c) creating and
intensifying knowledge networks, and d)
creating shared arenas (later, the EPANET
network and the Automation R&D
Consortium).
The
management-level
awakening toward grassroots development
activity continued when it was realized what
kinds of advantages networking (nationally
and internationally) and EU structural funds
could bring. The main strategy was to bring
knowledge into the town region by a) inducing
universities (and polytechnics) to found new
units and create university filial centers, and

17

The findings are drawn from the LIS Pori and
Seinäjoki case interviews, previous research
reports, regional strategy papers, and
development program papers, all of which are
‘glued’ together with the authors’ experiences
of local development work in action.

b) creating shared arenas (public spaces and
networks). Examples of this are the
EPANET network in Seinäjoki and the
Automation R&D Consortium in Pori.
The following sections describe in greater
detail the steps taken to strengthen the
innovation environment.

The Pori Region: strengthening
institutional capacity by building up
institutions, resources, and networks
Strategically, leaders in Pori emphasized the
wider higher-education network, by creating
and strengthening the Pori University Filial
Center. They saw research as a logical
outcome of the investments in university
entities and the Pori University campus.
After many years of heavy investments in
higher education infrastructure, and
especially the university center, local
industry stressed the need for increased
cooperation between the Polytechnic, Pori
university entities, and PrizzTech Ltd. (see,
e.g., Ahmaniemi, Kautonen and Tulkki 2001;
Poijärvi-Miikkulainen 2004; Satakunta Visio
2005 and 2010). In principle, the TUT Pori
Unit and TSEBA Unit are the entities for
basic research and higher technical
education in specific fields, while the
polytechnic is a local educational entity with
applied R&D functions. The main
development effort lies in strengthening the
institutional
base
and
technological
infrastructure of the Pori town region, and
can be summarized as follows:18

18

The similar type of classification of the
Seinäjoki town region is presented in
Sotarauta, M. and Kosonen, K-J. (2003), and
in Cooke, P. and Piccaluga, A. (2004).
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I.

Induce universities to open branch
units in Pori and form a university
filial center
 Taken together, these institutions have
about 1,250 graduate students and 180
employees: Tampere University of
Technology, TUT, The Pori Unit; Turku
School of Economics and Business
Administration, TSEBA, The Pori Unit;
the University of Turku, UTU; the
University of Tampere, UTA; and the III.
University of Art and Design (Helsinki),
UIAH.

 The Pori University Filial Center has
close linkages to the local economy, and
is well networked at the local and
national level (also at the international
level, to some degree). The Pori
University Filial Center specializes in
technology, economics, and business
management, the humanities, welfare
research, the arts, short sea studies, and
visual art.

II. Build technical infrastructure in Pori


The PrizzTech Ltd. Technology Center
and Science Park (built from 2000 to
2003) include the PrizzTech Technology
Center, the HC-ICE Health Care
Development Office, the Energy
(technology) Office, and collaborative
technology clinics with the Town of
Rauma. PrizzTech Ltd. is an incubator
and a facilitator, and has business
development services for knowledge- and
technology-intensive startups and/or
spin-offs.

 The Satakunta Polytechnic is the main
locally-owned,
independent
higher
education institute in the region. (It
134

gained the status of a polytechnic in 1997
and is comprised of earlier independent
colleges). It includes the Research and
Development Center O’Sata® and
O’Sata Enterprise Accelerator®, together
with the Satakunta Polytechnic, the
Department
of
Engineering
and
Maritime Management, and Porin
Tekniikka-Opisto (the Technical College
of Pori).
Found new arenas for knowledge
and innovation creation
One example is the Pori University Filial
Center: TUT, TSEBA, UTA, UTU, and
UAIH Pori R&D project organizations.
The Tampere Uni-versity of Technology
(TUT) is in charge of the functions of
the consortium. The idea has been to
establish new branch units for several
Finnish universities in the Pori University
Filial Center, and to link those entities to
the Pori University Consortium. The
estate holding of the Pori University
Consortium is organized through
PrizzTech Ltd.

 Another example is the Institute of
Automation
and
Information
Technologies/Research
and Development Center O’Sata. Broadly defined,
The Automation Consortium includes
the following partners: the Satakunta
Polytechnic, the automation industry
(plus chambers of commerce), PrizzTech
Ltd. (plus the Satakunta Center of
Expertise), the Pori University Filial
Centre, and other university partners, the
Towns of Pori and Ulvila, and Porin
Seudun Kehittämiskeskus Oy (the Pori
Regional Development Agency Ltd.).

The Seinäjoki Region: strengthening
institutional capacity by building up
the institutional base

 The University Association of South
Ostrobothnia (11 employees in 2003),
founded in 1960.

In the Seinäjoki town region, new
institutions were formed and some
universities were induced to establish branch
units there. The Seinäjoki University Filial
Center is among the newest university filial
centers. It was officially formed at the end
of 2003, and opened as a Center at the
beginning of 2004 (Kinnunen et al. 2004).
The Center was formed from already
existing entities, including those operated by
university in the Seinäjoki town region.
Leaders in development agencies and the
municipalities in the Seinäjoki town region
put an emphasis on applied research and
created the EPANET research network. The
research path was seen as a faster way to fill
major gaps in the region’s knowledge
infrastructure. The network focuses on
applied research, and is the main research
activity under the university filial center
“umbrella,”
and
a
main
research
“community” in South Ostrobothnia.19

 The University of Tampere (UTA)
Institute for Extension Studies in
Seinäjoki (approx. 25 employees),
founded in 1981; and the Research Unit
for Urban and Regional Development
Studies (Sente), founded in 1998. The
university is also the leading partner in the
University Filial Center consortium.
 The University of Helsinki (UH) Institute
for Rural Research and Training in
Seinäjoki (approx. 35 employees),
founded in 1988.
 The Sibelius Music Academy Training
Center in Seinäjoki (approx. 5 employees),
founded in 1991.
 The University of Vaasa (VY) Seinäjoki
Unit (approx. 10 employees), founded in
1998.
 The Tampere University of Technology
(TUT) Digital Media Institute DMI/
Telemedicine Laboratory – Medical
Information Technology research unit in
Seinäjoki (7+5 employees), founded in
2003.

The EPANET research network focuses on
themes found in the local business
environment. As a result, the network is
largely accepted by local companies, which
invest in it, as well as in the field of
Intelligence Technology. The main steps II. Build technical infrastructure in
Seinäjoki
taken by South Ostrobothnia to strenthen
its institutional base can be summarized as
 The TRIANO Seinäjoki Science Park (built
follows:
in 2000–2003) includes Mediwest
Technology Park, Frami, and Foodwest
I. Induce universities to open branch
Ltd.
The investors are local
units in Seinäjoki and form a
municipalities, the Seinäjoki Polytechnic,
university filial center
the South Ostrobothnia Hospital District
(hospitals and municipalities), private
companies, and a German investment
19 See: Kinnunen et al. 2004, Sotarauta et al.
1999, Sotarauta and Kosonen 2003 and 2004.
bank. Investments amounted to $43
135

million for Mediwest and Frami in 2001–
2003 (Frami received €25 million).
 The Seinäjoki Polytechnic, the only locallyowned and independent higher education
institute in the region, was strengthened.
(It gained the permanent status of a
polytechnic in 1996, having been built up
from other independent colleges).
 Seinäjoki Technology Center Ltd. (owned
by the Town of Seinäjoki and the
Seinäjoki Polytechnic is an incubator and
facilitator. It offers business development
services to technology-intensive startups
and/or spin-offs.
III. Found new communication arenas for
knowledge and innovation creation,
creating shared arenas
 The university consortium, the University
Filial Center, was established at the
beginning of 2004. It is led by the
University of Tampere.
 A research network, the South
Ostrobothnian University Network, or
EPANET, was established. EPANET is a
cooperation network of six Finnish
universities in the Seinäjoki town region.

6. ‘Bringing knowledge in’ as a
development strategy
Inducing universities to found new
institutions for university filial
centers
From the national point of view, the early
2000s was the turning point in strengthening
the knowledge infrastructure in the lessfavored regions. The third-strand tasks
made it possible for the universities to
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“review” and start to expand their
institutional structures internally and
spatially, namely, with other regional and
local partners in surrounding or neighboring
communities. As an outcome of this, many
universities launched university filial
consortia in 2001–2004 with less-favored
town regions. These umbrella organizations
in Kajaani, Kokkola, Lahti, Mikkeli, Pori,
and Seinäjoki were soon called “university
filial centers” (see Katajamäki et al. 2002,
Kinnunen et al. 2004, Kosonen 2004,
Lievonen and Lemola 2004).20
There are approximately 1,000 employees
under the University Filial Center Network
(mainly researchers and project workers),
almost 3,200 degree students, and 25,000
students (short courses included). The
annual budget of the six filial centers
21
combined amounts to nearly €70 million.
Compared to the smallest Finnish campus
universities, these figures are substantial: it
can be concluded that together the six
university filial centers equal one small
Finnish university (see the appendices). The
main functions of these academic
institutions seem to be a) to expand the
student recruitment area for the main
university, and b) to expand the
collaboration network with ‘customers,’
public institutions or firms located in these
regions, and therefore to be able to enlarge
the sources of research funding.

The Finnish way to express the organizational
mode is to call it the ‘university consortium,
UC.’
21 Source: University filial centers and the
forthcoming report by Palmenia/Helsinki
University. Filial centers are not included in
the official statistics thus far. The students,
personnel, and outputs are listed under the
respective campus university statistics.
20

In Pori and Seinäjoki, the connections to the
higher education institutions have been
(perhaps surprisingly) close during the 35year history of university education in those
locations. All the actions taken in these
regions were rapidly reflected and
sometimes rejected, at the national level.
The first universities to establish educational
units in these two LFRs acted in the mid1980s. The next active period occurred at
the end of the 1990s and the beginning of
the present decade, when the neighboring
universities in particular acted to reach out
to academically peripheral regions. At that
time, the Third Role of the universities
became an obvious task for universities, as
the financial possibilities for such outreach
activities increased remarkably, especially
compared with staying only in one’s ‘own’
region. The timeline of activities in the case
locations in Pori and Seinäjoki town regions
is presented in Figure 7.4.
The Pori town region. The Pori University
Filial Center consists of five university
institutions or units, such as the Tampere
University of Technology (TUT), Pori Unit;
the Turku School of Economics and
Business Administration (TSEBA), Pori
Unit; the University of Turku (UTU); the
University of Tampere (UTA); and the
University of Art and Design Helsinki
(UIAH) . But two polytechnics and the
technology center PrizzTech Ltd. are also
involved in the center. There is also the Pori
Science Library and the Pori Graduate
School, which are organized by the Tampere
University of Technology’s Pori Unit, but
are open for other graduate students in the
region as well as for full-time teachers at
Satakunta Polytechnic. Adult and extension
studies in different fields have been offered
since 1987, but in the past five years, the

university units in Pori (Pori University Filial
Center) started to offer an entire degree
education in Pori for high school graduates.
The Seinäjoki town region. The Seinäjoki
University Filial Center is among the latest
“university filial centers,” as it was officially
formed at the end of 2003 and opened as a
“center” at the beginning of 2004
(Kinnunen et al. 2004). The center was
formed from already existing units and
university functions operating in the
Seinäjoki town region. The universities
joining the Center are the University of
Helsinki (Makes), Sibelius Academy, the
University of Tampere, Tampere University
of Technology (Digital Media Institute), the
University of Vaasa, and the South
Ostrobothnia Summer University/South
Ostrobothnia
University
Association
(EPANET). The Center was coordinated
by the Univer-sity of Tampere in the period
2004–2006.
According
to
Seinäjoki
University Filial Center representatives, the
center currently works as an umbrella for all
the university functions the above
universities actually organize in Seinäjoki. Its
aim is to coordinate the classical university
tasks mentioned (research, education and
the ‘third strand’ activities). More concretely,
the center’s task is to strengthen
collaboration between university units and
between Seinäjoki units and other
universities and research institutions in
Finland.

Creating shared arenas
The Automation R&D Consortium in
Pori. It has been emphasized in many
reports on the Pori region (especially in
Satakunta Vision for 2010 and Satakunta
Region Technology Strategy) that the
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region’s automation industry, with its related
businesses, is in need of extended R&D
activities in order to increase its
competitiveness. In addition, the University
Filial Center has been somewhat incapable
of meeting the needs of the local industrial
agglomeration of automation and robotics.
Therefore, the industry established an
Institute of Automation and Information
Technologies together with Satakunta
Polytechnic and the local municipalities,.
The starting point for realizing the
importance
of
automation
industry
development was perhaps the informal
discussion sessions for local automation
company leaders that the Satakunta
Polytechnic and its Department of
Technology and Maritime Management
organized for some years. In the beginning,
these sessions were merely channels for
exchanging thoughts about the content of
the education that the polytechnic offered.
The sessions, called “Morning Coffee for
the Automation Industry” (Automaation
Aamukahvit), were organized every one or
two months.
The next step in establishing permanent
R&D activities in the automation industry
branch was to start the Automation
Research Project and
an Automation
Research Manager Project, in 2000 in the
Satakunta Polytechnic. These steps were
stated as targets in the Satakunta Vision
2005 report and in its automation industry
chapter,which was written by local
entrepreneurs. In the beginning, there were
four automation companies involved in the
project; they were also responsible for most
of its costs. Then the form changed..
Activities were covered and funded by
multiple sources: the Satakunta Polytechnic
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itself, regional development and funding
institutions with the EU Structural Fund,
the Towns of Pori and Ulvila, Tekes, and
the European Commission (through its
Research
Programs
and
Research
Framework). The involved companies pay
their shares out of individual project
budgets.
The third step was to organize these
activities in the form of an Automation
R&D Center, within the polytechnic
organizational structure. The activities are
still organized in the form of projects and
R&D programs. After a couple of years of
automation
projects,
the
Satakunta
Polytechnic also started to strengthen the
center’s
resources
internally.
The
management of the Institute belongs to the
Polytechnic’s temporary staff, and this
educational institution also made an effort
to
appoint
a
nationally
and/or
internationally experienced manager for the
job. During the development of the Institute
of
Automation
and
Information
Technologies internally in the Polytechnic,
the informal get-togethers with a larger
representation of local automation company
(morning coffees) almost stopped for three
years. The tradition resumed at the
beginning of 2004, when the size of the
group invited to the discussions grew. Now
there are approximately 20 organizations
involved, mainly automation, controlling
systems and engineering companies also
from the Rauma town region. Especially
active organizations at this stage were
PrizzTech Ltd., the Satakunta Center of
Expertise
Program),
Porin
seudun
kehittämiskeskus Oy (The Pori Region
Development Center Ltd., a local business
development organization owned by the
municipality), and the Satakunta Chamber of

Commerce. They each organized a set of
projects, development programs, and
discussion forums for the automation
industry.
The Pori University Filial Center is involved
in the automation field only indirectly. It has
some collaborative projects, but its
contribution is not very strong. The
University Filial Center’s educational
offerings and areas of expertise do not
closely meet the needs of the local
automation industry now, and the university
units to some extent regard the
agglomeration as not challenging or big
enough to be very interesting. Also, the
tendency of the agglomeration to
collaborate more with the Satakunta
Polytechnic and the former technical and
engineering colleges might lead the
university units to concentrate on other
industries and business areas. In addition,
the industrial branches in question have
substantially
advanced
development
institutes in the neighboring region of
Tampere (about 100 km away). However, it
is stated in strategy papers, reports, and
interviews that the University Filial Center
has such generic technical and business
administration experience in programming,
production technologies, signal processing,
ICT network applications, marketing, and
strategic leadership in business management
that it could be useful for the polytechnic
and the local automation companies.

7. The EPANET research
community in Seinäjoki as an
organizational innovation22
22

The sources of the facts in this chapter are
collected from LIS interviews, the University

In the Seinäjoki region there has been a new
effort to create a higher education and
research network, the South Ostrobothnian
University Network (EPANET). The basis
for the network was laid during the special
development projects, one of which is
highlighted by the University Association
itself: the Starting a Research Program
project. This project was implemented by
the University Association of South
Ostrobothnia in 1999–2001, and the
planning culminated in the signing of a
program agreement in spring 2001. The
agreement was a collaborative action or, let’s
say, an announced expression of the empowerment
of the six universities and of the key regional
development organizations in strengthening
applied research in South Ostrobothnia. By
the summer of 2006, the universities and
higher education institutes that were
involved were:
 the University of Helsinki
 the Univeristy of Lapland (Rovaniemi)
 Sibelius Academy
 the University of Tampere
 Tampere University of Technology
 the University of Vaasa
 the University of Turku
 Seinäjoki University of Applied Sciences
(Seinäjoki Polytechnic)
 the University Association of South
Ostrobothnia (EPKY)

Association of South Ostrobothnia
(www.epky.fi), and the Epanet-evaluation
report (Kinnunen et al. 2004).
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After seven years, the EPANET research
network has formed a new kind of
interactive research community, working
especially on themes found in the local
business environment. Therefore, the
network is largely accepted and directly
invested in among local companies, as the
network focuses on applied research.
The core of the network consists of 16 new,
fixed-term research professors (five-year
appointments in the first phase), each of
whom gathers a group of researchers around
them and the project on which they are
working. They all have their ‘home base’23 in
South Ostrobothnia – most of them in
Seinäjoki – even if they are not actually
living in the region. The persons holding
professorships, and their groups of
researchers,
have
organized
145
development projects, each with its own
budget. In general, their fields of research
are as follows (see the Appendix for the full
list):
 Information technology applications
(most of the intelligent solution studies
discussed below are under this topic)
 Economics and business administra-tion
 Regions and welfare
 R & D and marketing of the food
industry
The total funding of the EPANET
professorships and of the other projects
supporting the network and managed by the
University
Association
of
South
Ostrobothnia is €8,760,000 for 2000 to 2009
23

When the nominations of professorships are
confirmed, the home base will be mentioned
and entered.
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(this includes both the finished and the
ongoing projects). By the beginning of 2006,
the budget of the research projects carried
out by the professors and their research
groups has exceeded €8.3 million. The
research projects have received funding
from various EU programs, from almost all
the Ministries, dozens of foundations, and
from almost 150 companies. Enterprise
shares of the costs are around 20% (from
11% to 35%) of the individual
professorships.24
By summer 2006, there were some 50
researchers in South Ostrobothnia working
under the supervision of the 15 EPANET
professors. In addition, the professors
supervise 50 post-graduate students living
and working elsewhere. The result has been
eight accepted dissertations. The EPANET
professors and their groups of researchers in
those 145 projects have together produced
more than 500 different publications, with
130 in refereed sources. Most of them are
published in English. The research results
have been presented to the general public in
some 200 publications. In terms of
international networking, the professors
have had research cooperation with 41
countries, half directed to the EU area.
Unquestionably, the EPANET network is
strengthening the institutional academic
infrastructure in South Ostrobothnia by
allocating new knowledge and relational
resources and forming a new type of
research community. In this perspective, it is
an organizational innovation at the regional
level as well as at the national level. The
EPANET network was expected to fill
many gaps in the applied research resources
24 Source: University Association of South
Ostrobothnia and the case interviews.

of the region caused by the lack of research
traditions and the absence of any
independent (especially technical) university.
The idea was to get a broad understanding
of the characteristics and problems of
regionally based industry by combining tacit
knowledge with theory and by combining
the approaches of different disciplines.

to ‘bring new knowledge’ into the region? In
other words, the main idea of the study was
to examine how the development actions
taken in these town regions fit into the idea
of strengthening institutional capacity,26 so that
they would support emerging industries and
to strengthen the local innovation
environment.

In spite of its obvious success in creating
and putting together the EPANET concept
and network, and getting funding for it,
three questions are frequently raised:25: a) is
the EPANET a project of finite duration or
is it a long-lasting institution?, b) is it
contributing to business and regional
development in the long or short run?, and
c) should the professors carry out more
basic and applied research or should they
become pragmatic problem-solvers for
firms? Further, is there enough cooperation
between professors and their research
groups, between professors and their host
universities and departments, and between
professors and external partners?

The LFRs face major challenges in the
following ways: a) how to link local actors to
national and global knowledge networks, b)
how to mobilize the scarce resources and
competencies of the region to create a local
innovation environment, c) how to
compensate for a thin institutional
environment by networks, and d) how to
strengthen the local institutional base and
knowledge structure by creating new
organizational types to avoid lock-ins. There
are a variety of development-oriented
models that are based on the local strengths,
capabilities and awareness to stimulate local
economic change and strengthen the local
innovation environment. In the two
locations examined in this case, the way to
create and strengthen the innovation
environment in emerging industries was to
bring new knowledge into the town region
a)
by
inducing
universities
(and
polytechnics) to found new units and
creating university filial centers (institutions),
and b) by creating shared arenas (spaces and
networks for ‘local buzz’). In this study, the

8. Conclusions
This sector case study of the LIS Project has
been about how to create and intensify
knowledge linkages between the automation
and embedded systems industry (smart
systems) and universities through new types
of innovation networks in the less-favored
Finnish regions like the Pori and Seinäjoki
town regions. Further, the study examined
what efforts were actually taken in these
regions to strengthen institutional capacity,
and more precisely, what efforts were taken
25

The development of the EPANET concept in
Kinnunen et al. 2004, Sotarauta and Kosonen
2003 and 2004.

26

In this study, institutional capacity is
understood as a combination of the local
needs of knowledge resources and the partnerships
(coalitions and networks) made by individual
actors (e.g., entrepreneurs, development
agencies, university units, municipalities, and
technology centers) in certain institutional
settings and certain spaces in which
development processes take place
simultaneously.
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examples of shared arenas are the
Automation R&D Consortium in Pori and
the EPANET University Network in
Seinäjoki.
The idea of a local ‘university consortium’
(including university filial centers) has been
forming gradually and almost simultaneously
at the national level and the local level
(regions). In spite of the difference between
the academic institutions being interested in
different regional strengths, the timing of
the starting point for the outreach activities
is quite similar. The Third Role of the
universities became an obvious task for
universities, as their financial possibilities for
outreach activities increased remarkably at
that time, especially compared with staying
only at their ‘own’ region. At the same time,
the (case) industries raised their awareness
of the need for new, often scientific, and
internationally competitive knowledge.
Operating globally in the knowledge
economy, industries faced increased
challenges in their knowledge capabilities
and rapidity regarding the integration of new
knowledge into their processes and
productions faster and more flexibly than
their competitors in Asia (China), the United
States, and Europe, in particular.
As the local knowledge infrastructure was
unable to provide such pathways, linkages,
and practices (innovation culture) regarding
scientific knowledge, the industries became
more and more interested in participating in
the efforts to strengthen local institutional
capacity through development programs,
coali-tions, science parks, technology center
activities, and, more recently, through local
research communities such as the South
Ostrobothnian
University
Network
EPANET in Seinäjoki, the Institute of
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Automation and Information Technologies,
and the larger Automation Industry
Research and Development Consortium in
Pori. These communities may be defined as
organizational innovations, through which
many difficult borders and barriers among
universities, between universities and
polytechnics, and between business and
universities have been overcome. In
addition, it was these research communities
that have been able to induce the main
campus universities in Finland to be more
actively involved in the activities of the case
locations (in the University Filial Center). In
Seinäjoki, the EPANET has been able to
transcend disciplinary borders by creating a
community of researchers from different
disciplines and universities. In Pori, the
initiative came from the automation
agglomeration; soon thereafter, higher
education and university institutions
responded rapidly and municipalities started
to assist in financing the institute.
To summarize the findings, the process of
building up an innovation environment for
emerging industries calls for new
organizational modes, new technology, and
an innovation culture, as well as actual
access to new technology and knowledge, as
has been done in the case locations, the Pori
and Seinäjoki town regions. In general, hightech-intensive industrial branches, such as
robotics and intelligence technologies, may
be considered to be emerging industries for
LFRs, even though the actual technology is
not new (a frontier technology). However,
there are some aspects that may become
development barriers: the key actors in
LFRs may be incapable of avoiding lock-ins
and past ways of strengthening the local
innovation environment, as well as
imagining the possibilities of future trends.

In lock-in situations, industries may take up the
role of breaking out of past trajectories. In Pori,
the automation industry was a very obvious
initiator of new organizational modes and, in

Seinäjoki, the ‘smart systems’ industry was
one of the first to invest in somewhat fuzzy
and future-oriented research programs.
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Figure 7.1 The six university filial center locations in Finland

Figure 7.2 The share of Finnish regions in Tekes funding for companies in 2003 – left – and the
total R&D share of respective regions in 2003 – right (sources: Statistics Finland and Tekes 2005)
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Figure 7.3 Emerging industries and technologies of special interest in Pori and Seinäjoki
town regions 27

Figure 7.4:The academic activities in University branch units in Pori and Seinäjoki
town regions

27 Adapted from Tekes Technology Strategy 2002 and “Building ArtEmIs” by the European Commission 2004,

but based on LIS interviews.
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Table 7.1 The elements of institutional capacity

Elements of
institutional
capacity in lessfavored regions

Institutions

Resources

Networks

Shared arenas

Technological
infrastructure

Visible,
exchangeable
resource base

Local and nonlocal innovation
networks

Public forums,
places to interact

R&D&E
organizations
(HEIs)

Knowledgerelated resources

Nodes and key
individuals

Knowledge
communities

Non-org.
institutions

Competencies

Interaction

Local buzz

Table 7.2 Main funding partners of the EPANET network, 2001-2006

The funding organization(s)

%

European Union

19

The State of Finland

25

Municipalities and the regional council

20

Firms

18

South Ostrobothnia Health Care District

8

Seinäjoki Polytechnic

5

Universities

3

Others

2

Total
million

€8.3

100.0

Source: University Association of South Ostrobothnia/EPANET coordination office, www.epky.fi
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Kimmo Viljamaa 2003.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

University of Helsinki (UH)
University of Joensuu (JoY)
University of Jyväskylä (JyU)
University of Kuopio, (UKU)
University of Lapland (UoL)
University of Oulu (UO)
University of Tampere (UTA)
University of Turku (UTU)
University of Vaasa (VY)
Åbo Akademi University (ÅAU)
Helsinki University of Technology (HUT)

Figure 7.A.1 Finnish universities
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• Lappeenranta University of Technology (LUT)
• Tampere University of Technology (TUT)
• Helsinki School of Economics and Business
Administration (HSE)
• Swedish School of Economics and Business
Administration, Hanken
• Turku School of Economics and Business
Administration (TSEBA)
• Academy of Fine Arts
• Sibelius Academy (music) (SiBA)
• Theatre Academy (TEAK)
• University of Art and Design Helsinki (UIAH)

Table 7.A.2 The fields of research and the respective universities in the EPANET network, 2006; Source:
University Association of South Ostrobothnia/EPANET coordination office, www.epky.fi

Abbreviations of the universities included in Table 7.A.1:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

UH: University of Helsinki
UL: University of Lapland
SibA: Sibelius Academy
UT: University of Tampere
TUT: Tampere University of Technology
UTU: University of Turku
UV: University of Vaasa
AF: Academy of Finland (the state research funding organization for academic research)
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Table 7.A.3 A regional view to R&D (domestic patent applications, companies’ proportion of
Tekes R&D funding, and research personnel by region, as of 2004)

Regions (their
central cities)

Uusimaa (Helsinki)
South-West Finland
(Turku)
Tampere Region
(Tampere)
Oulu Region (Oulu)
Central Finland
(Jyväskylä)
Northern Savo
(Kuopio)
Ostrobotnia (Vaasa)
North Carelia
(Joensuu)
South Karelia
(Lappeenranta)
Lapland
(Rovaniemi)
Satakunta (Pori)
Päijät-Häme (Lahti)
South Ostrobotnia
(Seinäjoki)
Southern Savo
(Mikkeli)
Central Ostrobotnia
(Kokkola)
Kainuu (Kajaani)
Kymenlaakso
(Kotka)
Häme
(Hämeenlinna)
Itä-Uusimaa
(Porvoo)
Åland (Mariehamn)
Foreign
Total

28

Number of
campus
universities

% of total
R&D
funding*

8
3

Employees
categorised
as R&D
personnel*
32,114
7,240

42.5
9.9

38.9
14.2

37.1
7.3

582
114

2

10,673

15.8

11.0

14.9

233

1
1

8,938
3,339

13.l2
4.0

7.1
3.7

6l.9
7.8

108
123

1

2,787

2.3

2.0

20

32

1
1

1,361
1,342

1.9
1.2

2.2
1.2

3.3
1.3

51
21

1

1,171

1.5

2.6

2.4

38

1

1,337

0.9

0.6

0.7

11

UFC28
UFC
UFC

1,122
873
702

1.2
0.9
0.5

3.9
1.9
1.8

3.1
3.2
0.8

49
50
13

UFC

562

0.5

1.4

1,0

15

UFC

275

0.3

0.5

0.1

2

UFC
-

330
607

0.5
0.7

1.5
0.8

0.3
1.3

5
21

-

1,393

1.4

2,.

1.3

20

-

485

0.8

2.8

0.9

14

(-)

37
-

0.0
-

-

0.1
4.1

1
64
1,567

20

UFC: University Filial Center.
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76,687

100

% of Tekes
funding to
companies

100

% the whole
country’s
applications

100

Number of
applications

Chapter 8
Forums vs. Fountains:
The Evolution of Knowledge Networks
in Akron and Rochester
Sean Safford
1. Introduction
Drawing on a unique network analysis of
co-authored scientific papers, this paper
compares the evolution of knowledge
networks in two well-matched cities –
Akron, Ohio and Rochester, New York – to
develop insight into how universities shape
knowledge networks in mature industrial
economies. I define two alternative
approaches. One university employed a
“fountain” approach, in which it sought to
insert itself into the network as a central
hub, filling the vacuum left by the withdraw
of major research-oriented companies in the
region. The other followed a “forum”
approach focused on building relationships
among organizations. Differences in these
approaches seem to have shaped the
evolution of knowledge networks in both
communities.
Qualitative
data
and
descriptive statistics suggest that this has
shaped the way that knowledge spills over in
the community and on levels of innovation.
A litany of theories – the most famous of
which
being
Porter’s
(1998)
conceptualization of the “economic cluster”

– suggest that mature industrial regions
should establish and reinforce interorganizational networks among companies
in related technological specialties, in order
to compete effectively in the global
economy. Moreover, it has become de rigueur
to highlight universities as the anchor
tenants in public-private innovationoriented economic development schemes.
But a persistent question remains as to how
to go about generating and sustaining those
networks. Many mature regions have sought
to emulate innovative regions such as
Silicon Valley. Saxenian (1994) suggests that
the fabled networks of Silicon Valley
emerged as a result of a combination of
California’s unique culture and its distance
from the controlling influences of military
patrons in Washington, D.C. Other regions
(Austin, Texas; Research Triangle, North
Carolina; Cambridgshire, England) seem
successfully to have followed Silicon
Valley’s lead. But they have done so without
a significant history of industrial production
and the institutional and social legacy with
which mature industrial regions must
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contend. Indeed, some (Storper 1992;
Krugman and Venables 1999) suggest that
institutional reconfiguration of mature
regions is impossible because path
dependencies are too strong. The only path,
they contend, is a process of creative
destruction in which older – outmoded –
institutional patterns are dismantled and
new configurations – most likely in new,
unrelated industries – emerge.
Yet there is reason to believe that
institutional adaptation can occur, with
perhaps the most prominent case in point
being the transformation of formerly
communist countries in Eastern and Central
Europe following the collapse of the Soviet
Union. While variation exists across
countries as far as the success with which
their institutions have adapted, adaptation
has nevertheless occurred. It was
accomplished – not by utter collapse and
regeneration – but rather as the result of a
kind of annealing process (Leifer and White
1984) in which roles and identities are
recombined and renegotiated over time.
Stark’s work on Hungary shows that
societal actors simply make do in the face of
disorientation and in the process engage in
hedging processes. Eventually, assets come
to take on new meanings and organizations
take on new identities that reflect new
institutional logics. With time, a new social
order emerges from the disorienting
cacophony of the collapse; one that
resembles neither the previous logic, nor a
ready-made one imported from abroad.

the American economy. But it nevertheless
suggests that similar processes were likely
afoot as organizations in mature industrial
regions of the U.S. and Northern Europe
struggled to find new economic logics of
their own. This paper analyzes the
experiences of two places that were
simultaneously subjected to the need for a
similar kind of renegotiation as a result of
acute industrial change since the 1980s:
Akron, Ohio and Rochester, New York. It
focuses narrowly on how the behavior of
local
universities
influenced
the
reconfiguration of knowledge relationships
among large companies, small companies,
and the universities themselves. Beginning
in the 1970s, companies with which these
cities had become closely identified began
reaching outside of their home community
to find sources of innovative ideas. But in
doing so, the companies’ actions posed a
threat to their home communities. In
particular, communities feared they would
lose further ground to the “sunbelt” and the
coasts, which were quickly gaining
reputations as host to more interesting,
more innovative conversations (Bluestone
and Harrison 1982). Community leaders in
both places responded to this threat by
enacting policies intended to build on
existing strengths in the knowledge base
associated with their regions’ industrial
pasts with the more ambitious goal of
reviving creative cacophony that had
defined them in a previous era. In both,
universities were positioned to take
leadership roles in those efforts.

The scale of institutional change among
formerly communist countries was, clearly,
a higher order of magnitude than the
economic transformation that followed the
collapse of the post-War industrial model of

The bulk of the universities’ efforts were
based around building partnerships between
industry and local universities. By
channeling access to research and
development
seed
funds
through
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universities, local and regional leaders
hoped to build on universities’ strong
reputations in the community and their
apparent pools of innovation-oriented
resources to help upgrade innovation
processes in these communities. Yet, how
universities should go about fulfilling this
mandate was not made clear. Universities
have been identified as organizations whose
actions and interactions can help to create
“institutional thickness” (Amin and Thrift
1992, 1994) and “institutional capacity”
(Phelps and Tewdwr-Jones 1998). As such,
they may be thought of as increasing overall
stocks of “social capital” or social
connectedness (Portes 1998; Portes and
Sensenbrenner 1993; Woolcock 2000) with
the university acting mainly as a catalyst and
facilitator, but not necessarily a primary
“hub.” On the other hand, universities may
be in a position to act as a bridge filling the
structural holes that exist among
disconnected actors in communities (Burt
1992) and, in doing so, help to efficiently
channel the kinds of tacit knowledge
necessary for innovation.
Analyzing economic transformation among
comparable American regions provides an
opportunity not only to examine annealing
processes as they unfold in the aftermath of
the collapse of an economic regime, but to
go further and compare how differences in
the behavior of comparable actors might
affect the trajectory of institutional change.
To do so, this paper draws on a unique
source of empirical data: networks of coauthored scientific papers. Many sciencebased companies have found it in their
interest to encourage employees to publish
findings in scientific journals. Indeed, the
best and brightest potential employees
actually pay a premium in terms of wages in

order to do so because of the prestige and
satisfaction associated having one’s work
appreciated by one’s peers (Stern 1998).
Publications can also result from
collaborations across companies, whether
through informal interactions or the result
of formal partnerships. This is likely to be
particularly true when collaborations involve
university partners for whom publications
are, of course, the coin of the realm. Many
universities, in fact, make the potential for
such publications a prerequisite for engaging
in collaborations in the first place.
The data show that knowledge networks
have evolved and adapted to a radically
changed economic and social logic. However, in one – Rochester – knowledge
networks have adapted in such a way as to
reinforce and reinvigorate the density of
relationships
in
the
region
while
simultaneously developing strong ties
globally. As a result, Rochester remains an
important hub in the global flows of
information in optics and photonics. In
Akron, collaborations at the local level have
thinned as companies have sought out
partnerships elsewhere. Akron is still a hub
in the global knowledge flows related to its
core technology – polymers – but the
number of inter-regional collaborations
within the region has diminished.
The cases were selected in such a way as to
facilitate comparison. We probe further into
each to explore the causes and consequences
of these different trajectories, and to shed
light on the vital question of how such
differences emerge 1. I focus on subtle – but
important – differences in the strategies
universities employed in carrying out the
1

More details on the methodology are provided
in the Appendix to this chapter.
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mandate of regional leaders to develop ties
to industry. In Akron, the university
attempted to step into the void left by the
withdrawal of major anchor companies in an
effort to seed the region with innovative
ideas, people, and companies. I call this a
“fountain” approach. In Rochester, the
university
initially
eschewed
direct
involvement in the regional economy. The
approach that eventually emerged drew on
the uniquely central position of universities
within the knowledge networks of the
region to connect individuals and
organizations
that
were
otherwise
disconnected. I refer to this as a “forum”
approach. While it would go too far to
suggest that all of the observed differences
in the trajectory of knowledge networks in
these two regions can be attributed to the
fountain vs. forum approach, it seems
nevertheless to have been a contributing
factor.
The paper proceeds as follows. The next
section establishes the context, with a brief
history of the two cities’ industries and of
the technologies with which they are
identified. Then I present a network analysis
of co-authored papers in the two regions,
establishing the differences in the trajectory
of knowledge networks in the two cities.
The subsequent section describes how the
universities’ different strategies contributed
to these outcomes. The final section of the
paper discusses these findings in light of
current
literature
on
networks,
intermediaries, and institutional change.
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2. Akron and Rochester in Historical Perspective
The Silicon Valleys of America’s Second
Industrial Revolution had names like
Akron, Rochester, and Albany. In the midand
late-19th
century,
ambitious
technologically-minded
entrepreneurs
flocked to these and other parts of the
American midwest with the hope of tapping
into a cacophony of innovation, investment,
and initiative that innovators located in
modern-day Silicon Valley, Bangalore,
Shanghai or Cambridgeshire would readily
recognize. By the Second World War,
companies that this earlier generation of
entrepreneurial pioneers founded had
become the backbone of America’s
manufacturing-based economy.
Organizationally,
these
firms
were
characterized by vertical bureaucracies, with
headquarters, R&D, and production
concentrated in one place. Spatially, directly
competing companies were often found
close at hand, along with the myriad
suppliers, educational institutions, labor
organizations, professional associations, and
other associated organizations yielding
industrial “capitals” such as Detroit, Grand
Rapids, and Pittsburgh. Concentrated in the
northeastern U.S., the region was
collectively known as the American
Manufacturing Belt. But by the 1970s, the
region had a new name – the Rust Belt. The
name was brought on by the decline of the
economic and institutional logic around

which these places had been organized.
Production jobs had moved to locations
with cheaper labor costs. And by the 1980s,
firms had found themselves out of touch
with customers and with the cutting-edge of
technological development.
Akron, Ohio was known for much of its
history as the “tire capital of the world.” In
1870, Dr. Benjamin Franklin Goodrich, a
New Yorker who had earned his medical
degree in Cleveland a decade earlier,
emigrated there with the intention of
establishing the first American rubber
company west of the Appalachian
Mountains. By the turn of the century,
Goodrich’s company had grown into a large
establishment supplying rubber tires to the
U.S. Army for its new fleet of airplanes. At
least 20 other small and medium-sized
rubber-producing companies had emerged
in the city over the intervening period as
well. Among them were several firms that
would go on to join Goodrich as
internationally
prominent
industrial
companies in the 20th century, including the
Goodyear and Firestone Tire and Rubber
Companies, each of which grew to
prominence as suppliers of tires to the
automobile industry.
In Rochester, New York, Bausch and Lomb
emerged out of the immigrant enclave of
skilled German lens makers as the country’s
first mass-producer of eyeglasses, goggles,
and microscopes. It was partially out of this
cluster, as well, that Eastman Kodak got its
start on the way to becoming the world’s
leading producer of cameras and
photographic film. Finally, in 1906, the
Haloid Corporation was established as a
maker of specialty photographic paper,
filling a niche that had been neglected by

Kodak. By the 1960s, Haloid had
transformed itself into Xerox, the world’s
leading producer of photocopiers.
All of these companies stumbled badly in
the 1970 and 1980s, in the face of stiff
foreign competition that set off a series of
reactions among different kinds of actors.
Companies began to distance themselves
from their place at the very center of civic,
economic, political, and economic life in
these two cities. The most wrenching impact
of this distancing was felt in the loss of
thousands of jobs among production
workers. Between 1977 and 1982,
manufacturing employment declined by over
29% in Akron, while Rochester lost over
17% of its manufacturing jobs between 1982
and 1987.2 These were among the more than
3.6 million manufacturing jobs lost in the
eight states that border North America’s
Great Lakes – the region that collectively
became known as the Rust Belt over this
decade (Harrison and Bluestone 1982).
Table 8.1 provides descriptive statistics on
each city.
Companies in both places responded to
competitive challenges in the 1960s, 70s and
80s by investing in potential high-growth
areas associated with their core technologies.
In Akron, that technology was polymer
chemistry, which is the science of long
molecules. Polymer chemistry gives rise to
materials ranging from the basic plastic
resins used to make food wrapping to more
sophisticated materials, such as liquid
crystals (which, for instance, make flatscreen displays possible); also, the advanced
materials necessary for extreme conditions
2U.S.

Bureau of the Census, City and County
Data Books, 1988 and 1994.
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such as space flight. Rubber is a naturally
occurring polymer. But to make it useful for
most commercial applications requires a
surprising
amount
of
sophisticated
processing. With the onset of the Second
World War, the Japanese gained a
stranglehold on the supply of natural rubber
that was located on vast plantations—
owned and operated by American tire
makers – in the South Pacific. Companies in
the United States were forced to accelerate
the search for a synthetic replacement,
which led to an expansion in the
technological capabilities of the companies.
Already tied into the flow of raw materials,
this proved to be a catalyst toward the
development of sophisticated polymers
capabilities among the tire companies, which
would prove to be the basis on which the
city’s economic future has come to rely.
All of Akron’s tire companies had built
significant commodity plastics businesses by
the 1970s, with B.F. Goodrich and Firestone
becoming increasingly dependent on these
divisions as sources of revenue. The tire
companies joined the ranks of several other
nearby firms that were significant
commodity producers of plastic resins,
including Ferro Corporation, headquartered
20 miles north in Cleveland, as well as
several smaller local custom resin
compounding companies, including M.A.
Hanna and A. Schulman.
The supply chain in polymers begins with
the producers of raw materials, a multibillion dollar segment of the chain
dominated by large petroleum and chemicals
companies such as ExxonMobil, Monsanto,
and DuPont. Materials are then channeled
to compounders, which mix the materials in
various combinations to produce specific
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resins. Some of these materials – like PVC
and polyurethane – are standard and
produced in very large batches, which are
then sold for processing by producers
ranging from small-scale plastics injection
molders to large industrial users such as
automotive and appliance makers. Speciality
compounders produce small batches of
specialized polymers for niche applications.
In Rochester, the shift toward optical
electronics followed a similar pattern. The
emergence of the three large industrial
companies in Rochester was preceded, in
the 19th century, by the establishment of a
small cluster of optical lens makers. Initially
focused mainly on eyeglasses, the city’s large
consumer-oriented industrial companies
would eventually provide a market for more
sophisticated optical components. As the
large companies diversified into computer
technology, instrumentation, and satellite
applications in the 1970s, they demanded
even more sophistication. The troubles the
large companies faced in the 1980s led to
disruptions for local suppliers. These
companies were forced to look outside the
region for customers and opportunities as a
result.
Table 8.2 provides data showing the relative
size and distribution of companies in the
two cities, under three categories: major
industrial firms; small and medium-sized
technology-based companies; and, finally,
small and medium-sized companies with a
low-to-medium technology base. Companies
with over $1.5 billion in revenues in 1980
were included in the category of major
industrial firms. Companies were assigned to
the first of the two categories of smaller
firms are based on whether they were
included in one of two corporate research

and development directories: the 1986
CorpTek (first available) and Bowker’s
Directory of American Research and
Technology for 1982. Remaining companies
were assigned to the last category. The table
shows that both cities had approximately
equivalent structures in 1980.

3. The Evolution of Intellectual
Networks in Akron and
Rochester
Three important facts emerge from the
preceding discussion of what has happened
in Akron and Rochester in the last 20 years.
First, in both places, clusters of industry
emerged around core technology at the end
of the 19th century that grew and prospered
in the 20th century. In both cases, a troika
of major international firms emerged around
these technologies. Second, by the 1980s,
these
companies
had
run
into
competitiveness issues that stemmed, in
part, from their apparent difficulties with
innovation. Companies in both places took
actions designed to address this concern,
including acquiring portfolio companies,
building new research capabilities in
different areas of technology, and moving
some innovation activities to places thought
to be more cutting-edge. Finally, community
leaders in both places engaged in very
similar interventions designed to use local
universities as a base from which to engage
companies, in an effort to improve
innovative capabilities in place. This section
seeks to understand what happened to the
structure and pattern of knowledge
networks in the two cities in the wake of
dramatic structural changes of the 1980s and
1990s.

One way to do so is to examine how
patterns of technological collaboration –
both within each region and between the
regions and the outside world – evolved
over time. The data for this analysis are
drawn from co-authored scientific papers
published by individuals in local companies
and their collaborators.3 The data were
collected over three-year intervals at two
points in time: 1980-1982 and 2000-2002.
We will first consider the similarities and
differences between the two cities in the
early 1980s. Doing so both contributes one
more dimension on which to base the
comparison of the two cities while, at the
same time, providing the base line on which
to evaluate the degree and nature of the
changes that have taken place. The second
part of this section presents data on what
the networks look like today and draws
some conclusions about the degree and
nature of the changes that have taken place.
The third part discusses how the two
networks have evolved through block
modeling techniques which allow one to
make direct comparisons both within and
among the networks over time.

Knowledge Networks in Akron and
Rochester: 1980-1982
Table 8.4 presents basic descriptive statistics
on the four networks that emerged from the
data indicating their relative sizes, densities
and centralization scores. Data from the
early 1980s indicate that Rochester’s
network was slightly larger than Akron’s at
104 and 85 organizations, respectively. The
measure in the next row indicates the total
number of publications found in each
3

See the Appendix to this Chapter for further
details
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interval of time. Akron had a larger number
of publications in the early 1980s, though
only slightly so, at 236 compared to
Rochester’s 198. On average, each of those
publications in Akron had 2.8 authors,
compared to nearly 4 in Rochester.4 In total,
the number of author-publication pairs was
661 in Akron compared to 764 in Rochester.
Several authors appear on more than one
publication. The number of “unique”
authors, that is, the number of authors when
one counts an author only once in each data
set, is almost exactly the same between the
two cities in the early 1980s, at 463 in Akron
and 465 in Rochester.
Of course, these numbers provide little
indication of differentiation within the
network among actors that may be more or
less important. In fact, a few organizations
produce the majority of publications in the
network, as indicated by comparing the
mean number of authors per organization in
the network as a whole to the figure one
gets when one weights this figure by
organization. In Akron, the mean number of
authors per organization is 22.59, compared
to the overall network figure of 7.8. The
spread in Rochester is almost exactly the
same, at 22.67 versus 7.3. However, the
skew of the network is revealed by analyzing
the standard deviations on the mean number
of authors per organization. Although
Akron and Rochester are relatively similar in
terms of value, the standard deviation in
Rochester is much greater.
The data in Table 8.5 give some indication
of the degree to which particular
organizations are responsible for this skew.
4Keeping

in mind that sole authored papers were
excluded from the dataset.
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The data show that in Akron, for instance,
the network’s most prolific organization the
1980s was B.F. Goodrich, with 180 authors,
followed by the University of Akron, with
64. In Rochester, Xerox was the most
prolific at 183, with the University of
Rochester coming in second at 172.
The data in Table 8.6 provide further
indication of the structures of the two
networks. Mean distances between actors
are fairly similar between the two cities, at
1.7 ties (or “degrees of separation”) and 1.8
in Akron and Rochester, respectively. The
standard deviations, however, provide some
indication of the differences, with Akron
organizations falling into a narrower range
of ties than Rochester. This is confirmed by
the maximum distances between the two
networks. The longest possible path in
Akron was 6 and 10 in Rochester.
The University of Akron’s position on one
end of this network is interesting when
compared to the place of the University of
Rochester; it is positioned in between the
two major corporate actors. The concept of
‘centrality’ provides a way of describing this
difference objectively. The second measure
presented in Table 8.5 is an index of
centrality derived from summing the
number of shortest paths passing through a
given actor in the network. A path is defined
as the string of ties connecting one actor in
the network to another. The shortest path is
the one that passes through the fewest
number of nodes from one end to the other.
Summing the number of shortest paths that
runs through a given actor provides a
measure of the centrality of that actor within
the network. One interesting fact to note is
that the largest actor (in terms of

authorships in this case) is not necessarily
the most central. In Akron, the central actor
in the early 1980s was actually a surprise:
Babcock and Wilcox is a locally-based
company that produces power generators
and is therefore not directly related to local
industry. Still, it was among the
organizations most collaborated with among
the region’s core rubber and plastics
companies at that time. In Rochester, the
most central actor is Eastman Kodak, which
came in third that year in terms of the
number of authors.
The overall impression to take away from
these data is that, while the networks were
fairly similar in size and included actors who
were fairly similar along a number of
important dimensions, the networks were at
least somewhat different in terms of their
structures, with Akron being less densely
interconnected.

Knowledge Networks in Akron and
Rochester: 2000-2002
We turn now to how the structure of the
networks looks today. Returning to Table
8.4, the first thing that becomes apparent is
that the relative sizes of the networks have
changed. Akron’s has grown, but only a
little, from 85 organizations in the 1980s to
100 today. In Rochester, the number of
organizations in the network more than
doubled, to 249. In terms of the number of
publications, the differences are even more
striking, with only 166 publications and 377
unique authors in Akron – a decline from
the 1980s – compared to 516 papers and
795 unique authors in Rochester. In general,
the number of authors per organization
stayed about the same in Akron, at 22.59

(though the standard deviation on this
measure increased significantly), compared
to
Rochester,
where
it
doubled.
Publications, clearly, became a more
important medium of “collaboration” in
Rochester over these 20 years.
Looking at how particular actors’ publishing
trajectories
changed
provides
some
indication of what is going on (see Table
8.6). In Rochester, Eastman Kodak shot to
the top among the network’s producers of
scientific publications, with 543. This was
followed, relatively closely, by the University
of Rochester, with 438 publications in the
network. In Akron, the top producers of
papers are the region’s two prominent
universities: the University of Akron and
nearby Case Western Reserve, located in
Cleveland. (It is interesting to note, again,
that these two universities have no actual
joint publications between them—at least
not among faculty who are collaborating
with local industry.)

Evolution of the Networks: 1980-2002
These data provide a good sense of how
networks have evolved in the two cities over
time. While they started off relatively similar,
Rochester’s network has undergone what
seems to be a radical transformation both in
terms of size and composition. However,
the data so far do not give a good sense of
exactly how they have changed, except in the
broadest possible terms. Nor do they give us
a detailed understanding of what roles actors
play within the network or what the
particular patterns mean. This section
presents the data in an alternative form that
allows us to make more detailed
comparisons and to draw some conclusions
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about how the differences in the networks
might relate to specific outcomes.

number of ties in that category, city, and
year.

The data in this section are presented in the
form of block models (Tables 8.7 a-d) that
aggregate the data into several categories.
Three categories of companies were
identified, as described in the methods
section above: multinational firms, small and
medium-sized technology companies, and
universities. The data were furthermore
divided into three geographical categories:
local (defined as firms located in the cities’
respective metropolitan statistical areas),
national (which includes all multinationals
regardless of where their headquarters are
located), and international. The block
models therefore reduce each of the four M
x M, organization-based matrices to 8 x 8
categorical matrices. For our purposes,
however, only the connections emanating
from within the local region are meaningful.
Therefore, the matrices are presented as 3 x
8 tables showing the percentage of ties sent
from each of the three local categories of
actors to others in the network. Each cell
shows the percentage of ties sent from the
category on the left to the category on the
top, totaling 100% across each row. The
total number of ties for each row is
presented in the second-to-last column.

1980-1982

Finally, to get a sense of the significance of
differences both over time and between the
two networks in 1980 (T0, so to speak), the
data were subjected to Chi-square tests in
which each row of the model was tested
against the corresponding rows in the other
tables. These were treated as contingency
tables, thus significance indicates a result
that is significantly different from what one
would otherwise expect, given all of the
other values in the row weighted by the total
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The first thing that jumps out of Table 8.7a,
which shows Akron’s ties in the early 1980s,
is the degree to which the city’s
multinationals were speaking almost
exclusively with each other at that point in
history. This provides concrete evidence of
the pattern described by Don Sull and
colleagues (Sull 1998, 2001): Akron’s tire
companies, though direct competitors,
spoke mainly into an echo chamber, which
might help explain the subsequent upheaval
in the industry. But the data indicate that
they were not alone in this: 78% of the
University’s ties were to itself, with the next
major category being other universities
outside the area. Worse still were Akron’s
small- to medium-sized technology firms,
where 95% of ties were internally directed.
Tellingly, there were no ties between smaller
tech firms and the city’s universities at this
time and extremely few ties between the
multi-nationals and local universities (9.5%
of large companies’ ties were to universities
outside the region compared to just 0.4% of
ties locally) or to local technology
companies. In short, Akron’s local network
in the 1980s was remarkably insular and yet,
at the same time, remarkably disconnected.
Rochester’s networks at the time were
slightly better, but not by much. Sixty-six
percent of the multinationals’ ties were
internally directed in 1980, while the figure
for the universities is essentially identical to
that of Akron, with 77% of its authors
finding co-authors locally. One significant
difference between the two places, however,
is in the ties between local tech companies

and other organizations. Local technology
firms directed 8.5% of their ties to the local
multinationals. But, in a very similar pattern
to Akron, none of their co-authored papers
involved local universities at the time,
although 21% involved universities outside
the region.

2000-2002
Jumping forward in time, one can see
important changes in the structure of the
networks. The Akron of 2002 resembles the
network that existed in Rochester in 1982.
The major companies are far less insular
than they once were. However, those ties
have not necessarily been re-distributed
locally. Rather, for the most part, they are
spread out among all of the categories of
companies outside the region including a
significant increase in collaborations with
non-U.S.-based technology firms. There are
no ties between large local companies and
smaller ones, although ties to local
universities have increased somewhat
(however, the difference is not statistically
significantly).
As one might expect, the data tell a different
story in Rochester. It is interesting to note,
comparing across time in the two cities, that
the total percent of local ties (indicated in
the first Group Total cell in each table)
decreased in Akron over this period, from
86 to 75%. It went in precisely the opposite
direction in Rochester, which increased
from 74 to 81%. But what is most striking is
that almost all of the local increase is due to
increased collaborations among local organizations.
Specifically, comparing the off-diagonal
fields in the upper left hand (local)
quadrants of tables 8.8.c and 8.8.d suggest
that two kinds of local relationships

increased significantly in Rochester over the
20 years from 1980 to 2000: (1) significant
increases in the number of ties between
local multinationals and universities, and (2)
between local tech firms and local
universities. In other words, despite the fact
that its strategy was geared more toward
creating linkages across actors in the region,
universities in Rochester nevertheless did a
better job of moving into the “structural
hole” between large and small companies
than was the case in Akron.

4. University-Industry Partnerships
The competitive challenge and the dramatic
declines in production employment that
followed sparked crises in both cities. As the
large companies shifted resources to fastergrowing industries – which were increasingly
being located in places other than Akron
and Rochester – civic, government, and
business leaders grew fearful that their cities
would follow the same “hollowing out” path
their Rust Belt neighbors had begun to
experience. They called on the local
universities – particularly the major research
universities located in the cities – to take a
more active role in supporting companies’
innovation efforts. As the data in Table 8.3
suggests – at least with respect to the
departments associated with each city’s core
technological specialties, universities in both
areas are broadly comparable in terms of
size and strength.
Despite their similarities, the universities –
in conjunction with other regional leaders –
nevertheless made different choices with
respect to how they fulfilled the mandate of
engaging local economic development. In
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both cases, universities occupied a uniquely
central position in the social networks of
their respective regions, both in terms of
structure as well as with respect to
reputation. As such, they were in a unique
position to bridge across disconnected
actors in their communities in a way closely
resembling Burt’s (1992) notion of bridging
structural holes.
The question, however, is how they chose to
use that uniquely central position.
Fernandez and Gould (1993) identify several
alternative roles that brokers can play. We
can draw on two of them – the coordinator
role and the gatekeeper role – to describe
the approaches that universities in the two
regions employed in stepping into the
structural hole left by the withdrawal of each
region’s major R&D producing firms.
Liasons mediate between two disconnected
groups whose disconnection is largely a
function of status differences; an example
being the mediator in a labor negotiation
(Fernandez and Gould 1993: 1458). A
gatekeeper brokerage role, on the other
hand, implies a screening function in which
the broker gathers resources from the
outside and distributes them – in the sense
of “information processing” – to members
of his or her own subgroup.
In this paper, I re-label Fernandez and
Gould’s notion of the liaison a “forum”
approach; that is, the university utilizes its
social structural position to create a social
space in which otherwise disconnected
actors – in this case, major R&D producing
companies and smaller, innovation-led
organizations – can engage each other and
facilitates their interactions. This, broadly
speaking, characterizes the approach which
evolved among universities in Rochester. It
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is related to the notion of building
‘institutional thickness’ as described by
(Amin and Thrift 1994). Akron’s approach
on the other hand more closely resembled
the gatekeeper role, or what I will refer to as
a “fountain” approach. Akron’s universities
conceptualized their involvement as filtering
and providing access to the best information
available in the academic and scientific
literature – embodied in part by their own
research output.
The data on Rochester’s knowledge
networks suggests a proliferation of local
ties and the surprising increase in the local
nature of conversations taking place within
it. In the early 1980s, ties between the city’s
large industrial firms, universities and tech
companies were relatively disjointed. Today,
however, the universities have emerged as
critical players having increased their
connections among both local companies
both large and small. Looking more closely
at the actual pattern that has emerged in
Rochester in combination with the targeted
interviews that were conducted as part of
this research provides an indication of what
explains this difference.
The key element of Rochester’s relative
success was the willingness of companies to
engage the university – and subsequently,
local firms – around substantive, creative,
and intellectual ideas. The university’s
approach – particularly its emphasis on
facilitating interactions among firms – was
an important factor in making this possible.
Through the creation of consortia and the
encouragement of joint work between
university and industry researchers, the
university built relationships among local
actors that generated a higher level of trust.
This trust, in turn, led companies to interact

with local organizations not just as suppliers
– as had been the case in earlier eras – but
around ideas as well. Akron’s approach,
which centered on generating new ideas and
knowledgeable people with the goal of
injecting these into the local economy, failed
to achieve its intended result. Industry, it
turned out, already had ideas and the
university was already doing a good job of
producing highly capable engineers and
scientists. What was lacking was a forum for
interaction among companies which the
universities – as was the case in Rochester –
were uniquely situated to provide.

The University of Akron’s “Window
on Technology” Approach
What became apparent in Akron was that
many of the local companies already had
very sophisticated – indeed, world class –
research and development operations of
their own, and that these labs were
dedicated to the search for utilizable
discoveries, not the long-range forward
thinking projects that were coming out of
the universities. With time, it also became
clear that very little output of commercial
value had emerged from collaboration with
the university. So from the industry’s
perspective, the model failed. There were
experts at the university in specific fields,
and companies used their labs for very
specialized tests. But companies weren’t able
to – or interested in – taking advantage of
their inventions. Indeed, many of the largest
companies had begun crafting very
sophisticated strategies for interacting with
universities that involved developing
targeted research collaborations wherever
the best research was taking place, not just
with local departments. As one company
official put it, “our interest is more or less

community influenced. Staying involved
locally will have spin-off effects. The quality
of the education and the students available
will improve. Because of the climate, I
would like to get an innovative climate that
would increase our talent base.” However,
around this time, the economics of the
polymers industry began to shift. As the
large industrial tire companies spun off their
commodities plastic businesses, those
businesses suddenly found themselves
without the financial cushion that a large
conglomerate or industrial firm could
provide. Tied to cyclical commodities prices,
the new polymers companies sought out
more stable, and more profitable, income
streams.
The thinking adopted by virtually all of the
large-scale commodity plastics companies in
Akron was that, to be successful, they
needed to bring in more technology and
more people, and to become very agile.
They did this either by pursuing
relationships with – and eventually
acquisitions of – specialized, custom and
engineered compounding services firms that
allowed companies to invest in developing
specialized polymer resins that met
particular customer needs. In the 1990s, this
custom segment of the industry grew and
many of the commodities plastics producers
made the decision to pursue mergers with
the custom compounders as a way of
building a more stable income stream.
By 1995, no one was happy with the
university’s initial efforts at interacting with
local industry. Large plastic resin
compounders saw little value in the
university relationships. Small producers felt
their interests were inadequately addressed.
The university felt pulled in too many
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directions. The decision was made to put the
program on stasis until a new model
emerged to make it work. The arrival of a
new university president, Luis Proenza,
marked the beginning of a second round of
thinking on how to better utilize the
resources of the university in the service of
building innovative capacity into the region’s
polymers industry. Unlike the original
Edison Polymer Innovation Center (EPIC)
model’s emphasis on technology transfer,
the new scheme – coordinated through a
new organization known as the Ohio
Polymer
Enterprise
Development
Corporation, or OPED – emerged based on
the logic of bridging among disconnected
parts of the community. It is too soon to tell
whether these efforts will be successful. But
it is interesting, and reassuring, to note that
the general approach being taken by the
university today resembles, in several ways,
the more facilitative, conversation-driven
approach that has emerged in Rochester.

The University of Rochester’s
Approach
The University of Rochester took a different
approach. The first of Rochester’s two
major university-industry partnerships was
the Laboratory for Laser Energetics, which
initially set out to form collaborations
among local firms seeking to develop longrange laser technologies. Housed in an
academic department with significant
funding from the U.S. government, the
project was committed to openly publishing
findings and, broadly, to engaging
companies
in
forward-looking
conversations. It succeeded in producing a
technology that could build aspherical
senses using computer-controlled machines.
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However, German and Japanese companies
picked up the technology quickly after
publication. As one member of the team put
it, “our job was to introduce the technology
to the U.S. first. If they didn’t jump, it’s not
our fault. We move on.” In 1992, an
entrepreneur from New York City traveled
to Belarus and met with a group of scientists
at the Lukiv institute. The latter had been
working on large “Star Wars”-like lasers –
designed to compete with the U.S.’s Reaganera initiative to blast incoming nuclear
warheads out of the sky with satellite
mounted laser systems – when the USSR
fell. However, as part of the effort, the
scientists had found a fluid technology that
could polish glass – including aspherical
lenses.
Scientists from the University of Rochester
then visited team leader William Kordonski
in the Byelorussian capital of Minsk. They
were impressed. When they retuned to
Rochester, they set about bringng the
technology back to the United States, and
this time, to ensure that the technology
would be taken advantage of by a U.S. – and
Rochester-based – company. To do so, they
set up a research collaboration involving
several high-tech companies in the
Rochester area. They also brought
Kordonski's team to the U.S. The result was
three patents and the introduction of a
commercializable polishing technology –
magnetorheological finishing (MRF) –
which magnetically manipulates the viscosity
of fluid while it is in contact with a portion
of the glass. That creates "a subaperture
polishing lap" that conforms to the optical
surface. The technology has three primary
advantages: the MRF "polishing tool" never
dulls, and because it is a compliant fluid, it

adapts to complex shapes. Also, removal
rates are very high, resulting in short
processing times.
The second of these advantages – its ability
to adapt to complex shapes – is particularly
important. Working with the U.S.
Department of Defense's Advanced
Research Projects Agency (DARPA) and
researchers from the university, a
consortium of companies has developed a
system to automate the manufacture of
unusually shaped lenses known as aspheres
– the first one of their kind. Typically, it
costs up to $4,000 to make aspherical lenses,
and this limits their commercial use.
Nevertheless, aspherical lenses have the
ability to deliver much better optical
performance and image quality than
traditional spherical ones, since an aspherical
lens, or mirror, focuses incoming rays to a
single point, while spherical lenses can cause
blurring. The new machine would
potentially push costs down to as little as
$25 to $100 per lens.
The University of Rochester’s Center for
Optics
Manufacturing
licensed
the
technology to QED Technologies, a
company founded late in 1996 with several
University of Rochester faculty and
Kordonski on the payroll, to develop
enabling
technologies
for
precision
finishing. The company has assembled a
consortium consisting of the university,
Moore Incorporated, Byelocorp Scientific,
Raytheon TI Systems, Eastman Kodak,
Opkor, Lockheed Martin, and OptiPro
Systems, and funded partly by DARPA to
make the MRF systems.
The second of Rochester’s partnership
efforts, the CAT-EIS initiative, focused on

building ties between companies and
university faculty. Initially, at least, this was
meant to provide companies with a source
of what amounted to subsidized consulting
provided by university professors and
graduate students. With time, though, the
priorities of the state sponsors have shifted
toward promoting entrepreneurship. As a
result, over time, the university has made an
effort to develop ties to smaller firms. In
doing so, however, the university certainly
has not lost its ties to the large companies.
Nevertheless it has been able to parlay its
relationships on both sides into concrete
outcomes.
An example of the how this has happened is
Pixel Physics, which was founded by
researchers from the Rochester Institute of
Technology (RIT), and designs and markets
imaging systems for remote sensing and
precision applications. The company
maintains a test and evaluation laboratory
that serves both its own internal
development as well as offering testing
services on a contract basis. The company
targets the areas of aerial imaging,
biomedical optics, and precision metrology
markets with application-specific systems
based on its own internally-developed
technology.
Pixel Physics employs engineers and
scientists who are experienced in building
complex embedded systems using a variety
of host architectures and real-time operating
systems. Its corporate strategy is designed to
cultivate scientific advisors and university
faculty affiliates with long-standing business
and academic relationships in the Rochester
area. It draws on the region’s talent pool to
gain insight and develop solutions to address
clients' needs. In partnership with another
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local firm – Sine Patterns – Pixel Physics has
developed a suite of test target standards
that go beyond ISO requirements. The
companies have developed test protocols to
measure noise, non-uniformity, yield, and
sensitivity parameters associated with the
introduction of a new CMOS-based image
sensor technology developed by Kodak.
Pixel Physics recently announced its first
product, an integrated imaging system that
has been designed for airborne imaging.
Employing a technology developed – but
not commercialized – at Kodak, the
company’s new product TerraPix has a 16million-pixel sensor that provides greatly
increased
area
coverage
without
compromising resolution. In combination
with software under development in
cooperation with RIT, the technology can
be used, for instance, in analyzing and
modeling wildfires.

5. Discussion
Graphs 1.a and 1.b present data on the
volume and geographic distribution of
patenting activity in the two technical fields
of optics and polymers in five-year intervals
since the mid-1970s. At the outset of this
period, significantly more polymers patents
were being produced when compared to
optoelectronics. But by 2000, the two
industries were producing approximately the
same number of patents, at around 15,000
issues per year (or 75,000 every five years).
The figures also give an indication of the
place the two cities maintain in the global
pattern of knowledge and innovation with
respect to these technologies. Between 1976
and 1980, Akron inventors accounted for
approximately 7% of all polymer patents
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and in the more recent period were
responsible
for
approximately
5%.
Rochester companies contributed 12% of
optoelectronics patents around 1980 and
today account for about 9%. Thus, in both
cases, the cities have lost some ground in
the last two decades but nevertheless remain
important centers of innovation. Yet
Rochester seems to have retained more of
that activity than Akron has.
Table 8.8 provides further evidence of how
the differences in the cities’ networks have
affected more general economic well-being.
It
shows
several
indicators
of
entrepreneurial activity in the two cities
since the 1980s. Rochester’s optoelectronics
companies have won significantly greater
numbers of SBIR5 awards than Akron’s
polymers-related companies. At the same
time, they have garnered a significantly
greater share of the pool of venture-oriented
venture capital funds. These numbers are
true both in absolute terms and in terms of
the percentage of awards and funds granted
in those technologies overall.
These differences are the result of the
different strategies companies in the regions
took in restructuring their innovation
processes in the 1990s. Large commodities
polymer companies spinning off in the
1990s were determined to acquire
customization capabilities. However, rather
than developing relationships with small,
entrepreneurial companies as the means of
achieving these capabilities – a path that
their counterparts in the pharmaceutical
5The

SBIR award program is a federal
government program that awards seed grants to
entrepreneurial companies based on a rigorous,
peer-reviewed selection process. See Audretsch
(2003) for a description.

industry have taken – the companies instead
integrated those capabilities, primarily
though acquisitions. In Rochester, the large
industrial companies started to reconsolidate
their research capabilities into the region in
the 1990s. By the end of the decade, they
had also started to warm to the notion of
outsourcing a more significant portion of
their research and development activities.
Differences in the rate of new company
startups in the two cities can be attributed to
the different ways in which the universities
interacted with industry. In Akron, despite
the technology boom, very few hightechnology companies emerged. Rochester,
on the other hand, saw a new crop of hightechnology photonics companies emerge. Its
business model is built around providing
intellectual technology development related
services to the large companies – a
departure from predecessor start-ups whose
focus was on particular technologies. By
providing intellectual services to the large
companies, these companies are building the
physical, human and social capital necessary
to develop their own products and
successfully commercialize them. While
Akron’s universities have recently turned
their attention toward facilitating small
company startups, these companies lack this
built-in relationship to large companies and
their distribution channels. Significant
resources must therefore be devoted to
establishing those linkages through a
concerted – and costly – effort.

6. Conclusions
This
research
contributes
to
our
understanding of how technologies and
institutions of mature or Rust Belt regions

can be adapted to make them more
innovative (Cooke 1995; Gertler 1993;
Hudson 1998; Morgan 1997). Prior research
on industrial districts had drawn attention to
the key role of untraded interdependencies
between local firms and other organizations
(Storper 1995), involving informal inter-firm
networking (Yeung 1994) and processes of
“collective learning” (Lorenz 1992; Lazaric
and Lorenz 1997). Proponents of the related
concepts of “learning regions” (Asheim
1996; Morgan 1997; Florida 1996) and “local
innovation systems” (Cooke, Boekolt and
Todtling 1998; Cooke, Uranga and
Etxebarria 1998; Cooke and Morgan 1998)
have argued that what mature regions lack
are institutions that can help bridge among
isolated actors in communities. Utilizing the
embeddedness of so-called “third-party”
organizations including government, training
organizations,
unions,
development
agencies, and universities is seen as a key
factor in the ability of regions to adapt and
compete effectively. To the degree that the
approach struck by Akron resembled a
“structural holes” perspective, the data
indicate that this strategy failed. This may
have been the case for several reasons. First,
it may be that the key contribution made by
the
University
of
Rochester
to
entrepreneurship in the region was not to
bridge the holes between university
researchers and companies, but rather to
bridge them between small companies and
large ones, or, as seemed to be the case with
respect to Byelocorp, between actors inside
the region and others outside it. Possibly a
more interesting argument, however, comes
out of the distinctions between different
kinds of brokerage roles made by Fernandez
and Gould (1994). It may be that
universities should primarily see themselves
in a liaison position, rather than a
171

representative one. Akron’s problem may
have been that it asserted itself too
forcefully in the process when compared to
Rochester’s more sotto voce approach.
Thus, in this sense, the research sheds light
on how the condition of embeddedness
(Evans 1996) can best be exploited: that is,
by acting behind the scenes as facilitators of
conversations rather than drivers of process.
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Most importantly, what this research shows
is that communities can affect the tenor and
trajectory of regional economies through a
concerted, organized, organizing approach.
Communities – even ones stuck in the Rust
Belt – need not be captives to economic fate
and inevitability. Through strategic action
they can and should take stewardship of the
development path.
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Table 8.1. General Descriptive Statistics, Akron and Rochester, 2003
Akron
1980
Population
(Percent of U.S.)

660,334
(0.29%)

Rochester
2000

1980

2000

695,954

1,032,224

1,098,821

(0.25%)

(0.45%)

(0.39%)

Total Non-Farm Employment

299,410

399,218

507,978

653,571

(Percent of U.S.)

(0.27%)

(0.24%)

(0.46%)

(0.40%)

3,986,959

3,986,959

2,996,215

3,000,240

(1.75%)

(1.40%)

(1.32%)

(1.06%)

$10,233

$31,091

$10,769

$33,950

($10,183)

($29,760)

(105.4%)

($29,760)

Population including adjacent
MSAs†
(Percent of U.S.)
Per Capita Income
(U.S. Average)
Annual Per Capita
Tax

$273

$369

6%

7%

Population with Bachelor’s
Degrees
Percent of Population Holding
Ph.D.s

Source: Bureau of the Census, State and Metropolitan Area Data Book
† Adjacent PMSAs: For Akron: Cleveland, Canton-Massillon, and Youngstown-Warren; for
Rochester: Buffalo-Niagara Falls and Syracuse.
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Table 8.2. Industrial Organization of Companies: Akron and Rochester, 2003
Opto-Electronics
Companies
in Rochester

Polymers Companies
in Akron
Large Multinational Firms
Number

4

3

Average Age

99 years

122 years

Average Local Employment

1,304

16,650

Revenues

$3,000 Million

$9,500 Million

Local Patents (Since 1976)

3,440

21,999

Total Patents (Since 1976)

6,445

30,595

% Local HQd

25%

66%

Number

15

33

Average Age

54 years

25 years

Average Local Employment

540

77

Average Revenues

$950 Million

$673 Million

Local Patents (Since 1976)

80

154

Small to Medium-Sized
Technology-Based Firms

Total Patents (Since 1976)
% Local HQd

1,244
45%

41%

Number

190

89

Average Age

25 years

24 years

Average Employment

40

55

Average Revenues

$1.3 Million

$4.7 Million

Patents (Since 1976)

Less than 1

157

% Local

85%

94%

Low-Technology Suppliers
and “Job Shops”

Sources: Data from www.hoovers.com (based on Dun and Brastreet data) and from
www.referenceusa.com
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Table 8.3. Universities in Comparative Perspective

178
University of Rochester

Year
Founded

Faculty

Grads and
Post- docs

Pubs
‘93-‘03

Patents

Industry
Funded R&D
(rank)

Total R&D
(rank)

1850

1,010

3,895

18,935

248

$7.7M (30)

$197.0M
(23)

9

N/a

$4.7M
(292)

191

$4.9M (144)

$19.4m
(197)

48

n/a

10.8M
(229)

•

Institute of Optics

1929

25

103

749

•

Laboratory for Laser Energetics

1970

n/a

n/a

653

•

Center for Optics Manufacturing

n/a

n/a

n/a

•

Theory Center for Optical Science and
Engineering

1995

8

19

n/a

1891

605

2,400

1,437

1955

36

n/a

244

1870

777

3,973

3,582

Rochester Institute of Technology
•

Chester Carlson Center for Imaging Science

University of Akron
•

Maurice Morton Institute of Polymer Science

1956

21

150

498

•

Department of Polymer Science

1967

n/a

86

542

•

Department of Polymer Engineering

1982

n/a

n/a

642

1910

144

n/a

2,986

1965

12

38

553

Kent State University
•

Center for Advanced Liquid Crystal Display

Sources: Publications: Science Citation Index; Patents, USPTO; R&D Spending: National Science Foundation and personal correspondence

Table 8.4. Network Descriptive Statistics

Akron

Rochester

1980-82

2000-02

1980-82

2000-02

Number of Organizations

85

100

104

249

Number of Publications

236

166

198

516

Number of Authors†

661

668

764

2,131

463

377

465

795

Authors per Publication

2.8

4.0

3.9

4.1

Authors per Organization

7.8

6.7

7.3

8.5

5.4

3.8

4.5

3.2

Number of Unique
Authors

Unique Authors per
Organization

† An author is counted once for each paper on which his or her name appears.
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Table 8.5. Selected Organizations Akron and Rochester, 1980-82 and 2000-02:
Total Number of Authors (with Rank) in order of “Betweenness” Centrality Index Scores

Akron

Rochester
’80-‘82

’80-‘82

Authors

Centrality

Authors

Babcock & Wilcox

54 (4)

40.1

Eastman Kodak

88 (3)

50.8

U. of Akron

64 (2)

34.2

Xerox Corp

183 (1)

40.7

BF Goodrich

180 (1)

31.3

U. of Rochester

172 (2)

19.7

U.S. Navy

10 (6)

18.8

U. of Wisconsin

19 (4)

12.2

Goodyear

61 (3)

12.2

Bausch & Lomb

17 (6)

7.8

’00-‘02
Authors

Centrality

’00-‘02

Centrality

Authors

Centrality

U. of Akron

113 (2)

33.2

Eastman Kodak

543 (1)

63.5

Goodyear

50 (4)

27.8

U. of Rochester

438 (2)

23.3

B.F. Goodrich

59 (3)

Xerox Corp

142 (3)

13.2

105 (4)

8.2

33 (5)

4.9

Case Western Reserve

117 (1)

23.6

Bausch & Lomb

Bridgestone/Firestone

16 (7)

22.6

RIT
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Table 8.6: Network Measures
Akron

Mean Distance Between
Nodes
(St. Dev)†

Maximum Distance

Mean Authors Per
Organization
(St. Dev)‡

Maximum Number of
Authors per Organization

Rochester

1980-82

2000-02

1980-82

2000-02

1.725

1.49

1.82

1.50

(0.37)

(0.54)

(0.76)

(0.61)

6

7

10

22

22.59

26.14

22.67

41.89

(63.55)

(108.93)

(107.23)

(214.12)

506

599

1286

2118

(Goodrich)

(U. Akron)

(Kodak)

(Kodak)

† The algorithm finds the number of edges in the strongest path between each pair of nodes. The strength of a
path is equal to the strength of its weakest link.
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Table 8.7.a Akron 1980-1982: Truncated Block Model
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Local

Local
Multinationals
Local Tech
Firms

Local Univs
and Labs

Category Total

Multinational

Local
Tech
Firms

86.1% ♦

0.1%

1.7%

95.0% ♦

2.4%

71.4% ♦

3.7% ♦

Local
Universities

Non-U.S.
Non-Local

and Labs

Multinational

U.S. Tech
Firms

0.4%

0.8%

2.5%

U.S.
Universities
and Labs

Non-U.S.
Tech
Firms

Universities
and Labs

9.5%

0.2%

0.5%

3.3%

77.6%

1.0% ♦

2.4% ♦

8.1%

1.0%

7.6%

10.9% ♦

2.4% ‡

9.0% ♦

0.3% ♦

0.3% ♦

1.5%

2

n

χ d.f.

1,277

5

60

5

210

5

5
1,547

Group Total

86.0% ♦

♦ — significantly different from Rochester

12.2%

1.7%

2
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Table 8.7.b Akron 2000-2002: Truncated Block Model

Local

Local
Tech
Firms

Local
Universities

Non-U.S.
Non-Local

U.S.
Universities
and Labs

Non-U.S.
Tech
Firms

Universities
and Labs

3.1% ♦‡

χ d.f.

7.1%

621

5

4.9%

369

5

1,091

5

and Labs

Multinational

3.7%

5.2%

8.1%

10.6%

64.8% ♦‡

6.0%

3.8% ♦

3.3% ♦

17.3% ♦

2.1%

2.0% ♦‡

77.1%

5.3% ♦‡

3.5%

6.2%

0.5% ♦

3.2%

19.7% ♦‡

12.5% ♦‡

42.6% ♦‡

5.0% ♦‡

4.8% ♦‡

9.5%

1.2% ♦‡

4.7%

Multinational

2

n

U.S. Tech
Firms

Local
62.3% ‡
Multinationals

Local Tech
Firms

Local Univs
and Labs
Category Total

5
2,081

Group Total

74.8% ♦‡

‡ — significant change from 1980-1982
♦ — significantly different from Rochester

19.3% ♦‡

5.9% ♦‡

2

Table 8.7.c Rochester 1980-1982: Truncated Block Model
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Local

Local
Multinationals
Local Tech
Firms
Local Univs
and Labs
Category Total

Multinational

Local
Tech
Firms

66.7% ♦

0.3%

8.5% ♦

57.4% ♦

2.9%

34.9% ♦

1.1% ♦

Local
Universities

Non-U.S.
Non-Local

and Labs

Multinational

U.S.
Tech
Firms

U.S.
Universities
and Labs

Non-U.S.
Tech
Firms

Universities
and Labs

2.8%

1.6%

2.4%

21.8%

0.1% ♦

0.1%

6.4%

6.4%

21.3%

77.1%

1.6% ♦

0.1% ♦

15.5%

38.6% ♦

1.7%

1.3% ♦

18.7% ♦

2.8%

>0.1% ♦

2

n

χ d.f.

1,359

5

47

5

1,310

5

3.5%

5
1,547

Group Total
♦ — significantly different from Akron

74.7%

21.8%

3.6%

2
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Table 8.8.d Rochester 2000-2002: Truncated Block Model

Local

Local
Multinationals
Local Tech
Firms
Local Univs
and Labs
Category Total

Multinational

Local
Tech
Firms

68.2%

Local
Universities

Non-U.S.
Non-Local

and Labs

Multinational

U.S.
Tech
Firms

U.S.
Universities
and Labs

Non-U.S.
Tech
Firms

Universities
and Labs

1.3%

7.6%

1.3%

2.1%

11.3%

0.3% ‡

7.8%

2,847

5

7.0% ♦

62.3% ♦

8.0% ‡

0.6% ♦

0.8% ♦

16.1%

1.1% ♦

4.2%

528

5

8.3%

1.6% ♦‡

77.7%

1.2%

1.1% ‡

5.1% ‡

1.1% ♦‡

3.8%

2,575

5

36.9% ♦

6.9% ♦‡

37.9% ♦

1.2% ♦

1.5% ♦

9.1% ‡

0.7% ♦‡

5.7% ‡

2

n

χ d.f.

5
5,950

Group Total

81.7% ♦‡

‡ — significant change from 1980-1982
♦ — significantly different from Akron

11.8% ♦‡

6.5% ‡

2

Table 8.8. Indicators of Entrepreneurship
Polymers, Specialty Chemicals and
Advanced Materials
Akron

Optics, Photonics, and Lasers

Total Polymers

Rochester

Total Optics

1,796

45

6241

SBIR/STTR Awards, 1983-2003
Number
Percent of
Total

9

0.5%

0.7%

New Venture Oriented Venture Capital, 1973-2002
Amount
($000s)
Percent of
Total

$122,063

4.9%

$2,505,730

$103,440

9.7%

Sources: SBIR: U.S. Department of Commerce; Venture Capital: Thompson Financial
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$1,066,303

Appendix to Chapter 8
Note on Methodical
This research employs historical-comparison
based on the method of similarity (Skocpol
and Somers 1980). Under ideal conditions,
that method compares two contexts that are
similar with respect to all potential
explanations, except for (a) the variable one
is trying to explain, and (b) the proposed
explanation for those outcomes. In reality,
of course, it is never possible to achieve an
exact match. The key is careful case
selection and a full accounting of the
similarities and differences between cases.
The first part of this section therefore
establishes the basis on which the cases are
to be compared. The section that follows
then describes the methods used in
collecting historical and interviews-based
data on the recent experiences of these two
places. There are three relevant dimensions
on which the claim of comparability in this
research is based: (1) the industrial composition and organizational infrastructure of
innovation, (2) the comparability of the
cities’
core
technologies,
and
(3)
demographic, geographic, and social
comparability of the cities more broadly. On
first glance, the comparison of these two
places may seem questionable, given the
differences in the technologies involved.
However, on closer inspection, it becomes
clear that, while certainly there are
differences between them, the technologies
are not as different as one might initially
assume. Research intensity is a measure of
the ratio of research and development
spending to revenues. The two categories
into which the cities’ industries fall – for

Rochester, ‘other computer and electronic
products’ and for Akron, ‘resin, synthetic
rubber and fibers’ – are well matched, with
5.9% of revenues spent on R&D in the case
opto-electronics and 5.6% spent in the
polymers industry. The two industries
produce approximately the same number of
patents, at around 15,000 issues per year (or
75,000 every five years). The cities
themselves are also quite comparable. Table
1 presents some basic indicators of the city’s
demographic composition. They show that
Rochester is a slightly larger city, with about
1,000,000 residents, compared to Akron’s
population of nearly 700,000. In general, the
summary statistics suggest the cities are well
matched.
To explore patterns of technological
collaboration in the two regions, we
analyzed scientific publications produced by
individuals in local companies. Web of
science searches on these companies were
conducted, and data on authors’ names and
organizational
affiliations
for
each
publication on which at least two names
appeared. A slightly different approach was
used to gather data from universities. Rather
than search for all co-authored publications
in the relevant disciplines – which would
have produced an overwhelming number of
potentially irrelevant ties – data were
collected only for those faculty and students
who showed up as having collaborated with
local co-author in industry. Individual
searches were then conducted on each
university-based co-author. This revealed
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any companies – inside or outside the region
– with which they had also co-authored
papers. This procedure, therefore, provides
a good indication of what role they may be
playing in “brokering” or “bridging”
information. With this data in hand,
authors/organizations [m] were arranged on
one axis, and publications [n] on the other,
creating an [n x m] matrix. This matrix was
then transformed to produce an [m x m]
matrix [MM’] in which each cell represented
the number of papers on which a given pair
of authors appeared together on the same
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paper. This procedure produced a complete
affiliation network. It is an affiliation
network in the sense that it takes its data
from joint participation in a common event,
the assumption being that the participants
have some kind of a relationship either
before or after the event. It is complete in
the sense that it produces information not
only on the ties that do exist among
individuals in a network, but also on the
instances in where ties do not exist as well
(see Wasserman and Faust 1994).

Chapter 9
Optoelectronics in Hamamatsu:
In search of a ‘Photon Valley’
Sachi Hatakenaka
1. Introduction
This chapter presents a case study on the
emergence
of
optoelectronics
in
Hamamatsu, Japan. Hamamatsu is a
manufacturing-intensive region striving to
survive in the face of ever tighter global
competition, with imminent signs of
industrial hollowing-out. The region has
seen
several
waves
of
industrial
transformation, in textiles and related
equipment, in musical instruments, and in
automobiles. As its manufacturing base
faces increasingly tough pressures to reduce
costs, and as more companies plan to move
their production offshore, the region has
been on the lookout for the next potential
industry. Hamamatsu has one globally
renowned company that fits the image of
21st century manufacturing, Hamamatsu
Photonics (HPK). It is high-tech, highly
profitable and high value-adding, and has
remained competitive throughout the 1990s.
This chapter tells the story of how
optoelectronics came to represent a ray of
hope for the region.
The question is, has optoelectronics become
a significant enough industry to be a leader

in the economic future of the region? What
conditions can enhance its success? In order
to examine these issues, the paper addresses
several questions. First, what does the
optoelectronics sector in Hamamatsu look
like, and what level of success does it exhibit
for the region? Second, what has the nature
of technological developments been to date?
Third, what role, if any, has the region
played in the development of the
optoelectronics sector? Fourth, what role, if
any, have universities and public institutions
played in regional innovation processes?
Fifth, what could have enhanced their roles?
Finally, what are the lessons for Hamamatsu
and other regions?
This chapter shows that optoelectronics in
Hamamatsu centers on a small cluster of
companies, with at least one globally
competitive, albeit mid-size company
(HPK), a small number of spinouts from
HPK, and others diversifying into the field
from other fields. While HPK has grown to
become a globally competitive company,
there has been little evidence of dynamic
growth of the sector in the region. The
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spinouts from HPK occurred only as
exceptions. Companies that have diversified
into optoelectronics have done so mainly in
response to changing user needs, often
arising outside of the region. Indeed, there
have been few supply relationships among
optoelectronics companies in the region,
partly owing to the fact that HPK was
vertically integrated, with little reliance on
external supply chains.
More recently, there have been increasing
interactions among these local companies.
This presages the possible emergence of a
new kind of dynamics in the region. HPK
formed a technical collaboration with
another major local machinery company,
which led to a new product being released in
2003. HPK has also been engaged in a
collaborative research project with several
smaller companies in the region. While these
are promising developments, it is not clear
that they are enough to ignite regional
economic growth.
Why was there so little interaction prior to
this? What helped develop these more
recent interactions? And why might these
interactions still fall short of forming the
basis for solid regional economic growth?
This chapter argues that, until recently, these
companies remained independent in their
technological development. HPK, as the
first optoelectronics company in the region,
developed as an indirect spinout from the
Electronics Institute at Shizuoka University.
Only a small number of specialist companies
spun out of HPK, owing to its corporate
practice of lifetime employment and
expectations of employee loyalty. Other
companies
have
diversified
into
optoelectronic products, spurred mainly by
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the general rise of optoelectronics
applications. The nature of technological
development was different, depending on
the level of the company’s technological
capacity as well as its aspirations. So, for
example, locally competitive firms went
through different stages of technological
development
from
nationally
or
internationally competitive ones.
The region provided an important industrial
base for spinouts and diversification. HPK
was critically dependent on engineering
research at the local university in its early
days. Several specialist optoelectronics
companies spun out of HPK, diversifying
Hamamatsu’s production, but with little
interaction among them until recently. The
region provided essential infrastructure for
these companies to expand locally, by
providing roads and other transport
infrastructure as well as factory space.
The local universities played different roles
for different types of companies, depending
on the level of their technical capacity and
aspirations. At the minimum, graduates and
their social networks provided a visible
underpinning to the local business
community. These sometimes led to
commercial relationships, but by and large,
alumni relationships remained at the social
level
and
companies
remained
technologically isolated from each other.
There were a few instances when the local
universities played a greater and more visible
role. HPK emerged out of a tight
collaboration with Shizuoka University, and
HPK developed deep relationships with the
local medical university when it was delving
into medical applications for the first time.
However, such deep relationships appear to

be an exception rather than the norm.
Although HPK maintains research and
training contacts with these local universities
on a routine basis today, most of its cuttingedge contacts lie outside of the region, with
a number of national and international
universities. It looks as though HPK
outgrew the local scientific capacity, or that
the local universities did not co-evolve in
their capacity to keep pace with HPK’s
scientific development. Shizuoka University
became more academically oriented and less
interested in working with industry, and
ceased to foster new spinouts or forge deep
ties with other companies.
Emerging interactions more recently have
provided a significant departure from the
past. Local firms are for the first time
experiencing
shared
technological
development
through
collaborative
diversification. These developments resulted
from government-sponsored collaborative
research
–
effectively,
mandated
collaborations among local firms. Academics
played a critical coordinating role in these
collaborative research projects. However,
the government cannot be expected to keep
on feeding large subsidies to foster such
interactions, and local academics are not
sufficiently well developed to play the
coordinating role. Although there is today a
critical mass of HPK spinouts with
emerging interaction among them, this is
unlikely to be sufficient for continuing the
shared path of technological development.
The story of Hamamatsu is one of a region
that has done everything it could to push the
regional capacity for industrial development.
The region made a concerted effort to
develop essential infrastructure for industrial
development by building roads, railways,

and industrial estates. The region attempted
to develop a Technopolis, a city for
technologically-oriented companies, and
intellectual hubs, with Shizuoka University
and the Industrial Technology Center.
Realizing that co-location was not enough to
foster interaction among the key players, the
region actively sought collaborative research
projects among multiple firms and
universities. The main shortcomings appear
to be two-fold: the gradual isolation of
Shizuoka University from industry, with its
academics unable to play adequate roles as
technological coordinators; and central
government superstructures that distracted
local players from the content of the
initiatives.
One important lesson for other regions is
that it is unlikely that a single university will
meet all local needs, given companies’
diverse needs. More specifically, every
university will have a certain technological
standard, by virtue of its quality of faculty
and students. If this is high, a university
could meet the cutting-edge scientific needs
of internationally competitive companies. If
the quality is lower, a university could meet
the upgrading needs of local companies. The
critical question, then, is at what level to
target the technological goals of local
universities.
The chapter is structured as follows. The
first section describes research methods and
key data used in the study. The second
section describes the economic and
institutional context of Hamamatsu. The
third section provides an overview of the
optoelectronics industry in Hamamatsu.
The fourth section illustrates the nature of
technological developments in HPK,
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showing how the company’s approach to
technological innovations evolved as its
products moved from imitation to national
and ultimately international leadership, while
its internal technical capacity developed
from low to high. The section ends with a
short summary of the role of regional
factors and universities and public research
institutions in HPK’s innovation history.
The fifth section describes technological
developments in other optoelectronic
companies, to illuminate the nature of
dynamics going on in these companies.
Specifically, four types of optoelectronics
companies are discussed: (a) a mid-size
specialist company; (b) a mid-sized, nonspecialized company with the intention of
growing further in optoelectronics; (c) small
startup optoelectronics companies; and (d)
small-scale, non-specialized subcontracting
companies. A fifth category, a university
startup, is also presented, albeit outside of
optoelectronics. The main purpose is to
understand the nature of the relationship
between a startup company and Shizuoka
University. At the end of the section, the
role of the region and universities and public
universities is summarized briefly.
The sixth section explores more fully the
role of universities and public institutions in
such technological developments. The roles
of Shizuoka University and Hamamatsu
Medical University in particular are
discussed, historically and at present. The
paper closes by discussing the potential and
challenges faced by Hamamatsu in terms of
further developments in optoelectronics,
and relevant lessons for other regions.
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2. Methods and data sources
The case study is based on 40 interviews
with 37 key informants. Nine people
represent the government – national (three),
prefecture (two) and city (four); 10 people
come from three universities and the
prefecture’s Industrial Technology Center;
and 21 people come from 11 companies.
The interviewees were identified in a
cascading manner, through interviews that
started with key personnel at the Ministry of
Economy, Trade and Industry and the
Chamber of Commerce in Hamamatsu, as
well as the Regional Collaboration Center at
the University of Shizuoka.
Company
selection.
Hamamatsu
Photonics (HPK) is known internationally
as a successful optoelectronics company,
producing specialized optical sensor
equipment and parts. There are only two
exclusively optoelectronics companies that
are listed on the Tokyo Stock Exchange;
they are both mid-size: HPK, with about
2,000 employees, and Company A, with
nearly 400 employees. The other companies
were selected from the list of companies
from the most recent survey and from
interviews, to ensure that all key categories
are covered. Company B represents a
category of mid-sized companies that are
moving into optoelectronics from other
product areas. Two startup companies were
selected
as
specialist
startups
in
optoelectronics. Two subcontractors related
to HPK were included to examine supply
relationships in the region; they represent
small companies that are surviving on the

basis of subcontracting and which are
getting
increasingly
involved
in
optoelectronics by virtue of their clients’
interest. One startup was included in the
interviews as the only recent case of a
university
startup.
Several
other
supplementary references were also used,
such as local technological magazines and
books that introduce upcoming mid-tier
companies in the region, to check that the
company selection was reasonable.

of Hamakita and Tenryu as well as two
townships, Hosoe and Insa, with a total
population of 710,000. It is located in the
middle of Japan’s largest and main island,
Honshu, between Tokyo and Osaka, each
just two hours away on the bullet train and
close to Nagoya, which also provides the
closest airport for Hamamatsu. It is well
placed in terms of transport infrastructure,
as a major highway that links Tokyo and
Nagoya passes nearby.

For HPK, a detailed corporate history that
documented in considerable detail many
significant technological events was used
extensively for events occurring up to the
early 1990s. Whenever available, materials
on institutional websites were also used, to
obtain better contextual understanding of
the organization.

Industrial structure. Hamamatsu is a city
well-known for its vibrant manufacturing
sector, which comprises 30% of its
employment, as shown in Table 1. As a
proportion
of
total
employment,
manufacturing has been declining since its
peak of 40% in 1970, though the overall
level of manufacturing employment has
been fairly stable since 1970, ranging
between 90,000 and 100,000.

For company interviews, emphasis was
given to identifying key technological
breakthroughs, and the key inputs and
processes that enabled them. About 40 such
sub-cases of technological innovation were
subsequently examined in terms of their key
inputs and processes. Similar business
breakthrough events were examined from
other companies, again to explore the key
inputs and processes. Most interviews lasted
two hours or more, with five shorter (halfhour) interviews with HPK staff.

Economic contexts

Textiles,
musical
instruments,
and
automobiles have been the three leading
manufacturing sectors; their influence
peaked in successive waves. Textiles has
been declining in the last 30 years, from its
peak in terms of the number of businesses
in 1970, and in employment and production
in the 1980s (Tables 1 and 2, and Figure 2).
Musical instruments as a sub-sector,
represented by two competing companies,
Yamaha and Kawai, had passed its prime by
the 1990s, due to strong competition from
other Asian countries such as Korea. Its
sales volume remained roughly the same for
over a decade.

Geographical context. Hamamatsu is a
mid-size city with a population of 590,000.
The industrial base, however, spans a wider
region, covering the two neighboring cities

The automobile industry, on the other hand,
has been providing a stable base throughout
the 1990s, with resilient growth both in
employment and production, in spite of the

3. Contexts of Hamamatsu
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fear that the industry may be losing its
competitiveness because of the high cost of
labor. With leading companies such as
Suzuki and Yamaha, even after Honda
moved its headquarters out of Hamamatsu,
the automobile industry has been an
important source of employment. Indeed,
Hamamatsu’s manufacturing appears to
have survived against competition from
neighboring countries with cheaper labor
costs, by bringing cheap foreign labor into
the city; the number of registered foreigners
grew explosively, from 3,600 to 19,000,
between 1990 and 2000.
Today, the idea of industrial hollowing-out
that haunted the region for the past decade
is quickly becoming a reality. In 2001,
Yamaha announced a relocation of its 50cc
scooter production to Taiwan, and Kawai
also decided to move its electronic piano
production to Indonesia. While to assure the
public, Suzuki publicly announced that it
would not relocate its factories to other
Asian countries, it also admitted that the
volume of its sub-contracting work within
the region would necessarily diminish.
It is in this regional context that
optoelectronics, which largely falls within
the electrical equipment sub-sector, came to
be regarded as the new and emerging
industry of the future, even though people
know little beyond the single success of
Hamamatsu Photonics (HPK). The
company has few supply chains within the
region and is very different from other
leading companies, in that it provides much
smaller employment and in that it specializes
in small-batch, customized production.
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Cultural traits. Hamamatsu’s “entrepreneurial culture” and ability to produce
competitive companies has been noted and
reported by several business writers, as early
as 1980 (Kajiwara 1980), and as recently as
2001. The more recent book describes
Hamamatsu as an unusual region, with the
ability to foster new and vibrant companies
(Takeuchi 2002). Hamamatsu is also
considered as one of the more successful
cases of the Technopolis Initiative of the
1980s, a central government initiative to
build high-technology regions implemented
by local governments, with Hamamatsu
being the better performer among 20 such
initiatives nationwide (Sakamoto; Harada
2001), though the locals appear to see this as
a half-baked initiative that did not meet its
promise.
Today, the way that locals explain the
entrepreneurial culture of the place is
remarkably consistent. They all talk about
the legacy of the feudal period in the 17th to
18th centuries, when Hamamatsu Castle
served as a stepping-stone for upcoming
feudal lords. They came and went,
developing a culture of tolerance for
newcomers, and generating depth in
craftsmanship as the region absorbed
different crafts from other regions brought
in by these lords. They also refer to the
tradition of the “Yarumaika” spirit in
Hamamatsu, which means somewhere
between “can do” and “will do.” Local
competition is also seen as a key to forcing
companies to work harder and be
successful. There are tales of famous battles
between competing companies, for example
Kawai and Yamaha, or Yamaha and Honda.

Clearly, these stories – told and retold
among the locals – have achieved folklore
status, and may have a significant impact on
the local psyche of emerging entrepreneurs.
Comparative
perspectives.
When
compared against other cities, Hamamatsu
ranks 19th in terms of population, 11th in
manufacturing production, and 8th in the
number of businesses – but low in terms of
government roles; it is 34th in public
research employees and 25th in city
expenditures on industry and commerce.
This fits the popularly held image of
Hamamatsu, which is that it is an
entrepreneur-led success story, one in which
the public sector is seen to have contributed
relatively little.
In spite of the popular image of
entrepreneurship, Hamamatsu does not
have a higher rate of new business startups.
According to M. Ito, who analyzed business
statistics and a list of businesses from
Somusho, the startup rate, defined as the
number of start-up companies as a
percentage of the total number of
companies, has been the third-lowest among
10 metropolitan regions, at 1.8% between
1996-1999, and in fact has been low
throughout the decade (Table 3)(Ito 200-).
The rate of business closure was the lowest
among the 10 regions, declining from 4.9 in
1992-1994 to 4.5 in 1996-1999. In contrast,
Ito found that the rate of business
conversion, defined as the percentage of
companies that change their main business
to a new field, was the highest, at 1.1
percent, against the 0.5% average in other
regions. Ito concludes that Hamamatsu’s
entrepreneurship is characterized more by
dynamic business development
and
conversion than by startups.

Institutional contexts
Local governments. Local governments
are responsible principally for the provision
of infrastructure, both in terms of roads and
factory sites for manufacturing activities.
For infrastructure, Hamamatsu has done
reasonably well, with connectivity to Tokyo
and Osaka by the bullet train as well as
highways. It
developed a number of
industrial estates, including special sites,
such as the Technopolis, which aimed to
bring together high-tech companies.
Local governments also provided a limited
amount of funding for research and
technical support services. The research
support is rather small and is considered
insignificant by recipient companies, but the
reputation that comes with such an award
has been helpful for companies that aspire
to develop a better image. The prefecture
government also provides technical services
through its Industrial Technology Center,
which has been well used by small and
medium-sized companies that cannot afford
to buy their own testing equipment.
Several prefecture and city officials pointed
out that what they can do for the region is
extremely limited, because they have few
resources that they could use in their own
right. Rather, their main role is to lobby for
central funds by creating a story that is in
line with central government requirements.
They themselves have little money to
dispense.
Lobbying for central funds. One thing
that the local government does with strong
support of local companies and the
Chamber of Commerce is to lobby for
national funding. The experience of the
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Technopolis is a good example. Hamamatsu
was one of the earliest to start lobbying for
its inclusion in the national plan to establish
Technopolis
(Yamazaki
1998).
The
successful lobbying effort mounted by
Hamamatsu to win national support echoes
several other historical tales, old and new,
where the city put up similar lobbying
campaigns to compete against other cities;
for example, the establishment of
Hamamatsu Industrial School in 1922,
which later evolved into the Faculty of
Engineering of Shizuoka University, or the
establishment of a national university called
Hamamatsu Medical University in 1974. In
each case, Hamamatsu moved quickly,
mobilizing key industrialists as well as
politicians to develop a convincing case for
why Hamamatsu should be supported by
the national government.
If local governments wanted to achieve
anything, they had to obtain national
support and funding. Lobbying for national
assistance appears to be a major
preoccupation of local governments, and the
vast amount of preparatory effort was then
dominated by the logic of procuring national
funds rather than the logic of what the city
needs.
Hamamatsu Technopolis is reported to
be one of the more successful cases among
20 or so Technopolis initiatives (Harada
2001), owing to two distinguished
accomplishments. First, they managed to fill
all the plots created in the Technopolis.
Indeed, the very fact that this is cited as a
success criterion tells more about the
failures of other Technopolis projects.
Second, they managed to convince Shizuoka
University and the Ministry of Education
and Culture to establish their Regional
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Collaboration Research Center on the
Technopolis site.
Although the latter sounds rather trivial, it
was indeed a significant accomplishment in
the mid-1980s. Many academics were
unwilling to work with industry in those
days. It took the planners of the
Technopolis several years before they could
line up university professors to participate in
their workshops. It was also legally
impossible for a national university building
to be built on land that was owned by local
governments. There had to be innovative
solutions to work around such a regulatory
problem. Despite the effort that was made,
today the center’s activities cannot be
effective, because it is too far removed from
the main campus and there is little public
transport to help local transfers. The key
activities of the university did not move to
the new site.
Hamamatsu Technopolis worked well as far
as physical infrastructure is concerned:
buildings were built and plots were filled.
On the other hand, it is widely recognized
that it has not done as much as was
originally hoped for when it comes to the
interactions that were generated there,
which were minimal. Indeed, there is little
reason to expect entities to engage with each
other simply because they occupy
neighboring plots. The Technopolis
Promotion Organization has for some time
placed much greater emphasis on the
development of business networks – but
with few results to date. Some observers feel
that the lack of public research functions
such as a university could provide has
contributed to the failure to develop such
networks.

Industrial Technology Centers. The basic
mission of the Industrial Technology Center
has been to serve the needs of small and
medium-scale
companies,
traditionally
through testing and equipment services. Its
level of technological capacity has been
basic,
insufficient
for
innovative
interactions. Today, the Center has
aspirations to provide higher-level technical
advisory services, based on an increasingly
active in-house research capacity.
The Hamamatsu Center is located inside the
Technopolis. It has had an optical
technology group for over a decade that
now has five staff members allocated to
optical technology, including a retired
professor who works as an advisor. It does
not appear to have established a solid
reputation or a track record of assistance
yet, perhaps because there are fewer
companies who need their help. However, it
has key equipment that is valued by
specialist companies, and is also engaged in
joint research orchestrated by HPK and is
learning fast.
Universities. Hamamatsu has several
universities: the faculty of engineering of
Shizuoka University, formerly Hamamatsu
Technical High School, which was
amalgamated into a national university
structure along with other faculties, mainly
in Shizuoka City; Hamamatsu Medical
University, which was established in the
1970s as a result of a successful lobbying
effort with central government support; and
several newer, private universities that
specialize in business and non-technical
subjects.
Hamamatsu Technical High School has a
prestigious reputation, especially as a result

of having been the home of a well-known
engineer who pioneered in television
technology, Dr. Takayanagi, who worked
there on and off between the 1920s and
1940s. After the war, the school was
upgraded to a faculty of engineering and
became amalgamated as part of Shizuoka
University along with several other schools
in Shizuoka. This was a national policy
advocated by the occupation government to
enhance regional university systems similar
to those in the U.S. National universities
thereafter were subject to funding policies
from the central government. For Shizuoka
University, a mid-tier national university, it
was not easy to compete against older
national universities (former imperial
universities such as Tokyo, Kyoto and
Tohoku) for funding pioneering activities. It
was therefore considered a substantial boon
for the electronics engineering group, a
legacy of Dr. Takayanagi’s research, to win
status and funding as a national university
research institute, in 1965. It was also one of
the first non-imperial universities to
establish a doctoral program, in 1976. The
faculty of engineering formed an optical
electronics division in 1984, but abolished it
through a reorganization in 1996.
The faculty of engineering has an active and
organized alumni group, which is unusual
for Japanese universities. The alumni group
guesses that there are about 60,000 active
alumni engineers in Hamamatsu – a
substantial number given the size of
manufacturing population in Hamamatsu,
which is in the order of 90,000 to 100,000.
In spite of the reputation implied by its
history and volume of graduates, the faculty
has until recently been perceived as inactive
and unresponsive to local industry’s needs.
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The faculty had become more academically
oriented and isolated from industry. This is
as a result of becoming part of a university,
with its institutional focus on publications
rather than practical applications, and the
resistance within the university to close
relationships with industry.
Hamamatsu Medical University was
established much later, in 1974, by which
time the fury of the student movements had
subsided and the mood had turned against
the demands of the militant leftists.
Developed as a single faculty university, it
was much simpler for the university to take
action as an organization, and it was far less
prone to criticism in working with industry.
The medical community also had distinctly
different relationships with external
communities, particularly because of its
university hospital. Professors were also
clinicians, and were therefore interested in
technological developments purely from a
practitioner’s perspective.

4. Optoelectronics in
Hamamatsu
The earliest reference to optoelectronics as
an emerging industry for Hamamatsu
appeared in the mid 1980s, prompted by the
rising reputation of Hamamatsu Photonics
(HPK). The first status report on the
industry was written in 1986 by the
Prefecture’s Commerce and Industry section
(Section 1986), spurring the region’s
expectation for this to become a leading
industry as reflected in local magazines
(anonymous 1987). Since then, there have
been two other surveys undertaken on the
industry, in 1991 and 2002, respectively
(Center 1991, Rodobu 2002). Although the
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three survey reports took somewhat
different approaches, they do provide some
interesting historical insights.1
Unfortunately, the scale of optoelectronics
as a sector is one area where there remains
considerable fuzziness. The initial period of
massive new entry to and interest in the
sector appears to have subsided, followed by
a steadier stream of entrants. There appears
to have been limited expansion and
diminishing entry expectations into the
sector in the recent past. The 1986 survey
approached 71 companies that were
considered to be active in optoelectronics
products, and 40 companies responded. The
1991 survey undertook a much wider sample
of 1,050 companies, and received responses
from 544; 66 of those companies reported
that they were participating in the optical
technology industry, and 81 expressed an
interest in entering the market in the future.
In 2002, the sample was expanded to 1,505
companies. There were 308 responses, of
which 61 companies were found to be
already active in optoelectronics, and 16
more indicated future plans to do so.
A crude estimate would put total
employment in optoelectronics in the range
of 4,000 to 10,000, which is in the range of 4
to 11% of manufacturing employment.
Though this may seem notable, the figures
include a significant number of employees
There are two main changes, the first of which
is the sampling method. In the first survey, 71
companies that were known to operate in
optoelectronics-related industry were
approached. In the second and third surveys,
the questionnaires were distributed to 1,000 or
more companies that could be engaged in
optoelectronics products. While most of the
questions appear similar across the two earlier
reports, the third one collapsed and altered many
of the questions, thereby limiting comparison.
1

working in the non-optoelectronic sectors of
companies with diverse products.
The national statistics provided by the
Optoelectronics Technology Promotion
Association showed in the mid 1980s that
optoelectronics production grew from 90
billion yen in 1980 to 900 billion yen in
1985, with further predicted growth to 12
trillion yen by 2000. A more recent estimate
of the production in 2000 by the same
organization is 4.6 trillion yen. Even though
the growth has been less than half as
expected, there has been a tremendous
growth nevertheless, with a five-fold
increase in production in optoelectronics in
Japan. In contrast, HPK’s total sales grew
from about 18 billion yen in 1985 and 50
billion yen in 2000, a three-fold increase,
and there have been little signs of growth in
the total employment in optoelectronics in
Hamamatsu. The sector does not appear to
be meeting its growth promise in
comparison with national records.
Table 5 shows that a majority of these
companies have consistently been small and
medium-scale companies that have entered
the market recently; only a minor share of
their overall production is in optoelectronics
products. There are some discernible
changes over time. Whereas in 1986, 60% of
companies had formed in the previous six
years, the proportion declined to 30% in
1991 and 2002. Market demand, client
demand, and parent-company demand
began to play clearer roles in influencing
companies to enter into the market over
time, perhaps showing the emergence of a
new market structure that had not existed
before. The proportion of companies that

specialized more than 80% of their sale in
optoelectronics increased from 12% in 1986
to 27% in 2002.
Table 6 shows interesting trends in major
issues identified by the companies. Whereas
they saw human resources as the key
bottleneck for further R&D (98%) as well as
for business development (82%) in 1986,
these figures had declined to 40% and 60%
respectively by 2002. This raises questions
about whether human resource constraints
played a key role in stunting new entry and
business conversion into optoelectronics,
and dampened interest among companies.
In contrast, identification of user needs
increased sharply as an R&D issue, from
33% in 1986 to 72% in 2002. Similarly,
clients and buyers as sources of technical
information became much more important,
from 20% in 1986 to 53% in 2002, with a
commensurate decline on the importance of
specialized magazines and journals, from
93% to 51%.
These appear to be consistent with the
picture of an emerging market and an
industry with increasingly closely knit web
of companies, though these ties may not
necessarily be regional. It is also important
to note that even with the said decline,
human resource issues continue to be
among the major problems that companies
face, especially when they think about future
expansion and development.
The survey shows no discernible change in
the role of universities or research institutes.
If anything, they have remained reasonably
important sources of information and units
with which to collaborate.
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Several recent government initiatives have
recently focused on optoelectronics in
Hamamatsu. Learning from the past, they
have focused on creating interactions among
local players, as discussed below.
Semiconductor laser orchestrated by the
Chamber of Commerce. This initiative
provided research funding for laser
semiconductor-related research provided
under the Ministry of Economy and Trade
and Industry starting in 2001. This was a
natural extension of the activities of a
working committee for industrial hollowing
that was organized by the Chamber of
Commerce in 1997. They identified
optoelectronics as a potential leading
industrial sector, and proceeded to organize
workshops to familiarize local businesses
about the potential of optical technology.
Because of this background, they were able
to move quickly to put together a proposal
for funding from METI when it became
available unexpectedly through revised
budgets.2 These early efforts were often
criticized by participants who said that the
workshops were organized by professors
whose main expertise laid outside of laser
diode technology; that the research proposal
was “fabricated” simply to purchase
equipment; and that HPK was only remotely
involved, even though the façade of
legitimacy arising from HPK’s involvement
was important.
Nonetheless, these early efforts led to other
development-oriented research led by a local
There appears to be an implicit understanding
that funding from revised budgets is often easier
to get, if only one can move quickly enough to
get a proposal together. Time given for proposal
development is quite tight, because the
government has to meet the expenditure targets
within the same fiscal year.
2
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machinery processing company, Enshu.
HPK had bought a small share in Enshu in
2001, announcing the joint intention to
work on laser processing technology, so
Enshu’s research interest also made sense,
and indeed led to a new product being
introduced in 2003.
Power laser research orchestrated by
HPK. The second research collaboration
effort was proposed by the HPK through its
non-profit research body, in collaboration
with several local companies, Osaka
University, Shizuoka University, and the
Hamamatsu Industrial Technology Center,
under the Collaboration of Regional Entities
for the Advancement of Technological
Excellence by JST (Japan Science and
Technology Corporation), starting in 2000.
HPK works with three other smaller
companies, which are all committed to
undertaking research and hope to get some
returns from it.
A former professor from Osaka University
plays a central role, serving as a technical
advisor for the whole research effort. The
project is, in one sense, a logical extension
of 30 years of a close working relationship
between the Laser Institute at Osaka
University and HPK, which started initially
as a client-supplier relationship, with HPK
supplying camera equipment. The Laser
Institute was undertaking cutting-edge
research and HPK provided critical support
for the Institute in its development of
unique instrumentation. When the Laser
Institute could no longer obtain funding
from the government to continue in
internationally cutting-edge research, the
leading professor decided to move into
commercial
applications,
and
the
relationship with HPK evolved into one

joint research partnership. HPK had
provided large donations to fund initial
research, and today three members of its
staff are working in the Institute.
The joint research under the Collaboration
of Regional Entities Program constitutes
another stream of follow-up activities in this
long-standing relationship, with a greater
focus on generating technology that is
relevant for a whole industry to support
regional development.
It is not clear that Shizuoka University and
Hamamatsu Industry Technology Center
bring with them similar content expertise.
They certainly engage in related projects,
provide space and facilities, and contribute
to a regional collaborative effort, but they
do not appear to be the driving force for the
initiative.
It looks as though HPK was forced to bring
in other companies and organizations,
mainly to satisfy the requirements under the
program. Whatever the initial cause, there
are now a number of companies that are
optimistic that there stand to be substantial
technological gains from the initiative. In
addition, the initiative provides know-how
of HPK to regional players such as Shizuoka
University and the Industrial Technology
Center, and may be help spread knowledge
regionally as a result.
The Intellectual Cluster Initiative
orchestrated by local government and
Shizuoka University. The third initiative is
the Intellectual Cluster Initiative under the
Ministry of Education and Culture, which
began to look for funding in 2002.
Prefecture,
city,
and
university
representatives put together a proposal, but
are vociferous about the erratic manner in

which the whole project idea changed
throughout 2001, when the proposal was
being prepared. When the ministry
approached the city in March 2001 and the
prefecture in May 2001, the idea was for
them to support activities that would lead
directly to university ventures. This was to
be nothing like conventional industriallyrelevant research projects. As the
cities/prefectures prepared their proposals,
they found that the Ministry changed its
position, which by early 2002, it was only
willing to support research activities with
significant industrial involvement. It
dropped any notion of university ventures.
The interviewees suspect that the Ministry
must have met some jurisdictional problems
with METI, which had similar ideas vis à vis
focusing on university ventures. Another
major change was in the funding
mechanism. Originally proposed as a grant
program from JST, it became a subsidy
program directly from the Ministry. This
seemingly innocent change was a significant
development, because a “subsidy” required
substantive funding commitments from
local
governments
themselves.
The
proposers had to negotiate back in their
own agencies for new budgetary support.
They suspect that this change arose because
of the increasing scrutiny on the role of
government periphery bodies by the
Ministry of Finance.
The proposers were also asked to justify
their overall theme in light of other and ongoing
initiatives,
particularly
the
Collaboration of Regional Entities for the
Advancement of Technological Excellence
project. The interviewees explained that it
was not easy for them to do so, given that
they have little technical background.
However, with the collaboration from the
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university, they managed to write a proposal
that focused on various aspects of
optoelectronics.

5. Technological development
of Hamamatsu Photonics
(HPK)

These stories indicate how much of the
precious preparatory energies of the
organizers have been spent on the central
government criteria and interest, and how
little time they have had to bring the local
needs into the planning process. Research
has not progressed far enough to suggest
how successful the result may be. And many
observers were skeptical of the project’s
design, discrediting it a civil servant- and
university-led initiative.

HPK was founded in 1953 by Heihachiro
Horiuchi, a graduate from Hamamatsu
Industrial High School (today’s Electronics
Institute at Shizuoka University). Horiuchi
first came to Hamamatsu in 1934 to work
with Prof. Kenjiro Takayanagi, who was
nationally renowned for his research on
television, and formed a lasting relationship
both with Takayanagi and his protégés.

Today’s
industrial
structure
in
Hamamatsu. The 2002 survey indicates
that there are five types of companies in the
industry today:
(a) a globally competitive company –
Hamamatsu Photonics and its
subsidiaries;
(b) nationally competitive
companies;

specialist

(c) medium-scale companies established
in other products that entered into
the market more recently;
(d) small, specialist startup companies ;
(e) small, independent subcontracting
companies that are entering into
optoelectronics by virtue of their
client demand.
The
next
two
sections
highlight
technological developments at HPK and
other companies, and offer quick summaries
of the regional factors that supported them.
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HPK is today a globally competitive,
technology-oriented company with niche
markets in light sensor/emission devices
such as electron tubes, photomultipliers, and
laser diodes. The company is focused on
customized production of highly specialized
parts and equipment. It has grown steadily
over the past five decades and has become a
global leader in a range of products. It is
listed in the first section of the Tokyo Stock
Exchange, and has remained highly
profitable, even during Japan’s ‘lost decade’
of the 1990s, with its production constantly
expanding.
Over 50 years, the company’s products
evolved from being imitations of existing
foreign products to becoming cutting-edge
and global. There has also been a significant
change in the level of internal technological
capacity at HPK. Early trial and error
appeared to be nothing more than simple
‘learning by doing,’ with heavy involvement
of academics from Shizuoka University;
also, with much experimental work
undertaken on campus rather than on
company premises. Over time, internal
research capacity developed and company

staff began to undertake most development
activities and related research in-house. Such
an evolution of both their products and
internal technical capacity can be described
in terms of four periods: (a) establishing the
basic products and technology (1953-1964);
(b) becoming nationally competitive (19651979);
(c)
becoming
internationally
competitive (1980-1989); and (d) delving
deeper into fundamental science (1990-).
The pattern of patenting largely reflects this
trend. Whereas there were hardly any
patents in the first period, HPK began to
regularly apply for patents in Japan in the
mid-1960s, and it became highly active in
patenting both domestically and internationally from the early 1980s. (Figure 3)
Establishing products (1953-1965). In the
early days, the company established the
technological base for producing a range of
products, from electron tubes and
photomultipliers to opto-semiconductor
products such as CdS cells. Though these
were products new to the company and to
Hamamatsu, there were other companies,
most notably in the U.S., which were
manufacturing them. HPK’s role was to
catch
up
and
master
production
technologies, including the selection of the
right raw materials particularly for
electrodes, product design, and glass
processing techniques. HPK also began to
provide instrumentation support for some
national research projects, for instance,
developing camera monitors, for which they
were forced to acquire electronic circuit
technology. The company engaged in
exhaustive trial and error, and managed to
acquire a lot of production know-how,
again, learning by doing.

However, in almost all of these key
technological matters, the company also
relied heavily on the insight and expertise of
the Electronics Institute at Shizuoka
University. The former CEO had come with
the experience of having worked in one of
Prof. Takayanagi’s research teams, and
several of his contemporaries were working
as junior professors at the University. HPK
often got key technological advice, training
and access to facilities, such as glass
processing. Many of the early employees
were trained and assigned there, and certain
faculty members were identified as key
advisors in specific aspects of the business.
The first research project for which they
managed to get government funding was
one in which they asked a Shizuoka
University professor to come up with an
appropriate research topic. They eventually
appointed him the principal investigator,
with their employees working with him.
Apparently, they did not at this stage have
the internal capacity to lead a governmentsponsored research project.
Becoming nationally competitive (196579). This is the period when HPK’s
products became nationally competitive, as
its technical expertise began to be
recognized by key national agencies. The
company began to work on important
technology development projects aimed at
supplying optical measuring instruments
such as motion-monitoring precision
cameras, as well as specialized light-emission
devices. These products not only added to
HPK’s range of technical know-how, but
also enabled it to work closely with national
players, such as national research institutes,
defense entities, or national universities.
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Working closely with leading academic
researchers on their instrumentation needs
enabled the company to absorb basic
knowledge around the instruments from the
researchers. HPK also started large-volume
production on selected products, such as
opto-semiconductors
and
low-grade
photomultipliers. This required them to
expand their factories, and to develop
greater reliability in their manufacturing, for
instance, by establishing a specialized glass
processing
plant.
Fortunately,
their
expansion took place quite smoothly, as they
readily identified land of desirable size and
location either from other companies or
from local government entities that were
developing new industrial sites.

came up with a number of global firsts and
established its reputation as a leading
technology company. For instance, it
developed
the
world’s
biggest
photomultipliers, sensitive enough for
neutrino detection. They did this at the
request of a professor from Tokyo
University who later won a Nobel Prize for
the research. HPK also came up with
specialized photomultipliers for positron
emission tomography (PET), which greatly
advanced medical examination capabilities,
and helped the company to have the largest
global share in that sector. The company
also won international awards and acclaim in
specialized technologies such as ultra-fast
streak tubes as well as photon counters.

They were increasingly relying upon internal
teams and experimentation as a source of
knowledge and know-how, while the
scientific contacts they drew upon for
technical advice expanded to include
national experts from key national
laboratories, ministry research groups, and
national universities. Professors as clients
appeared to have played a particularly
significant role as they often became
personally engaged in the development of
their equipment and instrumentation,
spurred by their individual research
ambitions. But while HPK made use of
client companies as a source of knowledge,
there is little evidence of structured
collaboration, except in one case, where
Hitachi asked HPK to purchase its factory
on optoelectronics parts. By this period,
significant research projects funded by
government entities were all led internally by
their own staff.

While its research style remained heavily
geared toward intensive experimentation
and internal work, HPK during this period
also established much greater contact with
scientists in Japan and abroad. It recorded
communicating with and soliciting advice
from foreign universities at key junctures of
its work.

Becoming internationally competitive
(1980-1990). This is the period when HPK
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One noteworthy relationship during this
period was one with Hamamatsu Medical
University. In order to enter into a new area
of medical applications, HPK developed
very close ties with a number of academics
there. Semi-annual medical photonics
meetings were organized so its staff could
meet with university scientists. A typical
meeting comprised several presentations by
those scientists and HPK staff, as well as
outside speakers; they brought together
about 50 people from the two communities.
One HPK staff members recollects that at
the beginning, it was like learning a foreign
language. There were about 10 such
meetings. Later, HPK established an

endowed chair that helped Hamamatsu
Medical University establish a medical
photonics center. For HPK, working with
the university provided an opportunity to
understand the need of the end users of
medical technologies – this because the
academics involved were also clinical
practitioners at the university hospital.
Delving
deeper
into
scientific
fundamentals (1990--). In the 1990s, HPK
became more forward-looking in its
technology
development.
This
was
accomplished as the result of explicit and
systematic efforts made in a range of
frontier sciences, through its central research
laboratory, which was established in 1990.
In 2002, HPK spent 14% of its total sales
revenue on research and development, with
15% (360) of its total employees dedicated
to R&D; 31 were PhDs (including eight
staffers who obtained their doctorates by
doing corporate research).
One example of this forward development
is HPK’s work with laser diodes. It
undertook a major initiative on laser diodes
with Osaka University’s Laser Nuclear
Fusion Research Center. HPK endowed a
chair in 1996 and sent its staff to Osaka to
work on collaborative research projects. It
has developed clinical facility for further
research on PET, and professors from
Kyoto University for the task.
Another change that began in the late 1990s
was the aggressive manner in which HPK
established
five
key
collaborative
relationships with specialized companies
that had complementary technologies. three
with Japanese companies all over the
country; one through the acquisition of an
American company; and one with Enshu, a

Hamamatsu-based machinery manufacturer,
with which they have developed a global
first in laser processing equipment.
Since 2000, HPK has also been
orchestrating a government-funded research
collaboration project on power laser diodes,
This project has supported further
collaboration with Osaka University as well
as – a requirement of the government
funding – collaborations with other
Hamamatsu-based companies. These appear
to be the first major instances of
technological involvement with other local
companies for HPK.
HPK’s CEO has developed ties with
cutting-edge scientists around the world and
within Japan. HPK has only as many
projects with foreign partners as they have
had
with
Shizuoka
University
or
Hamamatsu
Medical
University,
respectively. However, they spend more
money in foreign universities than in
Japanese universities, showing how much
they value these partnerships. One example
of their commitment to keep connected
with international science is the HPKhosted Mind Brain Peace Conference, where
world-renowned scientists are invited to
explore the frontiers of science.
Teruo Hiruma, the idiosyncratic leader of
HPK who has had first-hand experience
working with university professors in Japan
and around the world over the last 50 years,
has a clearly defined view as to what he can
obtain from academics from Japan and
those from elsewhere. Those in Japan learn
“Kagaku” from their professors. Kagaku is a
Japanese word for science, but Mr. Hiruma
explains it as a way of organizing knowledge
by subject and category that facilitates
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learning. However, when they need to
explore the cutting-edge of science, they go
to selected foreign scientists. It is Mr.
Hiruma’s firm belief that the institution of
science as it exists in the West never took
root in Japan, except perhaps for the efforts
of some outstanding individuals.
One thing that remains constant throughout
the history of the company is its intensive
process of trial and error. It is so intensive
that it often sounds like a mindless exercise,
one of trying every imaginable combination
to solve a problem. Over its history, what
HPK came to believe is that breakthroughs
often take place outside of what is already
known in science. Indeed, there are specific
instances where HPK as a latecomer
managed to outperform the incumbents
simply because they pursued options the
others deemed infeasible. Mr. Hiruma is a
harsh critic of those graduates of Japanese
universities who say that things cannot be
done because existing scientific knowledge
dictates against it. While he criticizes
scientific learning and preaches the need to
go beyond it, he is also well-known for
pushing every employee to study hard and
keep abreast of scientific progress. He
himself is an avid reader of scientific
journals, and will habitually demand that his
staff do the same, and consider the
implications of what they’ve read. The
company philosophy is one of pragmatism:
to make use of every piece of scientific and
technological information that is available
and not take them for granted.
Its ties with the international scientific
community do not mean that HPK has
abandoned its relationships with local
universities. It still has at least one staff
member working at Shizuoka University at
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any given time, and uses its expertise
whenever
relevant,
though
direct
recruitment of its graduates is today
insignificant at only a handful (2-4) out of
40-50 total new hires a year. HPK continues
to offer medical photonics courses together
with Hamamatsu Medical University. In
fact, about 20% of its research projects are
with local universities. (The Central
Research Laboratory has slightly more
projects
with
Hamamatsu
Medical
University and the operational groups
having slightly more projects with Shizuoka
University.)
It appears as though HPK today has a
stabilized structure, one that connects it to
different types of university entities for
different purposes. Shizuoka University is
no longer the main source of recruitment,
though it can provide important input for
staff training and information gathering on a
day-to-day basis. Hamamatsu Medical
University appears to have been particularly
important for HPK as far as developing
better understanding of medical needs is
concerned – a new area of work for them.
The company began to rely increasingly on
universities all over Japan for key client
relationships, and that is where they learned
about user instrumentation needs. Today it
is solidly connected to cutting-edge
scientists who help HPK to understand
important developments in the field.
The role of the region. How did HPK
benefit in its technological development as a
result of being located in Hamamatsu? The
first regional influence came in the form of
pervasive technological inputs from
Shizuoka University’s research groups,
which played a pivotal role in shaping
HPK’s early technological base and helped it

to catch up with the rest of the world. The
university also played an important role as a
source of graduate students, although the
number of students declined over the years.
HPK’s relationship with the university has
continued well into the present, but its
influence has perhaps been less pivotal vis-àvis technological progress, and its
contribution dwarfed in light of other
technical input it obtained from other
researchers and scientists.
HPK never became a massive company, but
did have its own expansion needs at key
junctures, and was able to identify, relatively
easily, appropriate factory sites, from
government-led industrial estates or sites
bought from other companies. The fact that
it never needed to look elsewhere shows
that the company’s basic needs in physical
and human resources were satisfied by its
location.
HPK never had major suppliers or clients
within the region, other than with its own
subsidiary companies. Indeed, HPK tended
to be vertically integrated in its production
and did not foster much of a supply chain.
This image of isolation has been changing in
recent years, as HPK engaged in a
collaborative relationship with Enshu on
high-power laser processing equipment, and
in a research project with a handful of local
suppliers.
It is not clear what has brought about this
change. On the one hand, HPK was said to
be grudging when the government required
them to have collaborators on the
government-funded project, preferring to
have gone it alone. On the other hand, Mr.
Hiruma, HPK’s president, has also been
increasingly conscious about giving back to

the regional community. It is not clear how
Enshu developed its initial interest in laser
processing,
but
ongoing
regional
optoelectronics initiatives orchestrated by
the Chamber of Commerce led to Enshu
winning funding from METI as a follow-up
project. This in turn provided the requisite
push in its collaborative project to develop
high-power laser processing equipment with
HPK. Government support and its
conditions for collaboration appear to have
helped foster local interactions.
Hamamatsu Medical University has worked
closely with HPK since the 1980s in a more
visible way than has Shizuoka University.
First, it worked with the company in
orchestrating semi-annual seminar sessions
wherein HPK staff learned about medical
applications, an area that was then foreign to
them. They have also collaborated via the
establishment of the Medical Photonics
Center, through an HPK endowed chair,
thereby introducing a new field in its
research and teaching.

6. Technological development
of other companies
What were the technological developments
in other optoelectronics companies? In this
section, five types of optoelectronics-related
companies are described in terms of their
history, in order to understand what regional
factors, if any, contributed to their
development. One case of a recent startup is
also described, to help understand the
dynamics at work at the boundary of
Shizouka University today. An unusual case
(and not in optoelectronics), it it comes
close to being a university spinout.
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Domestically-competitive
specialist
company. Company A is the only other
specialized optoelectronics company in the
region listed in the second section in the
Tokyo Stock Market. It specializes in on
optical pickup equipment for CDs and
DVD-related devices. It started in 1969 as a
spinout from a subsidiary of HPK, but its
founder firmly states that its technological
focus in optical equipment has little to do
with HPK, and that it has had no
commercial ties with them. The founder
recalls how HPK refused to collaborate with
his company when such an arrangement was
proposed in the early years; HPK was not
interested in developing downstream
products. The company learned from a large
electronics company, a client for which it
had to produce specialized equipment. The
company had difficulty trying to learn from
such clients (giant electronics companies),
because it was greatly constrained by the
clients’ intellectual property conditions. It
had to be innovative in its learning strategies
–
attending
commercially
available
conferences and workshops, working with
retired employees of other major
manufacturers, and so on. The founder feels
strongly that they gained little from the
Faculty of Engineering in Shizuoka
University, even though he is an alumnus, or
other local companies – either clients or
suppliers.
Company A’s founder recalls that they relied
heavily on mid-career recruits in the early
years, as they needed skilled people with
basic understanding of the field. They had
little contact with Shizuoka University, even
on recruitment. The only instance in which
he gives credit to the university is when a
new professor with industry experience
started a technology forum to which key
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industry players were invited. By attending
the forum, he developed key contacts with
another electronics giant, which led the
company to have a breakthrough
opportunity, one that set industry standards.
Mid-sized late-comer. Company B is a
specialty electrical materials company
established in 1970. It began to produce
optical fiber in the 1980s, initially through
joint research with another material
company from outside of Hamamatsu. The
share of its sale in optical technology-related
products is still quite small. As far as
technology development is concerned, its
main source has always been via internal
experimentation, aided somewhat by
information and collaboration from client
and supplier companies. The CEO does not
appear to see these external sources of
expertise as especially significant. However,
there is one outside individual whose
technologically-informed views the company
relied upon on several critical occasions. The
individual had worked in another major
electronics company, but had been
introduced to him as an alumnus of
Shizuoka University. Today, the individual is
retired from the electronics company, works
as an advisor/consultant for Company B,
and continues to give informed advice on
technical matters.
Most of the company’s engineers are
Shizuoka University graduates – 40 out of
120. Such dominance appears to be a legacy
of the past, as only 10-15% of its annual
recruitment
comes
from
Shizuoka
University today. The majority are now
graduates from other universities returning
to their homes in Shizuoka. Company B
recognizes that the alumni group provides
an important networking opportunity for

interaction with other engineers outside the
company.
There are diverging views of what role,
exactly, Shizuoka University has played in
assisting with the company’s technological
development. The CEO is adamant that
Shizuoka University has not been helpful,
and points to the fact that they do very little
research that is relevant to the company’s
technological needs, and that the professors
are not at the cutting-edge.
The company’s R&D director, on the other,
notes that even though Shizuoka University
does not offer key technical solutions for
Company B, there are a number of helpful
professors who work in sufficiently relevant
fields and whose willingness to work with
companies has become stronger as a result
of a recent emphasis in national policy on
developing university-industry relationships.
This individual said he still has to make a lot
of effort searching for expertise, but that
when he does, he is usually rewarded with
helpful input. He gives examples of joint
research projects, or seminars being
provided to a wide group of employees.
Another professor has been invited to the
company to give some generic lectures to
staff on the basics of electromagnetic waves.
He speculates that perhaps Shizuoka
University is right for them, given their level
of technology. He does wish, however, that
Shizuoka University would make it easier for
small and medium-scale companies to
approach the university by lowering its
expectations for the scale of joint research
contracts or payments for joint work, or by
developing better mechanisms to allow their
technicians to offer services outside. For

instance, Shizuoka University has very good
glass-processing technicians, but it was very
difficult to arrange for them to be able to
help. This is an interesting complaint, since
HPK relied heavily upon the glassprocessing
capabilities
of
Shizuoka
University until it built its own plant in 1970.
Company B recently started supplying light
guides with optical fiber to HPK, and has
also been invited by HPK to participate in
the government-funded regional research
collaboration project on the power laser
diode. It is finding the research
collaboration to provide useful exposure to
HPK’s research methods, and see it as an
important opportunity to develop their
technological capability, even if it does not
lead to commercial products.
Specialist startups. There are about 10-15
known cases of HPK employees leaving
HPK to start their own companies that
specialize
in
optoelectronics.
Two
companies interviewed were examples of
such cases, one with a 12-year history, and
another that is only five years old. Even
though they are new, because of the former
experience of their founders at HPK, these
companies
started
out
with
high
technological know-how on the production
of
specialized
and
customized
optoelectronics equipment. One company is
specialized in testing equipment for
universities that compete against foreign
ones, using its relative proximity and ability
to customize as its comparative advantage.
The other company produces customized
equipment for large manufacturers’ research
groups. Both of them have enough expertise
to come up with patentable technology inhouse.
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For both, user needs are critical sources of
technical information. One of the CEOs
found that when his manufacturing clients
saw that he had virtually no manufacturing
capability, it became easier for him to obtain
sensitive information from them than he
ever did at HPK. Whereas HPK could easily
turn into a competitor, a small startup
cannot, so these large companies are more
ready to engage in confidentiality
agreements and to open up. The other CEO
finds that working with university
researchers who are interactive helps him
discern the key needs. Interestingly, neither
of these CEOs works with HPK today, even
though one company started out with many
sub-contracting-type activities. Another
admits that HPK was not happy to see him
leave the company, and that has prevented
him from establishing commercial ties with
them. Instead, he often operates on the
basis of a loose network of similar small
companies, mainly other startups from
HPK; they join forces to handle specific
orders. The network is also sustained by
several trading companies that operate as a
matching device for connecting user
demand to producers, and for bringing
together complementary producers.
Neither of the companies find Shizuoka
University to be an important source of
information or graduates for recruitment.
The older company has remained extremely
small, with only two mid-career recruits. The
new company has already begun to recruit
nationally and intends to continue to do so.
It is able to keep up with the central
technological needs from reading relevant
journals and magazines, and by attending
conferences and loosely networking. One of
them relies upon the prefecture-operated
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Industrial Technology Center, which has an
optical group, for key and expensive testing
equipment that appear to be otherwise
under-utilized.
Small
subcontractors.
The
two
subcontractors interviewed were specialists
in precision metal processing and specialized
power supply units. They were both small,
with fewer than 100 employees, the majority
of whom come from local specialized high
schools. Both recognized the need to
upgrade their technical capability to meet
increasingly cheaper foreign competition.
Neither of the subcontractors worked
exclusively for a single company. One had
an explicit policy to diversify its clientele; the
other worked for a large musical instrument
company and chose to work for HPK,
which was clearly not competing with the
other client. More generally, Hamamatsu is
full of such specialist subcontractors, many
of whom fall into keiretsu of larger
companies such as Suzuki, Honda, or
Yamaha, though these keiretsu affiliations
are gradually weakening as companies adopt
globalization strategies. Indeed, one of them
was beginning to subcontract with China for
smaller parts while itself specializing in
technical design. The need to upgrade their
own technical capacity was genuine, which is
why both of them agreed to participate in
the government-funded, HPK-led research
project since 2000. They acknowledge that
when they have technical problems, they
rarely resort to external help; rather, they
solve problems through internal discussion
and trial and error. They learn from
brochures of other companies and
exhibitions, but rarely do they find
published materials that are of use to them.

For these companies Shizuoka University
represents technical expertise that is
irrelevant, even though one of the CEOs is
a graduate from there. They recognize that
their activities are probably too old
fashioned for any university to be doing any
work in, and their graduates are far too highpowered to be attracted to employment
opportunities such as theirs. The Shizuoka
graduate CEO explains that he basically
inherited his family business and is an
exception rather than a norm in the
company. However, he acknowledges that
alumni network has been extremely helpful
for his business, and that his relationship
with HPK developed from an order from a
fellow graduate who joined HPK. They both
use the prefecture’s Industrial Technology
Center and find its testing equipment
helpful.
A university startup. One software
company established in July 2001 was a rare
case of a university start-up from the
Hamamatsu
Campus
of
Shizuoka
University. (They think that they are about
the only recent university startup, since they
are constantly invited for speaking
engagements at the university as a model
case.).
The founding CEO describes four critical
moments in his company’s development
thus far. The first was his own exposure to
the Silicon Valley as a student intern, which
convinced him that he could found a startup
himself. This internship opportunity was
made possible by a professor with industrial
work experience, and who had sufficient
industrial contacts from his working days to
introduce him to a company in the Silicon
Valley. The second was getting together with
two other founding members, both of

whom he had met through his student years
at the Faculty of Engineering. One had left
Shizuoka upon graduation, but they had
kept in touch and were aware of each
other’s technical interests and experience.
The third was meeting a key client in
Hamamatsu, through the introduction of the
same professor. The fourth was meeting a
professor from Tokyo University, who
introduced him to key people who had
technical appreciation of the product he
wanted to develop. He was visibly excited
about these encounters, as they were the
first he could talk about his dream product
to outside experts.
Interestingly, the CEO feels he owes little to
Shizuoka University, in spite of the fact that
all of his key contacts came from there. This
lack of appreciation for the university may
arise from the fact that the university did
not provide much input for the technical
know-how that he needed for his company.
His doctoral thesis was only marginally
relevant to the work they are aiming to do –
there were no technological seeds that he
picked up from the university.
Regional factors. What benefit did these
companies
and
their
technological
developments gain from being in
Hamamatsu? The most significant factor
appears to be the industrial base from which
they grew. All three specialist optoelectronics companies had directly or indirectly
spun out of HPK, suggesting that the very
existence of HPK has had an influence upon
the region, even though HPK is known for
its lifetime employment tradition and has
not encouraged spinouts.
The other companies sprang up as part of a
diverse manufacturing region, benefiting
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from trades that existed there, at least while
they were small or starting out. One of the
spin-out optoelectronics companies was
using a loose network of similar companies
from the region as a base upon which to
respond to orders that they by themselves
could not do. Various business contacts,
such as trading companies that come and go
through diverse manufacturing regions such
as Hamamatsu, provide them with good
business contacts to start with.
Recently, there appear to be more local
relationships emerging around HPK. This is
partly because of HPK’s change in its
technological strategies, as it gives greater
emphasis to collaborations with specialized
companies. It is also partly because of the
government mandate for HPK to
collaborate with local companies, as a
condition of its generous research funding.
They also appear to have benefited from
ability to recruit engineering graduates from
Shizuoka University, albeit to varying
degrees. Small subcontractors found that
they were unable to recruit graduates except
for leadership positions. Also, when
companies develop national reputations,
they become less restricted to local
recruitment. One company explicitly noted
that its ability to recruit mid-career engineers
helped it during the early years.
Similarly, most of the companies noted that
they made use of testing equipment at the
Industrial Technology Center, particularly
when their size does not permit them to
have such instrumentation in-house.
There is a certain pattern of their
dependence upon regional resources: the
degree to which they draw on regional
resources depends both
on
their
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reputation/aspirations and size. All of them
benefited
from
regional
resources,
particularly its industrial base particularly
when they were starting out. For small
companies that are competitive locally, such
as the subcontracting companies, the
Industrial Technology Center continues to
be important, and their ability to draw on
university input, either for graduate
recruitment or research, is very limited. For
those companies that have aspired to
become nationally competitive, local
recruitment of graduates or mid-career
engineers has been important.

7. The role of universities and
public institutions
Taken together, the development paths of
these optoelectronics companies reveal
several distinct levels of technological needs
and capacity. Locally competitive companies
rely mostly on local graduates, often more
from local high school than universities.
They tend to have little in-house capacity for
technological improvement. On the other
hand, nationally competitive companies, or
those that aspire to such a status, often
recruit graduates both locally and nationally,
to develop their capacity for technological
development. When companies become
internationally competitive, they rely
increasingly
upon
nationally-recruited
graduates and postgraduates, and require
contacts with both global clients and the
scientific community to keep abreast of
technological progress.
Recruiting. There is a correlation between
the
level
of
product/technological
capability, reputation, and the level at which
the companies recruit. For small, low-tech

companies, recruiting university graduates is
not easy at all. Companies that aspire to
improve
their
product/technological
capabilities so as to become nationally
competitive are more likely to be able to do
so from local universities, on the basis of
their local reputation, as HPK did in its early
days or as Company B did until recently. As
companies develop a national reputation
(and sometimes they do so strategically
through going public as two of them did),
they are able to attract graduates nationally.
The ability to recruit appears intricately
related to the visibility of the company.
Since it may be easier for companies to
become visible in the local environment,
local universities play a particularly
important source for recruitment.
The experiences of these companies
illustrates that any company aspiring to be
nationally or internationally competitive
requires a constant supply of technological
information. Although interactions with
clients and suppliers are critically important
for technical innovation, they are also highly
restricted because of corporate secrecy.
When the company is small, with limited
manufacturing capabilities, it is possible that
large client companies will be more likely to
lower its corporate walls, because they are
not threatened by a small company stealing
their know-how. However, as companies
grow,
particularly
if
they
remain
independent and resist the temptation to
join keiretsu, they have limited avenues for
acquiring technological know-how from
such sources. This was where universities
and public research institutions appear to
come into play.
Specifically, there are six mechanisms
through which universities and public

research institutes help companies to
penetrate corporate walls: alumni networks;
professors as facilitators of industrial
contacts; professors as sources of technical
information; professors as interactive clients;
and professors as star scientists. The order
of these categories reflects the progressively
hands-on role that universities can play. It is
important to note that some roles appear to
be important for all types of companies,
while others are more critical for companies
that aspire to compete globally and operate
at the technological cutting-edge.
Alumni networks. Alumni networks were
visible in many of the interactions that made
a difference to companies. Friendships
appear to create unique private interaction
spaces, where individuals are willing to talk
as individuals, perhaps dropping a little of
the company guard that one puts up under
normal professional circumstances. Dense
alumni networks can also form a basis for
business interactions that can lead to
contracting and other business relationships.
Professors as facilitators of industrial
contact. There were many examples where
professors provided key information about
contacts, even though the recipients of such
services may tend to discredit the value of
such facilitation.
Professors as sources of specific technical
knowledge. Academics can help in
education and training by organizing relevant
public-domain knowledge available. They can
impart such expertise through seminars,
classes, or, more narrowly, through joint
research activities. However, the relevance of
their expertise appears to depend critically
upon the difference between the level of
their expertise and that of the companies. At
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one end of the spectrum, companies may
have better know-how in some areas and
may not find university expertise helpful. At
the other end, university professors may be
working on problems that are far too
sophisticated for the companies. Somewhere
in the middle, it is possible for university
professors to help companies to learn the
underlying science at a more general level,
particularly for employee training.
Professors as clients and open discussants. In some cases, academics not only
provide specific technical know-how but
become involved in a protracted way, where
they play a discussant role. This was
something that HPK relied upon heavily
throughout its company history, perhaps in
part owning to its specialization in
instrumentation. University professors were
obvious clients, and, unlike corporate clients,
were willing to engage in discussion.
Professors as a source of strategic technical advice. Professors can set corporate
strategies for technological development by
providing their knowledge of what is
happening at the cutting-edge of technology
and by providing relevant contacts (even
without themselves being involved in the
creation of cutting-edge science). This is
what Electronics Institute faculty members
appeared to have done for HPK in their early
days. The Electronics Institute researchers
were well informed about technological
progress abroad, and even if they were not
directly participating in the creation of
cutting-edge science themselves, they were
able to provide relevant information to HPK.
Their input was critical to HPK in setting its
strategic direction.
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Professors as “star scientists”. Contacts
with professors engaged in cutting-edge
science can help companies get a better sense
of the scientific and technological frontiers in
the making. This is what HPK appears to be
doing today with its global network of
scientists. Their input may appear to be less
direct and tangible than others’, but it is
important in helping a company that aspires
to remain at the cutting-edge.

8. The role of local universities
The Hamamatsu case appears to show that
Shizuoka University used to play a higherorder role as a source of strategic advice to
HPK than it does today. It brings in retired
professors from Osaka or Kyoto for such
activities, and appears to be leaving the
teaching of more routine matters to
Shizuoka University. Hamamatsu Medical
University, on the other hand, appears to be
playing a greater role, with professors as
interactive users/clients. This raises two
related questions: (a) why does Shizuoka
University appear to play such a limited role
with HPK today? and (b) why does
Hamamatsu Medical University appear to
play a more important role?
One possible explanation is simply that
HPK outgrew Shizuoka University by
becoming internationally competitive. The
professorial roles to be played by local
universities depend on the relative levels of
their technological capability. The key needs
of competitive technological companies
such as HPK can be met only with the
assistance of star scientists with international
reputations in the relevant fields.

Also, Shizuoka University appears to have
placed declining emphasis on relationships
with industry over the years, until the late
1990s, when the central government started
to drum up support for university-industry
relationships. This may explain why
Shizuoka University became less important
as a source of startup companies or as a
partner to lower-tier technology companies
such as Companies A and B in this case
study. Indeed, there are several historical
factors that are likely to have made the
university less dynamic in its relationship
with industry. First, the Faculty of
Engineering was adversely affected firstly at
the end of WWII, and secondly as a result of
student uprisings and various movements in
the 1960s, which dictated against firm ties
either with the government or private
industry. Kenjiro Takayanagi’s TV research
was even “purged” for a short period after
WWII by the occupation government, as
military research. The student uprising in the
1960s did not have a direct effect on the
faculty, but affected the wider university
mood with respect to close ties with
capitalists in the private sector. The faculty
subsequently had greater problems in getting
university-wide
endorsements
in
its
aspirations to collaborate with industry.
The second related factor is that the Faculty
of Engineering, which used to be a freestanding Industrial High School, later (in
1948) became amalgamated as part of
Shizuoka University, which was a policy
imposed by the central government as part
of the occupation government’s educational
reform agenda. The faculty had to come
under a broader university governance
structure, which often worked against the
engineering group to do what it wanted. All
joint research proposals were subject to

approval by a university-wide a committee,
which often meant that they met with
cynicism and criticism for working with
industry, particularly from humanities and
arts faculties. They were not able to put
forth plans without having to fight
competing interests from other campuses.
One engineering faculty member who has
been observing the recent process of
establishing a technology licensing office
noted that it would have been far easier if
they had a university president who was also
an engineer. It was not easy for the faculty
to work with a leadership from another
subject area, and being a remote campus
away from the administration. Becoming a
university also meant that new values about
academic work and publications became
more important, often at the cost of
industrially relevant work.
The governance problems voiced by the
faculty is echoed by Hamamatsu Medical
University’s own reflection that they have by
and large managed to do what they wanted,
given a single subject focus of the university.
Strangely enough, history is about to repeat
itself today, as the government makes all
national universities become independent
legal entities, and as the government makes
it clear that the total number of national
universities is expected to decline
substantially
through
mergers
and
amalgamation.
Third, the internal dynamics between the
Faculty of Engineering and the Electronics
Institute may have worked against
dynamism of either. The Institute of
Electronics was clearly better endowed,
basking in the glory of Dr. Takayanagi, and
became reputable as the first full-fledged
institute outside of old imperial universities.
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Compared with them, the faculty was a poor
cousin, and therefore there was considerable
jealousy and antagonism against the
Institute. Given that the Institute was a
research organization that had to rely upon a
supply of students coming through the
faculty, this institutional jealousy may not
have
been
conducive
to
healthy
development.
Fourth, there may have been a subtle change
in the kind of students they attracted over
the years. Older faculty members do recall
that in the older days, there was a more
diverse student body, including some
outstanding students. They lament that
today’s students are good on average, but
there are fewer outstanding ones. In the
absence of hard evidence, it is hard to test
“the good-old-days syndrome” with current
reality. However, certain developments tend
to corroborate the impression. The mobility
of university students has generally
increased, and the national entrance
examination system has made it easier for
students to target specific universities to
meet their academic achievement level,
reducing the variance among a student body
in most campuses.
As for the difference between the Faculty of
Engineering of Shizuoka University and
Hamamatsu Medical University, there are
two factors that are likely to be of critical
importance. First, medicine as a disciplinary
community tends to have distinctly different
relationships with external communities,
particularly when linked directly with
university hospitals. Professors are also
clinicians, and are therefore likely to be
interested in technological developments,
purely
from
their
perspective
as
practitioners. There are also clinical trial
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requirements that make many medical
departments
end
their
ties
with
pharmaceutical companies. One HPK staff
pointed out that working with Hamamatsu
Medical University was one way of
understanding how doctors thought and
what they wanted – a way of getting close to
the end-clients. Second, Hamamatsu
Medical University was established much
later (in 1974), by which time the fury of
student movements had subsided; then, the
social mood negated the demands of
militant leftists. Developed as a single
faculty university, it was far less prone to
criticism for working with industry.

9. Conclusions
The story of optoelectronics in Hamamatsu
is one of a new industry emerging, initially as
a single company spinning out of a local
university, and then with other companies
joining in. Although it appears to have
grown into a sizeable sub-sector of the
economy today, there has been little
evidence either of dynamic growth or
interactions among key players – at least
until recently.
What were the factors that inhibited
interactions? The corporate side of the story
reminds us of the Boston area’s Route 128,
with hierarchical and vertically integrated
firms, lifetime employment and little labor
mobility, and a subsequent lack of corporate
spinouts.
Alumni networks provided one of the few
mechanisms by which local companies
sporadically came together. Local observers
point out that proactive technological
coordinators, such as public research

institutes or university professors who might
have brought corporate parties together on a
routine basis, were absent. Hamamatsu’s
Technopolis never attained its hoped-for
dynamism, owing to the lack of public
institutions providing hubs of interactions.
Shizuoka University could not meet such a
need because its own institutional
environment demanded that it become more
academic in its orientation and more isolated
from industry.
There are signs of fledging interactions in
the region in the past five years. The change
has been brought about in part by the
changed technology strategy of the major
firm, which now engages actively in
technological partnerships with other
specialized companies with complementary
skills. In part, this was a result of
government
incentives
for
regional
collaboration. The good news is that the
sharing of technological innovations is
beginning to happen within the region. The
bad news is that it is an expensive enterprise,
and it is not clear that the resulting level of
interactions is commensurate with the level
of resources going into the sector.
Are the government incentives for regional
collaboration enough? The evidence
presented in the paper indicates otherwise.
There are two issues. First, most of these
programs
come
with
the
central
government’s conditions and priorities,
which may in fact be distracting to the
regions. More specifically, centrally-designed
funding programs are often based on halfbaked directives, or demand too quick a
turnaround to meet budgetary year needs;
this leads to less-well-prepared proposals.
Clearly, nationally orchestrated programs
need to be stabilized so that the proposal

solicitation process and the subsequent
evaluation provide incentives for well
thought through proposals, rather than
quick fixes based on fictitious stories to
meet the central government’s preferences.
Second, it is not easy to orchestrate such
regional efforts effectively, as they require
considerable content knowledge on specific
aspects of the technology. There have to be
local and neutral players who are capable of
coordinating such efforts, and this is in
short supply. The fact is that there is no one
other than HPK in the region to take a
credible lead in technological development
in optoelectronics. Local governments lack
employees who understand the underlying
technological issues. The Chamber of
Commerce does not seem to be well
positioned to cope with new technologies
that are not well known at existing
companies.
Looming large is the absence of third-party
players such as Shizuoka University. The
question is, why did Shizuoka University
demolish its optoelectronics group, when it
was such an obvious option for both
Hamamatsu Medical University and the
Industrial Technology Center? Had it
amassed key professors in relevant fields of
optoelectronics, it could be generating
graduates and post-docs with relevant skills,
thereby easing the most critically felt
constraints in optoelectronics in the region,
particularly for the aspiring mid-size firms.
These professors could also have played a
critical role in orchestrating regional joint
research initiatives, involving greater
numbers of companies. This missing factor
is one that could have made the university
the engine of growth for the emerging
industry.
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A more important question is, what can
Shizuoka University do in the future to
strengthen its role? The first step would be
to recruit professors in the relevant areas
and then form a more cohesive research
group
around
optoelectronics.
The
university should attempt to get HPK to
give it a chair around which to develop such
a group, and to attract the best talent in the
country to come work in Hamamatsu. It
also should not shy away from asking HPK
for advice in on how to attract such
expertise.
In addition, the university could provide
courses (both short and long) geared toward
company professionals, and could even
provide them as modules leading to master’s
degrees. These would provide greater
opportunities for working engineers to meet
each other in a setting that encourages them
to communicate better.
Whatever Shizuoka University decides to do,
the window of opportunity is very slim
today. If it moves fast enough, HPK may
still be interested. If not, HPK will likely
form its own university. This is a noble
enterprise, but so much harder than working
with a university with an established
infrastructure.
Was it an irreparable mistake for Shizuoka
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University not to have co-evolved with
HPK? While doing so would have certainly
opened up different types of technological
possibilities, the critical failure is not so
much that they did not co-evolve, but that
the university became isolated from the rest
of industry as well.
What are the lessons for other regions? The
most critical one is that every university has
implicit target industries, by virtue of its
level of scientific sophistication. If this is
low, it can only help out low-tech industries
that are competitive locally. If it is high, it
may be able to push the local industries
make a transition to becoming nationally
and internationally competitive. The
important lesson is for the university to
remain engaged with industrial needs, and to
remain engaged so they can help to facilitate
conversations in the region.
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Figure 9.1 Hamamatsu population and employment

Figure 9.2 Manifacturing sales in Hamamatsu

Figure 9.3 Patenting at HPK
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Table 1. Economic change in Hamamatsu
1960

1970

1980

1990

2000

Population

337,645

439,035

495,200

568,115

589,218

Employment

167,960

230,760

248,743

294,228

310,814

fishery

19.6

11.0

6.6

4.5

3.6

Services

39.1

42.4

49.0

52.3

56.2

construction

41.3

46.6

44.4

43.0

39.2

Manufacturing employment

62,465

93,969

91,672

103,984

95,071

As % of total employment

37.2%

40.7%

36.9%

35.3%

30.6%

Registered foreigners

1,687

2,221

3,666

18,591

No of industrial businesses

4,473

6,050

5,667

4,395

Manufacturing sale (yen)

410,209.00

1,326,809.0
0
1,938,493.00

as % share of total
Agriculture, forestry and

Industry including mining,

2,016,425.00

Source: Suji de miru Hamamatsu-shi 2002
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Table 2. Manufacturing sub-sectors in Hamamatsu

1970

1980

1990

2000

Manufacturing sale

410,209.00

1,326,809.00

1,938,493.00

2,016,425.00

Textiles

13.4%

7.7%

4.3%

2.1%

Metal products

6.8%

7.2%

5.4%

4.0%

Machinery

6.1%

5.7%

8.9%

6.4%

Electrical equipment

2.1%

4.3%

6.7%

8.0%

Transport machinery

30.3%

31.7%

37.0%

46.7%

Musical instruments

18.9%

12.4%

10.0%

9.8%

Other manufacturing

22.4%

31.0%

27.7%

22.9%

Number of businesses

5,412

6,050

5,667

4,395

Textiles

38.0%

25.3%

17.1%

11.5%

Metal products

13.2%

12.4%

14.0%

14.0%

Machinery

7.4%

10.2%

13.0%

14.5%

Electrical equipment

0.8%

2.9%

4.9%

5.4%

Transport machinery

6.7%

12.9%

12.7%

14.9%

Employment

91,427

84,044

83,124

70,864

Textile

23.5%

13.5%

8.3%

5.1%

Metal products

9.6%

8.9%

8.3%

7.7%

Machinery

8.4%

7.5%

9.8%

9.4%

Electrical equipment

1.4%

5.4%

8.6%

8.3%

Transport machinery

12.9%

22.3%

25.7%

31.5%

Source: Suji de miru Hamamatsu-shi 2002 and Hamamatsu statistics (various years)
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Table 3. Rates of new business startups, closures, and business change in 10 metropolitan areas
Hamamatsu

Sapporo

Sendai

Keihinyou

Chukyo

Keihanshin

(Tokyo)

(Nagoya)

(Osaka/Kyoto)

Hiroshima

Kitakyushu

Okayama

Kumamoto

Rate of new business startup
All industries
91-94

4.5

6

5

5.2

4.3

4.7

5.4

5.2

4.6

5.1

96-99

3.8

5.3

4.6

4.8

3.9

4.5

4.4

4.8

3.9

4.1

Manufacturing
91-94

2.8

4.5

4

3.2

2.7

3.2

3.9

4.3

2.5

4.5

96-99

1.8

2.8

2.3

2.3

1.6

2.1

1.9

2.5

1.6

2.3

Rate of business closures
All industries
91-94

4.4

6.2

4.8

5

4.2

4.8

5.2

5.5

4.6

5.1

96-99

5.2

7.6

6.4

6.6

5.3

6.5

6.6

6.6

6

5.8

Manufacturing
91-94

4.9

5.2

4.6

4.8

4

4.4

4.9

4.7

4.7

5

96-99

4.5

6.5

5

5.9

4.6

5.7

5.5

5.3

6

4.9

Rate of business change *
All industries
survival

87.3

83

86

85.5

88

86.7

84.9

85.2

87.2

85.7

change

0.8

0.3

0.5

0.6

0.5

0.5

0.6

0.5

0.6

0.6

Manufacturing
survival

91.6

87.1

88.7

90.6

92.2

90.7

88.6

87.9

92.4

87.2

change

1.1

0.2

0.5

0.7

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.5

0.4

0.5
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Source: Ito (2002), based on Somusho Jigyosho Kigyo Tokei and Heisei 6 nen Jigyosho Meibo Seibi
* Based on existing businesses in 1994. Survival rates are the proportion of companies in 1994 that had existed in 1991, change rates are proportion of
companies whose business sector category changed between 1991 and 1994.

Table 4. Hamamatsu city expenditures on industry and commerce
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1969

1970

1971

1979

1980

1981

1988

1989

1990

1997

1998

1999

Industry and commerce

430

685

763

2242

2353

2363

3475

4436

6313

5337

8117

10977

Total city expenditure

27399

35404

40612

154742

169761

168778

253990

288232

361888

370387

374137

381594

as % of total expenditures

1.6%

1.9%

1.9%

1.4%

1.4%

1.4%

1.4%

1.5%

1.7%

1.4%

2.2%

2.9%

General spending

11749

14824

18423

83459

92663

90852

120276

133074

207934

182252

192913

195878

as% of general spending

3.7%

4.6%

4.1%

2.7%

2.5%

2.6%

2.9%

3.3%

3.0%

2.9%

4.2%

5.6%

Source: Hamamatsu Statistics (various years)

Table 5. Optoelectronics industry in Shizuoka
1986

1991

2002

No. of companies in optoelectronics

71

66

61

No. of responding companies

40

66

61

Paid-up capital less than $1 million

62.5%

51.5%

62.1%

Fewer than 300 employees

62.5%

52.3%

73.4%

59.5%

66.7%

86.7%

25.4%

77.1%

Market-entry into optoelectronics
since 1980
since 1985
since 1990

57.4%

since 1995

32.8%

Reason for entry into optoelectronics
responding to demand

47.5%

54.5%

59.0%

higher value added

30.0%

42.4%

39.3%

new application of existing technology

25.0%

19.7%

41.0%

owning basic technology

22.5%

12.2%

23.0%

interest in optical technology

22.5%

15.2%

16.4%

demand from clients

17.5%

21.2%

24.6%

demand from parent company

12.5%

16.7%

24.6%

limitations in current business/products

10.0%

12.2%

14.8%

less than 20%

53.0%

73.6%

50.9%

between 20-80%

35.2%

13.2%

22.5%

more than 80%

11.8%

13.2%

26.6%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

Share of optical business

Expecting to expand optical business

70.6%

Sources:
Shizuoka Commerce and Industry Section report (1986); Hamanako
International Intelligence Location Center report (1991); Shizuoka Commerce
and Industry Section report (2002)
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Table 6. The optoelectronics industry in Shizuoka: changes in approaches and issues
1986
1991
R&D approach
Working on its own
50.0%
30.0%
Working on its own and collaborating with research institutions and universities
26.2%
53.3%
Joint research with other companies, research institutions, and universities
13.2%
Working on its own and contracting out to companies, research institutions and universities
5.3%
8.3%
Others
5.3%
8.3%
Total
100.0%
99.9%
Working on its own*
Joint research with other companies*
Joint research with universities and public research*
Joint research with parent and other companies*
Research contract with research institutions, and universities*
Key issues in R&D (multiple responses)
Human resources development
97.5%
53.0%
Collaboration with external bodies
47.5%
42.4%
technological information gathering
35.0%
48.5%
Identification of user needs
32.5%
62.1%
Planning and design
30.0%
24.2%
Organizational development and strengthening
15.0%
10.6%
R&D budget*
10.0%
10.6%
Promoting joint research*
Contracting out research*
Steps taken in HRD (multiple responses)
Attending seminars and conferences
46.1%
39.4%
Internal study groups
35.9%
24.2%
Sending staff to university and research institutes
23.1%
24.2%
Interacting with other companies
2.6%
Joint research with others*
34.8%
Internal training*
External recruits*
Sending staff to external training*
Technical information gathering
Specialized magazines/journals
92.5%
36.4%
Exhibitions
47.5%
33.3%
Parent companies
30.0%
12.1%
Patent
30.0%
22.7%
Seminars and conferences
27.5%
18.2%
Newspapers
27.5%
13.6%
Testing and research institutes
22.5%
10.6%
Universities
22.5%
12.1%
Clients/buyers
20.0%
15.2%
Suppliers/subcontractors
20.0%
10.6%
Other companies in different business areas
10.0%
9.1%
Other companies in similar business areas
10.0%
10.6%
Consultants
5.0%
3.0%
Private research institutes *
Public research institutes*
Clients and contractors*
Main issues for product/business development
Lack of human resources
81.8%
High costs, owing to small batch production
18.2%
Inadequate sales routes
18.2%
Weak marketing
15.2%
Inadequate production
12.1%
Marketing and information collection*
Introduction of new technology and R&D*
Financing*
Sources: Shizuoka Commerce and industry Section (1986); Hamanako International Intelligence Location Center
Shizuoka Commerce and Industry Section (2002)
* multiple response items that were added in later surveys
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2002

63.9%
29.5%
24.6%
23.0%
4.9%
39.3%
24.6%
44.3%
72.1%

24.6%
24.6%
4.9%

14.8%
13.1%
49.2%
31.1%
23.0%
50.8%
39.3%

24.6%
52.5%

0.0%
24.6%
18.0%
52.5%
60.7%
34.4%

11.5%
67.2%
65.6%
8.2%
(1991);
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